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Preface

The Conference on Personal Learning Environments is now an established annual international, scientific event and a reference point for the current state of the art in research and development in Personal Learning Environments (PLE). The PLE Conference creates a space for researchers and practitioners to share concepts, case studies and research related to the design, development and implementation of Personal Learning Environments in diverse educational contexts including formal and informal education. The PLE Conference takes place annually, each time in a different country and city. The first event was held in Barcelona, Spain in 2010, the second in Southampton, UK in 2011, and the third in Aveiro, Portugal in 2012 together with a parallel event in Melbourne, Australia.

Building on the previous conferences, the 4th PLE Conference took place at Beuth University of Applied Sciences in Berlin, Germany together with a parallel event at Monash University in Melbourne, Australia. As Chair and Organising Committee members of the PLE Conference 2013 we am very pleased to present a wide range of contributions that we received and welcomed in Berlin and Melbourne. The contributions included in these proceedings encompass empirical research studies, literature reviews, theoretical treaties and descriptions of workshops and alternative sessions held at both venues in July 2013.

Personal Learning Environments (PLE) is an approach in Technology-Enhanced Learning (TEL) based on the principles of learner autonomy, ownership and empowerment. PLEs are integrated, individual environments for learning which include specific technologies, methods, tools, contents, communities and services constituting complex learning infrastructures, enhancing new educational practices and at the same time emerging from these new practices. This represents a shift away from the traditional model of technology-enhanced learning based on knowledge transfer towards a model based on knowledge construction and sharing. In PLEs learning happens by drawing connections from a growing and diverse pool of online and offline resources to plan, organise, create, network, engage and reflect in permeable spaces. Although much research is presently focused on MOOCs, the very emergence of MOOC and the increasing uptake on online resources for learning in different contexts is opening the debate on pedagogic approaches to the use of different technologies for learning, including PLEs.

The 4th PLE Conference focused on the theme of “Learning and Diversity in the Cities of the Future”, among others addressing the issue of smart cities, one of the key research priorities worldwide and the strategic direction of Beuth University of Applied Sciences Berlin. The conference addressed the following questions:
- How can Personal Learning Environments support diversity, cross-boundary learning and interdisciplinary transformation of urban spaces?
- How to design and implement Personal Learning Environments as part of interconnected social and technological infrastructures of smart cities?
- What PLE scenarios can be envisaged to enhance learning and diversity in cities of the future?

The conference programme tackled the main theme and the three questions within three days, including the pre-conference and the two main conference days, which encompassed a number of engaging formats such as un-keynote speakers, research sessions, interactive sessions, workshops, pecha kucha sessions, demonstrations and posters. In fact, the mix of conference and un-conference formats of the PLE Conference is one of its unique features – our aim has always been to involve conference participants in conversation and interaction, hence our participants can be called “The People Formerly Known as the Audience”, following Jay Rosen’s phrase.

The papers included in the Proceedings provide rich and valuable theoretical and empirical insights into Personal Learning Environments. The PLE Conference 2013 received 75 submissions and welcomed almost 100 delegates from Europe, Asia, Australasia, North and South America and Africa. In 2013 we did not only engage the participants in dialogue but also within the conference proposal process. To enhance the participatory character of the PLE Conference the review process was based on the shepherding idea. This means that the authors were offered support by experienced shepherds (mentors), who helped those submitting proposals by making suggestions for improvements in the process of writing the final versions of submissions. In this way we enhanced the quality of submissions and helped authors qualify for publication in one of the two Special Issues with selected best papers.

It was noticeable that the debate over PLEs has matured over the past four years. Rather than more abstract discussion on the definition and nature of PLEs, many of the contributions focused on studies of PLE implementation. At the same time the contexts in which PLEs are being developed and used are widening, encompassing informal learning and learning in the workplace and community as well as through educational institutions. The introduction of new technologies such as smart phones, tablets and cloud computing are also providing a powerful infrastructure for PLE development.

Two special edition journals have already been published based on contributions to the PLE Conference 2013 conference. The first was a Special Issue of the EU eLearningPapers, Issue No. 35, entitled “Personal Learning Environments”.1 The second is

1 http://openeducationeuropa.eu/en/paper/personal-learning-environments,
the Special Issue of the Journal of Literacy and Technology, JLT, Volume 15, No. 2, titled “Personal Learning Environments: Current Research and Emerging Practice”\(^2\).

We hope that papers in these proceedings inspire your research and practice, taking forward the field of Personal Learning Environments to address the challenges of learning and diversity in smart cities.

\textit{July 2014}

\textit{Ilona Buchem} \hspace{1cm} \textit{Gemma Tur} \hspace{1cm} \textit{Graham Attwell}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{2} http://www.literacyandtechnology.org/current-issue.html.}
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Learner Control in Personal Learning Environments: A Cross-Cultural Study
Ilona Buchem, Gemma Tur, Tobias Hoelterhof

ABSTRACT
Changing power relations and the shift in control have been some of the key issues driving the discussion in Technology-Enhanced Learning (TEL) in the last years. As opposed to deterministic approaches to designing learning, such as the system approach in instructional design, emancipatory approaches, such as Personal Learning Environments (PLE), emphasizes the shift of control and ownership from the educator or the designer to the learner, bestowing decision making and choice upon the learner, not only in terms of choosing the content or the sequence of learning steps, but first and foremost the choice of the learning tools and the use of these tools to support one’s own learning, including co-creation of learning content and fostering of Personal Learning Networks (PLN). In this paper we describe the results of an international, cross-cultural study exploring the role of ownership and control in Personal Learning Environments. Our study is rooted in the theory of psychological ownership and utilizes research instruments developed in the predecessor study by [Buc 12]. The study was conducted in winter and spring 2013 at three different universities in Germany and Spain including students from six different courses, i.e. three courses in media sociology in Germany, two online master programs in educational media and educational leadership in Germany and a teacher education program in Spain. An online survey was used to collect data in two languages – German and Catalan. Following the concept of ownership proposed by [Buc 12], the study is based on the assumption that a learning environment becomes a Personal Learning Environment when the learner (subjectively) feels the owner this environment and perceives herself/himself to able to exercise control over this environment. The study presented in this paper aims at advancing our understanding of the role of psychological ownership in context of PLE, especially in relation to learner control. This paper specifically explores ownership and control in context of ePortfolio practice. Finally, this article provides a contribution to methods of measuring the impact of PLEs.

Note: This article has been published in the Special Edition of the Journal of Literacy and Technology: “Personal Learning Environments: Current Research and Emerging Practice”. The link to the JLT Special Issue is: http://www.literacyandtechnology.org/current-issue.html
Introduction

Personal Learning Environments (PLE) is an approach to using technology for learning, focusing on self-directed and self-regulated uses of tools and resources by the learner [Buc 11]. It is capturing the personal activity, or how the learner uses technology to support own learning, rather than developing personalised platforms, that lies at the heart of the PLE research. The first survey about the role of ownership and control in context of Personal Learning Environments was conducted in 2012 at two universities in Germany [Buc 12]. This study was rooted in the theory of psychological ownership by [Pie 01], [Pie 03] and reported on empirical findings from an online survey and analysis of educational practice, exploring multiple relationships between ownership, control and learning in context of technology-enhanced learning environments created in the process of creating ePortfolios. The results of the study indicated that control of intangible elements of a learning environment, such as control of content or personal data, is more strongly related to the feeling of ownership of this learning environment than is the control of tangible elements, such as technical tools (e.g. Web 2.0 services). The underlying assumption was that not every learning environment – not matter how personalized – automatically becomes a PLE, but that it is the perception of the individual learner that makes a learning environment to a PLE. Further, the hypothesis is that this perception depends on whether the learner develops a feeling of ownership and control of the learning environment. More specifically, it was argued that the perception of a learning environment as a PLE is related to the feeling of ownership of intangible elements rather than tangible ones [Buc 12]. The results of the study indicated that learners perceive a learning environment as a PLE even if they do not have the full control of all elements of this environment and do not in fact own them. For example, Web 2.0 services do not belong to the learner in terms of legal or intellectual proprietorship, and yet learners may feel in control when using them. The follow-up research presented in this paper further explores the role of psychological ownership and learner control in PLEs from a cross-cultural perspective.

Theoretical Background

Learner control has been one of the key research interests in the field of technology-enhanced learning. In the early years, learner control was analyzed mainly within technology-enhanced instructional delivery systems, such as computer-assisted learning programs including intelligent tutoring systems. Recently, the socio-constructivist paradigm in technology-enhanced learning and the emergence of Personal Learning Environments have introduced new lines of research in the area of learner control. Research on learner control in 1980s and 1990s was to a wide extend embedded in the instructional design paradigm. This prescriptive approach to learner control
focused on control as a choice of a pre-defined set of elements, including learning paths (e.g. lesson branching) and learning materials (e.g. examples and exercises) in computer-supported settings. Later, in web-based settings, new types of learner control have been explored, including informational control enabled by hypertext and hypermedia systems [Wil 89]; [Lin 01]. Within the instructional design framework learner control has been pre-programmed by the designer and conceptualized as choices provided within computer-delivered instruction, for example in form of control of sequence (i.e. control of sequencing of topics or exercises), control of level, (i.e. control of the difficulty level or degree of difficulty within a learning sequence), control of pacing (i.e. control of speed of presentation of learning content), control of display (i.e. control of viewing materials from a selection including examples, exercises or quizzes), control of support (i.e. control of using system advice such as recommendation on learning materials) [Mer 83], [Lau 87], [Mil 91], [Chu 92]. A number of authors including [Buc 11] have argued that this type of conceptualization of learner control allows for system adaptivity and individual customization but not for a genuine co-/ design of a learning environment by the learner.

More recently research on learner control in context of PLE has moved beyond computer assisted programs, intelligent tutoring systems and learning management systems towards authentic learning contexts mediated by technology in which the learner may have a greater control of both tangible or intangible elements of a learning environment [Buc 12]. [Buc 11] carried out an extensive literature review on Personal Learning Environments and showed that learner control in context of PLEs has been conceptualised broader in relation to different dimensions of learner activity. Based on the activity theory framework (extended triangle) these authors analysed learner control in PLEs in five dimensions: objectives, tools, rules, community and tasks.

The results of the grounded theory analysis pointed towards a multi-dimensional notion of learner control in PLEs, which goes beyond the previous conceptualizations of learner control in terms of scope (Table 1).

Table 1: Dimensions of learner control in PLEs [Buc 11: 10–11].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSIONS OF LEARNER CONTROL</th>
<th>EXAMPLES OF LEARNER ACTIVITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Control of objectives</td>
<td>The learner (subject) can:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Determine learning goals and outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Manage data, services, resources, content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use scaffolding and guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Control of tools</td>
<td>The learner (subject) can:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Select and use tools according to own needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reuse and remix content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Aggregate and configure tools based on own preferences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The examples of learner control in Table 1 indicate that the concept of learner control in PLEs envisages learner control far beyond skipping forwards and backwards as part of a pre-programmed sequencing strategy or choosing between viewing examples or consulting a glossary as part of a display strategy. The notion of learner control in the PLE approach goes as far as allowing learners to determine their own learning goals, selecting and aggregating a wide range of available (not necessarily pre-selected) tools, negotiating rules, initiating (and not only engaging in) discussions and collaborations and adjusting learning based on self-monitoring the learning progress (versus automated recommendations). In comparison to earlier instructional principles of learner control, the PLE approach resembles more of an activity of “building a house” rather than “furnishing a house”. Thus, while instructional design approaches have focused on micro-level strategies of learner control within a pre-determined system (manipulation of small instructional elements), the PLE approach has focused on meta-level strategies of learner control within an open system (management of the entire learning process) with learner control being inherent to the construction of PLEs.

Learner control is related to the concept of ownership, and both concepts are related to the notion of “agency” in terms of the human capacity to make choices and to impose those choices on the world [Buc 11]. Ownership has been considered as a critical issue for learning. Allowing learners to own their learning process means to allow learners to engage with the process itself, which is a crucial factor for the effectiveness of the learning process [Big 11]. In context of technology-enhanced learning, a number of approaches consider ownership as a crucial concept for learning. For example, the “folio thinking” approach to ePortfolio practice has emphasised the role of ownership of ePortfolio for ensuring the use of ePortfolio as a basic learning strategy, integrated into all educational activities and sustainable in the lifetime [Cou 06], [Joy 09], [Che 09], [Che10], [She 11]. In this research context, the relationship between control,
motivation and ownership have been considered to be mutually supportive. For example, the study by [Shr 13] rooted in the [Mil 01] framework of ownership, showed that students and teachers considered the feeling of control as vital for the ownership of ePortfolio. As [Bar 04] argue, the greater the control of students over their ePortfolio, the more intrinsic motivation towards learning they develop.

However, the varying forms and degrees ownership have been seldom differentiated both in literature related to PLEs and ePortfolios as well as in publications addressing the ownership of learning in general. Also there has been little clarity about what type of ownership and control (e.g. technical, legal, psychological, social) and over what elements (e.g. goals, information, services) may be effective for learning. As [Buc 11] point out, it is possible to conceive of ownership of learning from various perspectives, e.g. in a technical sense (e.g. the learner is technically responsible for aggregating and configuring services), legal sense (e.g. the data and content legally belongs to the learner) or psychological sense (e.g. the learner feels an owner of the learning environment). As the study by [Buc 12] indicated, it is also possible that the learner can “control” the environment (e.g. select sources of information, reuse and remix content) without actually “owning” all its constituting parts. In context of ePortfolios, [Att 05] and [Att 07] highlighted some important issues related to ownership by distinguishing different agents owing different ePortfolio processes [Att 12]. Attwell focused on the
ownership of different processes related to learning and pointed out that in educational settings different ePortfolio processes are owned by different agents. For example, reflecting is “owned” by the learner (the learner controls this process), assessment is “owned” both by the learner and external agents whilst accreditation is “owned” only by external agents, such as educational institutions.

However, ownership in the context of PLE comprises both processes and elements of learning, such as digital tools used to construct a PLE. Nowadays, the nature of the relationships brought about by social networks, as well as the shift of the external world’s learning agents, has highlighted the importance of the control of intangible elements of learning including personal data in order to improve the sense of ownership [Att 12]. This is the central point of interest explored by [Buc 12] and in this paper.

To explore the relation between ownership and control one can refer to philosophical investigations about ownership in general and self-ownership in particular, e.g. [Dan 92], [Bro 93]. For example, the concept of self-ownership, which is related to the individual autonomy [Pat 02], can be defined as a psychological condition of a person (disposition), which is expressed in actions and in the general attitude towards oneself and the world [Dwo 88]. Personal “autonomy” in the sense of self-governance or self-rule (“autos” meaning self and “nomos” meaning rule), involves choosing, defining,
being able to make preferences and take decisions [Dwo 88]. As such the notions of personal ownership and personal autonomy are closely linked to the notion of control. Learner autonomy regarded as learner’s psychological relation to the process of learning [Lit 91], is also closely linked to taking responsibility for one’s learning. Autonomous learners are capable of independently setting learning goals, choosing learning materials and methods, making choices in organizing learning and defining criteria for evaluation [Kno 75], [Kno 80]. Owning a learning environment is to some extent similar to owning physical objects such as books or digital devices. In context of PLEs, ownership is rooted in a learner-controlled use of technology, especially the ability to create, design, and operate an environment according to personal preferences [Buc 11], [Buc 12]. According to moral and philosophical investigations about ownership, the dependency between the learner and the environment can be characterized as “control ownership”, whereas “control” may be used to refer to the ability of a person to be the final arbiter of what is to be done with an object [Chr 94: 128]. In this sense to own a learning environment means to be able to use, control, modify or even destroy it in an independent way without the consent of others. Ownership in terms of control means a private use of an object. In addition the common meaning of ownership also implies the ability to sell or gain income from ones property. Thus ownership and control are part of individual autonomy [Chr 94: 167]. This is yet to emphasize that the concept of learner control pertinent to the concept of PLEs radically differs from previous conceptualizations of learner control in technology-based learning. In the PLE sense of learner control, the learner can build, use, change, adjust, abandon, lend, cede or even destroy a learning environment or its parts without the consent of a teacher or another external agent.

Research design

The study presented in this paper is guided by the following research questions: How are control and ownership of learning environments perceived by learners from different national and academic cultures and how do these perceptions impact learning?

The conceptual model applied in the present research study used the Antecedents-Consequences Model (ACM) proposed by [Buc 12]. Based on theoretical underpinning of psychological ownership, the underlying assumption of the ACM is that psychological ownership is influenced by a number of factors (antecedents, such as students’ perceived control of different elements of a learning environment) and leads to certain outcomes (consequences, such as level of engagement, creativity and productive uses of media). Based on the results of the first study, it was expected that a learning environment is perceived as a PLE if learners develop a feeling of ownership towards the elements of this environment. The present study encompassed three main groups of variables, i.e. (a) perceived control as a factor influencing psychological
ownership (Antecedents), (b) the measure of psychological ownership itself, and (c) learning effects (Consequences) resulting from ownership (Figure 3).

![Figure 3: The Antecedents-Consequences-Model (ACM) of the study.](image)

The study incorporated the concept of psychological ownership by Pierce et al. (2001) applied in the study by [Buc 12]. According to this model, ownership comprises five dimensions, i.e. (1) sense of responsibility, (2) sense of self-identity, (3) sense of accountability, (4) sense of self-efficacy, and (5) sense of belongingness. Sense of responsibility is related to protecting and enhancing the object of possession, which may include improvement, control and limiting access to others. Sense of identity is viewed as part of the self-concept and is established, maintained, reproduced and transformed through interactions with tangible and intangible objects of possession. Sense of accountability can be defined as an expectation to hold others accountable and to be held accountable for what happens to and with objects of possession. Sense of self-efficacy is based on the concept developed by [Ban 97] and describes the belief in one’s ability to reach goals, master difficult situations and succeed in relation to both tangible and intangible objects of possession. Sense of belongingness relates the feeling of attachment to places, objects and people [Pie 01], [Ave 09].

**Research method**

The present study is an extension of an earlier study by [Buc 12], which was conducted at two universities in Germany with 50 students from three different university courses and disciplines. An online survey including three scales, i.e. psychological ownership scale, control scale and learning effects scale, was applied to collect data. The present study revised and adjusted the three scales from the study by [Buc 12] based on reliability measures from the first study and on feedback from experts in the PLE community. The current study was conducted with a wider and more diverse group of learners.
in terms of age, language, cultural background and the area of study. Given the international study sample, the survey was created in two language versions (English and Catalan) and conducted using online tools LimeSurvey and Google Forms. The research applied quantitative and qualitative methods to triangulate conclusions. Quantitative data was analysed with SPSS and R software. Qualitative data obtained by means of open questions in the survey was analysed and discussed with students in respective courses.

Despite different educational contexts of learners participating in the study, all students in the sample used Web 2.0 tools to construct their PLEs as part of ePortfolio practice in university course. Students from all courses used different Web 2.0 tools to support and document their learning during one semester. Following the idea formulated by [Con 10] about the need for systematical integration of the social web in higher education, Web 2.0 tools were introduced as instruments for learning, knowledge construction and collaboration. The study sample included 76 students from the following courses:

1. **General Studies Program at Beuth University of Applied Sciences Berlin (Germany):**
   The general studies program (Studium Generale) at Beuth University is an open, university-wide program aiming at academic and career development of students from all accredited programs. Students who participated in the study were enrolled in two courses in media sociology, i.e. “Web 2.0 and the Society” and “Mobile Web and the Society”. The sample for this research study included 45 bachelor and master students from various programs including economics, computer sciences, engineering and media design. Both courses integrate the concept of PLEs and ePortfolios into their coursework. ePortfolios are primarily used to support research-based learning as students work in small groups on own research projects throughout the semester. The aim is to foster the use of digital media to create own PLE beyond the requirements of the course. Students in the course “Web 2.0 and the Society” created their ePortfolios combining different Web 2.0 tools, such as Wordpress, Tumblr, Twitter, Flickr, Storify, Prezi, ScoopIt and SlideShare. Students in the course “Mobile Web and the Society” used Mahara as a main hub in which different artefacts and media (e.g. YouTube videos, RSS feeds) were mashed and aggregated to create ePortfolios.

2. **Teacher Education Programme at the University of the Balearic Islands (Spain):** This program integrates the concept of PLEs and ePortfolios into coursework. ePortfolios are created by students using Web 2.0 tools, in this way extending their PLEs. The aim is to develop a positive attitude towards using technology in education. The study sample comprised of 24 student teachers consisting of first and second-year students who study to become Infant Education Teachers. Student teachers at the local branch in Ibiza of the Balearic Islands University create and maintain their ePortfolios throughout their stay at the university. In this way students document their learning and identity development as Infant Education teachers as
well as use ICT for learning during their education as teachers so that the experience is consistent enough to use ICT as future teachers. The project has run since 2009/2010 and its evolution has been positive [Tur 11], [Tur 12a], [Tur 12b], [Tur 13]. The ePortfolio project is based on three approaches by [Bar 09], [Bar 10], [Bar 11], [Cam 09], [Cam 10], and [Zub 09]. First, based on Barrett’s work, students build their ePortfolio in three main steps: students create artefacts, document learning in a chronological order and finally present their ePortfolios. Second, based on Cambridge’s work, ePortfolios are used to foster the development of students’ networked selves and symphonic selves which are closely related to Barrett’s three steps. Third, based on Zubizarreta, students collaborate and reflect while documenting their learning.

3. **Online Master Programs at the University Duisburg-Essen (Germany):** The master programs “Educational Media” and “Educational Leadership” are designed as part time study and blended learning with one or two on-campus events per semester. The programs count around 100 participants per semester and are held in German language. Participants mainly come from Germany and German speaking countries. The sample from these courses comprised of 7 students from different courses. These courses integrate the concept of PLEs into their coursework. New students are introduced to the learning systems and become acquainted with a personal weblog. According to the concept of a “social hub”, the social learning management system of the study program focuses on connecting students’ PLEs [Höl 12]. A basic set of tools is offered by the system for learners including a collaborative synchronous text editing tool, an internal personal weblog, a poll tool, a messaging system. In discovering the potential of Web 2.0 for collaboration and synchronous communication, students can choose an internal weblog managed by the learning system or an external weblog hosted on the web. Weblogs are used as tools to express the learning process which corresponds with the ePortfolio approach. As part of ePortfolio students form groups and cooperate to work on assignments. Students are given assignments for blogging, reflecting and discussions in their weblogs. Using weblogs is required in order to be permitted to the examination at the end of the course.
Research results

The study comprised a cross-cultural sample of 76 students from three different universities and courses as described in the previous section (i.e. “Berlin sample”, “Ibiza sample” and “Duisburg sample”). Descriptive statistics related to these samples are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the study sample, n = 76

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BERLIN (GERMANY)</th>
<th>IBIZA (SPAIN)</th>
<th>DUISBURG (GERMANY)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>Catalan</td>
<td>German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study area</td>
<td>General Studies</td>
<td>Teacher Education</td>
<td>Online Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td>45 students</td>
<td>24 students</td>
<td>7 students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Below the results of several statistical tests are summarized following the key research question: How are control and ownership of learning environments perceived by learners from different national and academic cultures and how do these perceptions impact learning?

(A) **Psychological ownership**: These five dimensions of psychological ownership, i.e. sense of responsibility, sense of self-identity, sense of accountability, sense of self-efficacy, and sense of belongingness, were measured across the three samples based on the scale with five items rated on the Likert scale from 1 (fully agree) to 5 (fully disagree). Thus the lower the values, the more positive the result. Table 3 summarizes statistical results for ownership scale.

Table 3: Statistics of psychological ownership (m = mean, sd = standard deviation), n = 76. Likert scale 1–5: 1 = fully agree, 5 = fully disagree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BERLIN n = 45</th>
<th>IBIZA n = 24</th>
<th>DUISBURG n = 7</th>
<th>TOTAL n = 76</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Sense of responsibility</td>
<td>m = 1.78 sd = .95</td>
<td>m = 2.29 sd = .91</td>
<td>m = 2.14 sd = .90</td>
<td>m = 1.97 sd = .95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Sense of self-identity</td>
<td>m = 2.41 sd = .99</td>
<td>m = 1.83 sd = .96</td>
<td>m = 2.71 sd = .96</td>
<td>m = 2.29 sd = 1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Sense of accountability</td>
<td>m = 2.36 sd = .80</td>
<td>m = 1.92 sd = 1.02</td>
<td>m = 2.86 sd = .69</td>
<td>m = 2.26 sd = .90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As Table 3 shows, the lowest (most positive) values across all five items measuring the five dimensions of psychological ownership were reached by the Ibiza sample with \( m = 2.03 \) and the lowest standard deviation of \( sd = .92 \). This means that Ibizan students developed the strongest feeling of ownership of their learning environments. In general, students in all three samples developed a sound sense of ownership towards their learning environment with the \( m = 2.23 \) and \( sd = 0.99 \). These results may indicate that students perceived their ePortfolio based learning environment as their PLE, for example students felt responsible for it, could identify with it, felt accountable for and attached to the learning environment they created. Yet, the cut-off point for a learning environment becoming a PLE to the individual learner is not straightforward. Further studies should investigate the relationship between the ownership values and PLE in more detail. As far as results for single dimensions are concerned, the lowest (most positive) values across all three samples were reached for dimension “sense of responsibility” with the \( m = 1.97 \) and \( sd = .95 \). In this respect, most positive values were reached for Berlin students with \( m = 1.78 \) and \( sd = .95 \), meaning that students in Berlin felt more responsible for their learning environment than students in other two samples. Since the sense of responsibility (item 1.1) towards the learning environment was the most salient dimension of psychological ownership in all three samples, especially in Berlin sample, a possible interpretation is that ePortfolio practice promotes the responsibility of own learning, independent from the national or academic culture. It is also interesting to highlight the fact that the lowest values related to accountability (item 1.3) are achieved by Ibiza students, who are assessed to 50% based on their ePortfolio performance. Further research should further investigate the question raised by this result: Is there a relationship between type of assessment (e.g. ePortfolio) and ownership, especially the sense of accountability?

(B) Learner control: The theory of psychological ownership by [Pie 01], [Pie 03] defines control as one of the three key mechanisms (besides engagement and identity) through which psychological ownership develops. The overall aim of ePortfolio work in the courses participating in the study was to enhance learner control in the sense of the PLE concept of learner control. However, the intended design may be
realised otherwise in situ or perceived differently by students. Therefore, it was not the “designed control” but “perceived control” that was measured to explore students’ perceptions. The concept of perceived control was defined to encompass seven dimensions of control with items derived from the research by [Buc 11] and applied in the first study by [Buc 12]. These seven dimensions were: (1) control of technology, (2) control of objectives, (3) control of content, (4) control of planning, (5) control of design, (6) control of access rights, and (7) control of personal data. Altogether 7 items were applied to measure perceived control. Table 4 summarises the values for perceived learner control across the three samples.

Table 4: Statistics of perceived learner control (m = Mean, sd = Standard Deviation), n = 76; Likert scale 1–5: 1 = fully agree, 5 = fully disagree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>BERLIN n = 45</th>
<th>IBIZA n = 24</th>
<th>DUISBURG n = 7</th>
<th>TOTAL n = 76</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control of technology</td>
<td>m = 2.2</td>
<td>m = 2.63</td>
<td>m = 3.57</td>
<td>m = 2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.1</td>
<td>sd = .77</td>
<td>sd = 1.4</td>
<td>sd = 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of objectives</td>
<td>m = 2.47</td>
<td>m = 2.5</td>
<td>m = 2.86</td>
<td>m = 2.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.06</td>
<td>sd = .88</td>
<td>sd = 1.46</td>
<td>sd = 1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of content</td>
<td>m = 2.36</td>
<td>m = 2.42</td>
<td>m = 1.71</td>
<td>m = 2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.13</td>
<td>sd = .78</td>
<td>sd = 1.89</td>
<td>sd = 1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of planning</td>
<td>m = 1.78</td>
<td>m = 2.67</td>
<td>m = 2.14</td>
<td>m = 2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = .93</td>
<td>sd = 1.13</td>
<td>sd = 1.95</td>
<td>sd = 1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of design</td>
<td>m = 2.33</td>
<td>m = 1.88</td>
<td>m = 3.86</td>
<td>m = 2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.13</td>
<td>sd = 1.33</td>
<td>sd = 1.21</td>
<td>sd = 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of access right</td>
<td>m = 2.16</td>
<td>m = 2.88</td>
<td>m = 2.71</td>
<td>m = 2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.21</td>
<td>sd = 1.3</td>
<td>sd = 1.6</td>
<td>sd = 1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of personal data</td>
<td>m = 2.49</td>
<td>m = 2.42</td>
<td>m = 3.43</td>
<td>m = 2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.22</td>
<td>sd = 1.34</td>
<td>sd = 1.62</td>
<td>sd = 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total 7 items</td>
<td>m = 2.25</td>
<td>m = 2.48</td>
<td>m = 3.13</td>
<td>m = 2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.13</td>
<td>sd = 1.12</td>
<td>sd = 1.64</td>
<td>sd = 1.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 4 shows, the lowest (most positive) values across the seven dimensions of perceived learner control were reached by the Berlin sample with the average value of m = 2.25. This results raises the question why Berlin students felt more in control of their learning environments than students in other samples? It seems that differences in instructional design are a more plausible explanation than cultural differences. Differences in perception of control can be further explored in specific dimensions. For example, students in Berlin felt strongly in control of planning (item 2.4), while students in Ibiza felt strongly in control of design (item 2.5) and students in Duisburg felt
strongly in control of content (item 2.3). These differences may be related to different instructional designs in respective courses. For example, it may be that students in Berlin were given more freedom to plan while students in Ibiza were given more freedom to design. These also could be cultural differences related to educational principles of course instructors. At the same time the values of perceived control in terms of visual and structural design (item 2.5) are in general negative for the Duisburg sample. The reason may be that students used tools embedded in the learning management system that allowed for only little customisation of the look and feel. Furthermore, the blog functionality used by students in Duisburg was for technical reasons readable by all other students in the study program, which may explain negative values of perceived control of access rights and data privacy (items 2.6 and 2.7) in the Duisburg sample. These results compared to positive values of ownership may indicate that although students in Duisburg felt the owners of their learning environments, there were technological limitations which negatively effected the perception of control. However, the ex ante examination of the relationship between different instructional designs and different perceptions of control has certain limits as freedom to make choices which educators grant to students is to a large extent determined in context. Granting control is a negotiation process and takes place in interaction between instructors and students. Further studies could therefore apply other methodologies, such as interactional analysis, to determine the degrees of freedom granted to students in practice and compare these with measures of perceived control. Nevertheless, the differences in perceived control could be attributed to cultural differences, especially related to discipline cultures. A possible explanation is that students of technical disciplines in Berlin attached more value to control of planing (item 2.4), while students of pedagogy in Ibiza attached more value to control of design (item 2.5). These hypotheses should be tested in further studies, as the implications of cross-cultural differences are relevant for culture-sensitive designs of learning environments. Since perceived control related to planning was the most salient dimension of learner control among all students in all three samples, control of planning seems to be an important design feature independent of national or discipline culture. The negative values, however, were reached for control of objectives, control of access rights and control of personal data. In general, these results can be understood both in terms of instructional designs and cultural differences, such as learner control versus institutional control. As learning objectives may have been imposed and perceived as compulsory by students, further research on PLE designs in formal education should attempt to explore new ways of establishing learning objectives with students. It should be explored further, if institutional control related to learning objectives is meaningful in context of PLEs at all and how a balance between educational objectives and learner autonomy could be reached.

Further, negative results were reached for perceived control of personal data. This again may be the result of institutional applications of technology which from students
perspective lack flexibility and transparency. However, it could also be a cultural issue, especially in terms of data privacy concerns in the academic culture. Further research on PLE designs should try to improve perceived learner control in relation to personal data.

The comparison of results in Tables 3 and 4 reveals some interesting findings of possible relationships between perceived control and ownership. First, students in Duisburg achieved most positive results in control of content (item 2.3) and at the same time most negative results in the feeling of responsibility (item 1.1). This may mean that being able to control the content has no significant effect on the feeling of responsibility. The correlation analysis seems to support this interpretation. At the same time, there is a strong relation between the sense of self-efficacy (item 1.4) and the control of personal data (item 2.7) in the Duisburg sample ($r = .835$). However, these observations would need to be further tested, e.g. by means of regression analysis. Also students in Duisburg did not achieve any significant values in any item related to psychological ownership despite – or perhaps because of – the fact that ePortfolio assignments were compulsory. Further research should try to understand how compulsory tasks in context of PLEs affect learner control and ownership. Second, findings reveal that students in Berlin obtained most positive values in control of planning (item 2.4) and at the same time most positive values in the sense of responsibility (item 1.1). Further research should investigate how perceived control of planning affects the sense of responsibility. Third, students from Ibiza achieved the most positive values in control of design (item 2.5) of their ePortfolio and at the same time the most positive values in the sense of self-identity (item 1.2). The correlation analysis confirms this relationship, $r = .425$. This may mean that Ibiza students focused on designing the representations of their identity in their ePortfolio practice. Further research should explore the role of perceived control of design on the sense of self-identity and the PLE becoming a part of the self-concept.

(C) Cross-cultural differences: Beyond descriptive statistics and correlation analysis, t test for independent means were computed to compare parameter values of the three key variable sets, i.e. learner control, psychological ownership and learning effects, across the three samples representing different cultures in terms of fields of study and nationality. Altogether nine t tests were calculated for pairs of independent samples and the significance assessed at the .05 level. The results of the t tests are summarized in Table 5.
Results in table 5 indicate that there was no significant difference in how students in Berlin and Ibiza perceived learner control and psychological ownership. This may indicate that instructional designs in Berlin and Ibiza did not differ in a significant way. However, due to significant differences in perceived control and ownership in the Duisburg sample, instructional design in Duisburg was explored in more detail. In fact, instructional design in Duisburg was different as most students could not freely choose a tool to create their ePortfolios but had to use a blogging tool embedded in the learning management system. The t-tests also reveal significant differences in learning effects of students in Berlin and Duisburg compared to students in Ibiza. Possible predictors are explored in the section below.

(D) Learning effects: The Antecedents-Consequences-Model of the study considers learning effect as a consequence of ownership and control. This is based on the assumption that the sense of ownership and perceived learner control influence how students engage and develop their learning environments. Learning effects in the study were explored using a measure with six dimensions: (1) time invested (students willingly invested time in learning), (2) student engagement (students did more than was required by the teacher), (3) student creativity (students tried something new), (4) interest orientation (students followed their interests), (5) self-direction (students felt they were learning for themselves), (6) intrinsic motivation (learning was more important than grades), (7) social learning (students collaborated to learn), (8) future use (students expect to create a similar learning environment in the future), (9) continued use (students expect to continue to use their learning environment after the course), (10) transfer (students expect to transfer the PLE idea to other areas), and (11) transformation (PLE practice changed the way students learn). Since psychological ownership and control have been viewed
as positive resources for impacting attitudes, e.g. higher commitment, responsibility [Ave 09], [Pie 01], [Pie 03]; [Van 04], it was expected that both ownership and control had a positive impact on the learning effects. Learning effect statistics are summarised in Table 8.

Table 8: Statistics of learning effects (m = mean, sd = standard deviation), n = 76; Likert scale 1–5: 1 = fully agree, 5 = fully disagree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEARNING EFFECTS</th>
<th>BERLIN n = 45</th>
<th>IBIZA n = 24</th>
<th>DUISBURG n = 7</th>
<th>TOTAL n = 76</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1 Time invested</td>
<td>m = 2.6</td>
<td>m = 2.58</td>
<td>m = 2.86</td>
<td>m = 2.62,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.07</td>
<td>sd = .72</td>
<td>sd = 1.35</td>
<td>sd = .99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 Student engagement</td>
<td>m = 2.78</td>
<td>m = 2.54</td>
<td>m = 3.71</td>
<td>m = 2.79,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.33</td>
<td>sd = 1.02</td>
<td>sd = 1.38</td>
<td>sd = 1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3 Creativity</td>
<td>m = 2.71</td>
<td>m = 2.08</td>
<td>m = 3.14</td>
<td>m = 2.55,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.12</td>
<td>sd = .78</td>
<td>sd = 1.21</td>
<td>sd = 1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 Interest orientation</td>
<td>m = 2.42</td>
<td>m = 2.13</td>
<td>m = 2.71</td>
<td>m = 2.36,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = .99</td>
<td>sd = .9</td>
<td>sd = 1.38</td>
<td>sd = 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 Self-direction</td>
<td>m = 2.71</td>
<td>m = 2.38</td>
<td>m = 3.86</td>
<td>m = 2.71,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.2</td>
<td>sd = .71</td>
<td>sd = 1.21</td>
<td>sd = 1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6 Intrinsic motivation</td>
<td>m = 3.29</td>
<td>m = 2.54</td>
<td>m = 4.29</td>
<td>m = 3.14,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.2</td>
<td>sd = .78</td>
<td>sd = .76</td>
<td>sd = 1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7 Social learning</td>
<td>m = 3.06</td>
<td>m = 2.46</td>
<td>m = 2.86</td>
<td>m = 2.86,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.05</td>
<td>sd = .78</td>
<td>sd = 1.21</td>
<td>sd = 1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.8 Future application</td>
<td>m = 2.96</td>
<td>m = 1.91</td>
<td>m = 2.86</td>
<td>m = 2.62,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.20</td>
<td>sd = .93</td>
<td>sd = 1.57</td>
<td>sd = 1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.9 Continued use</td>
<td>m = 3.6</td>
<td>m = 2.33</td>
<td>m = 3.43</td>
<td>m = 3.18,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.21</td>
<td>sd = .96</td>
<td>sd = 1.13</td>
<td>sd = 1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.10 Learning transfer</td>
<td>m = 3.4</td>
<td>m = 2.33</td>
<td>m = 3.14</td>
<td>m = 3.04,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.29</td>
<td>sd = .87</td>
<td>sd = 1.57</td>
<td>sd = 1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.11 Learning transformed</td>
<td>m = 3.33</td>
<td>m = 1.58</td>
<td>m = 3.43</td>
<td>m = 2.79,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.07</td>
<td>sd = .83</td>
<td>sd = .97</td>
<td>sd = 1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of 7 items</td>
<td>m = 2.99</td>
<td>m = 2.26</td>
<td>m = 3.3</td>
<td>m = 2.79,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sd = 1.21</td>
<td>sd = 0.88</td>
<td>sd = 1.28</td>
<td>sd = 1.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 8 shows the self-assessment of learning effects in general among students from all three samples reached on average slightly higher (more negative) values (m = 2.79) than ownership (m = 2.23) and control (m = 2.43). Students in Berlin and Ibiza (compared to students in Duisburg) invested more time in the development of their
learning environments, were more engaged and more creative, followed their interests more strongly and felt more strongly that they were learning for themselves. These are interesting results which may indicate that the instructional design in Duisburg, which was more compulsory and allowed for less freedom of choice, contributed to less positive learning effects. However, intrinsic motivation, social learning, future applications, continued use, learning transfer and transformation of learning as dimensions of learning effects reached positive values only in the Ibiza sample. There is a striking difference especially in the perception that ePortfolio practice transformed own learning (item 3.11). This indicates that the ePortfolio practice in the Ibiza sample had the deepest impact on learning as it transformed the way students learn.

In general, highest (most negative) values were reached for dimensions “continued use” (m = 3.18) and “intrinsic motivation” (m = 3.14). This means that on average students in all three samples felt it was rather unlikely they will continue to use their learning environments created during the course and that grades (extrinsic value) were no less important than learning (intrinsic value). Lowest (most positive) values were reached for dimensions “interest orientation” (m = 2.36) and “students creativity” (m = 2.55). This means that students in all three samples followed their interests and engaged in creative practice.

In order to explore the impact of perceived learner control and psychological ownership on learning effects, several statistical tests were conducted, i.e. bivariate correlations and regression analysis. The correlation analysis shows that there is an overall significant correlation between control and ownership (r = .41, p < .01) and a significant relationship between learning effects and ownership variables across all samples (r = .68, p < .01). These results can be interpreted as of validation of the Antecedent-Consequences Model applied in this study. Table 9 summarizes correlation coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERCEIVED CONTROL AND OWNERSHIP (MEANS)</th>
<th>OWNERSHIP AND LEARNING EFFECTS (MEANS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All samples</td>
<td>r = .41, p &lt; .001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r = .68, p &lt; .001***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also the results of the linear regression analysis with learning effects as dependent variable and ownership as independent variable for all samples indicate that psychological ownership is a good predictor of learning effects (R Square = .46), explaining almost 50% of variance. Perceived control, on the other hand, explained under 20% of variance (R Square = .17). The proposed model should however be tested in further studies with larger samples.
Discussion

This paper presented the concept of learner control and ownership in context of Personal Learning Environments and the results of a cross-cultural study aiming at exploring possible differences in perception of control and ownership of learning environments by learners from different national and academic cultures. The study presented in this paper also proposed a measure of “learning effects” which can be used to explore the impact of perceived control and ownership on learning. The results of the study indicate that there may be certain cultural differences in perception of control and ownership of learning environments, such as attaching more value to planning in technical academic cultures rather than to control of design as compared to other discipline cultures, including pedagogy. These differences should be, however, explored in more detail in further studies, as the implications may be important for promoting PLE design and practice by students from different academic backgrounds. However, it seems that a number of differences in perceptions of control and ownership may be best explained by differences in instructional designs, especially in relation to how much freedom of choice and thus control is granted to students in their PLE practice in formal settings, e.g. higher education.

As the results of the study indicate, compulsory tasks and choice of media, little possibilities to adjust the look and feel of PLE tools as well as application of institutional tools such as learning management systems which from students’ perspective provide little control and transparency of personal data, may have a negative impact on learning. The responses in the survey express a disjunction between the instructional design aimed at activating students for ePortfolio work by formal (compulsory) assignments and the student perception of their ePortfolio as a PLE. On the other hand, as survey responses indicate, especially control of planning and control of design have a positive impact on learning. This is reflected, among others, in willingly investing time in learning, following their interests and being creative in ePortfolio practice or even the perception that ePortfolio practice altogether transform the way they learn. Thus perceived learner control, especially control of planning and control of design (both intangible elements of Personal Learning Environments) should be considered an important element of PLE practice and PLE design.
Conclusions

This paper provides a contribution to the discussion on learner control in context of Personal Learning Environments. In line with the study by [Buc 12], the results presented in this paper point out to the fact that perceived control of intangible elements, such as planning and design, may have more positive effects on learning than control of tangible elements, such as technical tools. This study also reveals the impact of different PLE designs on learning.

It seems that more freedom of choice (e.g. objectives, tools) as well as flexibility (e.g. planning) and transparency (e.g. personal data) may be beneficial to learning effects. The future implication may be that learner control as postulated by the PLE approach can be advanced to the next level, at which learners are able not only to choose but also to create, for example developing the components of their PLE. This would require learners to develop new skills, such as coding, as well as technical tools to become low-threshold and user-friendly. Finally, this paper uncovers the topic of control and ownership from a cross-cultural perspective and indicates that specific elements of control may be more valued by learners from different national and academic cultures. As a recommendation for further research, future studies should also explore the possibilities of mobile technologies for enhancing perceived learner control and psychological ownership in relation to Personal Learning Environments and its impact on learning.
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A pedagogy-driven framework for integrating Web 2.0 tools into educational practices and building personal learning environments

Ebrahim Rahimi, Jan van den Berg, Wim Veen

ABSTRACT

While the concept of Web 2.0 based Personal Learning Environments (PLEs) has generated significant interest in educational settings, there is little consensus regarding what this concept means and how teachers and students can develop and deploy Web 2.0 based PLEs to support their teaching and learning activities. In this paper a conceptual framework for building Web 2.0 based PLEs is proposed. The framework consists of four main elements, including (i) student’s control model, (ii) learning potential of Web 2.0 tools and services, (iii) project-based teaching approach, and (iv) technology-enhanced learning activities. The main purpose of the framework is to assist teachers to design appropriate Web 2.0 based learning activities. Students then can accomplish these learning activities to develop their PLEs and complete their learning projects.

Note: This article has been published in the Special Edition of the Journal of Literacy and Technology: “Personal Learning Environments: Current Research and Emerging Practice”. The link to the JLT Special Issue is: http://www.literacyandtechnology.org/current-issue.html

Introduction

In recent years innovations in web technologies along with the new learning requirements laid down by the knowledge society have led to the emergence of three fundamental shifts in technology enhanced learning (TEL) including: (i) a shift from a focus on content to communication, (ii) a shift from a passive to a more interactive engagement of students in the educational process, and (iii) a shift from a focus on individual learners to more socially situated learning [Con 07]. There is overwhelming evidence corroborating the notion that Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs), as the mainstream in TEL initiatives, despite some successes, have failed to address these shifts [Cha 10], [Att 10], [Dow 06]. These systems mainly follow and support the learning from technology approach [Jon 95] manifested in technology-push, course-centered, content-based, and teacher-driven educational processes [Cha 10], [Att 10]. As a result, the underlying assumption of these systems presumes a passive and controlled role for students in their educational practices [Dro 07].
Personal Learning Environments (PLEs) have been suggested as a solution for the challenges mentioned above [Att 07], [Dow 06], [Val 12], [Dab 12]. An overwhelming number of authors contended that PLEs, as rooted in socio-cultural and constructivist theories of learning and knowledge building as well as facilitated by the popularity of Web 2.0 tools and social software, have potential to support collaborative learning, communities of practice, personal development, self-directed and lifelong learning [Lee 10], [Wil 09], [Joh 08], [Dre 10]. According to [Att 07], PLEs are activity spaces in which students interact and communicate with each other and experts the ultimate result of which is the development of collective learning. As argued by [Lee 10], the conceived goal of PLEs is to enable students, not only to consume content, but to re-mix, produce, and express their personal presentation of knowledge. Furthermore, it has been argued that PLEs presume and support an active role for students by placing them in the center of their learning processes, corroborating their sense of ownership of learning, and enhancing their control in educational process [Dow 06], [Buc 12].

Knowing the potential of PLEs, the question how to develop Web2.0-based PLEs in educational settings to address these challenges is posed. Indeed, while there is an increasing number of suitable Web 2.0 tools, robust theoretical-based technological and pedagogical roadmaps to build PLEs are unavailable. As a result, educators at different educational levels are forced to adapt and rethink their teaching approaches in conjunction with the advent of new web technologies and the learning requirements of the knowledge society “without a clear roadmap for attending to students’ various needs” [Kop 08]. Furthermore, while supporting student’s control appears to be an essential aim of PLEs [Att 07], there is little consensus regarding what this concept means and how it is to be attained by developing Web 2.0 based PLEs [Väl 10], [Buc 12].

Inspired by these observations, in this paper we develop a framework to support teachers in facilitating the main dimensions of student control by designing appropriate learning activities using the learning potential of Web 2.0 tools and services.

Framework for developing Web 2.0 based PLEs

Supporting the personal development of students and enhancing their control in educational process by using web technologies are the main objectives of building and deploying PLEs [Joh 08], [Dre 10]. [Sca 06] argue that in order to help students to acquire the required skills for learning and working in the knowledge-based society, they should participate in designing and developing their learning environments. Along similar lines some authors remarked that the participation of students in designing and developing their learning environment can strengthen their control in educational process [Val 10], [Dre 10]. Applying this approach to developing and deploying PLEs requires adopting a constructivist-based learning with technology concept [Jon 95]. From the perspective of this concept, instead of leaving technology to the hands of instructional
designers to “predefine and constrain learning process” of students, it should be given to students to use as constructing tool to support their personal development and learning by building their learning environments and expressing what they know.

In an attempt to formulate a solution to support student’s control in educational process by developing and deploying Web 2.0 PLEs, we proposed a conceptual framework (Figure 1). The framework illustrates how Web 2.0 technologies, the student’s control model and the teaching process should interact with each other in order to define appropriate technology-enhanced learning activities to be accomplished by students to build and apply their PLEs. According to this framework, by facilitating the student’s control through student-centric instructional approaches (i.e. project-based learning), it is likely that students will start to engage in several learning activities by means of Web 2.0 tools. As a result, it can reveal the ways that they employ technology to manage their learning process providing the teacher with opportunities to acquire a deep understanding and knowledge about students’ learning process as a means to improve their teaching process. Moreover, the engagement of students and teachers with Web 2.0 technologies can help them to explore the affordances and learning potential of these technologies and operationalize these affordances to enrich their educational practices.

![Figure 1: A conceptual framework for developing Web 2.0 PLEs](image)

**Student control model**

Supporting students to achieve more control over their learning process and become autonomous learners is pivotal to the learner-centric learning theories such as self-regulated and self-directed learning theories [Dab 12]. Student’s control over the learning
process is concerned with the degree to which the student can influence and direct her learning experiences and it relates to several aspects of the educational process, including the selection of what is learned, the pace and strategies of learning, the choices of methods and timing of assessments, and choosing learning resources such as online communities and networks, web tools, and content [Kir 02], [Dro 07], [Val 10], [Buc 12]. As stated by [Kir 02], strengthening of student’s control over the educational process will place the student in a “position of importance” and by giving them the feeling of more control over their learning experience, it will be more rewarding for the student. Along similar lines, [Buc 12] demonstrated that there is a significant relationships between perceived control, sense of ownership and uses of a learning environment. Accordingly, [Buc 12] argued that supporting student’s control opens an opportunity to make choices during the learning activity to effect certain learning outcomes and perceive the learning activity with more personal meaning.

Figure 2 presents the suggested model to support student control in PLEs. We developed this model by adopting and appropriating the learner’s control dimensions model proposed by [Gar 87]. According to [Gar 87], learner control is not achieved simply by supporting their independency. Rather than it can be attained only by establishing a dynamic balance between independence (i.e. learner’s freedom to choose what, how, when, and where to learn), power (i.e. cognitive abilities and competencies) and support (i.e. learning resources the learner needs in order to carry out the learning process and keep control over learning process) through the process of communication between teachers and students.

To support the active and constructing roles of students in PLEs, we translated power, support and independence dimensions into the active roles a student should undertake in PLE-based learning, namely knowledge producer, socializer, and decision maker, respectively. The student’s control model is based on the assumption that students in order to be in control of their learning process should act as (i) knowledge producers to achieve control by acquiring relevant cognitive capabilities, (ii) socializers to keep control by learning skills needed to seek support, and (iii) decision makers to practice control through the personal endeavors to manage web technologies for enriching their learning experiences. The model also explains how to make a balance between these roles by supporting and encouraging activities for co-producing knowledge, developing personal knowledge management strategies, and developing personal learning network. Furthermore, by considering the PLE as output, not input, of the learning process, the model underscores the constructivist-based nature of the PLE-based learning.
Student-centric instructional approaches

To support and corroborate student control, teachers should adopt a more activity-oriented and student-centric rather than lecture-based teaching approach. Project-based learning (PBL) is an appropriate approach to support student control model. Firstly, PBL can support the knowledge producer role of students through involving them in knowledge building and higher-level cognitive activities such as engagement with more complex problems and pursuing solutions to them, asking and refining questions, collecting and analyzing data, knowledge and idea presentation, drawing conclusions, and creating artifacts [Blu 91], [Che 07].

Secondly, through participating in designing and doing learning projects, students can acquire personal and metacognitive skills needed to improve their decision making skills such as designing plans or experiments, time and project management, making predictions, selecting appropriate content and, choosing relevant web tools [Che 07].

Thirdly, PBL can develop the social skills of students through collaborating with peers and experts, communicating their ideas and findings to others, improving their willingness to accept peer critiques and revise their projects, and promoting them to work collaboratively in groups to achieve the projects objectives [Blu 91], [Che 07].
Finally, the involvement of the students in defining and completing the project “can create a sense of accomplishment and control for students which is absent in traditional classroom instruction” [Kea 98].

Learning potential of Web 2.0 tools and services

Web 2.0 tools and services are receiving intense and growing interest across all sectors of the educational industry as means for facilitating the transformation of learning [Ale 06] [Cou 10] [Lee 10]. These tools and services can support creative and collective contribution, knowledge producing and the development of new ideas by students [Nel 09]. Furthermore, they can provide students with “just-in-time” and “at-your-fingertips” learning opportunities in a way that typical learning management systems cannot [Dun 11].

In order to investigate the ways that Web 2.0 technologies can support student control model, we need to elicit their learning potential. Due to the steadily increasing heterogeneity of Web 2.0 technologies and ambiguousness of Web 2.0 concept, it is difficult to reach consensus about the meaning, notion, and borders of Web 2.0 technologies. Hence, we need to consider the gravitational core and underlying concepts of Web 2.0 to depict a picture of their learning potential and map them to the elements of the student’s control model. [Ale 06] enumerated the gravitational core and underlying concepts of Web 2.0 as below:

- Social software: a software application which provides an architecture of participation for end users to support collaboration and harnessing of collective intelligence by extending or deriving “added value” from human social behavior and interactions [O’Reilly 05].

- Micro-content: a metaphor for the nature of user-generated content in Web 2.0 including blog posts, wiki conversations, RSS feeds, podcasts, vodcasts, and tweets, compared to the page metaphor of Web 1.0. Openness: refers to the free availability of web tools and user-generated content.

- Folksonomy: user-generated taxonomies which are dynamic and socially or collaboratively constructed, in contrast to established, hierarchical taxonomies that are typically created by experts in a discipline or domain of study [Dab 11].

- Sophisticated interfaces: refer to the drag and drop, semantic, widget-based websites created by using AJAX, XML, RSS, CSS, and mashup services [Bow 10].

The potential of Web 2.0 to support students as knowledge producers

Web 2.0 is drawing several new perspectives to knowledge development within educational settings, which were not possible before.
Firstly, as asserted by [Mej 05], the openness nature of Web 2.0 makes it possible for social software applications to impact knowledge building process within classroom by connecting the classroom activities “to the world as a whole, not just the social part that exists online”. Indeed, by considering the knowledge building as a “civilization-wide” process, these technologies afford students to “connect with civilization-wide knowledge building and to make their classroom work a part of it” [Sca 06].

Secondly, in recent years, affected by increasing attentions towards social approaches of learning and knowledge building, a fundamental shift in technology enhanced learning from a focus on content to a focus on co-constructing knowledge and communication around the content has been emerged [Con 07]. [Gun 97] illustrated five developmental stages for co-constructing knowledge in collaborative learning environments including (i) sharing and comparing of information, (ii) discovering of inconsistency among the information, (iii) negotiating the meaning and co-construction of knowledge through social negotiation, (iv) testing and modification of co-constructed knowledge, and (v) agreement and application of newly constructed knowledge and meaning. Arguably, the architecture of participation and openness aspects of Web2.0 can facilitate the communicational process and information needed to support the co-construction of knowledge by students.

Thirdly, Web 2.0 can support the appropriation of content by students. Appropriation as the “ability to meaningfully sample and remix media content” [Jen 06] makes student simultaneously as the producer and consumer of content and can be understood as a learning process in which students learn through picking several content (sampling) and putting them back together (remixing) to produce new content and knowledge objects such as ideas, discussions, conversations, comments, replies, concept maps, webpages, podcasts, wikis, and blog posts [Jen 06]. Appropriation as a student-driven knowledge producing strategy is in line with the new knowledge development approaches which underscore the importance of increasing the students’ capacity to know more rather than what currently they know, through equipping them with competencies required to engage with social and technological changes. Combining the participatory, micro-content, and openness aspects of Web 2.0 facilitates a unique sort of participatory appropriation process known as “collaborative remixability” that recombines the information and micro-content generated by students to create new content, concepts, and ideas [Lee 10][Che 07][Ale 06].

Taken together, different aspects of Web 2.0 can enrich the learning experiences of students and nurture their cognitive skills by providing them opportunities to practice “learning by doing” [Bro 89], to experience “learning with technology” [Jon 95], and construct a personal presentation of knowledge and share it with others. In addition, by involving students in active construction of knowledge, teachers can achieve a comprehensive understanding of the ways that students learn, the sorts of content and technology they use, and the patterns of interactions they establish as a means to improve their teaching practices.
The potential of Web 2.0 to support students as socializers

The value and real power of Web 2.0 technologies is in their sociability aspect. This sociability aspect has changed the way that “participations” spread and people behave by making it feasible to build connections and networks between them [Boy 07]. From a learning perspective, the sociability aspect of Web 2.0 offers students learning opportunity that is in line with their normal ways of learning and can enable them to integrate the explicit and tacit dimensions of knowledge [O’Re 05]. On this basis, as stated by [Dab 11], the inextricable link between “learning as a social process” and sociability aspect of Web 2.0 is transforming learning spaces, perspectives and interactions.

Web 2.0 can support the socializer role of students in three levels. Firstly, it can facilitate student-centered instruction. Indeed, Web 2.0 can trigger deep and active interactions between teacher and students through supporting conversational interactions; social feedback; and social networks. As a result, it can improve the negotiated control between teacher and students and raise levels of students’ engagement and motivation [Lee 10], [Att 07]. Secondly, Web 2.0 can foster interaction and social learning between students. By getting help of social software, students can participate collaboratively with each other to the “authorship of content”, obtain support and guidance from others, work together as a learning community, and share their resources, knowledge, experiences and responsibilities [Bow 10]. Social bookmarking and RSS services can provide a great way to support students to bookmark, tag, and disseminate information, people, and learning experiences. These tags then can be arranged to develop tag clouds to visualize the ways that students are working and learning [Ale 06]. Being able to have access to other students’ tags cloud provide the opportunity for students to see each other experiences and competencies resulting in being aware of the new streams of information, supporting vicarious and social learning and triggering students’ reflection [Dab 11]. Additionally, as pointed out by [Dab 11], folksonomy as a context-based mechanism for supporting social tagging and sharing the personal experiences of people can be seen as the “language of a community to form connections” between the members of the community. In classroom settings students can use this language to communicate and support “socio-semantic networking” and create learning environment through tagging, annotating and sharing web resources and learning experiences. Thirdly, the social and openness aspects of Web 2.0 make it possible to connect students to “More Knowledgeable Others” outside of the classroom boundaries [Att 10]. As claimed by [Peñ 12], this possibility can broaden the horizon of students’ personal development by making a close link between PLEs and Zone of Proximal Development, or ZPD, [Vyg 78] concepts. According to [Peñ 12], PLEs could be understood both as the ZPD and the full set of More Knowledgeable Others in terms of “people of flesh and blood”, open educational resources, and all sorts of digital content. Accordingly, he contends that PLEs can extend the borders of students’ ZPD by providing them with more developmental opportunities and support.
The potential of Web 2.0 to support students as decision makers

As the locus of control is shifting from institutions and teachers to students, the decision making abilities of students as the core part of self-directed and self-organizing learning behaviors are gaining more attention. Web 2.0 can support the decision making role of students in three dimensions.

Firstly, the abundance of Web 2.0 tools along with the intensive contact of today’s students with technology provide an unprecedented opportunity for supporting self-organizing and self-directing students to explore the web to satisfy their heterogeneous learning needs [Vee 06][Bro 00]. According to [Bro 00], the permanent contact of today’s students with web technologies and the open nature of web, provide them with opportunity to be the discoverers and thinkers of relevant technologies and learning resources and then to be the conveyors of them to their educational settings. As a result, students are intensively showing a new behavior called bricolage, i.e. “the ability to find something – an object, tool, document, a piece of code – and to use it to build something you deem important”, which is compatible with their natural spirit of exploration [Bro 00]. This technology-induced behavior can provide an exploratory-based learning situation which educators can use to corroborate the role of students as decision makers by prompting them to manage their learning process through designing and developing personal knowledge and technology management strategies [Rah 13a][Rah 13b].

Secondly, selecting the most appropriate technologies to support teaching and learning activities is becoming more and more complicated due to the growing heterogeneity of available web tools and resources [Cou 10]. This growing heterogeneity can trigger several learning processes and corroborate the role of students as decision makers in educational process. As illustrated by [Cou 10], the heterogeneity of Web 2.0 tools and services is enforcing teachers and students to acquire new skills in order to discover learning affordances of these tools and integrate them in their educational processes. As a result, choosing what to learn, what tools to use, how to find the right tool or content, and what community to join are becoming prevalent processes in today’s learning and position decision making as an important learning skill for educators and students [Sie 04]. Moreover, according to [O’Re 05], the features and functionalities of Web 2.0 tools are considered to be in a “perpetual beta” state. On this basis, the permanent and extensive contact of students with Web 2.0 tools beside “unceasing development” of these tools can posit students as pioneer explorers of new functionalities of Web 2.0. As a result, it can change the expectations from the students and open a great opportunity for them to act as decision makers, co-designers, and partners in educational processes.

Thirdly, the sophisticated interfaces of Web 2.0 support easy development of the drag and drop, semantic, widget-based websites by using AJAX, XML, RSS, CSS, and mash-up services. As a result, students can use these technologies to manage their
learning activities not only by remixing of content but also by mashing up of tools and services. This feature of Web2.0 along with the provision of opportunity for students to make decision regarding their learning trajectory, can provide possibility for them to develop their PLEs by adding their personal choices including learning content, tools, and peers into them. Figure 3 summarizes the learning potential of Web 2.0 and depicts a map between these potential and the elements of the student’s control model.

![Figure 3: Mapping the learning potential of Web 2.0 into student control model](image)

Technology-enhanced learning activities

To design technology-enhanced learning activities, we adopted and appropriated the Bloom’s digital taxonomy map proposed by [Chu 08]. Bloom’s taxonomy [Blo 56] represents the cognitive process dimensions as a continuum from lower order thinking skills to higher thinking skills being: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. [And 01] revised Bloom’s taxonomy by assigning a number of sup-process to each dimension and defining creating as a new higher order thinking...
skill. Thus, the revised Bloom’s taxonomy has proposed a new continuum of thinking process consisting of remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating and creating sub-processes. [Chu 08] extended the revised Bloom’s taxonomy and proposed Bloom’s digital taxonomy map by assigning digital learning activities to these cognitive processes as below:

- **Remembering**: recognizing, listing, describing, identifying, retrieving, naming, locating, finding, bullet pointing, highlighting, bookmarking, social networking, social bookmarking, favorite-ing/local bookmarking, searching, googling.
- **Understanding**: interpreting, summarizing, inferring, paraphrasing, classifying, comparing, explaining, exemplifying, advanced searching, Boolean searching, blog journaling, twittering, categorizing and tagging, commenting, annotating, subscribing.
- **Applying**: implementing, carrying out, using, executing, running, loading, playing, operating, hacking, uploading, sharing, editing.
- **Analyzing**: comparing, organizing, deconstructing, attributing, outlining, finding, structuring, integrating, mashing, linking, reverse-engineering, cracking, mind-mapping, validating, tagging.
- **Evaluating**: checking, hypothesizing, critiquing, experimenting, judging, testing, detecting, monitoring, blog/vlog commenting, reviewing, posting, moderating, collaborating, networking, reflecting, (alpha & beta) testing.
- **Creating**: designing, constructing, planning, producing, inventing, devising, making, programming, filming, animating, blogging, video blogging, mixing, remixing, wiki-ing, publishing, vodcasting, podcasting, directing/producing, creating or building mash ups.

Figure 4 shows an example of mapping Bloom’s digital taxonomy into the defined roles for students in the student’s control model. Teachers can use this map to design appropriate technology-enhanced learning activities to assist and scaffold students to develop and deploy Web 2.0 based PLEs and accomplish their learning projects. According to this map, the PLE development process includes two sub-processes consisting of lower-order technology-enhanced learning activities, and higher-order technology-enhanced learning activities. To develop their PLEs students can start with accomplishing the lower-order technology-enhanced learning activities and then continue by running the higher-order technology-enhanced learning activities.

The map can support the key elements of the student’s control model. Indeed, accomplishing learning activities such as advanced searching, tagging, blogging, tweeting, mind mapping, and evaluating, remixing and appropriating of content can arguably provide students with the opportunity to acquire appropriate domain-specific knowledge, cognitive skills and competencies.

During this process which can be characterized as learning by doing and content building process, it is likely that students acquire technical skills about the web tools...
and their learning potential which, as argued by [Dre 10], can improve their autonomy during their learning processes. It should be noted that, to support the inherent personal development approach embedded in the PLE concept, appropriation of content should promote and facilitate a personal developmental trajectory for students. Indeed, without careful consideration of this developmental trajectory, according to [Sca 06], any activity-based learning experiences can easily decline to a form of “shallow constructivism” or “doing for the sake of doing.” Accordingly, to avoid this drawback and to emphasize the importance of the process of content building, appropriate learning activities such as reflecting, self-evaluating, creating personal meaning from learning experiences, and evaluating the quality of online content are required. This type of learning activities can foster internal learning abilities such as self-reflecting and develop critical thinking regarding the options and range of possibilities to select and evaluate content.

![Mapping Bloom's digital taxonomy into student control model](image)

The social context of learning environment can assist students to keep control by providing them learning resources and relevant support they need to overcome the difficulties faced during the learning process and assisting them to make appropriate decisions [Gar 87]. In technology-based learning environments such as PLEs, there are
five sorts of interaction between the student and their social context, namely teacher-student, student-students, student-people outside of classroom, student-content, and student-interface [Moo 89][Hil 94]. The first three interactions outline the socializer role, while the last two interactions are related to the knowledge producer and decision maker roles of student, respectively. By defining the social learning activities such as social tagging, annotating, and group forming the map can assist students to learn and practice the principles of being a socializer to seek and achieve needed support to keep their control.

The map can augment the decision making role of students by allowing them to find, use, assess, and introduce relevant web tools and services. It also can corroborate the role of students in planning and designing educational practices by allowing them to explore and introduce the learning potential of web tools. It also encourages them to develop personal knowledge management strategy through tagging, categorizing, filtering and mashing up of content and services.

Requirements for implementing the model

There is a set of prerequisite conditions needed to be considered in order to implement this approach in a classroom setting. These requirements include:

■ Defining a learning project: The learning project gives a meaning and direction to the students’ learning activities. It also defines the tangible and measureable learning objectives and expected outcomes needed by the assessment and evaluation rubric.

■ Meeting technological requirements: i.e. providing reasonable access to Internet and required web tools, providing an initial technical platform to keep students’ PLEs together and allow them to observe each other learning experiences.

■ Providing initial support: i.e. appropriate learning content, a list of relevant experts outside of the classroom setting to contact, guidelines to evaluate the quality and validity of online content, training students the basic functionalities of the selected web tools, defining an appropriate group working mechanism, and defining appropriate assessment and evaluation rubric.

Summary

This paper proposes a pedagogy-driven framework for developing Web 2.0 based PLEs in educational settings. Supporting students’ control through defining and adopting active roles in order to equip them with necessary competencies and skills needed to deal with the challenges of current knowledge intensive era is the main objective of this framework. Teachers can use this framework as a guideline to design appropriate enhanced technology-based learning activities to scaffold and assist students to develop and
deploy Web 2.0 based PLEs to accomplish their learning projects. Further research is supposed to be needed to test, evaluate and improve the roadmap introduced.
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Bridging Personal Learning Environments: Interfacing personal environments and Learning Management Systems: The example of a bookmarking tool

Tobias Höltnerhof, Richard Heinen

ABSTRACT
This conceptual study investigates the ability to connect learners Personal Learning Environments (PLE) by a central, permeable and social Learning Management System (LMS). Within the exemplary scope of bookmarking tools as an element of learners PLE in Higher Education (HE), the relevance of this conceptual idea is shown with reference to the social bookmarking tool “Edutags” as well as by a survey about the heterogeneity and use cases of bookmarking tools in distance learners PLE. As the analysis shows the issue of connecting PLEs – a metaphor with can be adopted from “bridges” in graph theory and social network analyses – refers to a non dominant and inconsistent design of a LMS. Theoretical questions concerning the relation between personal and social, institutional and private, consistency and heterogeneity are addressed. As a framework for implementing the interface, the Content Management System “Drupal” is considered as well as the social Learning Management System “OnlineCampus Next Generation”.

Note: This article has been published in the Special Edition of the Journal of Literacy and Technology: “Personal Learning Environments: Current Research and Emerging Practice”. The link to the JLT Special Issue is: http://www.literacyandtechnology.org/current-issue.html

Personal Learning Environments in Institutions of higher education

Offering formal online learning opportunities at universities often depends on institutional learning environments, frequently referred as Learning Management System (LMS). In recent years, an increased interest has emerged in the personalization of online leaning processes. Most Higher Education (HE) institutions offer online learning opportunities through LMS. However, these systems do not seem to facilitate the level of personalisation and individualisation of learning required. In this context, the main question addressed in this article is how formal learning scenarios can be designed while fostering the concept of a Personal Learning Environment (PLE).

Regarding the scientific discussion about Personal Learning Environments it appears necessary to define PLE in more definite terms, since the spectrum of possible
understandings ranges from technological platforms to pedagogical ideas, from learning opportunities offered by institutions to informal opportunities opposing the integration in educational institution. Our central thesis is that PLE denotes as least a theoretical concept fostering the learning environment as belonging to an individual. The relation between the individual and the environment can be characterised in terms of ownership and control [Buc 11]. In doing so the person can own the environment in different manners. She or he can own and control the data and functions of the environment in a technological sense by deleting or expanding them. The data can also be owned by someone else while the learner is the legal owner of the functions and the data of the environment. At least the individual can feel the ownership and the control as a psychological aspect. Even though granting ownership and control to the learner may be realised by a central environment from a HE institution [Tar 09], the scientific discussion of PLE focuses on heterogeneous and decentralised systems, claiming the benefit from the wide range of generic tools on the web as quality, flexibility and pedagogical suitability [Wel 10]. The focus on personalisation and the learner as a pedagogical approach leads to a technological implementation of learning environments as a framework of less dominant, open and permeable systems with an inconsistent set of tools [Wil 09]. The inconsistency of tools means, the system is not restricted to one single tool per task, instead it is open to include multiple tools for the same purpose. This diversity of tools is considered to meet the demands of human individuality.

The personalisation of learning environments has to accompany learning as a social process. The learner is integrated in a social context that is essential for the learning process. So if one considers the heterogeneity of tools on the web as basis of a PLE, these tools usually include social aspects. A PLE is not an isolated environment. A PLE is social at least in its different components: messaging and communication tools, collaborative editing tools, weblogs and sharing tools [Att 07]. As the social and the personal aspects may represent two opposing poles of single dimension delimiting the concretion of PLE systems, the institutional inclusion of a platform is a second dimension that specify different kinds of PLE designs: a PLE can be a platform of an educational institution [Are 12; Tar 09] and it can be a non-institutional personal arrangement of independent tools [Wil 09].

From the perspective of a higher education institution these two dimensions are essential for designing a system for technology-enhanced learning environment. A PLE as a personal arrangement of generic social media tools depends on the capacity of these tools to manage and determine the relationships between users. For example, Google+ and the collaborative text editing tools Google Docs own a dedicated user management as well as the note taking app Evernote, the social media platform Facebook and the synchronous communication tool Skype. The learners have to connect each other on every chosen tool. Building a group and especially building a formal learning context is a challenge and depends on further arrangements of frameworks. One approach
of enabling social relations in PLE is to avoid generic social media tools. Mash-up, gadget or widgets are developed as components of PLE sharing the same background structure and can be arranged in special portal sites. According to this approach these arrangement portals are considered as a PLE. A widget based PLE serves the need of personalisation by offering functional learning objects that can be reused, individually arranged, shared and created. An example for this approach is the ROLE widget store combine with GRAASP as portal [Dah 12]. Another approach is the PLE design language LSL, that offers the possibility to use generic social media tools as well but doesn’t face the mentioned problem with dedicated user management [Wil 08]. The portal can be hosted by an educational institution, serve as a central platform and build a unified formal learning context. While the widget based approach dissolves problems caused by the heterogeneity of tools, widgets are simple applications like todo-lists that hardly satisfy the needs of higher educational institutions.

Another approach is to combining generic tools through interfaces and APIs [Wil 09]. While this approach normally lacks a unified platform or portal, it benefits from the quality and richness of generic social media tools. Some standards for operation between generic tools already exist: rss-feeds and atom-feeds. Others need to be developed. An example for this kind of PLE is gRSShopper [Dow 10].

Technology enhanced learning in the context of higher educational institutions somehow depends on central platforms, especially for the needs of online study programs [Höl 12]. Instead of building a Learning Management System as a dominant system and consistent set of tools [Wil 09], the discussion about PLE and LMS should consider the design of open and permeable systems including a wide (and maybe inconsistent) range of generic tools. A strategy for integrating the demands of formal and institutional study programs in learners own Personal Learning Environment is through the implementation of “social hubs”: a social hub connects the PLEs of different learners, including heterogeneous collaboration and learning tools as well as different devices, with the members of formal groups representing modules and courses of study programs [Höl 12]. The strategy is based on the Social Learning Management System (SLMS) instead of a common Learning Management System [Ker 11].

The “Online Campus Next Generation” is a Social Learning Management System used for technology enhanced learning in the online master programmes “Educational Media” and “Educational Leadership”. The system realizes an approach of connecting generic web 2.0 tools instead of a widget based technology. Taking this system as an example as well as the masters programme, the following investigation develops a concept on how to connect different generic tools used in learners PLE. The mentioned aspects of heterogeneity are the first assumption for designing the concept. Accordingly, learners PLEs can contain an inconsistent set of tools, including redundancy. The second assumption concerns the understanding of PLE itself. Thus a Learning Management System for formal learning opportunities in higher education should focus on connecting the personal environments of the learners instead of offering a dominant
and central TEL system. With these assumptions the interaction between PLE and LMS can complement each other. The belief, sometimes suggested in the scientific discussion, that PLEs displaces LMSs, is unsustainable from the perspective of a formal master programme in higher education, because an LMS fulfils at least the function network and links the participants in a central und unified place.

**Bookmarking tools in PLE**

Bookmarking tools are created to help users to collect and structure web resources. Many of these tools use social tagging as a way to structure resources and contents. The idea of social tagging has become popular in many different web tools and is a standard tool in many social software applications [Mar 06].

Tagging means that users annotate digital objects with free chosen keywords [Gol 06]. Together with other tools, tags are used to describe single objects in the platform. For example in flickr tags are used to describe photos that are uploaded to the platforms. In social bookmarking platform the objects are links that refer to other websites or documents. A single learner describes an object by free chosen tags. In contrast to a hierarchically taxonomy, learners do not have to classify the object in a given set of terms. They are free to create their own system of classification. Describing an object by using tags can be seen as part of a learning process: Learners have to think about the tags that are most appropriate to describe an object. Therefore tagging is an active part of learning. The result of this learning activity is “tag cloud”. In this cloud all tags are assembled and tags that are use more frequently are represented in a bigger scale. A tag cloud, therefore, can be regarded as a representation of a learner’s concept of the subject.

So far we have described a personal tagging tool. The social aspect occurs when different learners start to share their tags and objects – in case of a bookmarking tool their bookmarks. In common social bookmarking tools the community of people share their tags and links and, therefore, their knowledge as an informal open community. In these communities, people can also build open or closed groups and networks by building friendships or following each other. But it is important to keep in mind, that in this place learning happens in an informal setting and manner. When using a social bookmarking tool, at the beginning learners can browse through the collection of resources by using the tags created by other users. While exploring the tag clouds they may pick up new tags they consider helpful for their own resources. Again the idea of the tag cloud and relevance of the tag indicated by the relative size of a word in the cloud become important support of the learning activities taking place in these bookmarking communities. For example, a learner can use tag cloud to explore the resources of a given area and may reflect and expand his or her own concept of this area and adopt certain tags to use with their own objects. A social bookmarking tool therefore is not only a tool that gives learners access to even more information,
documents and resources. It also can help to build and extend knowledge by using tags. As we can see tags can be used by learners in two ways: learners can describe objects to elaborate their concept of the topic or they use tags of others to broaden their knowledge [Cre 12].

From the perspective of higher education learning communities in formal learning settings often share knowledge that is represented in texts which can be found on websites. They can use different tools of a LMS to do so. They can collect links in a forum or wiki – in both cases losing the benefit of tags and tag clouds. Therefore, a social bookmarking tool can be useful for learning in a formal setting using an LMS. Learners can collect resources from the web together and tag them to create a common knowledge base structured by a folksonomy build from the tags they used. However, here a problem occurs: What is the appropriate tool or web service to use? Is it part of the LMS offered by the institution or do they use a generic tool specialized on the task of bookmarking? And if the decision is to use a generic tool, how can they decide what tool they are going to use? If the tool is part of the LMS, the knowledge created remains in the LMS even when the students finish the course. Even if there is an export feature: during the course students would have to decide whether to use the usual tool or the course tool. Using generic tools is even worse. Students using different tools would hardly be able to know about the findings of their fellows.

Learners learn during their entire lifetime, that means learning is a lifelong learning process that now can be supported by social software of different types [Kla 07]. Therefore, learners who use the internet as a learning resource will most likely make a decision for one tool the like best regardless of the context. Learning in formal settings takes place only for a period of time. Learners come together to take a course or a seminar and then spread out again. It is not necessary that they build a community that lasts longer than the duration of the learning activity they share. For this purpose it seems to be useful to describe possibilities to bridge PLEs and LMS. In this way learners can use their usual bookmarking tools and amount of links, knowledge and groups they collected and formed within the tool when following a formal learning course. The idea of bridging PLE and LMS considers the use of different external bookmarking tools and the linking of them together in a formal learning scenario. As a result, learners may use their PLE to organize their own learning process, to create a knowledge base and to share resources.

In a formal learning scenario learners may use their knowledge and structures to obtain new information. New items shouldn’t be stored in a new and course related bookmarking system or a bookmarking system of an isolated LMS. Learners might also want to transfer new items into their own PLE. So the Bridge has to serve two purposes: It has to offer an easy to use way to aggregate knowledge from a variety of bookmarking tools used in the learners PLEs (direction PLE to LMS) and a smart option for the user to integrate selected items into a PLE (direction LMS to PLE). As explained later the PLE in this case can be regarded as a bridge. Also to understand how different
tools can be bridged by the use of tags we have to take a closer look on tagging as the way individual and shared knowledge is represented. When it comes to social tagging another advantage is important. Social tagging means different learners objects can be described in different dimensions. The challenge is to correctly assign the resources of different origins to the corresponding courses and formal learning groups.

**Edutags: exemplify a social bookmarking tool**

As a result of a joined project between the University of Duisburg-Essen and the DIPF, the German Institute for International Educational Research as a member of the Leibniz Association, the social bookmarking system “Edutags” has been developed (see figure 1). Beside others the DIPF offers and operates the German “Eduserver”, a server dedicated to educational resources. Edutags extends this server by a community oriented bookmarking system. With the focus on primary and secondary education, Edutags is a bookmarking tool for educators, teachers, pupil and also students to collect and classify a knowledge base of educational resources on the web. The system offers both a personal bookmarking tool combined with community and collaboration functions. The concept of Edutags is to offer teachers an easy to use system to collect, tag and share resources for daily teaching [Hei 11]. The service features

- an integration into all common web browsers allowing to mark and classify any web resource within the web browser
- suggestion of classification while bookmarking a resource, based on the community
- functions to explore and search web resources
- management of groups and friendships, among the ability to share bookmarks
- interoperability with mobile devices and LMS

The social bookmarking tool was established in 2011. Until now the tool counts 1.800 active users. The database contains more than 18.000 resources collected by users and shared in around 250 groups. With this spreading this tool is used in the PLEs of several students, learners and teachers for managing and collecting their private bookmarks as well as in learning groups, distance learning courses and LMS of schools and HE institutes.
Investigating the use of bookmarking tools in distance learners PLE

For the scope of bookmarking tools as a central element of a PLE, the authors conducted a study to have a closer look at the heterogeneous use of bookmarking tools of participants of distance learning courses. The survey has been distributed in the Social Learning Management System of the master programmes “Educational Leadership” and “Educational Media” of the University of Duisburg-Essen as well as to the participants of a dedicated online course concerning Open Educational Resources “COER 13”. In the online master programmes nearly 100 participants of the two programmes are familiar with Technology Enhanced Learning and distance learning scenarios. Also the participants of COER 13 are familiar with distance learning. The amount of return of the survey (n=32) can hence serve as an exemplary basis to illustrate the concept and not to draw further conclusions. This survey focuses on the plausibility of conceptual ideas and does not predicate the use of the final implementation.
The questionnaire first suggested several bookmarking tools (e.g. Delicious, Edutags, Google Bookmarks etc. as well as the bookmarking tool of the web browser) including the possibility to freely add other tools and asked the user to choose the tools they usually employ. The question offered the possibility to choose multiple tools and 59% of the respondents chose two or more tools. The most chosen tools in the sample are Edutags (marked 14 times), the bookmarking tool of the web browser (also marked 14 times), Diigo (marked 11 times) and Delicious (marked 9 times). The second question explored the use of bookmarking tools. They may either be used in a private way to bookmark content for oneself but also in a social way. The social way includes searching in the collections of the community, assign search results to the private collection and collect bookmarks collaboratively in groups. Clearly the private usage is the most common use case as 75% of the respondent marked that item as “often” and 94% as at least “sometimes”. The two use cases searching and assigning results to the private collection are very similar: around 40% never used a tool that way, around 60% at least sometimes whereas searching is a little bit more common (20% “often”) compared to assigning search results to the private collection (15% “often”). Finally the collaborative usage is somewhat more popular than the other two social usages. Concluding the private usage can be considered as the default usage for bookmarking tools, although the social usages showed also some relevance.

Table 1: Frequency mentioned bookmarking tools in distance learners PLE (n=32).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edutags</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webbrowser</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diigo</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delicious</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookmarks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr Wong</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pocket</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zotero</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instapaper</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readability</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xmarks</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinboard</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evernote</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScoopIT</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kippt</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Usage of bookmarking tools in distance learners PLE (n=32)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USE CASE</th>
<th>PRIVATE USAGE</th>
<th>SOCIAL USAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bookmark</td>
<td>marking for oneself</td>
<td>search bookmarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frequency</td>
<td>never</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sometimes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>often</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Note: The survey offered the possibility to skip answers. The percentage value is calculated against the amount of answers within the use case.
As the survey showed bookmarking tools are used as an element of learners PLE. Also social bookmarking is established and used. Therefore a concept of linking different bookmarking tools used by the participants of a formal learning scenario like courses of a master programme seems to be plausible and useful. One not even has to consider that distance learners already use multiple bookmarking tools and thus own expertise in using this tools as well as an amount of bookmarks stored in different systems. But also learners are at least familiar with the social usage of bookmarking tools.

**Conceptual reflections and Interface Design**

This article describes the design of an interface between bookmarking tools as an element of the learners PLE and the institutions SLMS realised as a “social hub”. The design focuses on an interface is to be used in higher education courses, in particular a formal online master programme. This approach is geared to the structure of a bridge in graph theory and social media analysis insofar as it takes this structure as a design model. To focus the concept the above mentioned tools and systems are used as example: “Edutags” as a social bookmarking tool as well as “Online Campus Next Generation” as Social Learning Management System. Although this study focuses on a connection of specific tools, the interface needs to be designed as an open and universal connector suitable for many bookmarking tools.

Typically a PLE is illustrated as a network graph but as a special form of network. Scott Leslie collected 78 diagrams of PLEs on his wikispace “edtechpost”. The diagrams have been created by educators, advanced learners and specialists. They have been collected from Leslie’s own personal network and illustrate a personal view to the subject of PLE. After four years of collecting them he posted some of his observations concerning the diagrams [Les 12]. He remarked that the main metaphor used to illustrate a PLE is a network diagram, especially a hub-and-spoke network characterized by a centred hub at which all lines leaves like spokes. Not all diagrams show persons as the centre hub but also tools (like a web browser or a reader tool). Even if this observation is exemplary as it is based on a particular collection, one can find similar diagrams on scientific publications of PLE [Wil 09]. Further it corresponds to the characterisation of the relation between the subject and its PLE in terms of ownership and control.
Compared to the structure of the internet, these observations are interesting regarding the relation between personal and social in PLE: As Leslie explains: “While they [the PLE diagrams, TH] capture the individual user’s perspective of being at the ‘centre’ of their network, these are not actually accurate representations of how internet networks as a whole look” [Les 12]. If one considers the internet as representing social relations between individuals, these ego-centred diagrams lack of social relations between the participants. These individual networks of tools and environments need to be connected to realise distance learning scenarios. Of course these connections can be done within the chosen tools by agreeing upon specific tools. But an agreement like this can serve as a limitation to the own environment. If we consider the personal learning environment as a basis to lifelong learning that stays persistent over multiple qualifications, participants of distance learning opportunities may need to change well established tools of their environment.

In social network analysis it is common to identify the vertices of a graph as actors and the edges as social relations between the actors. Several kinds of social relations have been analysed that way, e.g. E-Mail and forum messages sent between participants of distance learning course. From a perspective that considers a PLE not to be an institutional platform but the personal environment of a learner, one can suggest that an individual can only act on behalf of its environment. The diagrams collected by Leslie illustrate the network of tools a person uses to act, receive and react on the internet. Even E-Mail and forum messages are not send by the individual directly but on behalf of web browsers and E-Mail tools representing parts of the individuals environment. Thus with regard to PLE, vertices of social graphs can be environments of tools. These tools often realise relations to other individuals like E-Mails sent to others, friendships, posts to groups and bookmarks. In this way edges of a graph can be considered as one of the heterogeneous relations between the environments. This interpretation
of vertices and edges of graph as personal environments and its relations to other personal environments can lead to the conceptual metaphor of bridging personal learning environments. Bridges in graph theory connect components of a graph, they are critical to the connectedness of a graph. If a bridge is removed from the graph, the resulting graph has more components than when the bridge is included [Was 94, 114]. Bridging PLEs with respect to the mentioned conceptual metaphor means to build connections between the tools of different environments; maybe by connecting multiple tools of the same kind in the context of a distance learning course.

Assigning items on behalf of tags

A challenge in bridging PLEs with regard to bookmarking tools is to identify the context of a bookmark resource. One has to consider that in higher education learners follow multiple courses. Thus a Social Learning Management System must be able to aggregate the bookmarks of participants of different courses. Lastly, because bookmarking tools are also used privately a learner must be able to decide if a resource is to be assigned to a formal learning context. An obvious way to solve that challenge is to use the tagging feature of bookmarking tools. As explained above, social bookmarking uses tags to identify resources. Because tags can be freely assigned by the learner, they can be used for different purposes. A requirement to automatically identify the formal learning context of a bookmark resource by its tags is a unique set of fixes tags used by all participants of a course to identify the context of the corresponding course. In other words, courses in social learning management systems need short acronyms (Figure 3). If the acronym of a course is used by a participant as tag for a bookmark resource the bookmark can be assigned to the course.
A closer look on adequate interfaces to export content from bookmarking tools shows that RSS feeds are widely-used for that purpose. Edutags as well as Diigo and Delicious, the three most frequently mentioned online bookmarking tools in the survey, support RSS feeds to export bookmarks of a user. Reading and handling RSS feeds is well established in most web developing environments. But with respect to the need to include users tags in the RSS feed. The situation looks different. It is not sufficient to somehow include the tags in the RSS feed, the tags need to be marked up so they can be identified automatically. The specifications of RSS 2.0 provide an element that can be used to mark tags: the “category” element, according to RSS 2.0 Specifications: http://www.rssboard.org/rss-specification. Edutags supports marking tags in that way. Diigo like Delicious do not support the category element, maybe because the feeds do not support RSS specification version 2.0. Instead the tags are included in the description element as links. Of course this way of marking tags can also be processed automatically, but the markup style misses an official standard. At least the fact that both tools, Diigo and Delicious, include the users tags in the description elements shows that a PLE bridge can use bookmark tags to assign bookmark resources to courses. The required data is exported by the RSS feed.

To transfer the knowledge of a single learners PLE to the group within the Social Learning Management System RSS feeds are reasonable. The learner can register the
feeds of the own PLEs bookmarking tools to the LMS and as soon as the new bookmarks appears in the feed it is imported into the LMS as well and assigned to the course group according to the tag acronym. To save the benefit of the social tagging the LMS has to preserve the tags of the bookmarks and take care that the imported bookmarks within the LMS are marked with the same tags then in the generic bookmarking tool. The LMS can than build a new tag-cloud representing the knowledge of the group. This import procedure may produce duplicate bookmarks within the LMS because learners can tag the same web resource on different bookmarking tools all imported to the same group in the LMS. This might be regarded as a problem, but the doublet bookmarks referring to the same web resource keep meaningful information within the LMS. They also retain the relation to the learners bookmarking system expressing that a specific resource has been bookmarked and tagged by several learners. By accepting doublets, the bridge offers the opportunities to explore more of the learners collected knowledge.

In case a learner will add a resources from the LMS to his or he own PLEs bookmarking tool, this can be done in the same way other resources are added to the specific bookmarking tool: the user can use a generic javascript “bookmarklet”, an adapted toolbar for the web browser as well as other ways offered by the bookmarking system. Via RSS this adopted bookmark will be integrated in the tag cloud of the learners group if the learner specified the group acronym as a tag while assigning the resource to the own bookmark collection. In this case the interface collects the resource in the next iteration, identifies the acronym and assigns the bookmark to the corresponding learning group in the LMS. Possible new tags broaden the knowledge base of the learning community.

Implementation using the Content Management System “Drupal”

The implementation of the specified interface is planned to use the Content Management System “Drupal” as framework instead of generic Learning Management Systems like Moodle. The decision to choose Drupal rests upon the Social Learning Management System that is currently used in the online masters programmes at the University of Duisburg-Essen. The “Online Campus Next Generation” is developed with Drupal to take advantages of the numerous social media modules developed and maintained by the Drupal community. The organic group module builds social relations between website users by forming groups. This module can be used to form courses as well as learning groups. Arranging learning content can be done by the books module featuring a hierarchical structure of pages. Content can consist of videos, audios, pictures, texts, pdf files as well as SCORM elements. Learning assignments, student submissions and teacher feedback can be realised by the workflow module in combination with several workflow extension modules. The workflow modules allows to specify a succession
of submission states like creation, editing, submitted, reviewed, finalised with corresponding fields to be activated and locked for feedback text, attachments etc. A more detailed description on how the “Online Campus Next Generation” is created on basis of the Content Management System Drupal is given in Hölterhof and Kerres [Höl 11].

The interface to bridge bookmarking tools used in learners PLEs to a SLMS like the “Online Campus Next Generation” can use the Drupal feed module and its extension modules. These modules allow to parse RSS 2.0 feeds and import the feed items as website content by mapping item fields to internal web content. In this way the interface can be configured almost without the need of programming. However a little customisation is necessary first to extract the bookmark tags from RSS feeds that do not use the category element. In this case a parser needs to be written that matches the tags within the description section of the feed. Second assigning the imported bookmarks to the corresponding courses on behalf of the acronym is a customisation task of Drupal’s feed modules as well. Lastly, the issue of creating tag clouds is a standard feature and can be realised by corresponding modules without the need of programming. So the Drupal community offers valuable modules and plugins to implement the interface, but still there is a need of customisation by programming.

Conclusion

The concept to bridge learners PLE is based upon the metaphoric idea of bridges in social network analyses. According to this metaphor, a bridge connects components of a graph that elsewhere stays isolated. An analysis of PLE diagrams by Leslie [Les 12] indicates the structure of PLEs to be an ego-centred hub and stroke structure. It has been argued that the need to connect PLEs can be derived from this structure because it stays in contrary to the connected structure of the internet. Regarding the example of bookmarking tools used in learners PLE this need can be concretised. As an exemplary survey showed, distance learning participants uses multiple bookmarking tools in private and social use cases within their PLE. To make available the knowledge and resources learners collected in their bookmarking tools to formal learning scenarios as learning courses in higher education, the bookmarking tools needs to be connected to the institutions Learning Management System.

As an exemplary environment to discuss an interface for connecting bookmarking tools as PLE components the Social Learning Management System “Online Campus Next Generation” is used as well as the social bookmarking tool “Edutags”. The mentioned LMS and bookmarking tool uses Drupal as framework. A challenge in realising this interface is to assign the learners bookmarks to the corresponding course within the LMS. To solve this need the courses are marked with acronyms. Bookmarks are imported by the LMS with the corresponding tags from the generic learners bookmarking tools and assigned to the courses by matching the tags to course acronyms. With
this procedure, tag clouds can be formed out of the bookmarked web resources of the course learners.

This article shows the need of rich metadata in feeds as the RSS 2.0 standard offers. Feeds are an easy way to connect web tools used in PLEs but to preserve meaningful information collected in the bookmarking tools, tags and marks assigned to a resource by the learner needs to be considered as well. As a way to face dominant design and to include personalisation, Learning Management Systems needs to be designed as permeable systems.
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Gamifying Quantified Self Approaches for Learning: An Experiment with the Live Interest Meter
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ABSTRACT

We investigate the impact of gamification to increase students’ motivation to use PLEs. An experiment was conducted with the Live-Interest-Meter (LIM), a Quantified Self (QS) application to improve learning during and after lectures. Results show that perceived fun has a positive effect on usage motivation and the motivation to use the LIM is with gamification significantly higher than without. Hence, gamification seems to be an appropriate enabler to engage people in using QS approaches as PLEs.

Note: This article has been published in the Special Edition of the Journal of Literacy and Technology: “Personal Learning Environments: Current Research and Emerging Practice”. The link to the JLT Special Issue is: http://www.literacyandtechnology.org/current-issue.html

Introduction

Recently there has been a growing interest in the impact of gamification – “the use of game design elements in non-game contexts” [Det 11] – on motivation in several contexts, including business and education [Tho 12], [Lee 11]. In the context of learning, gamification may contribute to increase the motivation of students to use PLEs (Personal Learning Environments) and other learning tools in the future. In the case of informal learning, several tools have been developed and tested within the EU-Project MIRROR – “Reflective Learning at Work”: http://www.mirror-project.eu, to support reflective learning at the workplace. Concretely, a set of these tools are self-tracking applications, also known as Quantified Self (QS) tools, i.e. tools that collect personally relevant information for self-knowledge, e.g. http://www.quantifiedself.com. One of them is the Live-Interest-Meter (LIM) [Riv 13], a QS application and PLE, which allows capturing, aggregating and visualizing feedback given to the lecturer with the aim of supporting reflective learning for both speaker and audience.

Studies with the LIM and other MIRROR apps have shown that the use of such QS reflective learning applications in educational and working contexts face a lack of motivation. The results of several studies conducted with the LIM showed concerns regarding the students’ voluntary participation to give feedback and actively be involved
in the lectures [Riv 13]. With the goal to enhance the user’s engagement, we examined whether gamification can increase motivation to use QS tools like the Live-Interest-Meter. We conducted an extended literature review on gamification, the QS community and learning through reflection in order to create a theoretical framework. We also analysed successes and failures of existing gamification approaches. Following, we conducted an experiment to analyse the users’ intention to use an adapted version of the Live-Interest-Meter with and without gamification.

In the following, we present the background of our work, including gamification, its role in Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) and related approaches. Next, the presented case study and the conducted experiment will be described in detail. Finally, we will outline our findings before concluding the paper.

Background

The use of game design elements in non-game contexts [Det 11], also known as gamification, represents a huge trend in Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI), marketing [Zic 11], enterprise [Sch 12] and education [Lee 11]. Already in the 1980s, [Mal 82] researched the positive impact of game elements in interfaces and suggested to use video game elements to enhance the interest, joy and satisfaction of computer systems. Following the predictions of analysts like [Gar 11] and gamification visionaries [Sch 10], [McG 11], it is likely that gamification will play an important role in future urban spaces, including new forms of gamified education [Cha 11]. Since the rise of gamification, education is a popular application field of this new motivation method. [Cha 11] examined that gamification in education and TEL can increase the learners’ engagement, strengthen the social relations, raise satisfaction, help to identify personal strengths and weaknesses and give a more detailed personal feedback.

The use of gamification to support learning through self-reflection with QS tools has not been previously studied in detail. However, this combination has been successfully applied in many popular applications like Nike+, HealthMonth or Mint. All these examples motivate people with gamification to collect personal information about their behaviour. The target of our research is to transfer this approach to the education context and to examine, if gamification can improve the motivation to collect data and reflect on it with technology enhanced PLEs in order to improve personal learning.

Case study

The object of our research is an adapted version of the Live-Interest-Meter, a Quantified Self application and PLE that supports the reflective learning process for presenters and listeners. This version of the LIM, which was developed based on [Riv 13], consists...
of two main components: 1) the “Meter”, a mobile app that allows capturing and visualizing live feedback in lectures and 2) the “LIM-Community”, a web platform to review past presentations, analyse the personal learning behaviour and interact with other users. The Meter was designed to quantify and track the performance of the presenter as well as the context of the students during a lecture in order to improve the individual learning process. The tool allows listeners to evaluate a lecture in real time on a uni-dimensional meter, whose scale can be chosen from a preconfigured set (speed of speech, interest, difficulty and comprehension). The gathered data is aggregated and visualized to the users. If a certain threshold value is exceeded, the presenter will see a discreet hint and can react on it. This live feedback loop is illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the LIM scenario.](image)

Participants can also compare their individual learning situation with peers. Therefore the Meter supports learners who can reflect on their own performance and improve their behaviour in comparison to peers but also the presenter, who gets real-time feedback about the lecture. Later, participants can reflect on a past lecture, by logging in into the LIM-Community. This web platform allows reviewing captured lectures, visualized and aggregated in graphs and enriched with collected metadata like date, time, topic and participants, and also context information (notes added by the audience). The students can discuss about lectures in forums and can evaluate their collected data. Thus, the LIM-Community can be used to recall information from past lectures combined with the associated events in the audience.

The combination of the Meter and the LIM-Community provides a PLE that helps regular attendees of lectures to visualize, understand and improve their personal learning process and behaviour.
Experiment: The gamified LIM

We conducted an online experiment with a 2x2 Latin Square design [Hic 73] to analyse the impact of gamification on the motivation to use the LIM, by examining the users’ intention to use a gamified and a not gamified version of the app.

Gamification of the LIM

In order to keep the distraction of the students to a minimum during the lectures, gamification was only applied to the LIM-Community to foster the motivation to collect quantitative and qualitative data during lectures. In a software design process, based on Radoff’s [Rad 11] player-centred design model, we selected multiple game mechanics and interface elements for the gamified version of the LIM, based on analysed needs of our target audience. We developed personas, derived from the surveyed participants of [Riv 13] and matched them with the player types of Bartle [Bar 96] and interviews of [May 09].

Central element of the gamified version is the personal “Knowledge Tree”. This narrative element stands for the personal learning progress and grows with each lecture in which the user collects data with the LIM. Engagement in using the LIM or the accomplishment of tasks are rewarded with badges and points. The animated badges, e.g. little birds or squirrels (Figure 2), can be decorated in a tree branch, which represents a lecture. The overall personal progress is indicated in points and can be compared with other players in global leaderboards.

Figure 2: Prototypes of the LIM-Community. Left without gamification, right with gamification.
**Experiment**

Considering successful gamified QS applications like Nike+ or HealthMonth, it seems that QS approaches can benefit from gamification. Therefore, gamification may be also an appropriate enabler to engage people in using QS approaches as PLEs for improving their personal learning experiences. Concerning our experiment, our first hypothesis was: H1: The intention to use the LIM with gamification (game elements, game mechanics, storytelling and playful design) is higher than without gamification.

Consequently, we also believe that gamification can support the motivation to keep tracking, according to QS, over a long-term period. Li et al. [Li 10] point out that a lack in motivation is one important barrier for its long-term success. We believe that suitable gamification elements are able to counteract that problem in a systematic and methodical manner. Therefore: H2: The intention to use the QS application LIM long-term and to visit the Community regularly is higher with gamification than without.

In general, it is assumed that gamification can enhance intrinsic motivation. Igbaria et al. [Igb 94] showed that “system usage is affected by both extrinsic motivation (usefulness) and intrinsic motivation (fun). Both are important in affecting the individual decision whether to accept or reject a new technology”. Based on this, we believe this is also true for gamified QS-applications: H3: The perceived fun during the usage has a positive correlation on the usage intention of QS applications like the LIM.

We conducted an online experiment which was 20 days active and allowed us to achieve the appropriate target group. Each participant was randomly assigned to one of two groups. Group 1 (G1) evaluated first the non-gamified version of the LIM and then the gamified version, whereas group 2 (G2) evaluated the versions the other way around. After a short video introduction and checking the role of the participant in lectures, the gamified (G) or non-gamified version (O), depending on the group, was presented to the subjects (Figure 3). Subsequently, we asked the participants a set of questions. Afterwards, we presented them the other version of the LIM-Community and asked them the same questions. Finally, we asked demographical data and supplementary questions, like the interest to learn from personal QS data. The experimental design allowed us to perform two different analyses between the gamified and non-gamified version: the independent differences between the randomized and independent groups (between-subject) as well as the responses at the individual level (within-subject).
The questions asked after each presentation were divided in four sections (Table 1). The intention to use the software – behavioural intention (BI1), which based on [Fis 75] is an indicator for the real usage – was derived from successful TAM studies of [Ven 00] and [Dav 89]. The questions about the long-term usage (BI2) were inspired by [Igb 94]. Perceived usefulness (PU) was operationalized with five items oriented at [Ven 00] and [Dav 89]. The questions were adapted to the LIM needs. To measure FUN, we used the proven construct from [Igb 94] consisted of a 7-point semantic differential with six pairs.

Table 1: Research factors, questions and reliability assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESEARCH CONSTRUCT</th>
<th>QUESTIONS</th>
<th>CRONBACH’S ALPHA</th>
<th>SCALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GROUP 1</td>
<td>GROUP 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>0.897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>General usefulness (i), usefulness to improve effectiveness (ii)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and performance (iv), usefulness for self reflection (iii) and self</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>improvement (vi)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUN</td>
<td>rewarding/unrewarding (i), pleasant/unpleasant (ii), fun/frustrating</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iii), enjoyable/unenjoyable (iv), positive/negative (v), interesting/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>uninteresting (vi)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Structure of the experiment.
### Data analysis and findings

During the online experiment, the website was visited by 607 unique visitors. Around 14% of them participated in it. 70 complete valid data sets (according to control variables and having specified that the participant takes part in lectures regularly) were used for the analysis.

The automatic randomization resulted in 35 valid data records in G1 and 35 in G2. The distribution was homogeneous (Female G1: 13, G2: 13; male G1: 22, G2: 22; median age G1: 26, G2: 24; attend lectures regularly as student G1: 29, G2: 28; attend lectures regularly at work G1: 10, G2: 10; QS interest G1: 22, G2: 19). Therefore, the application of Pearson Chi-Square tests did not show significant differences in the groups, concerning demographic data and QS interest. We assessed the internal consistency of the measurement model by computing Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for each of the four constructs PU, FUN, BI1 and BI2 in both groups and both versions (gamified (G) and not gamified (O)). All 16 were between 0.775 and 0.945 and showed a high reliability (Table 1).

#### Within-subject analysis

Figure 4 visualizes a descriptive analysis of the individual answers to the two LIM versions (G and O). Comparing the BI1 and BI2 item sums of each participant showed that both kinds of usage intention were in both groups with gamification higher than without.
We used non-parametric tests because the application of Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Tests showed that it is possible that BI1(G) (p=0.045) and PU(O) (p=0.046) are not normally distributed. For this reason, we verified our hypotheses 1 and 2 by using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. The analysis reveals that the intention to use the LIM (BI1) and the long-term and regularly use of the LIM and the LIM-Community (BI2) is with gamification significantly higher than without. These results support our hypotheses 1 and 2. Furthermore it was shown that also perceived fun is with gamification significantly higher (Table 2).

Table 2: Results of the within-subject analysis, Wilcoxon signed-rank test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPARISON</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>SUM OF RANKS</th>
<th>P (ONE-TAILED)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PU G – O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative ranks</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>478.00</td>
<td>0.025*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive ranks</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>900.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUN G – O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative ranks</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>298.50</td>
<td>0.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive ranks</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1412.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Between-subject analysis

The within-subject analysis is based on the individual comparison of both versions of the LIM. With the between-subject analysis we tried to determine whether the results are comparable, even if the participants only know one alternative. A tendency for the gamified version was also recognized in this analysis, in which we examined only the independent first answers in each group i.e. the answers to the not gamified version (O) in G1 and the answers to the gamified one (G) in G2. The intention to use the LIM (BI1 & BI2) was with gamification higher than without gamification (Figure 5). However, our hypotheses could not be verified with tests due to the small sample in the between-subject observation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPARISON</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>SUM OF RANKS</th>
<th>P (ONE-TAILED)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BI1 G – O</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>280.00</td>
<td>0.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative ranks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive ranks</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1316.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI2 G – O</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>239.00</td>
<td>0.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative ranks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive ranks</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1301.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* is one-tailed significant at 0.05 level.
** is one-tailed significant at 0.01 level.

**Figure 5: Boxplot with the BI item sums of the first answers in each group to compare between-subject differences**
Correlation analysis

To test H3, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for FUN, B1, B2 and PU were calculated (Table 3). All group-spanning correlation coefficients were one-tailed positive significant at α=0.001 (with Bonferroni correction). The results show a positive correlation between FUN and B1 & B2 in both cases. It can be concluded that perceived fun during the usage (FUN) has a positive impact on the usage intention (BI) of QS applications like the LIM – in general (B1) higher than in long term (B2). This finding supports our third hypothesis and compared with the results from the within-subject analysis, it can be said that gamification can increase perceived fun (Table 2), which have a direct influence on the intention to use an application like the LIM. Furthermore, the correlations show that PU has a positive significant impact on BI with higher correlation coefficients than between FUN and BI (Table 3). These findings follow the results of [Igb 94], which measured a stronger influence of PU on BI compared to FUN on BI.

Table 3: Group-spanning Spearman-Rho correlations between FUN, PU, B1 and B2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WITH GAMIFICATION</th>
<th>GROUP-SPANNING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMS OF</td>
<td>B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUN</td>
<td>correlation coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>correlation coefficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WITHOUT GAMIFICATION</th>
<th>GROUP-SPANNING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMS OF</td>
<td>B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUN</td>
<td>correlation coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>correlation coefficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p < 0.001 (with Bonferroni correction).  
N=70

Additionally, a group-spanning comparison of the individual responses yielded that 62 out of 70 participants (88.57 %) are willing to test the LIM (independent from gamification) and 64.14 % (47 out of 70) recognized clear benefits in using the LIM at study or work. Additionally, 45 out of 70 (64.28 %) replied to the question “If you would use the Meter in a lecture once a week, how often would you login into the LIM-Community” (B3) that they would login once a week or more frequently.
Conclusions

In this study we showed that gamification can increase the motivation to use QS applications, like the Live Interest Meter, to collect personal data about the own learning and improve the learning process. The hypotheses H1-H3 were supported by the statistical analysis of the experimental results. The general as well as the long-term intention to use the LIM were with gamification higher than without. According to [Fis 75] and [Dav 89] it can be argued that these intentions have a direct impact on the actual usage. Further, we could show that perceived fun has a positive effect on the motivation to use the examined PLE. Together with the finding that perceived fun is with gamification higher than without, we can conclude that gamification can increase the motivation for using the examined application. Considering the gamification findings and the result that nearly 2/3 of the respondents see clear benefits in using the LIM to improve their personal learning process, gamification seems to be an appropriate enabler to engage people in using QS approaches as PLEs for improving their learning experiences.

The present research has several limitations. First, the sample size was insufficient to validate the hypothesis between the groups with a between-subject test. However, meaningful tendency for gamification was indicated between-subject and the performed within-subject analysis showed high significant results. Furthermore, the measurement was hypothetical and self-reported. Larger experiments in real settings are planned to validate our results. However, this study provides a first important contribution to the successful use of gamification approaches for supporting individual reflective learning with QS tools as PLEs.
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Figure 1  Schematic illustration of the LIM scenario.
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The mobile as an ad hoc PLE- Learning serendipitously in urban contexts

Ruthi Aladjem, Rafi Nachmias

ABSTRACT

In this paper we describe results from a pilot study of informal serendipitous learning interactions mediated by mobile technologies, during first visits to cities. The analysis of learning interactions revealed three themes that are discussed in this paper- the availability theme, the social theme and the awareness theme. Learning interactions were explored with the underlying premise of unveiling potential paths for consolidating discrete learning events into coherent learning experiences. We suggest that the mobile device serves as an “ad hoc PLE (Personal Learning Environment)” that offers on-demand support for learners, thus encouraging them to explore the city and to utilize opportunities for learning and interaction, while accommodating their individual needs and preferences.

Note: This article has been published in the Special Edition of the Journal of Literacy and Technology: “Personal Learning Environments: Current Research and Emerging Practice”. The link to the JLT Special Issue is: http://www.literacyandtechnology.org/current-issue.html

Background and Introduction

Travel situations have long been recognized as holding substantial learning potential [Mit 98; Fal 12]. In this context, a city may be regarded as an exploration ground; all is new and invites explanation, clarification, and further information. A visit to a new city carries endless learning opportunities, from the local language, the history of the city, its architecture, art, culture and so on. Travellers are often in a state of mind that makes them eager to learn and explore [Mit 98; Fal 12] and learning takes an informal, serendipitous nature. By informal learning, we are referring to learning incidents that are not planned nor organized [Kle 73]; the term serendipitous learning accentuates the incidental and unplanned aspect of informal learning processes, though it does not suggest that learning is random, as it is in fact determined by the learner’s goals, interests, and prior knowledge [Buc 11].

Before the age of smart mobile devices, tour books, tour guides, and paper maps served as the common support tools, for visitors looking to explore and learn more about their travel destinations. Information was thus limited to the scope of the book,
preselected by an editor or an expert guide. A chance encounter with a point of interest that was not deemed as significant enough to appear in a tour book might have ended with no further investigation. As a result of the lack of immediate information, the learning interest that was evoked by the point of interest, might not have been fulfilled or further explored. This situation has changed dramatically since the oncoming of the social web and the advent of mobile devices, no longer is there a single source of information or lack of immediate support. The mobile’s perpetual connectivity allows access as well as to information at anytime, anywhere, and on any topic of interest, as well as active contribution [Jen 06; Kre 07; Sca 06]. Furthermore, the mobile device has become one with the learner, carried everywhere at all times, holding vast potential for supporting learning in authentic settings and contexts. Learners are free to follow their personal interests, to define their own learning goals and to engage in active, collaborative, learning processes among learners with shared interests [Die 07; Lau 07; Sha 07]. The notion of a Personal Learning Environment (PLE) has been described from multiple perspectives with varying definitions and design directions [Hen 10; Zho 13]. Adhering to a view of a PLE as an approach to the use of technologies, that is “comprised of all the different tools we use in our everyday life for learning” [Att 07], we suggest a view of mobile devices as potential ad hoc PLEs for travel situations; comprised of tools selected by learners according to their context dependent learning needs, as they arise in real time. Mobile services and technologies such as navigation tools, social networks and location-based applications, although not created specifically for learning purposes, may allow learners to engage in knowledge interactions through activities such as sharing, searching and reflection. By selecting applications that support their personal, context dependent needs as they emerge in real time, learners may potentially turn a city visit into a personal, active, and collaborative learning experience.

Following, we will describe the research approach of our pilot study, aiming at identifying and analysing informal serendipitous learning processes during urban explorations, supported by mobile devices. We will then present the main findings and discuss possible implications.

Research Approach

The pilot study was conducted as part of a PhD research, aimed at identifying and analysing key factors that play a significant role in incidental, serendipitous learning processes, supported by mobile technologies. The pilot takes a qualitative, learner-centred, approach that includes in-depth interviews with 10 early adopters of technology, who own a smart mobile device. Early adopters are often characterized with such personality traits as personal innovativeness, active information seeking, and intrinsic motivation for exploration [Aga 98; Str 09]. These characteristics seem congruent with desirable qualities of 21st century learners and with the socio-constructivist ideal of an
active learner involved in constructing knowledge while interacting with a community in authentic settings [Sha 07; Weg 98]. For the purpose of this study, any knowledge interaction that occurs outside of a formal learning environment is considered an informal learning incident [Kle 73; Liv 99]. The research questions focused on the ways in which mobile tools and applications are being used in order to construct knowledge in authentic settings (the city). The analysis of learning interactions also considered the learning needs that emerged during the visit, the tools and applications that were used in order to support those needs, the types of learning activities (for example, “push” contributions or “pull” requests) and the contexts in which the activities took place.

Results

All subjects owned a smart mobile device (six subjects owned an iOS device and four owned an Android device). Subjects gave a detailed description of up to three recent visits that they had made to new cities (i.e., cities that they had not visited before), bringing the number of cities visited to a total of 21. All subjects reported that they had chosen to use their mobile device as the sole tool for support and communication during their visit; no additional artefacts (such as a paper map, a tour book, or a tour guide) were used. During their visit, subjects were continually engaged with their personal mobile environment, using versatile mobile applications; different applications were selected alternately to support different needs. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss all applications in detail, but they included: location-based navigation and information services (such as Google Maps, Yelp, TripAdvisor, Foursquare, Browser Search), social interaction tools (such as Facebook, Twitter, Google Talk), tools for real time documentation (such as Instagram, flickr, Evernote), real time scheduling services (such as bus and subway schedules), and translation tools (such as Google Translate, iTranslate). It was found that the tool selection was not necessarily based on the technical features that the applications offered but was context dependent; different applications often carried similar features (for example, both Facebook and Foursquare have location-based features and support “check-ins”) but were used in different contexts and situations for different purposes. The determining factor seemed to be the way in which subjects interpreted the main purpose of the application and what they had felt would best suit their needs (for example, checking in on Facebook was described as an effective means for sharing with friends back home while checking in on Foursquare was often done for pertinent purposes such as seeing if there were other users at the current location and initiating new encounters).

Three major themes emerged from the analysis of learning interactions: the availability theme, the social theme, and the awareness theme. A description of each theme follows.
The availability theme

Walking around the city carrying a mobile device means that one is perpetually connected. Subjects had mentioned that the fact that information and communication are readily available and only a click away, affected their behaviours and decision-making processes. This seems, first and foremost, to have affected their personal sense of control over their environment. For example, one subject mentioned that “just knowing that I could not really get lost, allowed me to get lost in the streets, wandering aimlessly without a worry and just looking around.”

Availability also affected the perception of the need to plan ahead; most subjects reported that they preplanned almost nothing for their trip because they knew that they would have their mobile with them. Only one subject stated that he regularly prepares a list of locations to visit; based on prior research and recommendations, he places the list on a mobile map that he uses to navigate in the city. However, he also noted, “If the applications worked perfectly, all the items on my list would appear on them anyway and this might have been redundant.”

Availability also allowed subjects to make decisions in real time; in several cases, subjects received recommendations for nearby locations from friends who realized that they were nearby (as they saw their check-ins). In one instance, a subject checked in while in the north of Paris and a friend commented that he must visit the famous Père Lachaise cemetery; this visit later led to a college project on Oscar Wilde (who is buried at the cemetery) that was based on the information collected and shared during this unplanned encounter.

Finally, availability allowed for benefiting from location-based services and for the ability to learn in context. In fact, context was often the trigger for learning interaction, as one subject mentioned, “If I come across anything that seems interesting, I immediately look for more information by searching, posting a question on Twitter or simply by photographing, tagging and sharing.”

Lack of an available connection and the high cost of mobile internet were mentioned as a major issue. Having an internet (Wi-Fi) connection was mentioned in the interviews as a basic and critical need; as one subject mentioned, “I am lost without my mobile and it must be connected all the time- I can’t imagine my world without it.”

The social theme

The ability to stay in touch with one’s close social group (friends and family) as well as to be able to receive information from and contribute to a larger community, were mentioned throughout the interviews. Subjects had reported versatile ways and contexts in which they chose to use the social features available in different mobile applications.

Subjects, especially if traveling alone, kept a continuous communication with their close social circle; sharing and receiving feedback. This contributed to a feeling of a shared learning experience; as one subject noted, she felt as if “my friends were taking part in my expedition, even if they were not technically there.”
The ability to benefit from social support formed on the basis of context or need was also mentioned; subjects regularly used location-based applications that are based on community contribution such as Yelp or Foursquare, to receive information on discoveries that they had reached.

Sharing, sometimes led to unexpected discoveries; for example, “I posted a picture of a café and a friend told me that an art gallery next door was just opening an exhibition.”

Finally, though sharing was usually done in real time, social activity allowed subjects to return, virtually, to discoveries that they have shared; subjects also reported that they sometimes accessed previously shared items in order to add titles or insert tags.

The awareness theme
As a result of their intensive use of mobile social tools while exploring the city, subjects become more aware of the reciprocal nature of their activities. Subjects mentioned that they came to realize that their actions had more than a personal meaning and that their activities, such as sharing, contributing information, and answering questions, could affect others. One subject, for example, summed up by saying that “just as I have been depending on the courtesy of strangers so can my actions have meaning to others and not just to my personal group of friends.” Realizing that their activities resonate, affected subjects’ long-term tendency to be actively involved in knowledge contribution after the visit ended. Another subject said, “I had used foursquare years ago, when it was launched but after a while didn’t really see the point anymore and stopped, after my trip I make a point of using it again as I realize that others will read and benefit from my reviews.”

In summary, it was found that the use of the mobile as an ad hoc personal learning environment has contributed to a shift in the relationship between learners and the object of learning, while exploring the city. The mobile has contributed to an increased sense of control over the surroundings and allowed for true immersion with the dynamic city and all that it has to offer. The mobile device also allowed learners to interact with their community, as part of the learning process and had increased their awareness of the fact that their contributions can resonate and can benefit others, thus encouraging them to engage in knowledge building processes even once their visit was over.

Discussion and Conclusions

The pilot study illuminates the transformation that mobile technology has brought to the learning experience during visits to a new city. The study also highlights ways in which the mobile device can serve as a dynamic learning environment that is activated and controlled by learners, for exploration and learning. The wide array of tools and applications available to learners, all under the “umbrella” of the mobile device and the choice of this technology as the sole learning environment for exploring the city,
suggest that the mobile serves as an on-demand personal learning environment, an
ad hoc PLE for the visit. Effectively, learners are taking an active part in designing their
PLEs [Hen 10] by selecting and utilizing dynamic components based upon their contex-
tual needs and preferences, as they emerge in real time.

The mobile, serving as an ad hoc PLE, supports a serendipitous learning process.
Learners do not need to, and often chooses not to preplan their visit, because of their
reliance on the perpetual connection to contextual sources of information and to their
own communities. This ad hoc PLE supports dynamic learning processes with exten-
sive opportunities for immediacy that is needed both for the learners’ changing needs
as well as due to the city’s static and always changing nature. With no predetermined
plan and no expert to lead the way, learners are in control of the learning process; live
concerts, parades, traffic jams and essentially everything that happens in the city, is
injected, in real time, into the exploration process. Though a single interaction may
seem trivial, this ad hoc PLE essentially connects discrete learning interactions onto
a comprehensive personal learning experience [Ala 11], each interaction may lead to
several potential trajectories and a final learning path can only be sketched aftermath.

With a feeling of control over their environment, largely due to the availability of
resources and the social support received through the mobile PLE, learners are free to
fully experience the city without worrying about getting lost. Learners undergo a truly
serendipitous and immersive learning experience by engaging in authentic, contextual
learning interactions. Personal points of interest that were not likely to appear in an
expert tour book, now become meaningful learning activities as they are shared and
interacted upon, thus changing the level of granularity of learning and increasing the
array of potential learning triggers.

Learners are continually engaged in social collaborative learning activities such as
responding to comments, tagging previously shared items or adding titles, these activ-
ities lead them to virtually revisit previously shared discoveries and view them through
the diversified eyes of the community. Revisiting past learning experiences allow learn-
ers to engage in reflective and ultimately more profound learning experiences [Die 07;
Sha 07].

Due to their reliance on communal contributions, learners become increasingly
aware of the notion that their own activities can hold more than just a personal value,
realizing that their contributions resonate and can be of benefit to other learners in
a virtual community. It can be said that through their own activities learners come to
realize that they are a part of a dynamic collaborative knowledge construction process
and that they are not just consumers of knowledge, but are also assigning meaning,
sharing with the virtual community and changing the balance between contribution
and receipt of information [Kre 07; Sca 06].

In conclusion, a visit to a new city is a highly intensive and condensed exploratory
experience that may serve as a microcosms and a reference point for demonstrating
the potential of the mobile as an informal learning tool. The mobile device has trans-
formed the experience of serendipitous urban exploration and the ways in which learners interact with their surroundings and construct knowledge by serving as a powerful ad hoc PLE. Serendipitous learning processes could potentially be directed, with the support of the mobile PLE, to revolve around disciplines and areas that are relevant not only to informal, but also to formal learning objectives (such as History or Language Studies).

Finally, when considering the city of the future we envision a city visit as a truly personalized learning experience, we believe that urban planners and stakeholders should consider the need to cater for “mobile tourism” not only by making sure that an internet connection (WiFi) is freely available everywhere but mostly by planning mobile services that take into account and accommodate the personal needs of visitors interested in exploring and learning about the city.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes and discusses how security management and investigation professionals use Personal Learning Environments (PLE) for work-related learning and continuing professional development. It is based on an exploratory study, using a qualitative description approach. An online questionnaire was completed by 67 study participants in 17 countries, followed by Voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP) or telephone interviews with 11 of them. The study found that these professionals participate in online discussion groups and access networks and resources. Their collaborative activities in online spaces are limited for reasons that include security, privacy, authenticity of information, and employer restriction concerns. Many therefore may limit opportunities to learn from their local, national, and international peers within PLEs. This also limits discussions of digital literacy skills that might otherwise be expected. Study participants were limited to those who responded to a request for participation posted in online discussion groups. Further research may identify those who are more actively involved in online collaboration and identify reasons for different levels of participation. Presenting case studies of successful collaborative efforts may encourage others in the occupation, enhance continuing professional development, and contribute to the research literature connecting PLEs with careers. This study contributes to the literature on PLEs and digital literacy relating to adults and work-related learning.

Note: This article has been published in the Special Edition of the Journal of Literacy and Technology: “Personal Learning Environments: Current Research and Emerging Practice”. The link to the JLT Special Issue is: http://www.literacyandtechnology.org/current-issue.html

Introduction

Many occupations require qualifications or certifications prior to employment. Voluntary, or non-compulsory, certification occurs during the developing career. Employees’ educational studies may be formal, but they develop knowledge through informal learning for certification or overall work-related learning. Away from classrooms, their study may be independent – often in solitude – or it may include collaborative learning with others. Modern technologies make collaboration much easier, but employees
may be missing opportunities to enhance their collaborative informal learning through using online technologies in occupational settings.

This paper describes and discusses how security management and investigation professionals (security professionals) use Personal Learning Environments (PLEs) for work-related learning and continuing professional development. Security professionals are in management, advisory, consultant, and investigative roles with broad responsibilities for the security and risk management of organisations. They meet face-to-face for collaboration and learning activities, and they earn professional designations, often by self-study or with face-to-face study groups. Some security professionals continue university education, often part-time and at a distance. They also participate in work-related online discussion groups (forums). The aim of this exploratory study was to gain an overview of how and the extent to which security professionals use PLEs and what digital literacy skills they need to do so, in advance of a broader study. The study was global because of the international nature of business and security threats: security professionals from around the world join online groups for informal learning.

Related literature

Personal Learning Environments and Personal Learning Networks

Online or blended (classroom and online) programs, both formal and non-formal, may offer online platforms for resource access and discussions, known as Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) or Learning Management Systems (LMSs) [Wil 06]. An alternative approach for open and informal learning is the PLE. The PLE may include a structured VLE or LMS, but the PLE extends much further. The PLE may be described as a concept [Att 06], [Att 07], considering “a PLE is comprised of all the different tools we use in our everyday life for learning” [Att 07: 4]. [Con 06] studied what higher education learners are using and how. Referencing this study, [Scl 08] stated, “there is strong evidence that students now see the personal computer as their primary learning tool, and this can be regarded as a de facto PLE” (p. 5). In addition to the personal use, institutions may offer PLEs they develop to support formal learning [Sal 11], [Scl 10] and commercialisation occurs with the development for educational institutions and business organisations.

At the end of the 2006 Association of Learning Technologies conference, at Edinburgh, United Kingdom, there was no definitive position on what the PLE was [Att 07]. A review of the literature by Fiedler and Väljataga [Fie 10] revealed that even those espousing the PLE as a concept or approach were still treating it as a technology. More recently, Buchem, Attwell, and Torres analysed in excess of 100 publications through an activity theory lens, identifying that there are “different conceptualisations of PLEs” [Buc 11: 3] and that “the majority of publications come from Higher Education” [Buc 11: 15]. It may be difficult to separate the thinking of the PLE as an approach to learning from the visualisation of how a PLE might look. Either way, a PLE “offers a portal to
the world” [Dow 06] with access to people and resources. Whether the PLE is a theory or concept, or a set of technological tools, there are places where the learners meet. According to Gee [Gee 04], “an affinity space is a place or set of places where people can affiliate with others based primarily on shared activities, interests, and goals, not shared race, class, culture, ethnicity, or gender” (p. 73). Jones and Hafner extended the term to “globalized online affinity spaces, where people can meet, interact, and build relationships and communities” [Jon 12: 115].

When learners come together, in person or online, they may be building a community of practice [Wen 98]. A community of practice forms with three essential elements: domain, community, and practice [Van 08], [Wen 06]. This acknowledges that members are actively practicing in relation to a domain while working together as a community. In contrast, an online discussion group (or meeting in person) may include those who join but do not actively participate. Those on the periphery might not be recognised as active members of a community, but they could be in the early stage of legitimate peripheral participation [Lav 91]. According to Lave and Wenger, legitimate peripheral participation is the process by which a new learner will join a community of practice and develop knowledge toward “full participation in the sociocultural practices of a community” [Lav 91: 29]. However, the mere presence of a discussion group may not meet the criteria to be a community of practice.

The research literature covers the PLE, but there is much less written about an associated term, Personal Learning Network (PLN) [Cou 10]. Couros’s research relating to “the networked teacher” as a PLE [Cou 10: 124] led him to state, “My PLN definition is simple: personal learning networks are the sum of all social capital and connections that result in the development and facilitation of a personal learning environment” [Cou 10: 125]. Although the literature is not definitive about the relationship of the PLE to the PLN, the view in this study is that the PLN and personal web tools are components of the PLE, as illustrated by Wheeler [Whe 10]. Further, the current study adopts the view of the PLE as a concept, as previously attributed to [Att 07] above.

**PLE and work-based learning**

The study developed from an interest in how online communities, networks, and other resources are used to support work-related learning and continuing professional development. It sought to find evidence of PLEs and to identify the digital literacy skills presented in these environments. The learning investigated was informal, considered by Hager and Halliday [Hag 06] as that which is not formal, taking place beyond a formal structure, unintentionally or planned. The learning could also be to supplement that of a formal learning situation offering, “specified curriculum, taught by a designated teacher, with the extent of the learning attained by individual learners being assessed and certified” [Hag 06: 29]. Further, and likely related to workplace training sessions, informal learning could support non-formal learning that is defined as “non-credentialised but still institutionally-based and structured” [Sel 06: 7].
Younger workers are not necessarily more technologically inclined and higher users of a PLE. In one study, [Att 07] found that older workers made greater use of technologies. He speculated that it might be attributed to their responsibility level, access, and flexibility in their work. Attwell identified the potential uses of PLEs for continuing professional development, for sharing knowledge in organisations, and for training and development. He saw an opportunity for the PLE concept to be introduced in schools and used in relation to work and lifelong learning. Recently, researchers considered the competences of university students in two European countries and concluded that “students do not possess all needed technical, functional and social competences for self-organization, self-learning and self-cognition” [Iva 11]. This suggests that current workers and new entrants to the workforce may lack the necessary skills to establish and maintain a PLE. A discussion of digital literacy skills follows.

Adult learners participated in this research study. In andragogical theory, adults are responsible for their own learning [Kno 11]. Researchers such as [Bro 84], [Bro 86] and [Can 91] addressed self-directed learning and the PLE may be suited to support this kind of learning, whether it be informal or formal.

Digital Literacy and PLEs
An extensive review of the research literature on PLEs revealed that “only a few publications discuss what skills, abilities or competencies are necessary for developing and using a PLE [Wil 09], [Buc 11: 14]. Digital literacy skills, or digital literacies, are the skills that may be required by security professionals in an online environment. The research literature contains numerous related terms, sometimes used interchangeably, including digital literacies, digital literacy, and new media literacies [Coi 08]. Digital literacy skills may be considered under several frameworks. Gilster provided an early definition of digital literacy:

“the ability to access networked computer resources and use them... the ability to understand and use information in multiple formats from a wide range of sources when it is presented via computers.” [Gil 97: 1]

According to [Gil 97], literacy means much more than just reading, and he identified key competencies for digital literacy: “the ability to make informed judgments about what you find on-line....critical thinking”; the ability to read and move around using hypertext and hyperlinks; and “developing search skills” [Gil 97: 2–3]. Gilster pointed out that the Internet provides new ways of dealing with media [Gil 97: 34].

One digital literacy framework (referred to as media literacy) is that of [Jen 06] with 11 literacies: play, performance, stimulation, appropriation, multitasking, distributed cognition, collective intelligence, judgment, transmedia navigation, networking, and negotiation. These were found to be too detailed for the level of activity identified in this study. Rather, more adaptable to the study, Jones and Hafner discussed practices that can be expected in the digital world: “online gaming, social networking, peer
production and collaboration, and practices involving digital media in the workplace” [Jon 12: 14]. They described literacies as

“the ability to creatively engage in particular social practices, to assume appropriate social identities, and to form or maintain various social relationships” [Jon 12: 12]

[Jon 12] identified that learning occurs within gaming and the associated online affinity spaces. They referred to 3-D virtual worlds, with Second Life as an example. While not a game in the same way as video games, virtual worlds provide opportunities for in occupational learning. Business case studies presented by [Kna 10] included one that may have appeal for security professionals. “Virtual Border Service Officer Training” used Second Life in an educational setting to role-play border crossing interviews with travelers entering Canada [Jon 12: 158–173]. The term ‘digital’ pertains to the tools being used. Social networking “has given internet users the ability to create the connections between the content based on social relationships” [Jon 12: 144]. [Jon 12] explained that “ordinary users of the internet” are able to make connections between people and the content that has been created online.

Digital Literacy and Security Professionals

As security professionals find or create information of interest, it can easily be shared with others. By its nature, social networking is often open and not anonymous, allowing the participant to be identified and establish credibility. Jones and Hafner [Jon 12] addressed privacy and not maintaining the anonymity that the Internet can otherwise provide. However, as discussed later in this paper, the study reveals that there are individuals who would prefer not to share their views openly. Not sharing may impact the attitude toward, and development of, digital literacy practices.

The skills of collaboration and peer production extend the ability of individuals to co-produce globally with colleagues. Through social networking technologies, the feeling of remoteness can be reduced [Jon 12]. As in more traditional groups, not all will want to participate equally, due to a lack of interest and/or skills. [Jon 12] described benefits and challenges of collaboration and peer production. They defined peer production, or commons-based peer production in full, as “massive numbers of people, who are distributed across the globe and connected to each other by digital networks, work together voluntarily to promote projects that they are interested in” [Jon 12: 158]. An example is Wikipedia.

Digital literacies at work pertain to the digital work environment. The framework by [Jon 12] recognised the information age, the global distribution of work, remote workers, team work models, and the workers who work on contract or encounter frequent
job changes. Employers and employees are impacted by the needs and opportunities to adapt that are created.

Research Questions

Security professionals could not be expected to know the term, PLE, found in the research literature. It was anticipated that they could describe how they use online communities, tools, resources, and networks for their work-related learning and continuing professional development. It was also anticipated that digital literacy skills and practices would be identified. Considering the PLE as a concept, the research questions were to determine how PLEs are being established by security professionals who use online technologies in ways that support their learning. This included the tools they use, their networks, how they have developed skills, and whether they are actually taking advantage of opportunities to learn within a PLE.

Personal observations and knowledge of professional development in a few different occupations revealed that professional development programs, particularly through self-study, do not actively support or encourage what would be seen within a PLE. It was also known that security professionals network in person and online, but the extent of the application of online activity to learning was open to exploration. The main research question asked was: How are security management and investigation professionals using personal learning environments (PLEs) and digital literacies for work-related learning and, in particular, for continuing professional development? The sub questions were: (1) What web-based tools and resources are used as part of the PLE of participants? (2) What are the digital literacy skills required to function within a PLE? (3) How have participants developed digital literacy skills? (4) Are participants contributing within a participatory culture and online affinity spaces? (5) How is continuing professional development within work-related learning settings being supported through the use of a PLE?

Methodological Approach

The exploratory study occurred from August 19, 2012, until October 19, 2012, in two phases using an online questionnaire and online interviews. The results were to inform the research methodology, design, and data collection methods for a subsequent larger study.

The design aimed to explore the security management and investigation community, as widely as possible, to identify how security professionals use PLEs and to inform the design of the subsequent study. As a qualitative study, text responses in the questionnaire and semi-structured interview questions sought rich data. It was exploratory, so the qualitative description methodology provided “straight descriptions of phenomena” [San 00: 339].
Requests for participation were posted to 13 online forums (or groups) frequented by security management or investigation professionals globally, 12 on LinkedIn and one on the website of a professional association. LinkedIn is a professional networking, social media site. Members of LinkedIn maintain public profiles and may participate in a wide range of discussion groups. Four of the 13 LinkedIn groups were small and later determined to be inactive.

An online questionnaire invited participants to participate in an interview during either the exploratory study reported here or the later study. Thirty-five participants agreed to be interviewed. Purposive sampling selected questionnaire respondents who indicated they had something to share. Small batches of interview requests followed until 10 had been completed. An eleventh participant with limited access to telephone and online communication responded to questions by E-Mail. A Canadian service hosted the online questionnaire, and a summary of the research project was posted in online discussion groups to solicit participation in this study. An information sheet and an informed consent form preceded the questions. Questions asked, mapped to the research questions, were as follows:

1. What web-based tools and resources are used as part of the Personal Learning Environment of participants?
   - Which devices do you use to access the internet?
   - Are there restrictions on any of the software programs or applications you use for learning purposes that makes them inaccessible in your workplace? Please explain.
   - Beyond software and applications, are there other restrictions on any of the computers or hardware devices you use that prevent you from using them in your workplace for learning purposes? Please explain.
   - How often do you participate in each of these online activities, for personal, professional, or learning related purposes?
   - Please describe any other online activities you do for personal, professional, or learning related purposes and/or provide any comments on the above responses.
   - Which social media profiles do you maintain for personal and/or professional reasons, and what is your frequency of use?
   - Please identify any ‘other’ from the previous question along with frequency of use.
   - How do you use social media in relation to your continuing professional development?
   - Do you have a network of contacts not at your office with whom you communicate for work-related learning questions or relating to your continuing professional development?
   - Other than face-to-face, how do you connect with your network of contacts when you have questions relating to learning?
2. What are the digital literacy skills required to function within a Personal Learning Environment? and

3. How have participants developed digital literacy skills?
   ■ How comfortable are you with the following activities? (12 items identified)
   ■ Please comment on activities that you do not do or with which you have low comfort. It would be helpful to know your reasons.
   ■ How have you developed your computer skills to their present level?
   ■ When I encounter a challenge with online technologies, I tend to be one who will...
   ■ If being introduced to new online technologies or skills to assist my continuing professional development, I would prefer to experience them...

4. Are participants contributing within a participatory culture and online affinity spaces?
   ■ Are you involved in an online mentoring relationship?
   ■ What are the online tools and technologies that you use for the mentoring activity?
   ■ Do you participate in collaborative problem-solving other than working face-to-face?
   ■ How do you use technology to participate in collaborative problem solving?
   ■ Can you think of something you have created in an online environment for sharing with others?
   ■ If you answered ‘yes’ to the previous question, what did you create?

5. How is continuing professional development within work-related learning settings being supported through the use of a Personal Learning Environment?
   ■ Can you give an example(s) of how your learning has been assisted through online technology that would not have otherwise been possible or as effective? Please describe.

**Online interviews**

Personal interviews were conducted using Skype, a Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP). Participants chose videoconference, audio, or to receive a call to their telephone. With the participant’s consent, each call was recorded by using a Skype add-on tool. A basic thematic analysis aided by a qualitative analysis program followed interview transcription. The following six guiding questions were asked to further investigate the research questions: (1) How would you describe your work-based learning over the past two years? How has it changed from the past? (2) I’m interested in the tools and technologies you use in relation to work-based learning, informal in particular. How have they changed, and how do you see them changing in the future years? (3) How
about your social networks? Can you describe your networks and how they are used for work-based learning? How have they evolved with new technologies? (4) In our digital world, it is easy to create learning resources and share them with others. What stands out that you have seen, whether you used it or not? (5) Again, think of digital resource opportunities, what have you created that has been shared and reused by others? (6) From your perspective, what is really being done well digitally in relation to learning? What remains to be done?

The term ‘work-based learning’ was used during the interviews. However, ‘work-related’ has appeared more appropriate. The explanation given to participants at the time of the interview clarified the focus on learning related to work, whether at a worksite or at another location including traveling.

Ethical Considerations

This study was in keeping with the University of Leicester Research Ethics Code of Practice, and the Association of Internet Researchers provides guidance for using online research methods through an E-Mail discussion list and an ethics guide [Ass 12], [Hoo 12]. Study participants gave informed consent after reading an information sheet as the start of the online questionnaire. The survey software, to support anonymity, did not collect the Internet address of the country of questionnaire access. Participants identified themselves at the end of the questionnaire only if they agreed to a personal interview. They could also E-Mail the researcher separately to avoid linking a name to the questionnaire.

Results

The exploratory study confirmed the ability to access participants, there is an interest in the research, and there is more to learn that will inform the security management community and academia. This section presents the data obtained during the questionnaire and interview phases.

Survey results

The questionnaire asked 22 questions to answer the research questions. Access to the online questionnaire occurred 137 times from August 19, 2012, until September 7, 2012 (20 calendar days). As the first step, 103 individuals acknowledged the informed consent, of which 67 (65%) completed the questionnaire for inclusion in the results. Thirty-five (52%) of those who completed indicated their willingness to participate in an individual interview during the exploratory study or main study. Questionnaire participants represented 17 countries (Table 1).
Table 1: Country of Residence of Questionnaire Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain, New Zealand, South Africa (2 from each country)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma, Cambodia, China, France, Hong Kong, India, Lithuania, Mexico, Romania, Russia (1 from each country)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Rounding error of 1%. 67 99

All but one completing the questionnaire identified their ages (Table 2). Only one indicated being below the age of 35 years. The participants were predominantly male (Table 3).

Table 2: Age Range of Questionnaire Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGE RANGE</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 to 34</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 to 44</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 to 54</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 to 64</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65+</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Rounding error of 2%. 67 98

Table 3: Gender of Questionnaire Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GENDER</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Interview results

Ten individual interviews were conducted from October 1 to 19, 2012, and an eleventh participant answered questions by E-Mail due to limited availability for telephone or online conferencing. Interview participants had identified themselves in the online questionnaire. Communications choices involved connecting on Skype with videoconferencing, connecting with just audio, or receiving a telephone call. Four chose to use videoconferencing, but for one a poor connection resulted in a Skype to telephone call instead. Six others received Skype to telephone calls. All 10 participants provided permission to record the interviews. The 10 interviews ranged in length from 21 to 78 minutes, with participants from Canada (60 %, n=6), the UK (20 %, n=2), South Africa (10 %, n=1), and Lithuania (10 %, n=1). The E-Mail interview involved a USA professional.

Data analysis

In this exploratory study, two major themes emerged: online activities and online challenges. The activities are what security professionals do and how they do it. The challenges encompass what they do not do and why they do not do it. Some coding was required to sort the data, so this was accomplished using NVivo for qualitative data analysis. The coding was kept broad to avoid “premature coding and sorting [which] are serious threats to analysis when researchers abdicate their full responsibility” [Tho 08: 144].

Online activities

Most participants responded to researcher requests in LinkedIn discussion group messages. While 67 % read discussion messages regularly, only 13 % responded to messages regularly. The other choices were ‘infrequently,’ ‘tried it but stopped,’ or ‘never.’ Questionnaire participants responded about their involvement with specific online activities. The percentage represents those who do the activity regularly: starting discussion topics by linking to an article, story, etc. (15 %), writing blog posts (7 %), posting updates on Twitter, Facebook, or other social media (29 %), gaming such as World of Warcraft (3 %), activities in a virtual world, such as Second Life (1 %). Participants completing the questionnaire identified other online activities with which they are involved: E-Mail, work related research, course work including research, online study portals, podcasts, course discussion boards, online training programs for software and products, Skype for overseas contacts, webinars, webcasts, and podcasts, virtual conferences, YouTube for research including conferences and speakers, educational programming from Khan Academy and iTunesU, news from local, national, and international sources, reading, restricted professional discussion groups or sites, Internet communities, including Reddit.com, language learning, completing professional
certifications, mentoring, solving client problems beyond own experience, sharing organisation knowledge with the public, maintaining currency in relation to industry trends, relationships with learners when teaching within online course platform, finding hard copy text books to order, preferring over e-books.

Interview participants added the following online activities: presentations from BrightTALK and TED Talks, global communication, making learning continuous, even after the course ends, accessing the opinions of many people, from different sides of an issue, course learning from anywhere, E-Mail distribution lists, as frequent as several times daily, using videos from YouTube when teaching a subject area in which instructor does not have expertise, text alerts of major happenings before the news. The questionnaire and interviews explored what participants had created and shared. Responses included preparing materials for courses and workshops and sharing them online. Participants mentioned developing websites (for internal use by their organisation and for public consumption), databases, and a Wiki (an online document that can be edited by others). Some wrote papers, articles, and blog posts.

Participation on LinkedIn was the most prominent online activity to consume information and connect with industry colleagues. E-Mail (97%) and telephone (81%) are the most prominent methods of contact with colleagues and others. The preference for E-Mail allows messages to be selectively and easily sent to a large number. Privacy of the communication was a concern. Sending by E-Mail avoids others knowing about the nature of the enquiry when not appropriate, rather than asking within discussions groups. One security manager commented on networks for learning:

“Professional network sites like LinkedIn provide great opportunities for learning whether through posting links to articles, requesting assistance with research, or generating discussions. It makes it much easier to get a variety of perspectives and find out the differences and similarities in performing security work in different industries as well as different countries. Technology has evolved to the point where we can carry on real-time conversations with professionals in other time zones and can get immediate assistance as situations unfold instead of having to wait for “normal business hours” and adjust for time differences. Security never operates solely on normal business hours.” Security manager, USA
Online challenges

The second theme was the challenges of online activities. This section covers security professionals’ decisions to avoid or minimise activities. It also includes restrictions placed upon security professionals in the workplace. A small number saw no need for online activities. Their comments included satisfaction with current methods, no need for online activities to develop a network, and no need for immediate information feeds. Online activities were a waste of time for some due to being of limited value and because of the amount of ‘noise’ created. One participant made the following comment and highlighted the fear of employer criticism:

“I find that the forums are generally limited to people who are out of work and consultants who only speak for themselves, and people from large organisations don’t necessarily participate because they don’t feel that they are only speaking for themselves, they don’t want to be accountable for the things they are saying in those forums. But other than that, I really enjoy them, and for that reason I don’t participate. I don’t need my human resource department calling me about something I put online.” Security manager, Canada

Having limited time was a reason for reduced online activities. One participant stated that it was important for something to catch his attention and motivate immediate action. Another was attracted to activities that involved connecting with someone in a “leadership role.” One participant expressed a lack of knowledge of what is available online, being only aware of webinars. Other comments included: “‘entertainment’ social media...a waste of time”; “I don’t tweet, I think it’s idiotic frankly”; “I dislike social media”, “I think blogs are a waste of time: reading about some idiot and what he had for breakfast: nobody cares”; “I don’t care about somebody’s personal opinion on something. Like to me it ranks up there with blogging as a complete waste of time”; “Pre-recorded content webinars, I think are disastrous.”

One participant observed: “Formal society groupings (corporations, governments, universities) have not fully grasped the big change in distributive, collaborative learning and how that will affect people in everyday real world.” Another participant mentioned that social media are banned at work for productivity-related reasons. Another participant said that excessive personal use would result in a discussion with the employee about the use. Employer or other workplace restrictions were numerous. They included the following: rules against non-business use, prohibitions against downloads or the use of external and devices, emergency only use of the internet on mobile devices, restrictions to some websites and applications, special permissions required, personal devices not allowed, firewalls, outdated technologies, and compatibility issues not allowing access, equipment such as a webcam not provided.
Some participant and employer concerns related to security and sensitive activities. Concern about computer hacking and espionage encouraged the use of internal resources and prohibited USB devices in one company. Another participant spoke of vulnerability if able to access computers and turn on the camera remotely. There is concern about data remaining in existence and who might have unintended access to it. Identity theft is feared. Authenticity is also a concern. Before relying on information found on the Internet, participants wanted to validate the source. This was not always easy to do. A concern related to someone publishing online using the identity of another. One participant suggested that a reputable organisation should verify the credibility of what might be course offerings. Another participant was confident with his personal ability to identify suspicious material but added he could not be certain. These challenges appear to be beyond those strictly related to learning, but they may impact opportunities to access online communities, resources, and networks.

Discussion

The main research question asked, “How are security management and investigation professionals using PLEs and digital literacies for work-related learning and, in particular, for continuing professional development?” This question presumed that research study participants used PLEs and would demonstrate digital literacy skills, particularly since they were primarily recruited online. The research study questionnaire and individual interviews revealed a limited range of online learning activities, but the data provided a start at understanding why such activities might be limited or focused in online discussion groups.

Sub question 1 asked, “What web-based tools and resources are used as part of the PLE of participants?” There were no surprises; they use computers and mobile devices for Internet access, E-Mail, and telephone calls. Sub question 2 was, “What are the digital literacy skills required to function within a PLE?” The research literature answers this and provides skill frameworks. The study yielded limited finding of such skills, as participant activities were often limited to reading rather than identifying examples of activities such as peer production, collaboration, and gaming.

Sub question 3 enquired, “How have participants developed digital literacy skills?” They identified that they developed their skills attending courses, getting help from friends, family, and work colleagues, searching the World Wide Web, reading, exploring, and experimenting. There appears to be no lack of ability with the presence of willingness and support. Confidence was present: participants felt able to learn whatever was required in the ability to learn whatever is required for operating proprietary systems and following protocols. There was very little interest in gaming and virtual worlds, though one participant raised them as essential for teaching certain skills.
Sub question 4 was, “Are participants contributing within a participatory culture and online affinity spaces?” They appear to be online, but for many the level of activity is low. While SMIPs read and respond to discussion messages, and they might start discussions, many contribute infrequently. They are more likely to be consumers of information rather than producers or co-producers. Two participants expressed a preference for seeing the work of organisations and ‘thought leaders’ with noted expertise.

Sub question 5 asked, “How is continuing professional development within work-related learning settings being supported through the use of a PLE?” Discussion groups and various online resources were sought when information needs arose. Some SMIPs did contribute resources for others, but a primary activity was consuming the available information. This suggests a different approach may be needed in the main study to identify possible examples of those creating and sharing content.

Prominent themes were security, privacy, and authenticity concerns in addition to not seeing a need for online activities, having a lack of interest, and having no time. These concerns are personal for many, but employers often have equipment, software, and access restrictions. Security threats are an ongoing concern. [Dal 13] explained that the very act of sharing socially is what can expose an individual to threat, such as providing personal information that could be used to create a security breach. These threats can indirectly result in a minimised use of online resources if the general use of computers and other devices is curtailed.

Despite the factors described that limited the activities, 67 participants provided data relating to their online activities. Online communities, tools, networks, and other resources are used for purposes of work-related learning and continuing professional development. A high use of the telephone and E-Mail may represent collaboration occurring in non-public spaces with 2 or more participants; however, the reported use of discussion groups demonstrates a lot of reading of the news and information posted by others.

**Conclusion**

This was an exploratory study of how security professionals are using their PLEs and digital literacy skills for work-related learning and continuing professional development. It was global and involved a total of 67 study participants from 17 countries. All completed an online questionnaire, and 10 participated in individual interviews, online or by telephone. An eleventh study participant provided input by E-Mail. In the questionnaire, study participants provided information that included devices they use, their technological skills, online activities, networks, collaboration, and learning. Those interviewed were asked more about their learning, tools and technologies, social networks, learning resources, and digital literacy practices. The participants, as security professionals, clearly accessed discussion groups and other resources for
information to keep up in the industry or to answer questions that arise. Some create information for others, including linking to news stories and the blog post of themselves and others. Collaboration also takes place in private settings with the more traditional technologies of telephone and E-Mail. Some participants expressed their reluctance and caution when sharing in online spaces. More study participants could be seen to be consumers and users of information rather than creators. The data did not provide a lot of examples of security professionals contributing within the participatory environment. This might be attributed to many security professionals being in the early stage of legitimate peripheral participation, which may lead to greater participation as knowledge and comfort increases. At that time, examples of digital literacy practices may be more evident. This may provide examples to encourage other professionals to participate in the sharing of their knowledge while learning from others.

Future research

A subsequent and larger study (in progress) commenced with observations in online communities, followed by interviews with security professionals to more closely examine how online communities are used for work-related learning and professional development. Security professionals often work within environments with practices influenced by global events. The need to share and collaborate for work-related learning and continuing professional development is not expected to lessen. Observations, discussion, and interpretation may lead to a better understanding of their online communities and uses of networks and resources in the security management and investigation fields. There is much to be understood in this area of research, particularly beyond higher education settings and related to the workplace.
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ABSTRACT

Based on an empirical study of use cases of the SAPO Campus Schools (SCS) platform, this paper analyses preliminary data gathered from a group of pilot schools that have institutionally adopted SCS. Building on the concept of BA [Non 95] and in the assumption that SCS can become a school’s BA, our main goal is to understand if and how these dimensions intersect in the use cases studied.

Note: This article has been published in the Special Edition of the Journal of Literacy and Technology: “Personal Learning Environments: Current Research and Emerging Practice”. The link to the JLT Special Issue is: http://www.literacyandtechnology.org/current-issue.html

Introduction

Sapo Campus Schools (SCS), a project developed by the University of Aveiro (UA), SAPO and TMN within the SAPO Lab at the UA Research and Development facility, is a Web 2.0 platform specifically designed for schools (K1 through K12) that results from the reinvention of another, similar platform designed for Higher Education [San 09].

In September 2012, a group of pilot schools was chosen to sign a protocol making a commitment to promote the formal and institutional adoption and use of SCS. The signing of this protocol assured the participation of the different schools in this research project, making it easier to get feedback from users in a real setting. This feedback also allows the developer team to uncover flaws in the system and to get real and almost live input on how to improve the services provided.

On the other hand, these schools were also faced with the challenge of opening themselves, by promoting and encouraging openness, collaboration, production and content sharing. Because SCS makes it possible to create and manage personal learning spaces, from an individual perspective (teacher/student/other users), it was also important to discuss the concept of Personal Learning Environments (PLE) within each institution.

This process can become a catalyst for disruptive innovation [Chr 08] and the creation of spaces where new knowledge can emerge – BA [Non 95]. In the following section we will revisit these concepts, making way for the analysis of specific use cases that are currently under way in SCS. After that, we will discuss the methodological strategies...
behind this empirical analysis, followed by the cases themselves and some final remarks will be presented.

Background

Schools can become advocates for knowledge management through the creation of institutional learning spaces, where everyone can share, create and display knowledge. [Dru 02] refers to the creation of knowledge as an innovation source that has undergone change. [Pai 12] summarise the different types of innovation presented by [Chr 12] by stating that “(...) sustainable innovation is about making something better and disruptive innovation is about making something new”. Hargreaves cited in [Fer 09] points out that the idea behind disruptive innovation is the opposite of that of sustainable innovation. [Fig 09] does not share this vision as he states that despite the high level of failure associated with sustainable innovation in education, this path can be explored. However, “the promising path to innovation in education systems is through disruptive innovation that quietly grows in the margins of the system, unobtrusively until starts changing it, irreversibly”. We argue that SCS could be a vehicle for this innovation combined with institutionalization. [Mil 98] presents institutionalization as a change to be taken as normal, as something that is part of organizational life; and that has unquestionable resources of time, personnel and money available. The apparent paradox in the SCS conception – the institutional versus personal dichotomy – may actually be another catalyst for change. Considering knowledge creation and the role it plays in promoting innovation, SCS can actually support this space: BA. As stated by [Pai 12]: “BA is characterized by the involvement of people interacting in a given space, what sets it apart from ordinary human interaction, the main difference relying on the goal of these meetings: BA aims at creating knowledge” [Non 00].

SCS can, therefore, be an optimal space for schools that create and share knowledge, the kind of schools that [Che 08] consider to be” the cradles of innovative knowledge, [that] have a rich collection of intangible assets”.

SCS Anatomy

SCS’s design was based on a set of principles that had a direct impact on usage and user interaction. Openness, one of those fundamental features, involves two different kinds of issues. Because we are dealing with minors (students) that interact within a digital environment, the platform must be safe and in compliance with legal and regulatory requirements. Hence, all content published by users of a given school can only be accessed by other members of the same school, which includes not only other students, but also teachers, parents, guardians and other stakeholders, all previously
validated by the platform’s institutional administrators. Inside SCS, all published content is visible to all members of the community, thereby achieving the digital metaphor of the school space. Another consequence of this openness is having a horizontal rather than a hierarchical outlook and structure. Within SCS all users have the same permissions, even though they can play different roles while performing different activities. This choice means that the community must have self-regulation mechanisms, with schools playing a key role in promoting digital citizenship and education. Another fundamental principle underlying the design of SCS is sharing, with a wide range of services being made available to users, making it possible for them to store, organize and share resources in different formats. The creation of blogs is not controlled or subject to institutional permission: any logged-in user can create all the blogs they wish and invite other to manage them. The same applies for photos, videos and the recently integrated file sharing service. Users can also create groups (open or closed; public or private) and make them available to the community.

The principle of personalisation is attained by the creation of a Personal Learning Environment (PLE). This personal and non-transferable dimension suggested by Westenbrugge cited in [Kom 09], makes it possible for users to construct their own PLE. Another key feature of SCE is institutionalization, in the way schools must make a commitment to promote the formal and institutional adoption and use of SCS. The combination of these two principles (institutionalization and personalization) was carefully thought out in order to “ensure to the educational agents the possibility of building and customizing their own PLE based on commonly-used Web 2.0 services, while simultaneously not restricting the range of potential learning activities that can be carried out in a diverse environment as the educational context” [Pai 12].

**Methodology**

The processes of adopting a new technology can be very complex and challenging, especially when they involve significant procedural changes. Even though the introduction of SCS by itself does not imply change, the way it is used by different agents in different school settings can be disruptive. Therefore, despite all the institutional support and commitment, and as seen from previous experiences and projects, full implementation and adoption can be very difficult. The use cases of SCS presented in this paper result from a pilot study group that benefitted from certified training workshops supervised by the University of Aveiro. These workshops were strategically designed not only to promote the institutional adoption and appropriation of SCS, but also to facilitate and promote the creation of PLEs at an early stage of their development.

These workshops took place between November 2012 and April 2013 and consisted of a total 30 hours work (15 face to face and 15 at a distance). After introducing some basic concepts and discussing the philosophy behind Web 2.0 and how it relates to
teaching and learning dynamics, the participants had the opportunity to explore SCS and were challenged to develop and execute an educational project that involved the platform. These workshops became very important in promoting and supporting the appropriation of SCS, not only from a more technical perspective, but also and foremost because they allowed people to share and discuss their on-going progress, questions and problems in a constructive way. Based on this sharing and on the opinion of the users, participants often realigned their initial projects, gradually feeling more comfortable using SCS and understanding its underlying principles.

From the group of pilot schools, three were chosen for this analysis. Even though these schools (hereafter referred to as school A, school B and school C) are geographically close (within a 50 km radius), they are very different from each other. School A is located in a fishing village and has 378 students (ages 3 to 15) and around 40 teachers. School B is located in a rural setting. It is attended by 2606 students (ages 3 to 18) and has 241 teachers. It is a cluster school made up of 10 different establishments, 8 of which are geographically dispersed. School C is located in an urban and industrialized area and is a junior/high school attended by students from the 7th to the 12th grade. It is a former industrial school known for its use of technology with 971 students and 134 teachers.

As previously described, all schools had to sign a protocol and were institutionally and formally bound to the project, also having access to specific training and support. Nevertheless, because of the different settings and features, the adoption and use of SCS was very diverse. The perceptions and feedback gathered both online and throughout the onsite training sessions, made it clear that even though schools officials have initially been very welcoming and receptive of the project, they adopted different strategies that influenced and constrained the way SCS was used by teachers and/or students. These perceptions are supported by the statistical data gathered from the platform.

![Figure 1: Percentage of registered users](image_url)
In order to analyse the chart you have to keep in mind the specific features of each school. Students attending school A are between 3 and 15 years old. The 50% registered users refer to the total number of students, including those who are too young to use the platform by themselves. School B is a very particular case. As mentioned before, this is a cluster school made up of 10 different establishments, and only 5 of those schools have registered users. While school B1 is attended by 13 to 18 year students, students in B2 are between 10 and 12. B3 and B4 are nursery/preschools (ages 3 to 5) and B5 is a primary school (ages 6 to 9). With older students (ages 13 to 18) in school C, all students are autonomous and could register themselves. Drawing from this analysis, schools A, B5 and C are arguably those that stand out.

Even though the number of users can be considered an objective source of data, it is important to complement this analysis with the activity reports of each school. In order to get a more complete and comprehensive analysis, a user activity rate was defined. This rate was based on the ratio between the number of registered users and the activity in each school (number of comments, states, photos, videos, links and posts). The results can be seen in the chart below:

![Activity Rate Chart](image)

*Figure 2: Activity Rate*

In the following analysis, School B4 will be left out because there was no activity other than the registration. The chart confirms the idea that schools A, B5 and C are those with more registered users and that are globally more active. However, as we can see
from the results in school B5, there is no direct correlation between the number of registered users and each school’s activity. Even though it has the lowest number of registered users of the 3, school B5 is the one with the highest activity rate.

After defining and validating the choice of schools to be analysed, it was important to select specific use cases within these schools. These cases were selected based on different criteria that included creativity in using the platform, the impact on student engagement and content creation. Because these projects were publically presented and discussed as part of the training workshops, in addition to the data from the platform itself, this analysis also included interviews with school administrators and the input of the teachers involved.

In school A, the project selected – “AEC (Curriculum Enrichment Activities) for all” – clearly illustrates the potential and the impact that SCS can have in younger audiences. Working with 6 to 9 year old students, the teachers involved in the project created a blog and different groups in which all students could post information, photos or videos regarding not only classroom or school activities, but also other content they found relevant. The different spaces were also used for collaborative projects and to promote contests that involved the school community. Besides being very engaging and involving a great number of students, this project also prompted other teachers to develop their own ventures within SCS. The fact that it played a significant role supporting other initiatives is widely recognized and was pointed out by the school’s administrator in an interview.

The “GeoSapo” project from school B, was also selected because of its impact. A more personal endeavour, it involved a group of motivated teachers that created an engaging project that appealed to other teachers and even other schools. At a first stage, the project aimed at publicising a wide range of activities that promoted the local geopark, but it quickly evolved into something more dynamic, taking full advantage of Web 2.0 features. This project was at the core of a process that can lead to disruptive innovation.

In school C we have selected two cases to analyse: “Weekend Discussions” and “The 3R Club”. The first example was selected because of its diversity and levels of participation. Unlike the previous cases, it has a very different background and goals, with SCS being used to support discussions on topics that are not usually discussed in the classroom. After a process of negotiation, the teacher and the students agreed that every Friday, a student would have to suggest a topic to be discussed synchronically the following Sunday, from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. The second project – “the 3R club” – did not have a predefined audience, but supported an already existing recycling group that was open to all students. Because it was the first time the teacher responsible for the project worked with social networking services there were some initial reservations. But, despite the initial scepticism, SCS became a cohesive agent, with a high level of engagement, with more and more challenges being posted every week. Nevertheless, it is also important to mention that not all projects developed within the platform succeeded in promoting participation and engagement. In some cases, like in school C, at least one project had virtually no interaction. One thing that emerges consistently in all schools involved is the personal dimension that embodies
the concept of PLE and can easily be found in the examples described. Using SCS, teachers and/or students create and regularly update blogs about their own personal interests and share photos, videos and links, also commenting and interacting in different ways.

In the following sections of this paper, we will examine these cases more comprehensively, systematically revisiting their unique and differentiating features, as well as common and constant elements that make up the processes and may be drivers for disruptive innovation. Setting out to describe some examples of how a Web 2.0 platform is being used in different schools and relating that with innovation and knowledge creation processes, this study does not intend to thoroughly analyse each particular case, but rather draw a broader picture, exploring possibilities that have already been noticed.

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Project “AEC for all” (school A)
The Portuguese government has recently created the Curriculum Enrichment Activities (AEC), in an attempt to meet families’ needs by adjusting schools schedules. This is a funded programme that aims at broadening the primary school curriculum and ensuring a full day education. Arguing that schools should offer more than just curricular activities and that they should promote physical education, sports, arts, technology, scientific inquiry and foreign language education, the Ministry of Education developed a regulatory framework to ensure that after regular classes, children can stay at school and engage in pedagogically enriched activities.

At school A students can take part in Study Room, English as a Foreign Language, Sports, Arts and Story Time. Even though they are not compulsory, most students are enrolled in these activities. Considering only those attending English and Arts classes and whose teachers took part in the training workshop, this particular use case involved a total of 112 students.

When asked to come up with a project that combined features of Web 2.0 and SCS and that was within the scope of the AEC, the teachers involved tried to create an articulated and interactive space, where all participants could share authorship and publish content. To be accessed outside the classroom, this space would be used to showcase the work being done in the different activities. Using a blog, participants should regularly post texts, pictures and videos displaying their work, so that other members of the community could comment on it. This blog was created and then shown to the students. In order to showcase the features of the platform and make it easier for students to register, a demo-user for each class was created. The first interactions within the SCE took place using these demo-users in the classroom, as students started to register themselves.

After this approach and due to difficulties in the registration process, the teachers involved asked for parents’ permission to register the students in the platform. At the time of this analysis, 58 students were registered in SCS and listed as blog authors. Of those 58, 51 took active part in the blog either by publishing post or comments.
As can be seen in figure 3, in the time frame analysed, 92 posts and 505 comments were published. Because it is a blog open to the community, of the 505 comments some are made by other teachers and students who are not directly involved in the AEC project.

Overall, and even though most content was published by the teachers, students were very active in commenting. In fact, as can be seen in figure 2, there was a steady increase in student participation. This may indicate a growing familiarity with the platform, with students feeling more confident to interact as they become more autonomous. In addition to this, student activity tends to mirror teacher activity, repeating the pattern.
If you analyse the blog activity more closely, you can also observe that activity peaks in the blog are concurrent with specific school events, such as the school’s Christmas party or the celebration of Valentine’s day. In that way the activity timeline in the platform seems to replicate the school calendar and activities, with user participation decreasing significantly in school holidays. Figure 5 shows an example of students’ activity. Following a collaborative writing task in the classroom, students went online and published a Valentine’s Day poem. This post was commented on by other students and also by teachers. Soon after this post, students from other classes also posted their own poems on SCE.

Figure 5: Use case 1 – Student activity

Even though some of the activities were carried out during classes, most students interactions took place outside the classroom, after school hours or during study breaks (between 10:00 and 10:30 am and 3:00 and 3:30 p.m).
An empirical analysis of the number of posts and comments also suggests that this blog evolved from being a display of the work being done by the students to become a sharing, collaborative and socialization space, combining formal and informal learning and interaction. In addition to publishing information related to content presented in class, such as a song or the life and work of a given artist, it was possible to identify some of the students’ interest areas and problems, which were later addressed in other settings. When a link to a game was made available, for example, students were asked to post their scores in English, making it possible for one of the teachers to pinpoint common mistakes. At another time, after reading some confusing comments about an Albert Einstein cartoon, another teacher took the opportunity to carry out a research assignment about prominent scientific personalities.

The blog was also used to answer questions about the platform and troubleshooting. Many of these comments dealt with personalisation of the space, with students asking how they could change their profile photo, and with publishing content (“How do I publish a video?”, “Can you help me post a photo?”, “I forgot how to publish a video.”). Even though some of these problems were initially recurrent, they became less noticeable as students became more independent in accessing the platform. The role played by older and more autonomous students in answering less-experienced users questions and helping them register and take part in the community should also be noted.

The data gathered suggests that users were very enthusiastic in participating and interacting with each other and with the published content. However, mostly due to the age of the users, participation was disorganised and at times chaotic, making it impossible to categorise the type of comments and find content patterns. Many students
published content and asked questions outside the blog and tried to address specific people rather than focus on space.

Students’ comments also suggest that they were interested in synchronous communication with other users, often using comments and posts to chat. Another indication of the users’ lack of experience was that, when trying to comment on something, they would report the content as inappropriate. This could signal that it would be important to have other ways of interacting with content than writing comments.

**Use Case 2: GeoSAPO (School B5)**

School B5 is a recently remodelled school with a strong connection to the surrounding environment and located in a rural setting and near a geological park. Each classroom, for example, is named after a geological element that can be found in the geological park (for example, the “trilobite room”). In addition to these more symbolic features, and because nature and ecology are a very important part of the curriculum, the school has also developed many projects in this area, the most recent being the “Earth Experiences” programme.

Aiming at extending the scope of this programme and “developing multidisciplinary activities that promote the Geopark”, five teachers from this school decided to use SCS to support and publicise their work. Even though it was the first time they worked with web 2.0 platforms, working closely together as a team, the teachers involved managed to overcome the different obstacles they faced. The first problem involved the registration process. Due to the age and lack of experience of their students, they had to create E-Mail addresses and register them. This required getting parental consent and working with the families, making them aware of this opportunity of working together with their children and allowing them to actively engage in their learning. In addition to registration, teachers also had to be creative in order to keep the younger children from forgetting their logins and passwords. They designed a personal and non-transferable card with each user’s information and monitored their activity closely.

With many registered users, the project became a big hit. In order to address curricular questions, different spaces where created within SCS, with the different classes taking part and participating keenly. The participation is demonstrated in the chart below:
This chart confirms what was said previously in the methodology section: school B5 has the highest activity rate of all the schools considered in this study, with students not only reacting (number of comments) but also producing content (number of student posts). Moving beyond the initial project, many students also spontaneously created blogs and posted their own content, as can be seen in the following examples:

- Fun PEB09 – a place where all the PEB09 (the author’s classmates) can laugh. A 4th grade student created a blog where he could post jokes. This is an interesting example because the author asked his classmates to join him, so they would not only react to what was being written, but also post their own jokes and funny stories.

- Infinite Music: A third grade student who was passionate about music and the transverse flute, created a blog where she would post videos, photos and texts on this topic.

The chart above also provides important data regarding teacher participation. There is a significant number of comments from teachers who are not involved in the project. As we mentioned before, school B is a cluster school made up of 10 different establishments, and all of them can access content published by the different schools. Many of the comments from other teachers are also from different schools. This dynamic led to collaboration between schools, with school B5 positively influencing and driving other teachers and students to develop their own projects. This was a two-way influence and collaboration, as users from other schools would often interact with users from school B5.
In order to support the GeoSAPO project, teachers at school B5 created a “GeoSAPO time”. Every Wednesday morning, students taking part in the project would meet in the school library to share what they had learnt throughout the week, ask questions about SCS and prepare competitions and challenges. Because it was difficult for some younger students to keep up with all the activities, older students would often monitor and help them. These meetings went viral, with other students becoming curious and eager to take part in the project.

Another distinctive feature of this project is that it involved people outside the school. Parents were key players in adopting and using the platform, as it supported their involvement in their children’s school activities. This evidence is also supported by the following chart:

Most activity in SCS took place after 5 p.m., outside school hours. Even though the time alone is not enough to determine parental participation, there are other indicators that support this assumption:

(A) Most students that log-in after 5 p.m. are 3 to 5 years old and do not know how to read and write;
(B) Some posts are co-signed by parents, showing their support in using the platform;

Throughout the whole process it is also important to mention the interaction strategies adopted by the teachers involved, who would readily answer all their students’ questions and provide stimulation. They also developed an informal user policy and promoted online safety. According to them, this was SCS’ most significant benefit: that it made it possible for them to showcase their work in a safe environment within the school community.

**Use Case 3: The 3R Club (School C)**

In Portugal there is a national programme that encourages the collection and recycling of plastic bottle caps, with several companies exchanging them for orthopaedic
material. Carrying on the work of previous years, the 3R (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) club from school C is involved in this campaign and aims at raising people’s awareness for this movement. Working closely with local authorities and CERCI (a centre for the rehabilitation and integration of people with disabilities) the club is always reaching out to the community and trying to find new active members. When asked to come up with a project involving her students, Web 2.0 services and SCS, one of the teachers responsible for the club, together with a group of 9th grade students, outlined a plan of action that included:

1. The creation of the “3R Club Blog” where different events could be publicized.
2. Researching and posting creative projects that used recyclable and reusable materials;
3. Advertising collection points throughout the school;
4. The creation of a group in SCS where participants could work together in order to design two bottle caps collection containers. All caps collected should then be recycled, with the funds raised proceeding to the local CERCI.

In the following chart we can see the number of posts and comments on the blog, according to the type of user.

![Number of posts and comments by user/participant type/role](image)

Even though, when compared to others, this blog did not have a significant number of contributions, there are some distinctive features that should be taken into account and are relevant for this analysis. On the one hand, it was a new experience for all those involved, as the teacher responsible for the blog had never worked with Web 2.0 services before. Nevertheless, she prompted student participation, asking them for comments, posting
challenges and even giving out rewards. In one of these challenges, the teacher posted a picture of a container somewhere in the school, asking students to guess where it was:

_Is it a giant candy, a vase? No! It's a hidden plastic container used to collect plastic caps from those who drink water or yogurt at school. Have you seen it? Where is it? Have you ever used it? I don’t think so. I keep seeing caps in the regular bin. Why don’t we use the recycling bins and put the caps on a separate container? There will be a sweet award for the first to guess where this cap collector is!!_

Student feedback was immediate and the winner was given a chocolate bar. But the most interesting aspect of the project was the fact that, as the different challenges were issued, many of the discussions extended beyond SCE, taking place in and outside the classroom. According to the teacher in charge, many students that were not involved in the project would question her about the challenges and the results.

Because it is a non-curricular project, most interactions took place after classes. In the following chart we can see the daily distribution of student activities (number of posts and comments).

![Daily and hourly distribution of students participation](image)

*Figure 10: Use case 3 – Student participation: daily distribution*

In order to publicize the project and the different club activities posted in the blog, the teacher also used the school’s mural, regularly reaching out to all members of the community and inviting other students to take part in the project. This was considered to be an effective strategy. Another interesting feature of the project was the fact that many other teachers also engaged in the discussions. This interaction played an important part in keeping students motivated and making the project known.

As mentioned previously, one of the challenges issued involved the creation of two cap collection containers. Open to the school community, in order to enter the competition participants had to publish rough drafts that would then go through a selection process. With the help of teachers and students, two drafts were chosen. Because there
were many constraints associated with the construction process, in one of the training sessions the teacher supervising the project asked for the cooperation of arts teachers and students. Another teacher attending the workshop offered to help and working collaboratively (both teachers and students) they built the container below (Figure 11) that won a municipal award.

![Figure 11: Container](image)

**Use Case 4: You speak, I speak, we speak (school B)**

Involving an 11th grade class (students ages 16–17), this project was open to the community and, according to the teacher in charge, aimed at “promoting the use of Web 2.0 as a way of bringing participants closer and developing their critical sense”. Reaching outside the classroom and moving away from formal content, it consists of using SCE to promote a weekly debate with students. Having started in January, every week a different student would post a topic, some context and a few questions on a blog in order to kickoff the discussion. This discussion took place synchronously, using comments on the post. Because it required participants to be online simultaneously, a meeting time was negotiated and agreed upon. Participants agreed to meet every Sunday from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. Participation was optional and there was no kind of reward or compensation other than taking part in the discussion and sharing personal thoughts and opinions. The topics discussed were diverse and can be seen in Table 1 (s. next page).
Table 1: Use case 4 – Discussion themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>DISCUSSION THEME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>Young writers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teenage pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First Sexual Intercourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STD (Sexually transmitted diseases)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doping and performance enhancing drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can a teacher be a friend?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>Domestic Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homosexuality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>Sports in Adolescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music festivals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precocious Youth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young people and social networks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the period covered in this analysis, 18 students (from a total of 24) took part in the discussions. The following figure illustrates the distribution of activities within the group:

![Figure 12: Use case 4 – Activity distributed by participant/user type/role](Image)
As can be seen in the chart, from January to April there were 14 posts, each for a different topic, generating 752 student comments. An empirical analysis of the comments indicates that the teacher took on the role of mediator, moderating the discussion: the students played the most active role. The following chart details the distribution of the blog activity throughout the time considered in this analysis:

The graph shows that after a very promising beginning, the blog activity decreased and became more stable. Much like in other cases described before, in March, in the weeks corresponding to the Easter holidays, there is a further decline in the number of interventions. If we overlap the data from the graph with the topics covered in the discussions, in January all but one dealt with sexuality. These topics appeal to the target audience and seem to arouse their curiosity. If you go through the comments, you can see there are still many myths and misconceptions surrounding these matters. In addition to the sensitivity and the intimate nature of these particular subjects, the fact that the debate was public had an impact in the discussions. When discussing and commenting on this project, other teachers said that they followed the blog and the interactions but did not feel comfortable enough to engage in the discussions, given their personal nature.

Even though the students taking part in the debates belonged to the same class and had known each other for at least two years, after the first discussion many revealed other sides of their personalities. In the first discussion, for example, one of the students shared a passage of a poem he wrote. His classmates, who were not aware of his interest in poetry, reacted immediately, expressing their surprise. Students’ engagement in the discussions was not limited to text. They shared many links related to the topics being discussed, adding to the debate.
Final considerations

The current activity of SCS is not limited to the practices briefly described above. SCS is already a platform where information, knowledge and experiences can be shared and can be considered a quality step forward towards the elimination of hierarchical institutional barriers.

To some extent, the use cases described evidence that SCS can help institutions overcome these barriers: teachers and students are at the same level, the only difference between them lying on the setting and the role they play at a given moment. In the schools described it is usual for students to ask questions regarding curricular content. These questions are answered not only by other students, but also by teachers. Moving beyond independent projects or individual blogs, the schools’ murals are used to showcase different activities and to discuss all sorts of issues, prompting and adding value to the interactions taking place.

SCS is a Web 2.0 platform based on SAPO core technologies that promote communication, sharing and collaboration in schools (K1 through 12). It also reveals the built-in dimension of a Personal Learning Environments (PLE), making it possible to create and manage personal spaces with all the PLE features within the institutional whole that makes up a school. The focus on the platform should not, however, be viewed from a technical standpoint that instrumentalises the PLE, but rather from a humanist perspective that values the individual or groups of individuals and their control over their learning activities – both formal and non-formal [Fie 10]. SCS can, therefore, be considered an institutionally supported PLE in which the focus is on the schools’ commitment as a whole, rather than on isolated initiatives from teachers or students.

As we have seen from the use cases, in SCS, each school establishes its own network, using elements of their community. This option can be seen as a limiting aperture, but is related to privacy issues mostly due to the age of the target audience. This fact was particularly relevant in schools A and B. [Chr 08] refers to disruptive innovation not only as something concerned with the improvement of a product (as sustaining innovation) but also with a radical change of paradigm and principles that underlie the product or process. Disruptive processes usually take place in smaller groups, slowly and gradually being adopted by larger groups. Of the cases described, this can be best seen in school B5, where SCS has been the catalyst for change. With an initial small group of active participants, its use has steadily spread to the rest of the school and is already promoting change in practices and procedures.

[Ang 09: 207] identify some characteristics that a platform that supports and sustains innovation process should incorporate:
“Collaboration, knowledge sharing and exchange, reciprocal trust, recognized ownership, reinforcing and enlarging innovation stake-holders’ networks, clear network visualization, simple and reliable technology (...): all these factors need to be taken into account to develop effective IT tools aimed at supporting and boosting innovation processes.”

Even though some of the characteristics mentioned by Angehrn, et al. do not depend on the technological platform itself but rather on use, SCS can be viewed through these lenses in order to verify if it meets the conditions thought necessary for innovation.

[Chr 10] argue that combining change and innovation, and using technology as a catalyst for a disruptive, student-centered process, can be the key to have a school fitting the values of today’s knowledge society. The same authors also suggest that the personalization of teaching accommodates students’ multiple intelligences, as postulated by [Gar 93] and can play a pivotal role in this process. BA can be translated as place and is defined as “a shared space that serves as foundation of knowledge creation” [Non 05: 1]. Even though there are pieces of evidence that suggest it can become BA, and thus promote disruptive innovation, it is still early to draw definite conclusions. If in fact SCS is becoming part of the school ecosystem, only time will tell if these changes will be sustainable on the long run.
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Personal Learning Environments in Smart Cities

Ilona Buchem, Mar Pérez-Sanagustín

ABSTRACT
This paper presents and discusses educaching scenarios with etiquetAR, a web tool for designing mobile learning with QR codes, as an example of a service to enhance outdoor learning experiences in smart cities while constructing Personal Learning Environments. Educaching promotes ubiquitous, playful and exploratory learning by enabling learners to discover different places and dynamically construct learning spaces by means of connecting local and global (glocality) and moving across virtual and physical (spaces).

Note: This article has been published in the Special Edition of the eLearning Papers, Issue No. 35 “Personal Learning Environments”. The link to this Special Issue is: http://openeducationeuropa.eu/en/paper/personal-learning-environments

Personal Learning Environments and Smart Cities

Smart cities are complex organic ecosystems supported by a technological infrastructure that is transforming the way we engage with the city [Woo 11]. Thanks to the development of ubiquitous computing, the increasing adoption of mobile devices and other technologies such as GPS, NFC tags or QR codes, we can connect anytime and anywhere to remote places, resources and people. In these city ecosystems, digital media has become the connection of our global identities with our local identities extending the boundaries of our urban experiences and opening up new opportunities for personal learning.

Taking as point of departure Meyrowitz’s concept of “glocality” and Cereau’s concept of “practiced places”, we propose a conceptualization of Personal Learning Environments (PLE) as permeable physical and virtual spaces, which are dynamically constructed through the subject’s practice of movements across physical and virtual spaces. While understanding “space as a practiced place” [Cer 88], new media and technologies expand our practice, or the “movements of everyday life” beyond the local. As our “practices” in physical and virtual spaces become interlaced, our spatial experience changes: ”We live in glocalities, where the local and the global coexists” [Mey 05]. However, no matter how sophisticated technologies are, “the localness of experience is a constant” [Mey 05: 21]. As human beings we cannot detach ourselves from our local, physical experience, but as we use technologies, the localness and the
Ilona Buchem, Mar Pérez-Sanagustín

The virtuality of our experience become tightly fused. This happens for example when we move in a physical place (e.g. city), which is a relational environment with different elements distributed in a coexisting relationship [Cer 88], with a group of people (e.g. students) using mobile devices (e.g. smartphones, tablets) to interact with subjects (e.g. social media users) and objects (e.g. digital content) which are not within our immediate physical proximity. In this sense, PLE are constructed through the practice of “movement” across spaces.

Geocaching and Educaching

Geocaching has appeared as a treasure hunting game with a GPS-enabled device in a physical space in the late 1990s. Geocaching has developed as an approach to recreational activities, which utilizes the benefits of ubiquitous computing technologies and digital media in the outdoor settings. Geocaching can be defined as “a high–tech treasure hunting game played throughout the world by adventure seekers equipped with GPS devices. The basic idea is to locate hidden containers, called geocaches, outdoors, and then share your experiences online” [Zec 12]. Geocaching concept, methods and tools have been making its way in education under the name of educaching [Dob 07].

Educaching encompasses a range of applications and scenarios, such as providing learning content in caches which can be found with the help of GPS, uses of location-based services, or mobile learning games linking physical surroundings to digital learning content. By enabling learners to discover different places and dynamically construct learning spaces, educaching promotes ubiquitous, playful and exploratory learning in outdoor settings. In this sense, educaching can be seen as an approach to constructing Personal Learning Environments (PLE) by connecting local and global perspectives (glocality) and moving across different physical and virtual places (spaces), thus crossing the boundaries of different learning contexts. In educaching experiences, learners construct their knowledge by solving game-like challenges and creating game-like challenges for other learners, using various tools to localise physical objects and relate digital information to these objects, as well as by interacting with other educaching participants, both within and outside of direct proximity. Based on the understanding of Personal Learning Environments (PLE) as self-directed uses of technology by the learner to support own learning [Buc 11], educaching involves appropriation of tools and resources by the learner, who constructs own spaces for learning by selecting, aggregating and creating resources by linking and combining elements from the physical and virtual space.
EtiquetAR and educaching in smart cities

Most educaching scenarios, such as environmental education [Zec 12], involve the uses of GPS technology to situate the geocaches and guide the learners along the interactive adventure. However, the potential of tagging technologies such as QR codes or NFC for educaching experience in closed places such as museums, has not yet been fully explored. Tagging technologies can be seen as digital layers of information that connects with our digital media allowing learners to advance the construction of their PLEs. In this paper, we discuss the potential application of etiquetAR for educaching, as an example of a service that support learners in the smart city learning and advancing the construction of own PLEs. etiquetAR is a web-mobile-based tool for supporting the design and enactment of mobile augmented learning experiences based on tags [Per 13]. etiquetAR is based on the idea that digital tags (such as QR codes or NFC cards) can work as digital layers of information that extend and transform physical spaces into digitally augmented spaces. etiquetAR allows users to create personal QR codes that can contain more than one digital resources associated to different profiles. Any QR reader can access the content hidden in etiquetAR tags. Any person accessing the tags can contribute with new ideas and opinions about the resources using the “comment” functionality.

etiquetAR is an example of what we call a glue service for Smart Cities learning. Glue services mediate conversations between the agents of the urban ecosystem transforming them into a learning process. Glue services are characterized by three attributes: multi-channel (supporting multi-directional conversations through different channels to allow agents to create and choose different identities and engage in diverse communication patterns), multi-objective (supporting diverse objectives, which guide multiple learning paths for catering individual idiosyncrasies) and multi-context (supporting the relations between virtual and physical to transform the global and the local into glocal) [PER 13].

In this paper we describe several indoor and outdoor educaching scenarios supported by etiquetAR as a service for supporting PLE construction by linking physical and virtual spaces. In these types of educaching scenarios, QR codes are the geocaches that are distributed and tagged around the city areas or institutions, indoors and outdoors. Any learner can generate and personalize these QR tags and leave them to be commented by other learners to build up communities of knowledge associated to particular city areas. The scenarios presented in our paper are educators’ and learners’ ideas collected by means of an online survey. An example of an indoor scenario is a setting in which a museum creates their own QR tags with information about its exhibits. The museum can upload these tags to an open webpage. Anyone can access to this webpage and use these QR codes to create their own contents for the different exhibits. At the same time, visitors could comment of the different exhibit contents that will be visualized by any other visitor.
By connecting educaching scenarios supported by etiquetAR to any other type of digital media for example by relating content in the tags to Facebook or Twitter, Personal Learning Environments can be extended and advanced. The tags in the scenarios described in this paper are only the doors to contextualize conversations in other social networks about a particular topic. In this context, QR codes behave as “learner sensors” that benefit from learner interactions capturing learner intentions and interests, which are important for guiding the construction of PLEs.

Discussion

To test the potential of tagging technologies to support the construction of PLEs in educaching scenarios by linking physical and virtual spaces, we are conducting an exploratory user study. This user study consists of an online survey for different stakeholders, including educators, students and city agents (such as people working in museums). By asking these different stakeholder groups about geocaching scenarios which are possible and add value in their own settings, we elicit user requirements which will be used to design etiquetAR scenarios at a later stage. This exploratory study addresses the following research questions: (1) What types of educaching scenarios can support smart cities learning?; (2) How can etiquetAR provide guidance for PLE construction in educaching scenarios? (3) How stakeholders use tag-based technologies as a support for their PLE construction?
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Decentralized badges in educational contexts: the integration of Open Badges in SAPO Campus

Carlos Santos, Luís Pedro, Sara Almeida & Mónica Aresta

ABSTRACT

Nowadays it is still difficult to achieve recognition for learning developed in informal contexts. To attenuate this situation, a badging system was integrated in SAPO Campus in order to support the interaction and assessment processes occurred inside and beyond the classroom. Opposed to the usual top-bottom approach, this paper presents the concepts of user-generated and peer-support badge attribution, discussing the potential of badges in the promotion of a participatory learning community.

Note: This article has been published in the Special Edition of the eLearning Papers, Issue No. 35 “Personal Learning Environments”. The link to this Special Issue is: http://openeducationeuropa.eu/en/paper/personal-learning-environments

Introduction

An essential part of the European strategy to meet future challenges is to build higher skills through better education and training systems (CEC 08). This will only be possible if lifelong learning becomes a reality, allowing people to acquire key competences such as problem solving, self-management, learning to learn, creative thinking [EC, 2008], and updating skills throughout their lives.

In this context, lifelong learning plays an important role today, as jobs and the skills required for them are changing [Ala 10]. In a lifelong learning approach, learners themselves are the main motivational instance; in other words, there is a high level of “ownership of learning” [Kel 12]. In a context where the digital technologies support the construction of connective knowledge as a result of learners’ active role in interacting with information and collaborating with other learners [Dic 06], it is, however, often difficult to achieve recognition for skills, competences and learning developed in informal contexts [Goli 12].

In this scenario, the use of games and game-like elements in non-game contexts, which is called gamification [Det 11], could raise the users’ engagement by using personalized and immediate feedback and motivating self-regulated learning through reward systems and competitive social mechanisms [Dom 13]. With these principles in mind, the SAPO Campus (URL: http://campus.sapo.pt) team has developed and integrated a badging system, supported by Mozilla Open Badges Technology. In this...
paper we will present the approach that guided the development of SAPO Campus’
badging system that aims to break up the traditional top-bottom perspective to create
and attribute badges. Its potential in the promotion of new ways of assessment and
the development of truly participatory learning communities is discussed.

The potential of badges in educational contexts

Game-based learning has existed for a long time but still faces a main challenge: hu-
mans always have had the ability to engage and learn through gaming, but the natural
drive to learn through games has a dismissive meaning, especially from the viewpoint
of the formal educational systems [Kel 12]. According to [McG 11] cited in [Lee 11], the
formal educational systems (e.g. schools) already have several gaming practices and
elements – students get grades for correctly complete their assignments – however,
contrary to what happens in games, this fails to engage students. As pointed by [Kel 12]
users are not equally affected by games but there are a few main drivers responsible for
their engagement with games:

- Immediate feedback: Users are able to see obvious and continuous progress and
realize the effects of their actions through any type of measurement (e.g. points
or badges). Also, they are able to compare their performances with others and
become more easily motivated to compete with them.

- Collaboration: In some games collaboration can provide mutual benefits for
players to achieve mastery, however the collaboration has also a competitive side
between teams and between the players of the same team.

- Control and ownership: Games have a high potential to stimulate the notion of
players’ control and ownership. As the consequences remain in the game, the
players have more freedom to try out different strategies and develop their own
ways to solve the problem.

- Game-content: The gaming experience is more attractive and motivating when
certain innovativeness and aesthetic is guaranteed by the game.

The incorporation of game features in several non-game domains as marketing, health
and education has become increasingly recognized [Lee 11]. This phenomenon called
gamification [Det 11] can enhance learners’ motivation and increase self-directed
learning, helping learners getting comfortable and engaged upon the overall learning
process [Gro 12]. According to [And 12] gamification is the “interactive online design
that plays on people’s competitive instincts and often incorporates the use of rewards
to drive action – these include virtual rewards such as points, payments, badges,
discounts and free gifts; and status indicators such as friends counts, leader boards,
achievement data, progress bars and the ability to level up”. Game-like elements are
used in several contexts. Corporations such as Samsung assign badges to motivate
their employees and services such as Foursquare assign badges as users check-in at locations [Far 13]. Mozilla is a non-profit company that wants to contribute to a better way for credentialing experiences, knowledge, interests and skills [Bel 13]. In this context, they have built the Open Badges Infrastructure (OBI) that makes possible for badges issued by different companies to be shareable across the Web.

Badges have been used for hundreds of years in military context as symbols of authority and control. Nowadays badges are used in the virtual world, being sometimes representations of the real world [Hal 12]. To [Ant 11], badges are digital artefacts with some visual representation, symbols of achievement representing the experience and mastery of an individual or group [Kni 12]. According to [Bar 12] badges could bring some advantages for learning, such as:

- Democratize learning and promote lifelong learning skills: the process of earning a badge is itself a learning process and can lead others to learning [Hal 12]. In this context, badges enable achievements beyond themselves, allowing and extending learning [Gold 12]. Additionally, badges can be viewed as a tool for developing the metacognitive skills required today in order to achieve success in formal and informal spaces, giving value to what is being learned, supporting connections and developing strategies for negotiating and shaping the learning environment [Bar 12].

- Promote alternative ways of assessment: in a context where lifelong learning is becoming increasingly recognized, a broader range of assessment tools is needed to achieve important learning goals [She 00]. Badges can serve as an alternative way of assessment, a new way to receive formative and summative evidence-based feedback [Bar 12].

- Improve users’ engagement and motivation: if badges are not used just as another quantitative assessment system, they can actually promote motivation, inspiring individuals to greater mastery through “goal settings, instruction, reputation, status/affirmation and group identification” [Ant 11, p.1]. In this context, badges can express the values of a particular community, allowing for a self-directed gratification among the group and encouraging participatory learning [Bar 12].

In the next section, we will describe the main principles and concepts that guided the development and integration of a badging system – supported by the Mozilla Open Badges Technology – in the SAPO Campus platform.

The integration of Open Badges in SAPO Campus: a decentralized approach

Towards a SAPO Campus definition

SAPO Campus (SC), developed by the University of Aveiro and PT Communications/SAPO, is an institutionally supported platform, specifically designed for educational
contexts offering some social media services and features such as photos, videos, blogs, links and status [Pedr 12], in order to support the natural interaction that occurs inside and beyond the classroom walls and allow for the development of collaborative-based communities of learning.

Although formal educational institutions are not always equipped and prepared to bring the outside world into the classroom in order to enhance and enrich the learning process, the authors believe that the institutional adoption of SC and other social media platforms may promote changes not only in the way people interact and relate with each other, but also in the overall learning processes and methods [Pai 12].

In SAPO Campus each school establishes its own community/network. Nevertheless, users also have the possibility to build their own personal network by following people from any school with public activity. Being an institutionally supported platform that aims to encourage openness and sharing values, SC needs to balance the institutional and individual dimension. In this context, each institution must define its own privacy rules and provide an acknowledged space for secure content publishing, while users are able to share contents that, along with the content shared by the community they follow, are automatically aggregated in the newsfeed area.

The social dimension of the platform has also an important role. Along with the institutional area where the user can get access to all content shared by the other members and interact with different users and interests, in SAPO Campus users are able to create groups and participate in other communities based on shared interests. In this context, with the possibility of creating different groups or communities based in different interests, each user is able to establish different kinds of connections, which leads to the emergence of different knowledge hubs with different purposes and potentialities.

In order to enhance the development of truly participatory learning communities and promote new ways of assessment, a mechanism for creating, assigning and supporting badges was developed and integrated in SAPO Campus.

**Integrating decentralized badges in SAPO Campus**

Supported by the Open Badges Infrastructure (OBI) and taking into account the main principles of Mozilla Open Badges, badges earned in SAPO Campus are digital images having metadata ‘baked’ into them (e.g. name, description, criteria, etc.). Hence, they are portable and can be added to users’ [Mozilla] backpack along with other badges earned in other contexts and platforms, in order to promote the development of an open and decentralized system where the learner is sovereign [Bel 13].

The SC badging system comprises two main types of attribution: automatic and manual. While the automatic attribution is integrated in a challenge-based tutorial that allows users to earn badges as a result of completing specific and predetermined challenges (e.g. visit the different areas of the platform or follow at least one user), the manual system allows the participation of the community – school administrators,
teachers, learners and other members – to create, attribute and support the attribution of badges. However, OBI doesn’t provide yet this type of interaction although they present something similar in the roadmap, designated by “Endorsement”.

In our opinion, in order to be sustainable this system must be supported and nurtured by the whole community and not only by the school administrators. In this context, SAPO Campus approach tries to break up with the traditional top-bottom perspective for the creation and attribution of badges, through the promotion of two main concepts: user-generated badges and peer-support for badge attribution.

**User-generated badges**

One of the features of most badging systems in digital platforms is that users do not have the power to create their own badges. It’s expected that users must only try to achieve the challenges created and promoted by space owners in order to get the final compensation, the badge. SAPO Campus approach recognizes two main level of users. Educational institutions are at the first level and it looks somehow obvious that they need to have the power to decide the badges that are most suitable to their own context(s).

Our first concern related to institutions was to create a set of predefined badges that the institution (through school administrators) is able to activate and use, for instance, badges representing school roles such as teacher, student or guest (Figure 1). These badges will only be visible to the community if the institution decides to activate them. One exception to this rule is the “Fã do SAPO Campus” (“SAPO Campus fan”) badge that is activated by default. The first tests conducted by the team showed that it was critical to have at least one badge activated at the institution initial setup to allow users, and even administrators, to get curious and discover this functionality.

![Figure 1: Predefined platform badges](image)

Institutions are also able to create their own badges by using the Badge Constructor Tool integrated into the platform (Figure 2) that allows them to easily create new and
unique badges by selecting and combining a set of different elements (frameworks, backgrounds, images, colours and an optional text label).

Institution badges are attributed by the administrator(s) to users and become automatically visible in their SC profile. Badges can be attributed to users in 3 different ways: (1) in the user’s profile by clicking on the Mozilla Open Badges icon and selecting the desired badge; (2) in any public activity item, being possible to associate the badge to the specific content that has motivated the attribution; (3) in the badges’ page, allowing to select multiple users at the same time.

At a second level we decided that it was critical to let any user to create and assign their own badges. For instance, it could be a teacher that aims to have badges for their classes or it could be a group of students that would like to create some badges related to a topic of their own interest. SAPO Campus allows this by making possible to create and attribute badges in the context of groups. As any user can create groups, all users are able to create new badges through the same set of elements mentioned above and attribute them to its members. In this particular context the badge recipient will be able to accept, reject or make the badge visible only inside the group (Figure 3).
This type of control mechanism is critical to assure that badges aren’t used with bad intentions that could culminate in a new type of undesired bullying. An additional protection mechanism was also implemented to block the badge edition after being assigned for the first time. Hence, it is not possible to offer a badge with a positive meaning that, after accepted, could be converted to a negative one.

![Figure 3: Accept or reject badges in the context of a group](image)

We believe that this feature will allow a greater involvement of the whole community (teachers, school administrators, students or other members) in creating and attributing badges in different contexts with different purposes (e.g. having the best performance in a classroom activity or win an extracurricular contest). We also recognize that it’s still possible to go further in this approach, for instance, allowing any user in any context to create a new badge and suggest it to be accepted by the institution or by the group owner. This type of functionality will be part of our future research. Another topic still under discussion is the possibility of extending the Badge Constructor Tool by allowing users to upload their own content to build the badge or even to upload a complete badge image directly to the platform.

**Peer-support for badge attribution**

One major difficulty related with manual badge attribution mechanisms is the required effort from users responsible for that task. A good decision process requires that administrators follow all the activity from their community and that they have the capability to remember all the badges and the respective decision process that, quite regularly, could be based on a subjective set of rules.

Our first implementation of badges in the platform occurred during the PLE Conference 2012 in Aveiro and we’ve learned by our own experience how difficult and time consuming that task could be. We believe that the best approach to this problem could be the distribution of this task across the community. Any user could contribute to the administrator task by showing their support for a specific badge to a specific user.
Administrators are notified of each endorsement and have access to a tool that helps them in the decision process of attribution of badges. The same set of principles is also applied for groups. In the platform interface, badge attribution and support are very similar actions. The interface is basically the same but the action available depends on the user role in that specific context. Support is available for any user of the community and for group members. Support and/or attribution are only available to administrators or group owners.

Badge attribution and support follow a set of rules:

- the attribution of badges by administrators is always done in the name of the institution. It is not a specific administrator that attributes the badge. It is the institution and users don’t have the opportunity to know the person responsible for it;
- administrators are also able to support a badge as a normal user. In this case, it is the user that supports the badge, not the institution;
- supports previous to the badge attribution are only visible to administrators or group owners. This rule is important to avoid the discussion about the badge attribution decision process that could be questionable regarding only the quantitative part of the process;
- after the badge attribution all supports are made public.

Peer-support for badge attribution was built mainly to help the decision process. But as stated in the last two points, we decided also to make the process public. After receiving the badge, the user will be able to view the number of supports and who supported the attribution. On the page of the user badge, it is also possible to comment and see other users that also have received the same badge (Figure 4), which may reinforce the credibility, the competition and the sense of belonging to the community.
The table below summarizes the process of creating, attributing and supporting badges on SAPO Campus, stating where, how and who is able to do those actions.

Table 1: Create, attribute and support badges on SAPO Campus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CREATE</th>
<th>ATTRIBUTE</th>
<th>SUPPORT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where</td>
<td>Institutions and groups</td>
<td>Institutions and groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who</td>
<td>School by group administrators</td>
<td>School by group administrators</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| How    | By using the integrated Badge Constructor Tool | By clicking on the Mozilla Open Badges icon on:  
  - The user profile  
  - The page of the badge  
  - Any public activity item | By clicking on the Mozilla Open Badges icon on:  
  - The user profile  
  - The page of the badge  
  - Any public activity item |

Figure 4: Page of the user badge
Current research

In order to understand the relevance of the use of automatic badges as a strategy to promote users’ engagement and motivation, a pilot test was conducted in October 2012 with beginner users of SAPO Campus. They were asked to complete an introductory tutorial of the platform, discovering the existence of badges and how they could be earned. We aimed to understand the impact of badges on their desire to complete the tutorial and their general attitude towards being rewarded with badges. The main results revealed that earning badges has contributed for users to feel more engaged with the tutorial challenges (automatic badging system) and that students would like to be able to earn more badges as a result for completing other activities occurring inside or outside the classroom context [San 13].

To systematically improve the system according to the user’s needs, and with the manual system for badges attribution fully available, a second test is being conducted in order to characterize the use of manual badging system and to understand the users’ opinion about the potential of this system in the promotion of new ways of assessment and interaction in order to enable the development of truly participatory learning communities.

In this context, some preliminary usage data (quantitative) was collected regarding the activity of the manual badging system. The graph below (Figure 5) represents the number of badges created, attributed and supported since the system was launched in May, 17th 2013.

![Fig. 5. Progress of badges creation, attribution and support](image-url)
The number of created badges has progressively increased, reaching 94 in June 24th 2013. The same happens with badge attribution and support reaching, in the same period, 225 attributions and 427 supports. It is important to note that there was no specific promotion and dissemination of the service apart from a post that was made in the SC blog team announcing the integration of the badging system. We believe that this blog post may have influenced the significant increase in badge creation, attribution and support verified in that day.

These preliminary results are very interesting because they are showing that, even without guidance and launched in a very late and very busy phase of the academic year, SC users are adopting the system and using its main features. However, they are insufficient to understand the users’ opinion about the potential of the system in the promotion of new ways of assessment and interaction. In this context, a survey will be developed focusing in the aforementioned issues to be answered by a heterogeneous group of users: learners from all educational levels, teachers and school administrators. The collection of data at different groups and levels of education aims to understand the differences (if any) between users, regarding their experience and opinion about the decentralized approach for manual badging system and its potential to enhance the development of richer learning environments.

Taking users’ feedback into account, new elements as images, backgrounds and frameworks can be added and the recommendation of new badges that the user can win (similar to what happens with the recommendation of people the user may know or content he or she might be interested in) can be introduced at the platform. In this context, the collected data will allow us to adjust the system in order to accomplish the needs of SAPO Campus users and to characterize the usage scenarios of the manual system for create and attribute badges.

Conclusions

This paper presented the approach that guided the SC R&D team in integrating a system, supported by Mozilla Open Badges technology, for creating and attributing badges in the platform. This approach, trying to break with the traditional way badges are used and attributed in the educational field, introduces two major concepts: user-generated badges and peer-support for badge attribution.

These concepts refer to the idea that creating and attributing badges should not be exclusive of a few users and that the whole community should be involved, participating in and supporting the attribution decision process. However, as SC is an institutionally supported platform designed mainly for educational contexts, it is also important to guarantee the validity of the whole process. This means that, in the institutional context, only the school administrators are able to create and attribute badges that are automatically attached to the user profile. Nevertheless, all users can support the
attribution of badges before or after the attribution. Badges can also be freely created and attributed in groups. Any user can create a group and, in this context, he or she can create and attribute badges that must be accepted (being publicly visible or only visible inside the group) or rejected by its members.

With the manual system fully available, some preliminary data about the activity of create, attribute and support badges was collected. The first results show that SC’ users are progressively adopting and using the system and its main features, specially the support. In this context, it would be interesting to further collect more data in order to characterize the usage scenarios and to understand the users’ opinion about the system and its potential in the promotion of truly participatory learning communities.
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Using Gamification to Improve Participation in a Social Learning Environment

Jorge Simões, Rebeca Redondo, Ana Vilas, Ademar Aguiar

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a gamification framework applied in a K6 Social Learning Environment leading to a gamified system. The use of this system is expected to achieve a rise in motivation to use the platform with students becoming more loyal users. It is also expected that they will be more deeply involved and engaged in educational activities supported by the environment. The proposed gamification framework includes an architecture and a guide to help the development of gamified activities.

Introduction

This paper describes work in progress for a proposed framework implementing gamification in a Social Learning Environment (SLE). The framework is an architecture for the integration of game elements in an existing and fully functional K6 SLE – schooolools.com [Sim 11] – leading to a gamified environment. Along with the architecture, a step-by-step guide is provided to give teachers a tool to help them use game elements in school activities. It is intended that in this way the gamification experience will be meaningful and engaging for the students.

An SLE is a particular way to look at the concept of Personal Learning Environments (PLE). According to Attwell and Costa [Att 09], PLEs “are made-up of a collection of loosely coupled tools, including Web 2.0 technologies, used for working, learning, reflection and collaboration with others.” They can be seen as “spaces in which people interact and communicate and whose ultimate result is learning and the development of collective know-how”. The concept is fluid but it is clear that a PLE is not a technology but an approach or process [Jon 12]. They support self-directed and group-based learning and they are user centered. It is a way to use Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in education where students are put in charge of the learning process. The approach has great capacity for flexibility and customization and therefore a PLE is different from person to person.

Rather than an approach or process, a SLE is a technological platform including or allowing access to different tools and applications, namely Web 2.0 applications. These tools help students to learn and socialize. The PLE approach implies a high level of autonomy necessary to manage all the available tools. However, such a level of
autonomy may be difficult to achieve for younger students, who are less proficient independent learners [Sim 11]. They must be accompanied and guided in their use. In basic education, involving students from 6 up to 12 years old (K6), security and privacy play an important role. A SLE can address all these features, if implemented as an integrated platform closely connected to the real school. In such platforms, teachers and parents should also play an important role as active users. But, as with traditional Learning Management Systems (LMS), SLEs need motivated and engaged users to be effective. The proposed architecture and guide address this problem.

The research initially looked at several gamified applications, in educational and non-educational contexts, to find which game elements are used and how they are used. This preliminary work shows that, although some proposals for gamification frameworks have been made, there is not any commonly accepted framework or set of guidelines to develop gamified applications nor an architecture defining the components and building blocks of such applications. Mostly, these proposals are step-by-step guides, based on simple observations of existing applications.

The contribution of this research is to provide a framework including an architecture to develop gamified applications, applied to a social learning environment, and a guide to help teachers use the core concepts of the framework. This paper follows previous work about the main features that a gamification framework should include [Sim 12a].

This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 provides the purpose and the motivation of the ongoing research and the objectives of the paper; Section 2 provides the background for the proposal, defines some of the concepts and includes an overview of existing gamification frameworks; Section 3 presents a proposal for a gamification framework that includes an architecture and a guide to create meaningful gamified experiences within the framework; Section 4 shows how the framework will be applied in a K6 social learning environment and the last section concludes and provides future directions for this research work.

Background

The increasing use of ICT in educational contexts resulted in e-learning systems initially supported by a LMS. They give support to learning activities based on learning theories and models used before the rise of ICT in schools. Today, learners are not compatible with these models even if supported by these new tools [Sim 11]. The quality of e-learning systems often is negatively valued by users with a lack of motivation for its effective use. Web 2.0 brought new ways for people to collaborate in the creation and sharing of their own content. It is now possible to create collaborative spaces for teachers and students, social, informal and also personal. Concepts such as PLEs have contributed to this approach.
Along with the introduction of ICT in the classroom, the increasing popularity of video games has led to a trend known as Game-Based Learning (GBL). Games have attracted the attention of educators and have been used in schools for a long time. Video games are highly engaging and academics, like Marc Prensky or James Paul Gee [Sim 12a] advocate their potential to increase engagement in learning contexts. This increasing popularity of video games and their potential for use in schools to enhance and support learning, gave rise to a movement known as serious games. Serious games are video games that have a learning objective, rather than being played just for fun and pleasure [Uli 11].

To apply GBL, different approaches have been followed like using commercial video games for educational purposes, developing specific educational games (serious games) and allowing the students to build their own games. These approaches each have drawbacks: commercial video games’ contents are limited and may not be complete and accurate, producing serious games with the quality of commercial games requires large budgets and allowing students to create games requires teachers with expertise in game design and game development [Sim 12a].

The gamification of education is another way to use game thinking and game elements in learning contexts and is an alternate approach to GBL. The term gamification began to be mentioned by the media in October 2010 [Sim 12a]. It can be defined as the use of game design elements in non-game contexts, to drive game like engagement in order to promote desired behaviours. This definition extends the known and widely quoted definition from Deterding, Dixon, Khaled and Nacke [Det 11]: “the use of design elements characteristic for games in non-game contexts”.

In this section, we will first look at Social Learning Environments, the concept of gamification for education and existing gamification frameworks.

Social Learning Environments

[Har 09] defines a SLE as “a place where individuals can work and learn together collaboratively (both formally and informally) with others – in course groups, study groups or in project and team spaces”. A SLE “equips learners with the tools necessary to collaborate and participate with teachers and peers both inside the classroom and beyond the walls of the school” [Sch 12]. It is a virtual space where students, individually or in groups can gather to co-create content, share knowledge and experiences, and learn. It includes a number of social elements that provide an open environment for students to work, co-create, communicate and learn collaboratively. As PLEs should not just be user-centered but they should also focus on the community and in the users’ social interactions [Att 12], a SLE can be seen as an implementation of the PLE concept with a focus on the social interaction between users and also covering issues like security and privacy. These features are addressed by platforms like schoooools.com, a virtual
space that gives response to the strong need for environments designed specifically for younger audiences [Sim 11]. Schoool.com is closely connected with schools and is simple, easy to use and, above all, safe. It also allows students to build their own personal learning environment in a controlled and teacher-oriented way. Teachers can moderate the interactions, manage misunderstandings and foster participation.

A SLE like schoool.com takes advantage of the benefits of social learning without putting young students’ safety at risk. As social networks create participatory environments, open social media sites have issues concerning online predators, cyber bulling, access to inappropriate content and other undesirable situations [Sch 12]. These issues can be addressed by the use of appropriate SLEs, specifically designed for these particular users.

Gamification of Education

The Horizon Report 2013 Higher Education Edition [Jon 13] identifies video games together with gamification as one of the emerging technologies to impact on higher education in a horizon of two to three years. Not only in higher education but also in general, education has been one of the areas identified with a high potential for the application of gamification [Lee 11]. In fact, the education system already incorporates game elements as students receive credits for completing assignments and when they move up a level to the next grade. Gamification and traditional education share the same objectives [Mar 13].

The gamification of education approach has the advantage of introducing what really matters from the world of video games without using any specific games, unlike the GBL approach. The purpose is to find the elements that make good games enjoyable and fun to play, adapt and use them in learning contexts. Thus, students learn, not by playing specific games but through the feeling that they are playing games.

Assuming that children and teens like to play video games [Uli 11] but are not sufficiently engaged in school activities [Sim 11], leading to demotivation, gamification of education is a process to induce motivation in those activities and to get students engaged by changing their behaviours.

An example of gamification of education is the Khan Academy, a project with a platform including several game elements such as achievement badges and points. Some classroom experiences are also known like the Ananth Pai’s classes [Cho 13b] and Paul Andersen experiences [Ren 12] among others [Dun 13]. Several web applications for education are also available like ClassDojo, to improve students’ behaviours and engagement or GoalBook to track students’ progress.

These applications are gamified systems. For the purpose of this paper, a gamified system is any non-game context with the addition of game elements.

If the context is digital, then the gamified system comprises a software application incorporating those game elements. The system can be a website or a web application.
It can run on a server and be accessed by a computer with a web browser or it can be an app running on a smartphone storing data in the cloud. The system can be built as a gamified system from the start or elements of gamification software can be added to an existing application. Examples include gamification platforms like PunchTab or CaptainUp that provide tools to power websites, blogs and web applications. These tools can be simple add-ons or plug-ins to monitor and reward the players’ activities. In this approach, users take a passive role since they cannot control what is monitored and must just let the system watch their actions. If the context is non-digital, a software system can be used to support the addition of the game elements and to monitor users’ activities. The software system may rely on specific devices or other applications to access data from the non-digital context or it may need the intervention of a human user. In both cases, digital or non-digital contexts, the purpose of the gamified system is to engage users and influence their behaviour in order to achieve the system’s objectives more efficiently.

In this paper, the target users of a gamified system, those whose behaviours are to be changed, will be called players. Players may have an active or a passive role in their relation to the system. The system might have other categories of non-player users that act as mediators between the system and the non-game context. If the context is non-digital, mediators are needed, either human users or a specific device. These mediators are the interface between the software system and the non-digital context.

Most current gamified systems rely on providing some form of rewards for activities carried out by the player. These systems use all the common game mechanisms such as badges, levels, leader boards, achievements and points. This is what Nicholson [Nic 12] calls BLAP (Badges, Levels and Leader boards, Achievements and Points) gamification and Werbach and Hunter [Wer 12] refer as the PBL (Points, Badges and Leader boards) triad. These elements act mainly on the players’ extrinsic motivation.

To be effective on a long-term basis, gamification must be more than just adding these kind of elements to a non-game context. A good gamified system should also act on the intrinsic motivation of the players. If a person performs a task for the task’s own sake, it means he or she is intrinsically motivated to perform that task. This is what happens when people play games. Gamification, in its quest to generate a game-like level engagement in non-gaming contexts, must create a meaningful experience and not only rely on commonplace extrinsic rewards. Nicholson [Nic 12] calls this approach “meaningful gamification”.

According to [Csi 90], in order to be intrinsically motivated to perform a task, a person must be kept in a state between anxiety (if the challenge exceeds the person’s abilities) and boredom (if the person feels that the task is too easy). This is a state known as flow. Clear goals, a sense of control, immediate feedback and, above all, a balance between skill and challenge are some of the factors that contribute to flow.

Fun is something commonly associated with video games. Fun is hard to define and means different things to different people. But, as [Kos 05] points out, fun in the
context of video games arises out of mastery. For a videogame to be fun, it must develop an ability to master the next step in the game. Fun, resulting from mastery and from the sense of control that leads to flow, must also be part of a meaningful gamified application.

Relatedness [Wer 12], the desire to interact and connect with others, is one of the innate human needs leading to intrinsic motivation. It shows the importance for a player in a gamified application to be connected to other users and be part of a meaningful community. If the player earns a reward it has no meaning if the player cannot show it to other players. Game elements from social games must therefore be part of a gamified application. Hence, gamified systems must not only address the players’ extrinsic motivation but also consider how to drive the players’ intrinsic motivation. It should focus on how to create meaningful experiences, provide a sense of relatedness among players, improve their social recognition, give autonomy and purpose to their actions. It also must keep the players in a state of flow and provide a fun experience.

There are some other issues to consider when gamifying education [Mar 13]. Games foster competition and that could be a problem and potentially demotivating for some students. Students’ profile, age and genre must be addressed regarding competition. On the other hand, it can help students compete with themselves. Fun and socially accepted competition can also reduce the gap between students that enjoy competition and the students that dislike it. The cost of gamifying learning activities must also be considered along with the training that will be required for teachers.

Gamification Frameworks and Platforms

Some gamification frameworks have already been proposed but their scientific validation is unknown. The most consistent appears to be the framework proposed by [Wer 12]. This framework is a six step guide to assist the design of a gamified system. A similar proposal from [Mar 12] also includes a sequence of steps (eight questions that the system designer must answer) to develop a gamified system. Marczewski’s approach addresses the process in a more iterative way. [Kap 12] also proposes a methodology based on a sequence of steps to guide the design of gamified systems. It is, however, a more restrictive approach since the proposed gamified systems are essentially serious games, rather than the gamified systems as defined here.

Another framework is Octalysis [Cho 13a] that defines a set of eight fundamental motivators of behaviour (core drivers), which influence human activities. These motivators are presented in the form of an octagonal graph. Octalysis is more a tool to provide a deep analysis of gamification rather than a true framework. [Kum 13] proposed a player centered design methodology with five steps. This methodology is focused on the enterprise context and aims to apply gamification in business software. The steps are similar to approaches by [Kap 12] and [Mar 12]. The players are at the centre of the
design and development process. It also addresses legal and ethical considerations and points out that the gamified systems must be able to stimulate positive emotions in the players, like fun.

These frameworks are just step-by-step guides to support the design of gamified systems or to help the analysis of implementations. They do not deal with the structure and the architecture of the systems. To implement and deploy meaningful gamified applications, capable of providing long-term engagement and behaviour change, it is necessary to define a framework including both an architectural view and a design and implementation guide. The framework proposed in this paper focuses not only on how to apply game elements to develop a gamified application but also on what should be the architecture of such an application and the main components that should be included. In Simões, Redondo and Vilas [Sim 12a] the characteristics of a framework for gamification in education are outlined together with its objectives and purpose.

Some GBL frameworks can be found in [Sim 12a] but these are focused on the use and design of educational games. The MDA framework [Hun 04], a formal approach to understanding games. These frameworks are for games and as gamification is not the same as games, new and appropriate frameworks are needed for the design of gamified systems.

Gamification Framework

This paper proposes a framework for a family of software systems: gamified applications. Based on a definition by Stevens and Pooley [Ste 00], a gamification framework is a suitable architecture for gamified systems, together with common functionalities. The aim of this kind of framework is to support the implementation of gamified systems. It describes how a collection of elements (objects in the software engineering domain) work together. The architecture describes how the system will be built [Ste 00]. The core concepts supporting the framework and an overview of game elements and how they are related with those concepts is discussed in this section.

The architecture states what should be the structure of a gamified system, which main building blocks should be considered and why and how they are related to each other. Besides this structure, which game elements to use and in which part of the architecture should they be considered and how they contribute to the purpose of each block is also addressed. A proper architecture should allow the system to produce meaningful gamification experiences. A guide to help designers achieve this goal complements this feature.

Core Concepts

Zichermann [Zic 11] identifies three recurrent concepts in gamified systems: feedback, friends and fun. Feedback is a way to communicate immediately with the players and tell them the results of their activities. This communication can contribute to maintaining a high level of involvement. Friends relates to the social context, where collaboration
and the sharing features of social games play an important role, creating a meaningful community. Fun represents the inherent components of amusement and delight found in games. In the proposed framework, these three elements are included and completed with flow, the concept from [Csi 90]. Finally, a gamified system must provide a game experience to its users and so, gameplay is another core concept addressed by the framework. Fun and flow should be considered in a cross-sectional design of the system, transversal to the other components.

Game Elements
There is no consensus about how to name the set of components and features from video games that can be used in non-game contexts. It is common to find terms like “game mechanics”, “game dynamics”, “game techniques”, “game attributes” or “game metaphors” [Sim 12b]. For the purpose of this paper the term “game elements“ was chosen. It includes the common designation, widely used, of “game mechanics”.

Among these game elements, some are used to inform players about their performance and progress in the game, other elements are to reward players; some elements have to do with the dynamics of the game and the progression of the players (gameplay mechanics). In our proposal, game elements are associated with the core concepts identified in the previous section (Table 1). Feedback can be materialized through rewards; hence the core concept of feedback and rewards uses game elements like points, badges or progress bars.

Table 1: Core Concepts vs. Game Elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORE CONCEPTS</th>
<th>GAME ELEMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow &amp; Fun</td>
<td>Feedback &amp; Rewards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>Sharing, inviting friends, give/trade/ask for virtual goods, leader boards (social graph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gameplay</td>
<td>Levels, intermediate goals, clear objectives, fun failure, rules, virtual economy, reward schedule</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The concept of friends can be implemented by using features to engage with other players, make new friends or share and give virtual goods. A leader board, commonly associated with competition, can be used to foster the power of socialisation to change behaviour [Zic 11]. Like in many social games, leader boards can also be used to visualise the players’ social graph.

The gameplay concept includes the game dynamics that represent the players’ progress. Elements like clear objectives, intermediate goals, levels, a reward schedule
is included in this core concept. The reward schedule defines the frequency and the conditions for their assignment. The virtual economy sets the rules for the transaction of virtual goods in the systems’ context. Fun failure is the possibility of repetition after failure without this being regarded as negative but rather making it fun, inducing in the player a sense of control.

The transversal components of flow and fun are achieved through the way that gamified activities are set in the system. [Zic 13] points out that mastery and progress are what makes gamified experiences fun. The sense of mastery and progress can be implemented through elements in the gameplay, friends and feedback and reward concepts. The same goes for flow. The player can be kept in a flow channel when or he or she is optimally challenged by tasks that are neither too easy nor too hard [Csi 00]. This could be achieved by providing immediate feedback, intermediate goals and different levels of progression. In this way the challenge is balanced with the players’ skills.

**Architecture**
Some existing proposals address the issue of defining the structure of gamified applications. The SAP Gamification Platform [Her 13], expected to be released in the second half of 2013, is a platform for enterprise software that highlights building blocks for any gamified application. It includes modules like “Player Management”, “Achievements”, “Analytics”, “Rules of Game” and “Rule Optimizer”. The platform can be integrated with an application in a non-game context, adding game elements. Events in the non-game application are sent to the platform and through the “Analytics” and “Rules of Game” modules, the achievements are sent back to the application. [Kol n.d.], calls what is considered in this paper as a gamified system a “gamification platform” and describes the building blocks for this kind of application: “Connectors”, “Tracking Engine”, “Rewards Engine”, “Gaming Engine”, “Reputation Engine” and “Analytics Engine”.

Both proposals highlight the components necessary for a gamified system, but a more formal description of an architecture, from a software engineering perspective, is needed. This paper proposes an architecture based on six main building blocks (Figure 1), represented as UML packages.
This architecture is a typical three-tier model for a software architecture (Figure 2) with a presentation tier (users’ interface), a logic tier (system’s logic) and a data tier (data interface). In the data tier, the block identified as “Activity Manager” gets data from a source outside of the system or from the players’ activities while the “Connections Manager” manages the links with external applications, for example, by publishing the players’ achievements in a social network.

The architecture’s building blocks are explained below.
Analytics Engine
The way players get feedback for their action is crucial. By tracking certain variables related to players’ actions, a gamified system can find patterns, trends and correlations and be able to provide immediate and accurate feedback in a fun and engaging way. Data analytics play an important part in gamified systems, therefore an analytics engine must be part of these systems. Analytics are the algorithms and data used to measure key performance indicators [Wer 12].

Activity Manager
To feed the analytics engine, the system must also include an activity manager, a component able to monitor and read the data generated by users’ activities. The activity manager can obtain data from a mediator, a human user or an external device if the non-game context is in the real world or directly from the players’ activities if the context is digital. To manage players’ activities, the gamified system can use one or more of the following four approaches to monitor and collect the data for the activity manager:

- Automatically, by the system itself: the actions of the players on a website or web application are monitored by the system. The gamified system is the website or web application powered by generic gamification platforms. Examples include PunchTab or CaptainUp.
- Using an external device: a smartphone or another device or gadget is used to keep track of what the player is doing in a non-digital context. The device synchronizes with a website to upload the data. The players take an active part in the process since they can control whether to use the system or not, what to track, what to share or what to achieve. The best known example is Nike+. Zamzee is a similar application targeting children in lower socio economic environments.
- Relying on the players: In these systems, the players have full control over the data collected. Data can only be uploaded by the players using an app in a smartphone or logging into a website. The players are active players. Examples are EpicWin, an app for smartphones, and HabitRPG.
- Relying on a special user: a human user monitors the players’ activities and is responsible for uploading the data. This user can also be a player with special privileges. Players are passive players because they cannot act upon what is being monitored. ClassDojo is an example of this approach where students are the players and teachers act as mediators. Other examples, targeting younger audiences are Chore Wars and HighScore House (motivating children and teens to do chores with parents as mediators).

Gamification Engine
A gamification engine should provide the game elements and the rules to establish the gameplay for the target activities. The gamification engine is closely related to
the activity manager and to the analytics engine. This engine establish the “Rules of Game” as in Herger’s proposal [Her 13] and is also related to the block called “Rule Optimizer”. It should include a toolbox for game elements, a virtual economy manager and a reward scheduler.

**Player Profile**

The “Player Profile” is a component for players to define their profile within the gamified system. It is the place to store the player’s achievements, using game elements (badges, points, trophies), to report feedback and where the player can set which outside applications or social networks can be used to publish their personal gamification data.

**Dashboard**

The “Dashboard” is designed to allow non-player users access the system. These users can be mediators between the software system and a non-digital context or can be some kind of system administrators. Other system stakeholders can also access the system through this interface. The dashboard is a component to evaluate the results and the behaviour change that the gamified activities are producing. It allows the gamification administrators to tune the system by changing and improving the rules and it displays the results according to Key Performance Indicators (KPI) defined for the activities.

**Connections Manager**

The “Connections Manager” is designed to establish links with the non-game context and to publish the players’ achievements, e.g. badges or trophies, in a social network or other similar applications. Gamified systems relying on external devices to keep track of what the player is doing need a connection with those devices. These devices must be synchronized, through some kind of physical connection, with a website to upload the data. The data collection process may involve connections to external devices, and any gamified system outputting the players’ social graphs must have connections to social networks and other social applications.

**Guide**

This guide is intended to help a designer of a gamification scenario in a digital or non-digital context. It assumes that the designer has a gamified system built on the proposed architecture. The designer can then use the system as a tool. The gamification framework is therefore completed with this guide.

The designer should first be aware of what is to be gamified and what are the benefits in motivating people, the players, to change their behaviours.

What behaviours need to be changed and what are the appropriate activities that can make these change happen should be the first concern of the designer. The designer
must also be aware of the context and the profile of the players. The decision to design a more competitive or more cooperative system must take into account who the players are (Table 2 – Non-game context characterization).

Table 2: Reference Guide to Apply Gamification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Non-game context characterization</th>
<th>1.1. Context’s nature: digital or non-digital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2. Identify target activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.3. Identify target behaviours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.4. Players’ profiles characterization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Set the system’s objectives</td>
<td>2.1. Define the goals in relation to the target behaviours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2. Quantify the goals (KPIs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Select game elements</td>
<td>3.1. Feedback and rewards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2. Social interaction (friends)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3. Gameplay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.4. Flow and fun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Select meaningful data</td>
<td>4.1. Define the process to monitor and collect data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2. Define the actions to be monitored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.3. Define the rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.4. Data analysis regarding systems’ objectives (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.5. Select game elements for feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Evaluate results</td>
<td>5.1. Compare results with the objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.2. Optimize rules if needed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The goals for the gamified system should then be set according to the target behaviour. These goals must be quantified with appropriate metrics (Table 2 – Set the system objectives). Game elements (Table 2 – Select game elements) should be chosen according to the core concepts of feedback and friends. How and when players should be rewarded is addressed at this stage. Players receive immediate feedback through rewards and other game elements. Then, they can adjust their actions in order to get closer to the goals. The gameplay set in the gamified context should implement these feedback loops. Feedback loops push users toward the target behaviours [Wer 12]. These loops have a central role in any gamified system: players perform actions and then they receive feedback. Feedback increases motivation and leads the players to further actions. The progression of the players through the activities should keep them in a flow channel (the activity should not be neither too easy nor too challenging), allow for repetition after failure and allow multiple courses of action. When players start their target activities, the system monitors their actions and collects relevant data according to the objectives that were set (Table 2 – Select meaningful data). Data is analysed and the actions of the players are evaluated against the goals (Table 2 – Evaluate results).
Applying a Gamification Framework on a Social learning Environment

The proposed framework has been applied to schoooools.com. The platform users, children from 6 to 12 years old, as with most LMS users, often need motivation to increase their participation and to be involved in the platform activities. From this starting point, the gamification of the schoooools.com will allow us to promote users’ engagement and fidelity and to foster student motivation.

The guide to the social gamification framework will help teachers to gamify their teaching processes by helping them choose the appropriate game elements respecting learning objectives, student profile, nature of contents, desired behaviours, assessment, etc. The platform will provide the necessary tools to build the gamified learning process by, as an example, allowing the teacher to personalize and adapt badges, trophies or virtual goods or the kind of rewards that students can get.

Schoooools.com as a gamified system is, at the moment, a system where the non-game context is digital (the SLE itself). The activities that are monitored are the actions performed by the players (the students who are the application users) within the SLE. The players are passive players.

![Figure 3: Schoooools.com: Categories of Achievements](image)

All the players’ actions in the system are monitored and recorded. A set of rules is established for some of those actions and for each of them the player can get points and badges. The first time a user executes some of those actions, he or she earns...
a badge. Points are earned each time the action is executed. In the player’s profile, points earned each day are displayed, along with the total amount of points and the best daily achievement. The actions that are considered as players’ achievements are divided into three categories: “platform explorer”, “notebook explorer” and “social skills” (Figure 3). A specific game element, a progress bar, indicates the percentage of achieved badges. Each category has a different set of badges (Figure 4).

![Figure 4: Schoooools.com: Badges from “Platform Explorer”](image)

Conclusions and Future Work

Gamification is a means to design systems that motivate people to do things [Wer 12]. It applies to non-game contexts, digital or non-digital, targeting activities that people are not motivated to perform. Gamification must also be meaningful. It should aim to foster the players’ intrinsic motivation and not only act on their extrinsic motivation. Target activities in a gamified system must also have intrinsic value, that is, if the game elements are removed from the system, the remaining contents must still have value. With gamification it is possible to integrate game elements with learning contents and make learning activities more attractive and engaging. Gamification has remarkable
potential in education and training and can create a wide range of opportunities for research and a market for new educational tools and technological platforms.

Schooolols.com, in its current release, can be seen as a gamified system resulting form the initial SLE powered with gamification features. From the proposed architecture it has a gamification engine, an analytics engine and a player profile module. An activity manager keeps track of all the players’ actions and according to a set of rules, defined in the gamification engine, the system provides feedback to the players using points and badges. A progress bar let players see how far they they have progressed in achieving all sets of badges in three different categories. Social interactions between users are facilitated through the platform’s social features.

The next step will be to evaluate the gamified platform in real scenarios. In the future, it is intended to extend the digital context to the real classroom. The teacher will then be the human mediator, acting as an interface between the gamified SLE and the outside, non-digital, world, the classroom. Other system stakeholders, such as parents, should also be able to access the gamified system to view reports about their childrens’ behaviour. A further step would be for teachers and parents to be players in the sense that they also need to be motivated and engaged with the system.

The proposed framework was applied to schooolols.com but it is not restricted to social learning environments. Instead, it is a general-purpose gamification framework that can be used in different non-game contexts to build gamified systems. The architecture shows how to build a gamified system and the guide is intended to help the effective use of the system in order to provide meaningful experiences.
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Investigating teachers’ perception about the educational benefits of Web 2.0 personal learning environments

Ebrahim Rahimi, Jan van den Berg, Wim Veen

ABSTRACT
Implementing personal learning environments (PLEs) in educational settings is a challenging and complex process. Teachers as the main agents of change in their classroom settings need support in designing and implementing these new learning environments and integrating them into the educational process. In this paper, we propose a model to implement Web 2.0 PLEs in educational settings based on the conceived objectives of PLEs namely (i) enhancing the students’ control in educational process and (ii) supporting and empowering students to build and deploy their PLEs. In addition, we develop a technological prototype based on the model, and report and analyze the perceptions of a group of teachers regarding the potential of the prototype to improve the educational process. The results suggest that the implementation of the model can contribute to the development of a student-centric learning environment and improvement in the teachers’ technological, pedagogical, and content knowledge (TPACK).

Note: This article has been published in the Special Edition of the eLearning Papers, Issue No. 35 “Personal Learning Environments”. The link to this Special Issue is: http://openeducationeuropa.eu/en/paper/personal-learning-environments

Introduction
In recent years, the concept of personal learning environments (PLEs) has attracted the attention of researchers and practitioners in the educational technology domain [Att-07b] says:

“important concepts in PLEs include the integration of both formal and informal learning episodes into a single experience, the use of social networks that can cross institutional boundaries and the use of networking protocols (Peer-to-Peer, web services, syndication) to connect a range of resources and systems within a personally-managed space.”

The main feature of PLEs that distinguishes them from other sorts of technology-based learning initiatives lies in their emphasis on the role of students as the manager and developer of their learning environments. In this regard, [Att 07a] defines Web 2.0 PLEs
as activity spaces, consist of loosely coupled Web 2.0 tools and learning resources collected by students to interact and communicate with each other and experts in order to address their heterogeneous learning requirements, the ultimate result of which is the development of collective learning. Along similar lines, [Dre 10] and [Väl 10] define the development of PLEs as a student-driven learning process and an important learning outcome constructed by students. Implementing the PLE concept in educational settings is a complex process that consists of several challenges. Firstly, it requires redefining the commonly accepted roles of teachers and students in the educational settings. The traditional procedures of teaching assume students as not sufficiently knowledgeable individuals to take full control over their learning. This assumption strengthens the role of teacher as the main controller of the educational practices with the main goal of transferring predefined content to the students [Dro 06] resulting in too much teacher’s control in the educational process and leading to poorly tailored learning experiences, students’ boredom and demotivation [Gar 87]. Residing too much control with the teacher is in stark contrast to the conceived objective of PLEs to transfer control of learning from teacher to students and can diminish mutual communication as well as opportunities for students to construct meaning and knowledge [Att 07a], [Buc 12].

Secondly, generally speaking, teachers, as the main agents of change in their classrooms, are resistant to adopt technological and pedagogical innovations [Ert 10]. [Hop 97] wrote, teachers basically have to contend with two factors with technology adoption being (i) the psychological effect of change and (ii) learning to use technology. Nonetheless, the PLE concept has introduced the third challenging factor to teachers: rethinking their pedagogical approach to facilitate more students’ control in the educational process using Web 2.0 tools and technologies.

Thirdly, beyond some technologically oriented approaches, there are not clear references and well-established pedagogical models of PLE-based teaching and learning as well as practical advices to support it available. In this regard, as asserted by [Fie 11], while there is an intense focus on issues of re-instrumentation of teaching and learning practices in the PLE literature, enhancing students’ control as the main objective of PLE remains largely untouched and ignored. Therefore, teachers do not have clear perception about the PLE concept, and its technological and pedagogical implications and benefits, which makes them hesitant to accept and adopt the concept.

Research has shown that the new technology or pedagogy adoption decisions are mainly influenced by teachers’ individual attitudes towards the technology or pedagogy, which in turn are formed from specific underlying personal beliefs about the consequences of the adoption [Sug 04][Ma 09]. Therefore, they must be personally convinced of the feasibility and benefits of the new technology or pedagogy before adoption and integration occur [Lam 00]. Research has suggested that one of the best ways to convince and motivate teachers to adopt a new technology or pedagogy is by providing opportunities for them to witness and perceive the benefits of
these changes. In this regard, [Ert 10] asserted that observing examples and models of a technology integration or a pedagogical approach by teachers can increase their knowledge, change their belief system and, convince them to adopt the new technology or pedagogy by helping them to understand what looks like the approach or tool in practice and to make judgment about whether that approach or tool (i) is relevant to their goals, (ii) enables them to meet student needs, and (iii) addresses important learning outcomes.

In this paper, we sought to develop a model to support building and deploying PLEs and to investigate teachers’ perceptions regarding the impact of PLEs on improving educational practices. In this regard, first we develop a pedagogically oriented model for PLE-based teaching and learning. Then we build a technological prototype based on this model to be used as an example for introducing and presenting the PLE concept. Afterwards in order to examine how the prototype can contribute to improving the educational practices, we report the results of the conducted interviews with a group of teachers in the context of a secondary school. Finally, we propose design principles and guidelines to improve the next version of the prototype.

Research Methodology

In order to develop a model to support building and deploying PLEs, a design-based research for one iteration approach was used comprising four broad phases, as illustrated in Figure 1 [Ma 09]. Design-based research focuses, simultaneously, on practice and theory through finding and solving practical problems and providing design principles. To do so, it starts with (i) identifying and analyzing a complex real world educational problem in the research context and (ii) generating a solution based on reviewing existing theories and consulting with practitioners, (iii) evaluating the solution by gathering empirical data, and (iv) reflecting on the design experience to refine the solution and construct theoretical knowledge [Ree 05].
Analysis of a practical problem
The context of this research is a secondary school. Seeking the ways to take advantage of the PLE concept, Web 2.0 tools and social software to enrich teaching and learning processes, and to improve pedagogical and technological competencies of teachers and students are the main drivers for this school. Following design-based research, we started our research by identifying a problem within this context.

Identify a problem
Although the school’s teachers have been trying to adopt a PLE-based pedagogical approach, there was not a model available to support teachers and students to develop and deploy their PLEs. As a result, the teachers did not have a clear conception and understanding of the PLE concept, and its benefits and implications for their educational practices, which affected their willingness to adopt and apply this concept in their classrooms.
Determine the significance of the problem
In the e-learning domain, PLEs are increasingly attracting the attentions of educational researchers and practitioners as an effective pedagogical approach to addressing issues of personalization and student’s control. A problem with supporting the conceived objectives of PLEs has been that, while there is a large and increasing number of suitable Web 2.0 tools and learning resources, a comprehensive pedagogical and technological framework as well as practical advice on how to construct Web 2.0 PLEs is unavailable. Affected by this gap, educators at different educational levels are forced to adapt and rethink their teaching approaches in conjunction with the advent of new Web 2.0 PLEs without having a clear perception of PLEs and a roadmap for attending to students’ various needs [Kop 08][Fie 11].

Development of a solution with a theoretical framework
To address the identified problem we decided to develop a pedagogical model and technological prototype based on this model. There are two main conceived objectives of PLEs that can be used to outline a model for developing and deploying PLEs in educational settings, being (i) enhancing the students’ control in educational process, and (ii) supporting and empowering students to design and develop their PLEs [Att 07a], [Joh 08], [Dre 10], [Val 12]. To support these objectives, several learning theories and principles should be involved in order to define the main components of the model and their interactions.

Student’s control in educational process is concerned with the degree to which the student can influence and direct their learning experiences and it relates to several aspects of the educational process [Gar 87]. Firstly, the theory of transactional control [Dro 07] suggests that control is concerned with choices. Based on this theory, an indicator for a “mature learner” is her ability for making relevant and effective choices in her learning journey. Hence, providing students with proper technological, pedagogical, and social choices to define their learning aims and methods is a prerequisite step for them to achieve control over their learning by moving from a “state of dependence to one of independence”, and has the potential to enhance the student’s feeling of ownership and control. According to [Buc 11], there are different sorts of choices for students in PLEs including technological choices (i.e. learning tools), pedagogical choices (i.e. learning objectives, learning content, learning rules and, learning tasks), and social choices (i.e. learning community).

Secondly, developing and applying PLEs requires flexible pedagogical approaches and technological activity spaces to allow students to construct and manipulate their learning environments by defining their learning goals, choosing tools, joining or starting communities, and assembling resources (Attwell, 2007a). Providing flexibility in pedagogical approaches or technological aspects has the potential to improve students’ control over their learning process. As asserted by [Buc 12] there is a strong relationship between students’ control and their feeling of ownership over learning with (perceived) possibilities to manipulate their learning environments.
Thirdly, according to [Joh 08], any attempt for developing PLEs should focus on the personal development of students as an inherent aspect of PLEs. Reflection has been asserted as the core source of personal development [Sch 83] by enhancing the effectiveness of learning and promoting metacognition, learning to learn and self-regulation [Ver 12]. Accordingly, any model aims to support the development of PLEs, should provide opportunities and triggers for students to reflect on their learning practices. Contextual information on the learning process has been proven to support the students’ reflection by stimulating the students’ engagement in collaborating process, raising their awareness about the learning environment and triggering their reflection about acquired competences [Gla 07]. In a PLE-based learning scenario, an important part of contextual information encompasses past or current activities or events occurred in the learning environment through deploying web tools by the students. Collecting and presenting these information can provide possibilities for students to observe each other learning behavior, reflect on their learning process and progress by comparing aspects of their learning experience with other students, and collaborate with peers by sharing and receiving material and providing feedback [Ver 12], [Val 12].

Fourthly, according to [Joh 12], there is a bidirectional and feedback relationship between the learning environment and the student’s personal agency in a way that the things that students do are transformative of the environment within which they operate, and vice versa.

According to [Rah 13a], in PLE-based learning both teachers and students should be assumed as learners. Indeed, the teachers in order to improve their teaching practices have an unceasing need to learn how to teach with technology, while the students need to learn how to learn by managing technology. From this perspective, the teacher and students are partners in the educational process [Cla 05] and as noted by [Ho 03], “teaching is not the art of filling the student with knowledge in the way one would fill and empty receptacle. Teaching is a two-way learning process in which the student and teacher help each other to learn by sharing their insights and difficulties with each other.” From the PLE perspective, it can be argued that any attempt for enhancing student’s control should recognize and corroborate the role of students in this feedback mechanism.

Figure 2 depicts the proposed implementation of the model, built upon the mentioned learning theories and principles. The model consists of two main parts, namely parts A and B, to address the two above-mentioned objectives of PLEs, respectively. Part A aims to enhance students’ control in educational process. Derived from the mentioned learning principles, this part has four main components, being (i) choices, (ii) personal activity spaces, (iii) aggregated information, and (iv) feedback system. The teacher seeds the learning environment by providing appropriate technological, pedagogical, and social choices. The students can access and use these choices in their personal activity spaces to perform learning activities and support their learning requirements. Appropriate information pertains to these learning activities then can be
aggregated to be used to support reflection and collaboration among the students. The feedback system aims to encourage the students to discover and introduce the learning affordances of the provided choices and other sorts of learning resources based on the ways that they perceive and operationalize them in their learning process. The teacher can use this insight for reseeding and reshaping the learning environment.

Figure 2: The proposed model consists of two parts to support the main objectives of PLEs

Part B illustrates how the model supports students to design and develop their PLEs. The model follows an iterative end-user development (EUD) approach [Fis 98] for designing and building PLEs. The EUD concept was originally developed in the field of computer science and Human-Computer-Interaction aiming at allowing and empowering end users of software applications as “owners of problems” to act as designers to engage actively in the continuous development of their environments. [Fis 98] introduced the seeding, evolutionary growth, and reseeding (SER) process model to operationalize this concept by encouraging designers to conceptualize their activity as meta-design, thereby supporting end users as the developers of their environment rather than restricting them to passive consumers. From this perspective, a PLE can be envisioned as a learning environment seeded by the teacher, as designer, with an initial set
of relevant technological, pedagogical, and social choices (seeding phase). Then it is flourished and evolved by adding new learning resources through active participation of the teacher and students as a community of learners (evolutionary growth). The PLE will be reseeded through the feedback mechanism in order to add new choices or remove the current choices (reseeding phase).

Determine the role of research in developing the solution
The role of this research is to develop a first-iteration design of a model for constructing PLEs.

Identify the purpose and research questions for a development iteration
The purpose of this research is to implement a technological prototype based on the model and next to examine the perceptions of teachers about the potential of the prototype to improve the educational process. The following research question guides the research:

How do the teachers perceive the PLE prototype as a means to improve the educational process?

Identify development methods
Several issues pertaining to the implementation of the prototype need to be addressed, including (i) choosing an appropriate technological platform, (ii) identifying the tools to develop the prototype, (iii) providing technological choices to seed the prototype, (iv) determining the specifications of the PLE interface and, (v) supporting the reseeding phase.

Recent advances in computing, multimedia, communication, and web technologies have provided unprecedented opportunities for the educational institutions and learners to pursue and enrich their teaching and learning activities. Taking advantage of these advances, cloud computing is becoming a main paradigm in addressing the requirements of the web-based teaching and learning initiatives. Cloud computing supports SaaS architecture (i.e. the capabilities of software applications are exposed as services) and provides reliable, assured, and flexible service delivery while keeping the users isolated from the underlying infrastructure. As a result, “cloud computing makes it possible for almost anyone to deploy tools that can scale on demand to serve as many users as desired” without bickering about technical expertise and maintenance issues [Al-Z 09].

Google apps for education is an appropriate cloud-based platform providing numerous technological possibilities for developing the prototype. It allows students to access thousands of available gadgets or build their own to fulfill their heterogeneous learning needs and provides several possibilities to support online collaboration and social learning. For instance, Google Docs and Spreadsheets allow the creation of documents and spreadsheets with more collaborative capacity and enable students to
communicate around content. Also, Google Calendar lets students and teachers to set their personal or class-wide learning goals, plan the educational events, and monitor their learning process. Moreover, Google sites allows student to create their own private or public websites to publish and present their thought and findings.

The interface of the PLE prototype for each student can be divided into two parts: a personal part and a social hub. The personal part provides the student’s access to a gadget container comprising of thousands gadgets. The student has full control over her personal part and can use it as an activity space to support her learning purposes by accessing, using, adding, customizing, sharing or removing gadgets. The social hub is a shared place between all PLEs where the students’ activities and experiences in different tools are aggregated using aggregation software and presented to be used as a source of reflection and collaboration. It also contains a set of common tools seeded by the teachers to support the main educational process of the school, namely orientation, execution and evaluation processes.

Google sites supports developing a specific type of start page consisting of two parts including public and private parts, accessible via a unique URL. The public part is manageable by the admin of the page and is visible for all of the allowed users, while the private part is visible and manageable only by the users. These functionalities define the start page as an appropriate option to build the PLE interface by using the public part of the start page to develop the social hub of the PLE interface and the private part for the personal part of the PLE interface.

To support the reseeding phase, the functionalities of Google spreadsheets and Google sites, along with HTML, can be used to implement a feedback mechanism. This mechanism allows the students to introduce and share their preferred web tools and learning resources based on a defined structure, explain the learning benefits and affordances of tools, and rate them based on some defined criteria such as ease of use or learning usefulness.

**Develop a prototype that serves the research purpose**

After having identified and chosen the development methods, the next step was to implement the prototype. Figure 3 shows the PLE interface for each student consisting of a social hub and a personal part. The social hub provides the following functionalities: (a) Seeding the PLE with appropriate choices in terms of web tools, useful links and relevant people: (c) Providing links to the students and teachers’ websites and blogs; (d) Presenting teacher’s announcements; (e) Aggregating learning activities and experiences of students accomplished in different tools by using a feed aggregation software (i.e. FriendFeed); (f) Managing class-wide activities by using a calendar widget. The personal part provides students a flexible activity space to manage their learning activities and develop their PLEs by exploring and exploiting the learning affordances of the provided choices and a rich set of the available gadgets.
Figure 3: The interface of PLE for each student

For each web tool seeding the PLE, an introduction page illustrates the tool and its educational usages, as shown in Figure 4. Also, the students are asked to evaluate the tool and explain its learning affordances based on their personal experiences with the tool. This information then can be used by teachers to reseed and retool the learning environment and design appropriate learning tasks.
As a part of the reseeding phase, as shown in Figure 5, the students are encouraged to introduce new learning resources they have found useful to be used to reseed the PLE.
Evaluation and testing of the solution in practice

Identify research methods
Due to the exploratory nature of this research, we chose qualitative research methods to support data gathering and analysis processes [Yin 08]. Yin identified six possible sources of evidence including: documentation, physical artifacts, interviews, direct observations, participant-observation, and archival records. For the purpose of this study, we selected the interview as the main method to collect data. We adopted a purposeful sampling technique [Pat 02] to select teachers with a variety of background and disciplines, and with a different amount of experience related to using web tools to support their teaching process.
Gather and analyze data to answer research question

After having identified the research methods, we started to collect and analyze data. For data collection, six interviews with ten teachers were conducted. We used the following procedure to conduct each interview: A few days before each interview an account to access to the prototype was created and sent to the interviewees along with a brief description of the PLEs concept. Due to the unfamiliarity of the most of the interviewees with this concept, we asked the interviewees to explore the prototype before the interview meetings to gain an initial perception of the PLEs concept and prototype. Each interview lasted between one to two hours. During each meeting we first started by introducing and explaining the PLEs concept and then receiving their reactions and feedback about the concept and prototype based on their previous experiences of using web tools in their classrooms. As stated by [Ma 09], linking the topic of discussion to the past experience of interviewees can mentally prepare them to use their experiences to evaluate conceptual models and prototypes. In the second part of interview, we described the different functionalities of the prototype. We presented different scenarios to explain how these functionalities can support their teaching practices as well the learning process of students. After this part, we asked the interviewees about their final thoughts, perceptions, expectations and reactions to the prototype.

The collected data then were analyzed by using Atlas.ti software. The analysis procedure included transcribing audio data, entering data into Atlas.ti, coding data, reading the transcripts organized by codes, writing memos, recoding and merging similar codes as necessary, grouping codes into categories, creating network diagrams by establishing relationships or links between codes, and writing up conclusions.

Draw conclusions and determine research findings

Figure 6 presents the results of the analysis phase describing the teachers’ perceptions about the ways that the prototype can contribute to improving the educational process. In this figure, the first number between parentheses indicates groundedness (that is, the number of times mentioned in the interviews), the second number indicates density (that is, the number of codes to which it has a relationship).

Participants remarked that the personal part of PLE (7 mentions, Figure 6) can help teachers to realize the ways that students learn with web tools (12 mentions, Figure 6) and in turn it can support the design of appropriate technology-based learning tasks (18 mentions, see Fig.6) resulting in the adoption of a student-centric learning approach. Furthermore, the personal part of PLE can increase the encouragement of students to find/share learning resources (12 mentions, Figure 6), resulting in the improvement of teacher’s TPACK, i.e. the knowledge that the teacher needs to know in order to be able to teach with technology [Mis 06]. As remarked by participants, one of the main issues to adopt the PLE-based teaching approach by teachers is their estimation about the required changes in their teaching process (7 mentions, Figure 6) which can be improved
by the improvement of teacher’s TPACK, which in turn can increase the tendency of teacher toward technology (4 mentions, Figure 6).

As remarked by participants, the social hub of PLE (4 mentions, Figure 6) is useful to identify students’ and teachers’ preferred web tools and learning resources (4 mentions, Figure 6) and can facilitate the exchange of good practices (4 mentions, Figure 6) with regard to the teaching and learning usage of web tools. As a result, the social hub of PLE can assist teachers in identifying the usefulness and learning values of web tools (23 mentions, Figure 6). As remarked by participants, identifying the usefulness and learning values of web tools has an enviable position in improving educational process (9 mentions, Figure 6) and increasing the teachers’ tendency toward technology and teacher’s TPACK. Furthermore, identifying the usefulness and learning values of web tools can support teachers in the selection of appropriate web tools (20 mentions, Figure 6), resulting in the design of appropriate technology-based learning tasks.

Participants asserted that the combination of the personal part of PLE and social hub of PLE can support the creation of an interactive learning environment (6 mentions, Figure 6) by providing opportunities for students to enrich their learning experiences by using digital tools and collaborate with each other around the content and technology.

The teachers also remarked that not only students but also other teachers should be able to share their experiences, good practices, and success stories regarding integration technology as well as the learning values and benefits of web tools by using the prototype. One teacher emphasized this requirement as below:

*Teachers have always some ongoing educational activities and projects. They have an unceasing need to know about tools to support these activities. The social hub of PLE should provide a place for teachers to share their tools and the ways that they use them. These information can be very helpful for other teachers with same needs and projects.*
Figure 6: The perceptions of the teachers regarding the impact of the prototype on educational process

Documentation and reflection to produce design principles for the proposed solution

The results have revealed the main sorts of knowledge, skills, and support teachers require to facilitate PLE-based teaching and learning including: (a) Identifying the students’ web tools preferences; (b) Realizing the ways that students use and learn with web tools; (c) Identifying the usefulness and learning values of web tools; (d) Defining clear criteria to assess, evaluate, and introduce the learning affordances and benefits of web tools by students and teachers; (e) Selecting appropriate web tools to support different phases of teaching and learning process; (f) Designing appropriate learning tasks by using selected web tools; (g) Encouraging students to choose and use web tools, reflect on their learning values, and share their learning values; (h) Getting aware of other teachers’ practices and success stories with web tools.

Addressing these requirements can improve the educational process not only by helping teachers to establish a student-centric learning environment, but also by supporting the “situated professional development” of teachers. Situated professional development addresses teachers’ specific needs within their specific environments by
allowing them to gain “new knowledge that can be applied directly within their classrooms” [Ert 10]. In this regard, Kennedy in [Ert 10] noted that the most important feature of a professional development approach is a strong focus on helping teachers understand how students learn specific content, and how specific instructional practices and tools can support student learning outcomes.

This approach to the teachers’ professional development conforms with the recently emerged paradigms in teaching theories that emphasize teaching and learning are intertwined and state “teaching practices and theories of teaching should be based on knowledge and theories of how students learn” [Ver 99]. From the PLEs perspective, learning is a student-driven self-regulated knowledge constructing process. In this regard, as stated by [Tur 08], the organization of learning resources by students at a PLE into meaningful learning activities toward achieving learning goals can be considered as act of instructional design, corresponding to the forethought phase of Zimmerman’s self-regulated learning model. Accordingly, this calls for theories of teaching that are based on an analysis of students’ learning process ongoing throughout their PLEs.

We derived the following design principles from the research findings to guide developing the next version of the prototype:

- Teachers need to know students’ technological preferences and the ways they use web tools in order to implement a student-centric teaching and learning approach and support their professional development process. Addressing this requirement needs adding a monitoring and analyzing functionality to the prototype to observe the personal parts of students, trace their use of each tool, and provide appropriate information about the usage pattern of web tools.

- The personal part of PLE should provide students with appropriate technological choices. The level and scope of these choices is an important factor influencing the students’ control. While a restricted personal part can lead to poorly tailored learning experiences and students' boredom and demotivation, a limitless freedom will lead to the teachers’ loss of control on the students' interaction with technology. In this situation dialogue between teacher and students is the best solution to make decision about the scope of students' technological choices.

- The results of this study indicate that the adoption of PLE-based learning by teachers strongly depends on the teachers’ estimation of the required changes in their teaching process. According to [Gus 95], the amount of change individuals are asked to make is inversely related to their probability of making the change. Hence following a step-by-step technology integration approach by focusing on teachers’ immediate needs and facilitating small changes within teaching and learning practices appears to be an effective long-term strategy to implement PLEs. Also, presenting inspiring models of PLE and describing how they can support different teaching and learning scenarios can improve the teachers’ tendency toward the adoption of the PLE-based learning.
The PLE prototype should provide opportunities for teachers to share their examples of “good teaching” that include the integration of technology. These examples can help teachers to develop confidence by hearing about or observing other teachers’ successful efforts. As asserted by [Ert 10], “observing successful others can build confidence in the observers who tend to believe if he/she can do it, then I can too.”

Summary

In this paper, a new implementation and deployment model to develop PLEs in educational settings has been proposed. The model aims to put students in a higher level of control in the educational process by acknowledging and corroborating their role as active learners, contributors, and designers. The results of this research indicate that the teachers’ perceptions regarding the potential of the technological prototype, built upon the model, to improve the educational process is positive. Also, the results provide the sorts of knowledge, skills, and support teachers require in order to facilitated PLE-based teaching and learning. Based on these findings, the research offers design guidelines to improve the next version of the prototype. Further research is supposed to be needed to apply these guidelines, and test and evaluate the modified version of the prototype from the teachers’ and students’ perspectives.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on a renewed attempt to review and synthesise a substantial amount of research literature on Personal Learning Environments published in recent years. Earlier comprehensive review efforts had attested considerable conceptual differences within the research community. If and how these differences have qualitatively changed since 2010, is the focus of an ongoing literature review project. Some provisional findings and insights are reported and discussed.

Note: This article has been published in the Special Edition of the eLearning Papers, Issue No. 35 “Personal Learning Environments”. The link to this Special Issue is: http://openeducationeuropa.eu/en/paper/personal-learning-environments

Introduction

In 2010 we carried out a rather comprehensive review of the contemporary literature on Personal Learning Environments (PLEs) published in English. Our aim was to document, discuss and interpret the range of interpretations and conceptualisations that had surfaced in the ongoing debates and exchanges in the wider research community. We presented the results of our effort at first at the PLE 2010 conference in Barcelona and later published the paper titled “Personal Learning Environments: Concept or Technology?” in a special issue of the International Journal of Virtual and Personal Learning Environments (IJVPLE) in 2011 [Fie 11]. In this first broader literature review we identified two fundamentally different conceptions that heavily influenced and limited the unfolding discourse on Personal Learning Environments. We suggested that a large group of proponents of PLEs almost exclusively addressed issues of digital instrumentation and re-instrumentation of learning activity in predominantly formal educational contexts [God 09], [Tar 09], [Zub 08]. Furthermore, authors within this strand of research and development discussed these issues in relation to the existing state of the Web as the leading medium of our times in general [Gie 02], and to personalisation, selection, modification and adaptation of tools and interfaces by (potential) users in particular. Personal Learning Environments were basically portrayed as concrete technical systems or tool collections.
In contrast to this rather technically oriented conceptualisation of Personal Learning Environments we had also identified a second major strand of research and practice in the literature. Authors that belonged to this strand of research tended to be concerned with how individuals or collectives could gain control over significant elements of their overall learning activity and its instrumentation [Att 07], [Dow 07], [Joh 08]. Apparently they interpreted the notion of Personal Learning Environments rather as a concept or approach to the development and maintenance of “environments for/of personal learning”.

[Buc 11] who carried out another comprehensive review of literature on PLEs in 2011, seem to confirm the applicability of this distinction within the overall PLE research literature. In their review framework [Buc 11] made an explicit attempt to apply concepts that had been developed within the Helsinki school of Cultural-Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) [Eng 87], [Eng 10]. While this exercise apparently helped the authors to produce a variety of rather useful descriptive elements, their initial argumentation for operationalising “the constituting elements of PLEs as activity systems” [Buc 11: 7], turned out less convincing from our perspective. Initially, [Buc 11] acknowledge that “capturing the individual activity, or how the learner uses technology to support learning, lies at the heart of the PLE concept” [Buc 11: 1]. However, they do not follow through with this idea of “individual activity”. Instead they turn to Engeström’s [Eng 87] notion of Activity System which by default conceptualises the subject as a “collective subject”. This fact is actually pointed out by the authors themselves within their text. Their claim that Personal Learning Environments “can be viewed as complex activity systems” [Buc 11: 1] thus seems questionable in various regards. We would argue instead that the PLE concept rather embraces all the perceived elements that an individual can turn into instruments for mediating her actions while realising a particular learning activity. Thus, the PLE cannot be the activity (or activity system) itself. It is rather a concept that indicates instruments (or potential instruments) for mediating actions in the context of learning activity. In addition, the subject of individual (learning) activity is the individual. If individual (learning) activity can, and should be, described as an “activity system” in the first place requires some more in depth discussion from our point of view, in particular if one makes explicit references to Engeström [Eng 87] notion of activity systems formed by collective subjects. While we certainly welcome all efforts to produce more comprehensive and potentially integrative reviews of the literature on PLEs, we would have liked [Buc 11] to provide a more critical analysis of their conceptual starting point and possible contradictions between Engeström’s Activity System concept and the notion of individual learning activity and its personal environments. Nevertheless, we would like to stress that the literature review by [Buc 11] delivered relevant insights into the breadth of instrument mediation that is discussed within the wider PLE literature. To our knowledge their work also marks the most recent comprehensive literature review in this regard.

From our perspective the ongoing proliferation and differentiation of the notion of Personal Learning Environments calls for a renewed effort of targeted, comprehensive
review and analysis. In particular, we are interested in analysing if the conceptual differences within the research community that we had attested in 2010 have actually undergone any traceable, qualitative changes in the meantime. For this purpose we put our analytical focus on how different contributions in this area tend to employ explicit or implicit boundary judgements to construct their particular object(s) of research and potential change [Fie 12], [Mid 00], [Ull 10].

By reviewing, analysing, and commenting on the current landscape of expanding research, its potential direction, and fields of applications, we fundamentally hope to support the ongoing discourse on personal learning environments within the wider research community. However, it should be made clear at this point that this paper is merely reporting on a work in progress which we outline in more detail in the following section.

Methodic approach

Building a literature base for review

Given our limited resources we applied an iterative approach for building and systematically expanding the literature base for our review project. Initially we conducted an online search for “personal learning environment(s)” and “PLE(s)” with a focus on academic publications in English in the period from 2010 to 2013 of the following types:

- peer reviewed journal articles
- peer reviewed conference and workshop proceedings
- reports issued by academic institutions.

Mainly for research economic reasons we refrained from including more informal texts published on the Web (such as Weblogs, Wikis, and so forth) at this point in time. We then compared our initial findings with the list of resources that had been published by [Buc 11] and added all items that fitted our defined publication period and publication types and had not shown up in our own search efforts. While we started the review process with this initial set of items we manually reviewed the reference sections of each article for further candidates for inclusion. Our attempts to retrieve full archives of the PLE conference proceedings from 2010 and 2011 were severely hindered. We are currently still missing various items from these proceedings. It appears that the original hosts of these archives have taken them offline. We think that the research community needs to address this issue and either insist on a more responsible and long-term provision of conference proceedings on the side of the organising and hosting entities, or find and promote more durable, independent archiving solutions elsewhere.

Altogether we have been able to include 82 papers in our literature base so far. While we cannot and do not want to claim comprehensiveness with this selection, it seems fair to expect that it represents a considerable slice of the recent, international,
academic research literature that explicitly references the Personal Learning Environment concept. Since we have not completed our iterative review process entirely we see room for the inclusion of additional publication items as we proceed.

Review process, analytical framework and other instruments
We took inspiration from a comparative, methodological study of the systems of inquiry and change promoted by a selection of educational research approaches by one of the author [Fie 12] to develop a preliminary analytical framework for our literature review.

Since the conceptual variability and its partial incommensurability in the research literature on Personal Learning Environments has been established in earlier reviews (see for example [Buc 11], [Fie 11], we decided to focus our analytical effort this time on how the various contributions under review outline essential boundaries and elements of their respective inquiry approach and its use of the PLE concept.

We thus concentrated on tracing the following elements within our analytical framework:

1. how is the overall object of inquiry constructed?
   ■ any problem description?
   ■ any change objective(s) stated?
   ■ any explicit definition of the PLE concept?
   ■ any specific context/setting/field of application?

2. what inquiry methods & instruments are employed?
   ■ any empirical work in the field?
   ■ any intervention into existing practice?
   ■ any development of technical or conceptual instruments?

To support our structured analysis we made use of the generic text generating and organising software Scrivener that allows for manual de-constructing, excerpting, categorising, sorting and writing in an integrated interface. Though Scrivener supports the initial work with texts rather well and even allows for the limited use of custom meta-data, we are still pondering feeding elements of our analysis into a database application or a dedicated qualitative data analysis software in a later stage of the project.

Following our preliminary analytical framework, we have so far managed to review 57 papers out of the 82 papers that currently make up our (still expanding) literature base. While the review is not completed and further publications are still on our retrieval list awaiting their inclusion, we nevertheless want to take the opportunity to report, highlight, and comment on some provisional findings and insights to support the ongoing discourse and reflection on the PLE concept within the wider research community.
Provisional findings and insights

In search for conciliation
Currently our preliminary literature review shows that the mainstream PLE research is still predominantly concerned with the digital instrumentation of teaching and studying activity in formal higher education. This dominant group of researchers acknowledges contradictions between the current institutionalised technology provision (such as learning management systems, virtual learning environments, etc.) and a growing number of freely accessible networked tools and services (often referred to as Web 2.0 approach). The Web 2.0 approach as explained, for instance, by Soumplis, Chatzidaki, Kouloucheri, & Xenos [Sou 11] “is about the active participation of users, not as passive content consumers but as active content creators. It is also about the ability of applications to be flexible enough to adapt rapidly to the user’s individual needs” [Sou 11: 346]. The self-controlled, digital instrumentation, which gives people control, ownership and freedom to customise and personalise their own environment (of tools) is seen as the main contradiction to the dominant institutional provision of digital instruments that “fails to adapt to the Web 2.0 attitude” [Sou 11, p. 346], thus constraining and setting numerous barriers for developing students’ digital practice [Con 11], [Oli 10]. Furthermore, some authors claim, e.g. [Cas 10], that students nowadays are demanding the use of these new technologies when they enter educational establishments. Therefore, according to [Moc 12] and many others there is a growing need in the context of formal higher education “to respond to the trend of learners increasingly consuming web tools and sharing contents” [Moc 12: 1].

In consequence the main problem in the field of PLE research from this perspective is to bring the Web 2.0 approach into the formal higher education context by providing a set of networked tools and services that students can use to create their own PLEs. As pointed out by [Moc 12] among many others, institutionalised technology provision “cannot be simply excluded from the learning environment landscape or replaced by PLEs” [Moc 12: 2]. Marrying what is currently implemented in institutions with what is available outside of formal higher education is thus seen as the primary solution. And here the dominant group of PLE researchers talk about the partial re-instrumentation of teaching and studying activity with a set of networked tools and services. The lack of learner control, ownership and personalisation as the perceived drawback of monolithic institutional technology, is assumed to be corrected through the projected re-instrumentation with more loosely-coupled networked tools and services. It must be noted here that in this group of PLE literature the concepts of learner control, ownership and personalisation are mainly presented on a very general level without making any explicit connections to the respective strand of research in adult and higher education.

We interpret this kind of focus of PLE research as an attempt to reconcile the dominant institutional technology provision with more distributed, networked landscapes of digital instruments. Our claim is explained and clarified in the following paragraphs.
A sizeable group of researchers works on how to integrate and build bridges amongst institutional technology and “PLEs” from a rather broad and general perspective (see for example [Cas 10], [Gar 11], [Mil 11], [Moc 11], [Moc 12], [Pet 10], [Whi 11a], [Whi 11b], [Whi 10]. Thus, the term institutionalised personal learning environment has emerged.

For instance, the University of Southampton has carried out a thorough study regarding their current institutional virtual learning environment (VLE) and related practices in order to find “a replacement for parts of the existing technology infrastructure” [Whi 11a: 2]. They are interested in finding ways to enable “…the learner to operate within a consolidated environment where they intermix their own chosen environments with others which have functions to perform in support of the processes of learning” [Whi 10: 4]. The solution is to develop an iPLE “within which students and teachers can select the tools they wish to use” [Whi 11a:15].

A similar approach is taken by [Mil 11] who suggest that “the power and value of the institutional personal learning environment resides in the ‘technology affordances’ which enable users to customise and personalise the system in a socially useful and educationally constructive manner” [Mil 11:1]. In comparison to [Whi 11a], [Whi 11], [Whi 10] these authors emphasise, however, co-design with students and staff and ambitious enterprise-level integration. The declared aim of [Mil 11], for example, “is to provide an infrastructure that can act as the basis for an evolving digital teaching and learning environment, loosely coupled legacy systems, and provide support for the social and community aspects of the institution (including pre-registration students and alumni)” [Mil 11: 1]. Furthermore, [Pet 10] present a “first step that shows the technical feasibility as well as the principles of the integration of the personal and institutional spaces through the aggregation of services” [Pet 10: 4]. For them “PLEs are an ad hoc, opportunistic aggregation of Web 2.0 services built to support a specific learning goal” [Pet 10: 1].[Cas 10] have also chosen to address institutionally powered personal learning environments. Their vision is to apply Web 2.0 tools (blogs, wikis, starting pages), services (del.icio.us, Flickr, YouTube) and data sharing (social networking, learn-streaming) in an integrated manner. [Cas 10] understand iPLE as “an attempt to build a PLE from the point of view of the university, so that every institutional service can be integrated, but flexible enough to interact with the wide range of service learners could consider important during their life-long learning”[Cas 10: 297]. This iPLE constitutes the single interface window for users to merge both personal and institutional spheres.

[Gar 11] consider it “necessary to develop the LMS by integrating it with contexts that include new technological trends and are focused on the student” (p. 1223) and refer to this as Personalized Learning Environments. Their possible solution is a web service-based framework, which consists of Moodle as the institutional environment, and a (Wookie) widgets container as the informal and personalised component. It uses web services, and interoperability specifications to communicate between both environments [Gar 11].
Unlike the previously presented authors, the purpose of Moccozet et al. [Moc 12] is not to provide an institutional PLE but rather an extension of it: a “PLE enabler”. Such a PLE enabler aims to bridge personal, institutional and worldwide resources, thus enabling collaborations between co-learners and the sharing of resources [Moc 12: 2]. Their PLEs include two intersecting components: a Personal Web Tools (PWT) component gathers the web tools that learners use for performing learning actions. A Personal Learning Network (PLN) component refers to the network of people and resources that learners generate and organise during the realisation of both formal and informal learning activity. The idea of “personalisation” is presented as “an environment that provides a personalised interface to University data and services and at the same time exposes that data and services to a student’s personal tools” [Moc 12: 2]. They claim that “the resulting iPLEs scheme can be viewed as a student centric self-directed collaborative didactic dashboard, clearly distinct from a VLE” [Moc 12: 2].

Based on our current level of analysis we have identified a number of more specific problems that are addressed within this general search for conciliation.

Managing assessment
While the presented examples of integrating PLEs into an institutional technology landscape are approached on a rather general level, some researchers are especially concerned with the management and assessment of learning success in such settings. “Any Personal Learning Environment natively lacks any assessments feature in order to assist teachers in the processes of grading the learning outcome of any activity and whether or not the learning outcome is consistent and sufficient for the scope of any course” [Sou 11: 347]. [Sou 11] attempt to design a learning assessment method within the scope of PLEs making use of rubrics. [Con 11] is focusing on “interoperability scenarios to allow the assessment of the personalized informal activity, and in this way, obtain measurable information about the advantages of personalization in learning” [Con 11: 801]. From their perspective the actions carried out in the PLE should be reported to the institutional environment as a way to measure the “informal” activity [Con 11]. [Pet 10] acknowledge that “PLEs seem ideal for the support of a socio-constructivist approach” [Pet 10: 2] but lament that they are not a priori suited for formal learning (i.e., having an assessment of the new knowledge). Thus their “aim is to design an infrastructure enabling the integration of a set of services and information sources and to combine them to define a learning environment suitable for the learners as well as the teachers” [Pet 10: 2].

Recommender systems
Another, smaller group of researchers focuses on supporting students to manoeuvre within these hybrid institutional-personal systems. They develop recommender systems for students while implementing PLEs. [Ebn 11], for example, investigate four possibilities to apply recommender systems within PLEs (a study path, a widget, a peer
student and a hybrid recommender system), while [Mik 11a] and [Mik 11b] focus on recommending potential ‘study-buddies’, with whom learners share common competencies, goals, and resources.

**Mash-ups**
The attempt to provide students with a selection of web-based tools and services, in turn, creates yet another set of problems. A considerable amount of research is done to find ways to deal with the enormous number of Web 2.0 applications, which allegedly overwhelm teachers and students alike [Ebn 10]. The paper from Ebner & Taraghi [Ebn 10] can serve as a good example from this group. These authors pose the question: “how can a Personal Learning Environment for Higher Education look like? Especially if the MashUp principle will be an appropriate possibility to enhance learning and teaching” [Ebn 10: 1159]. From their perspective the idea of PLE emerged in order “to overcome the challenge of various distributed resources and the customization of the services” [Ebn 10: 1159]. They understand PLEs as a technical concept because “it describes the functionalities that a system should have to actively support personalized learning on the Web” [Ebn 10: 4]. A PLE is basically a client-side environment (a “Rich Internet Application”) that “comprises a mashup of different small independent web applications and services selected by the user” [Ebn 10: 7]. For instance, the TU Graz PLE represents “a web portal that students can fully adjust to their personal needs by adding and removing widgets as well as modifying widget preferences” [Ebn 10: 9]. It thus acts as a widget container to integrate the distributed resources, services and applications into the learning environment [Ebn 10]. Their PLE instantiation follows the W3C specifications, “a standard that can be used as basis for all PLE and e-learning applications. Thereby the problem of interoperability would be solved and a worldwide exchange of widgets will be possible” [Ebn 10: 1164].

Another example of an interoperability mash-up framework comes from [Gov 11]. [Gov 11] are in the process of developing a responsive PLE in which responsiveness is defined “as the ability to react to the learner needs” [Gov 11: 2]. Their mash-up framework provides a common technical infrastructure to assemble widgets and services in Personal Learning Environments [Gov 11: 1]. Similarly, U[ULL 10] interpret a PLE as a mash-up of “learning services”. They claim that “the idea behind PLE is that learners can assemble their own learning environments from existing services” [ULL 10: 271]. In their research these authors made pre-build PLEs accessible to students. Concluding their own field experience they somewhat paradoxically suggest that “PLE usage is still only for teachers who feel comfortable with and are proficient in technology” [ULL 10: 277].

**Synopsis**
We found strong indication that in general researchers in the PLE arena tend to agree that higher education institutions should move away from one-size-fits-all models of technology provision. However, the previously presented extractions from PLE research
papers represent rather technologically oriented change objectives. We can witness that institutional technology provision is currently searching for conciliation by integrating more networked tools and services, but the core of the debate still focuses on the role of institutions as an infrastructure provider. The main effort seems to be put on developing an “effective PLE” which is seen as “a space where students can use the tools they want” [Con 11]. The presented group of researchers seems to believe that PLEs should have some sort of institutional provision incorporated. Such institutional infrastructure initiatives, however, also run the risk to sabotage and undermine personal autonomy and freedom despite of the ritually evoked argument that higher education should move towards student-centric concepts, learner control and personalisation.

“Personalisation” in particular is approached from a very technical point of view. For instance, personalisation for [Whi 11a: 14] means “the user can change the layout and choice of widgets” in iPLE or [Ebn 11: 1] “personalisation is seen in merging contents, services and applications from multiple websites in an integrated, coherent way, therefore, PLEs offer a new form of personalized learning”. The concern doesn’t seem to be whether PLEs should remain the sole domain of the learner or in what way an institutional personal learning environment remains personal, but rather how to keep control over students and their environments. From our point of view the aforementioned examples demonstrate quite clearly a rather careless and uncritical use of the terms “personal” and “personalised” which often results in the provision of rather limited degrees of learner control over a relatively narrow range of instrument choices thus essentially creating an “illusion of choice” well documented in the literature on learner control and self-direction in education [Gei 76].

It is obvious that this kind of approach does not really shift the control from a teacher to a learner in any comprehensive way [Väl 10]. The guiding idea seems to be supporting and extending the established activity system of teaching and studying in formal higher education with new digital tools. The systematic experimentation with the values and practices that these very instruments promote or simply carry along are largely left aside. As pointed out by Feenberg [Fee 10], when one chooses to use a particular technology one doesn’t simply render an existing way of life more efficient. One often chooses a different way of life. This different way of life brings about changes in our behaviour, our beliefs and practices, and our wider social norms and structures. Or to sum it up with the words of Tripathi [Tri 06: 7]: “Technology transfer without appropriate cultural transfer is not sufficient”.

In search for emancipation
While going through the current PLE literature we have also come across a few studies, which take a decidedly different perspective. For instance, [Val 12] and Castaneda and Soto [Cas 10] seem to interpret the notion of PLEs predominantly as an educational concept. Their understanding of PLEs certainly goes beyond mere digital instrumentation of activity.
From the point of view of [Val 12: 34] PLEs concretise “several attributes of learning (personalisation, ownership, control, responsibility, collaboration) by allowing students to choose the methods and software for their learning. From this perspective, PLEs are seen as an ICT based pedagogical approach or model rather than a technological platform”. Similarly to the studies presented in the previous section [Val 12] consider personalisation, student control, self-direction and ownership as important concepts connected to PLEs. For them “personalised learning” is “where students are encouraged to bring their unique ideas and backgrounds to the learning situation as resources... and where students take decisions about their learning in a certain self-managed way [Val 12: 733]. In their theoretical grounding they make an effort to connect the PLE as a concept with research in self-direction, ownership and collaboration. [Val 12] study has been the only one in our literature base so far which has focused on vocational students and their PLEs. The authors are especially interested in “what kind of personal learning environments would students produce, for what purposes and functions?” [Val 12: 732] and what challenges would occur.

A somewhat similar study was carried out by [Cas 10]. Their understanding of a PLE relates to a set of tools, information sources, connections and “activities-experiences” a person uses to learn [Cas 10]. It means that a PLE of a person includes: “the sources he use for founding information, the relationship he has with this information, as well as relationships between this information and other sources consulted...people who he use as a reference, the connections between those and himself, and the relationships between those people and others...” [Cas 10: 10]. In addition, a PLE also includes “the mechanisms that help him to rework and rebuild information and knowledge, both in the phase of individual reflection and recreation, as phase in which other people help us reflecting for its reconstruction” [Cas 10: 10]. The main focus of their study is to provide students with “some mechanisms and tools to develop their own PLE in the future” [Cas 10: 24]. The rationale for introducing students to the concept of PLE and related techniques lies for the authors in professional development which “has to include basic competences to continue learning in the current –even the future- rapidly changing world [Cas 10: 10]. Thus, the emphasis in addition to (re-)instrumentation of activity is also on understanding and modelling one’s learning activity in a broader sense and its potential supporting environment.

Although the majority of authors tend to make a connection to self-direction either as a required competence for developing one’s PLE or as a disposition that is developed through the process of creating a PLE, so far we have come across very few papers that put an explicit focus on aspects of self-direction.

[Kra 12] consider self-regulated learning (SRL) and its requirements as a viable conceptual basis for promoting PLEs. They write that “a good SRL solution should be personalized and adaptive, providing a right balance between the learner’s freedom and guidance, in order to motivate the learner, but also to support his or her when needed” [Kra 12: 711]. They stress the importance of variety of individual approaches and
dependencies from different contexts. From their point of view “students are in charge of their learning process, emphasizing meta-cognition in learning” [Kra 12: 710]. In addition, a PLE consists of “tools, communities, and services that constitute the individual educational platforms that learners use to direct their own learning and pursue educational goals” [Kra 12: 710].

[Dab 12] also describe the connection between self-regulated learning, PLE and social media. They follow Zimmerman's concept of self-regulated learning [Zim 00] and develop a pedagogical framework for social media use that aligns with the three phases of Zimmerman’s self-regulated learning model. The goal of their framework is “to inform college faculty and instructors how to engage students in a transformative cycle of creating PLEs that support self-regulated learning [Dab 12: 6]. Apparently their starting point is the notion of learners who constantly seek and share information by using digital and networked technologies and who become active co-producers of content. Their critique towards the use of LMSs is related to lack of pedagogical affordances of social media. [Dab 12] perceive PLEs “as both a technology and a pedagogical approach that is student-designed around each student's goals or a learning approach” [Dab 12: 4]. They continue that “PLEs can be considered as a promising pedagogical approach for the deliberate or intentional integration of formal and informal learning spaces” [Dab 12: 4].

While the majority of studies are concerned with students [Sha 12] acknowledge the different roles of teachers in relation to PLEs as an important and necessary research focus within the overall research in the field. They start their paper by questioning traditional teaching competencies in learner-controlled PLE settings. [Sha 12] carry out an in-depth literature review on teachers’ competencies and roles required to provide tasks and guidance to students in settings that make use of PLEs. Their study concludes that the “PLE construction process requires equal participation of both students and the teachers, hence, a teacher may not necessarily perform all the roles, but, rather, she interacts with students in general. Yet, in any case, teacher’s required competencies depend not only on the role being performed, but, also on the nature and complexity of the tasks they are supposed to carry out” [Sha 12: 30].

**Synopsis**

So far our review and analysis shows that since 2010 published research that is predominantly concerned with how individuals or collectives could gain control over significant elements of their learning activity and its instrumentation is simply dwarfed by the technologically oriented research that focuses on the reconciliation of the institutional provision of digital instruments in higher education. It seems fair to attest that this type of research is rather marginalised in the overall PLE arena. This is a somewhat unfortunate development from our point view, since this strand of research actually engages in intervention studies in the field that are focused on particular developmental objectives, while the more technically oriented strand limits its empirical efforts
mostly to feasibility and usability studies of prototypes. Much of the latter type of work reminds us of how Selwyn [Sel 10] aptly described some of the shortcomings of mainstream educational technology research: “The pretext of much academic work in the field is that technology is set inevitably to change educational contexts for the better. Thinking along these lines, it follows that the main task of educational technology analysts is to identify the impediments and deficiencies that are delaying and opposing the march of technological progress” [Sel 10: 69]. A considerable amount of contemporary PLE research seems to be driven by these implicit assumptions and takes educational “ends” as a given. Thus, it doesn’t really surprise that the dominating strand of research focuses on technical developments, while this second strand of research is more concerned with the further development of personal dispositions and the gradual emancipation of learning activity and its self-directed instrumentation.

Concluding remarks

We are well aware of the limitations that go along with reporting from an analytical work in progress. However, our provisional findings seem to indicate that the general conceptual differences between two major strands of PLE research [Fie 11] are still in place and well alive. On the basis of the literature that we have been able to review so far, it appears however that they have found new foci of interest. The first strand of research is now predominantly concerned with marrying the PLE concept with institutional landscapes of tools and services. The second strand of research is engaging more and more in empirical intervention studies in the field that apply the PLE concept in the context of personal development of dispositions that are deemed to be necessary for the independent pursuit of learning activity beyond the constraints of formal education.

Amidst these recent developments we still maintain our view that the notion of personal learning environments is best treated as an intermediate concept that allows for the systematic, further development of learning activity and its digital instrumentation. We have thus integrated it in our work “as an additional conceptual instrument to analyse and model the resources (and their digital representation and mediation) that an individual is aware of and has access to in the context of an educational project at a given point in time. This understanding emphasises the individually perceived nature of a personal learning environment (and its potential instruments) in relation to a specific personal learning project. It is thus rather used as a subjective, mental construct and not as a concrete manifestation of particular sets of instruments” [Fie 12: 26]. It should be emphasised that this understanding also allows for its application outside the boundaries of formal educational systems.

From this perspective many authors regularly commit a sort of pars-pro-toto fallacy whenever they proclaim that this or that particular Web-based instrument “is” the PLE...
of a particular person. First of all, it makes little sense to make such claim without any description of the learning activity or particular learning project that a person is trying to carry out. Second, in most cases it is a rather fancy and unconvincing claim that any learning activity of a certain level of complexity and seriousness is exclusively mediated by a single digital instrument, or even instrument collection alone. We think that this manner of speech is potentially detrimental to the notion of increasing control over one’s personal learning activity and its creative instrumentation over time and in between contexts.

We will continue our ongoing review project and hope to report a more differentiated analysis of our still expanding literature base in the near future. So far we have only been able to emphasise some main demarcation lines and visible directions in the field. However, it will require a sustained, collective effort to pay justice to the overall variability and more subtle differences in this expanding field of research and development.
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Beyond books: The librarian, the research assignment, and the PLE

Alison Hicks

ABSTRACT

Using the example of an Antarctic Studies seminar, this paper explores the design of an alternative research assignment that is based on the principles of PLEs. Analysis of blog posts and reflective surveys explore the overlap with information literacy and demonstrate the importance of building partnerships with librarians.

Introduction

The teaching of research is one of the cornerstones of undergraduate education [Fis 09]. Being able to evaluate or frame an argument around sources is seen as core for scaffolding disciplinary thinking and practice [Biz 87] and is increasingly sought after by employers [Hea 12]. Notwithstanding, the process is often centred around the research paper, essay or final project. While this can give students the space to explore a theme in depth, faculty are often disappointed by the results, particularly the frequent lack of critical engagement with sources.

Librarians have seen the teaching of information literacy (IL) skills as a way to combat these issues. Yet, the concept of information literacy, which lies at the heart of lifelong learning and is defined by the Alexandria Proclamation as a way to empower “people in all walks of life to seek, evaluate, use and create information effectively to achieve their personal, social, occupational and educational goals" has not always been seen in this light [UNE 05]. It is often reduced to focusing on a “rote mastery of functional skills” or being seen as overtly library centric [Coo 11].

Recognising these problems, a group of librarians has started to explore new approaches to the development of student research capacities. These include a greater emphasis on the place of critical pedagogy and critical information studies within IL. However, while the development of a more responsive pedagogical stance is important, it is clear that the inherent nature of the research paper still stands in the way of student inquiry. In this way, the need to develop alternative research assignments has driven librarians to explore approaches from other fields. The personal learning environment (PLE), with its focus on scaffolding personal learning capacities as well as modern learning environments, is seen as a potential framework to scaffold these research competencies.

Accordingly, the author of this short paper will explore an undergraduate capstone History research assignment that was redesigned around PLE concepts. Focusing on
introducing students to the collaborative and participatory nature of historical research, the assignment was also designed to help students gain research experience that would serve them for academic, work and personal environments. Accordingly, the author will start by providing an overview of typical challenges associated with research papers before moving on to explore how PLEs can be used as a framework for scaffolding student research capacities. The author will finish the paper by reflecting on the growth of PLEs across campus, as well as the value of engaging varied faculty, including librarians.

Research Assignments

The research paper or essay is a common assignment for undergraduate classes. Yet, while it is designed to introduce learners to academic discourse and disciplinary research models, librarians and faculty are increasingly starting to criticise this traditional model of engagement [Elm 06]. On one hand, this is because the research paper structure often fails to let students engage critically with sources. By focusing on the number or type of sources students need, we fail to scaffold student engagement with authority. Furthermore, by making it sound like the point of the assignment is to locate sources, we fail to engage students with the collaborative and participatory nature of research [Fis 11]. On the other hand, the traditional model of research papers also fails to engage students with broader and more flexible information environments. By focusing on finding the formal final products of scholarship such as articles or books, we ignore systems of informal scholarship and the broader research process [Lec 96]. And, by typically concentrating on scholarly or subscription sources, we deny the development of a student's personal information seeking strategies and informal or lifelong learning habits. Just like complaints about the VLE, research is perceived as bounded and static. It is small wonder that the research process is seen as confusing for students and frustrating for faculty.

Librarians have typically tried to address flaws in the research assignment through IL tutorials. Rejecting IL standards and practice that often seem to reflect print-based realities, librarians have started to draw from the field of critical pedagogy and critical information studies in order to develop critical information literacy, a more responsive approach to teaching and learning. While critical information literacy (CIL) can be hard to define, it can be characterised as a disposition towards learning that centres around the learner, and importantly, the interrogation of information systems and landscapes. In this way, CIL questions “the social construction and cultural authority of knowledge; the political economies of knowledge ownership and control; [or] the development of local communities’ and cultures’ capacities to critique and construct knowledge” among other things [Luk 99]. In the information age, these questions are more important than ever, especially when they impact core librarian values of preservation,
privacy and equal access. Notwithstanding, while critical information literacy provides a valuable approach to scaffolding student inquiry, it does not provide a robust structure or framework for scaffolding the information environment. The paper will now turn to exploring how the PLE can build upon this progressive IL thinking in order to scaffold learner information landscapes.

**Personal Learning Environments and Critical Information Literacy**

A close examination of PLE principles demonstrates that there is significant overlap with and support of the research process. Firstly, it is obvious that the research process is messy and non-linear. PLEs are built to recognize the diverse yet chaotic nature of information interactions. Secondly, the research process draws upon a broad range of sources, including the informal network of scholarship and filters that academics have spent years cultivating. The PLE aims to scaffold a broad learning environment that covers a wide range of “tools, artefacts, processes and physical connections” [Cou 10]. Thirdly, the research process sees learner creation or production as a way to break down academic boundaries and position research as a conversation that the learner can enter. The PLE too recognises the value of student participation, encouraging the learner to form and be part of a network. Lastly, one of the overarching goals of the research assignment is to integrate learners into disciplinary discourse. The PLE too is characterised as the “spaces in which people interact and communicate” and, as such, can be seen as a way “to immerse yourself into the workings of a community” [Dow 10]. From these brief observations, it is clear that the PLE and the research process align well together. In this way, the PLE may offer an alternative approach to the goals of the research paper. More importantly, the PLE’s strength in scaffolding information environments complements the CIL focus on developing the researcher disposition. In this way, it would seem that by combining the PLE framework with the CIL disposition, librarians can develop a richer and more valuable approach to engage students in questions about research and inquiry.

Accordingly, the librarian drew from this literature to design a new research assignment that would meet learner needs as well as starting a conversation about research literacies in knowledge societies. The assignment consisted of several stages. Firstly, students were asked to present several of the core resources they found on their topic on the course blog. This had to include at least 1 journal, 1 professional association, 1 expert and 1 informal source (for example a blog or Twitter account). In this way, the assignment drew from the PLE structure to engage students with the broad array of information sources. At the same time, it draws from CIL by exposing students to research in context, or informal scholarly habits. This helps break down barriers, and enables learners to see research as a conversation that they can enter. Secondly, students had to provide an in depth analysis of these sources on the class blog. This included an
analysis of how they found the source and why they chose it for the assignment. The PLE structure guides students to track “clues” in the scholarly conversation and gain a wider sense of the connections and conversation within their topic, the network of people and ideas. At the same time, the CIL focus on a contextual evaluation of sources, as opposed to a teacher-driven prescribed checklist, allows students to develop a more critical stance within information environments. Thirdly, students had to reflect periodically on their research process and progress. This integrated both the PLE and CIL focus on developing self-regulated learning. Guided questions, such as “Who can publish on a topic?” also helped students reflect about the norms and conventions of the Antarctic research community, an important part of CIL. Lastly, students remixed and synthesised sources in their final paper to make their own contributions to the conversation. This draws upon both PLE and CIL aims to create authentic learning experiences and where participation is more valued than the final product. In sum, the librarian drew from PLE literature to establish a framework that enabled navigation in and the creation of an information environment. She also drew from CIL literature to encourage the development of the learner’s critical disposition, by reflecting on scholarly practice and global information flow. And, through combining both PLE and CIL principles, she created a research assignment that aimed to make the research process more meaningful in academic practice and beyond.

HIST492: History of the Antarctic Treaty System

In Spring 2013, the librarian integrated the new research assignment into HIST492, Capstone Seminar: History of the Antarctic Treaty System. As a capstone seminar class, enrollment was low with only nine senior students (four female, five male) of which eight consented to participate in this study. In this way, the librarian hoped to test this theoretical background with a small group of students as a pilot study. As part of the class, students had to choose a research topic that was focused on an aspect of Antarctic politics. This included various domestic and international topics such as Japan and Antarctica or Antarctica and the Third World. While the collaboration with the professor was driven by personal interest, Antarctic Studies proved to be a perfect environment for this type of exploratory assignment design. As a new field of study, much relevant material is available online, yet it is scattered around the web in government documents, data sets, archives, blogs and even ice-core samples. In addition, the interdisciplinary and contested nature of Antarctica means that research is under-developed; yet it also forms an ongoing, international and participatory conversation.

At the end of the semester, the assignment responses and the reflective surveys were coded and analyzed by both the professor and the librarian to examine the effect of the assignment on student learning. The reflective surveys gave an interesting snapshot of student attitudes to academic research. At the beginning of the semester,
students showed several misgivings about research, including the belief in “right” and “wrong” sources and failing to recognise the part this plays in investigation and inquiry: “The questions that I have about my topic are whether or not I am taking the correct approach to my argument”. By mid-class, however, when students completed their blog posts, students appeared to have gained more confidence with the research process and highlighted various changes they made to their original approach. Notwithstanding, critical analysis was still fairly basic. While students readily modeled textbook answers about scholarly credibility, for example, responses often failed to show a thoughtful engagement with what this meant: “I trust all of my information simply for the fact that the search engines I have used were scholarly”. In addition, students seemed unable to apply these criteria to other situations, for example non-scholarly sources. By the end of the semester though, students were starting to question these information environments more: “Is [their research] all from second hand materials or are they actually on the ground doing field work?”. Students also demonstrated a broader understanding of authority: “I’ve learned that casual sources (blogs, websites, etc.) can be useful sources and that I don’t just have to use journals and books, so long as I address the questions concerning bias and credibility of the author.”

These findings were also backed up in the research assignment responses. As a whole, students posted highly appropriate and interesting sources on the blog. In addition, source evaluation was extensive and showed an engagement with broad concepts of credibility and the subsequent contribution to their argument: “It may also provide a counter to my thesis, as having a twitter account is not very isolated from the rest of the world.” Students also showed a growing awareness of the interconnected nature of research, and the networked conversation: “This will be able to contribute to my paper because it will help with narrowing down which authors to particularly look at when it comes to Antarctica.”

Obviously, this project was not without limitations and flaws. Firstly, the class on which this assignment was tested was very small, consisting of eight students. Further research should test this framework on a larger class, as well as outside of the field of history to examine its potential away from the guided seminar setting. Furthermore, no control group or comparison group was established. As such, it is impossible to say whether the assignment irrevocably improved final papers or student learning. Nonetheless, students indicated that they greatly enjoyed and valued the worth of the assignment, which indicates some level of success. Future research should try and parse the worth of this assignment out more fully. Lastly, the assignment was limited to the class blog, due to the professor’s reluctance to introduce another new technology to the students. As such, the librarian plans to build on this research in order to explore further iterations of assignments that use the PLE framework. This could include the use of Diigo or Storify as tools to engage learners in bigger questions about knowledge and inquiry.
Summary

In summary, the author has demonstrated that the PLE forms a viable framework for creating alternative research assignments that are suited to the demands of the changing information landscape as well as learner needs. Student reflection and assignment responses demonstrate an engagement with the networked world of information, which was generally perceived as being very helpful for the future. Students also praised the assignment in the separate end of semester evaluation. While the study shows several shortcomings, this pilot-study indicates that broader application and testing would be worthwhile.

PLEs have been nurtured with the field of educational technology. However, in this paper, the author shows that PLEs are also increasingly valuable across campus, and for a variety of purposes. In addition, the author demonstrates that while traditional information literacy feels outdated, many librarians are starting to develop a more critical approach to information literacy that intersects with many of the guiding principles of the PLE. This could add a useful critical voice that has been missing from the literature so far. Ultimately, this confluence of interest can only expand interest and acceptance of PLEs, and encourage the creation of broad and holistic educational practice across campus.
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Reflecting the Learning Process Using LAMA

Helena Dierenfeld, Agathe Merceron

ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the LAMA tool and shows how to use it to analyze usage data stored by Learning Management Systems. For example it is possible to have information on how forums are used by readers and writers, or on how specific learning resources are accessed. Because LAMA is independent of any particular LMS, we believe that it could be adapted to other software used in PLEs that also store usage data.

Introduction

A great variety of software combined with almost permanent Internet connections allows students and teachers to arrange their own personal learning environment, which opens the way for novel teaching and learning experiences. We believe that this trend will continue in the cities of the future. As an example [Buc 12] reports on a project in which six virtual teams of students dispersed in six physical locations of two countries, Germany and Israel, had to develop a prototype of an educational software for mobile phones. To communicate [Buc 12] used Web 2.0 software such as wiki, blog, twitter and adobe connect. [Kil 12] describes the use of reputation software to teach collaborative software development, and so to emphasize the social aspects of learning as well as the personal self-organization of students. These new ways of teaching and learning bring about new questions: How do teachers and students use their Personal Learning Environment (PLE)? Can we identify types of PLE users? Are there PLE usages that are more beneficial to learning?

Most computer based learning systems used in PLEs are storing user interaction data in log files or databases. Thus it is possible to analyze these interaction data and get information on how PLEs are used. Analyzing the usage data can give information that fosters reflection and helps improve the teaching and learning experience. For example [Har 09] analyses how students organize their personal information space and identify four types of students according to the folder structure they choose, flat or deeply nested or some in between combination. [Par 12] investigate learning and performance from a social network perspective. Starting from discussion forums used by full-time industry worker professionals engaged in an online post-graduate program, they built corresponding social networks and add a measure called Richness Content to take into consideration the quality of the messages. Students are divided in groups. There are group forums accessible solely to the group and a general forum accessible
to all students. [Par 12] find support for several hypotheses regarding learning, in particular that Richness Content is positively correlated with a strong engagement in the group forum as opposed to a strong engagement in the general forum. [Sie 12] goes much further and propose to provide different stakeholders in education with a variety of dashboards visualizing learning. The analytics dashboard of a student for example would include diagrams depicting the social network of co-learners in a course.

In this contribution we show how usage data in learning management systems (LMSs) can be analyzed with the LAMA tool (Learning, Analytics, Mining and Adaption). LMSs are not exactly PLEs, they are rather personal teaching environments for teachers. However they contain forums, wikis and also can be seen as repositories of learning resources. Thus, they have many similarities with software used in PLEs. Therefore, we believe that analysis techniques for LMSs can be transferred to PLEs.

Analyzing such data is promising to improve the learning and teaching experience, because this could help answering several interesting questions starting with fairly easy questions like “How many students use the forum?”, moving to more complex ones like “Is there a connection between completing a task and the learning success?” to even very complex ones like “Are students adopting different learning strategies, and if yes, which ones?”. In the last few years a strong learning analytics community was formed. A number of works focus on the development of warning systems, detecting students in danger (analyzing data to obtain information on lack of social connections, irregular system usage, or problems with specific learning tasks) to provide early interventions incorporated in the learning management system (see [Ess 12] or [Sig 13] for examples of such works).

Our approach is to develop a tool focusing rather than analyzing the data of users with the intention of identifying trends within the usage. The aim of our tool LAMA is to allow different stakeholders (teachers, administrators, researchers and providers of learning material) to analyze usage data by themselves looking for information interesting to them, e.g. getting knowledge on students’ communication within a course or on students’ interaction with resources that could help identifying shortcomings in the material’s structure.

In the next section we give a short overview of the LAMA tool. We follow with a case study and finish with conclusions.

The LAMA Tool

LAMA works platform independent, this allows comparing the usage of different learning systems and, may be more important, to merge data stored by different learning systems. This is useful for teachers who teach courses with different learning systems. Unfortunately the structure of stored log files differs between learning systems. In addition not every learning system stores the same kind of data and often most of the
data is only important for system administration. Therefore, we are extracting useful data from log files or databases stored by LMS to a data model that we developed, see [Krü 10] and further enhanced in [For 13]. Technically what is needed is a connector that extracts usage data from a specific learning system and imports them in the data model. Presently connectors are implemented for the LMSs Moodle and Clix, and for the learning portal ChemgaPedia. This approach can be used for PLEs too. Data stored in a wiki and in a blog for instance could be combined in the data model of LAMA.

LAMA is structured into three levels to support different needs and abilities of stakeholders: The first level is creating text files with useful data for analysis. Anonymisation allows for complying with privacy laws in vigor in many European countries. Only anonymous data can be kept for a long span of time. Comparing several successive cohorts of students does require keeping the data for a longer time than usually allowed for non-anonymous data. The stakeholder gets a table containing anonymised user interaction data. The table describes who interacted at which time with which part of the learning system. This allows stakeholders to analyze the data using external tools. In [Die 12] we showed how to use the Pivot Tables from Excel to analyze these text files. For working with these Pivot Tables we are providing two different kinds of text files. The first file focuses on interaction frequency while the second focuses on usage and learning success (measured by grades) in dependency of learning material usage. This level is convenient for stakeholders that are IT-affine and want to explore usage data by themselves in some depth.

The second level is a collection of internal analysis methods to get a quick idea of the data. Therefore we provide tables and figures interesting for the stakeholders and showing key indicators, e.g. user interactions with specific material or interactions by date. However, it is a challenging task to define which analysis methods are the informative ones for as many stakeholders as possible, so the tool has to provide a set with which one can compose a personal dashboard. This level is convenient for example for teachers who just want to check quickly key-figures such as: are all the online-resources used, or how are forums used?

The third one is also a collection of internal analysis methods, but it supports more complex analysis tasks. Here we are giving hints for those complex analysis tasks like defining learning types, mentioned in the beginning of this paper. To answer these questions, we are relying on different data mining techniques such as clustering. The implementation of the third level is not started yet. This level is meant for stakeholders that have some familiarity with data mining and can understand and interpret results returned by data mining algorithms.
Case Study

Many learning/teaching scenarios involve that students and teachers communicate via a forum. Looking at the forum itself does not give a good overview of how it is used: do students read it? Do they keep accessing it even if no post has been made? A simple histogram as shown in Figure 1 gives keys to answer such questions. Figure 1 shows access to a forum over time in an online-course taking place in summer semester 2013 focusing on the six weeks period from March, 18 till April, 30. The online-course has been taught using the LMS Moodle. Data have been extracted from Moodle and imported into the LAMA data model. A vertical bar indicates the number of writing/reading accesses per day to the forum. A reading access is written in the legend as “view discussion” while a writing access is mentioned with “add discussion”. At a glance one notices that the forum is much more accessed for reading than for writing. This is a common observation also made by others, see for example [Cob 12]. One notices the big pick on March 27, which coincides with the first online meeting and the real start of the course. One notices the weekly picks that match the weekly online conferences. One notices also the decrease in the use of the forum over the first month after the start. The last posting was on April 16 but reading accesses to the forum still continued after that date. In that case this access-pattern corresponds to the expectations of the teacher: important issues were raised and answered in the forum in the first 2 weeks of the course.

Figure 1: Writing and reading accesses to a forum over time

Figure 2 shows access over time to two specific resources called “exercises” and “exercises with solutions”. The teacher keeps updating these two specific resources and
is interested to check whether students keep accessing them. Figure 2 shows the total number of accesses to these two resources per day. The higher number of accesses coincides with an update.

These analyses are made using pivot-tables on the tables given by the first level of the tool. They also correspond to diagrams that could be added to the dashboard in the second level, thus allowing the teacher to quickly check whether the intended teaching scenario works out. The histogram on forum-access could be adapted to an individual student by showing own reading and writing accesses against the ones of the others, allowing to reflect about own participation in the forum.

[Die 12] shows to build a histogram of all uploaded learning objects of a course sorted by number of accesses with the very same table. At a glance it is possible to grasp which learning objects are frequently accessed and which ones are barely used. [Die 12] shows also how it is possible to check whether the average mark on some assignment of students that have used some selected learning object is better than the general average. This possibility allows teachers to investigate whether the use of some material might have impact on success. Templates of Pivot tables have been created for these analyses and can be used by others. Stakeholders just need to upload the files produced by the first level of LAMA into the given templates [LAM 13].

![Figure 1: Accesses to two specific learning resources over time](image)

**LAMA and PLEs**

The above case study takes the perspective of the teacher who has provided or made mandatory the LMS Moodle as one component of the personal learning environment of the learners enrolled in the course. LAMA can easily be extended to the perspective of
the learner and show his / her own accesses only, or his / her own accesses together
with the accesses of the rest of the cohort.

Because of the fundamental independence between learning systems and LAMA,
usage data can be in principle extracted from the different tools that a learner has cho-
sen in her Personal Learning Environment and combined into the single data model of
LAMA. Looking at learner’s own accesses only, a learner can obtain a summary of own
overall activity over a chosen timespan. Because data is stored anonymized in the data
model, activities of all users can be visualized as well, and a learner can be aware of
the activity of all learners using the same tools. We believe that such information can
bring better awareness of own learning attitude and support reflexive learning.

Conclusions

In this contribution we have introduced the tool LAMA. Primary aim of LAMA is to sup-
port different stakeholders in their analysis of usage data stored by learning manage-
ment systems. Three different levels are foreseen in LAMA to adapt better to different
needs and types of stakeholders. In particular the second level with dashboard can
provide a kind of flexible warning system for the teacher to check whether the intended
learning scenario works out. LAMA is platform independent. It has its own data model.
Connectors import data from the database or log files of a learning management sys-
tem into the data model of LAMA. Learning management systems have components
such as forums, wikis, chats, repositories that are found in PLEs. Therefore LAMA could
also be used with PLEs since they utilize similar components though in a flexible way.
Connectors have to be implemented to import usage data stored by systems such as
forums, blogs, wikis or repositories. In this paper we have shown how LAMA can sup-
port awareness on how a forum is used over time. The same can be done with another
collaborative tool such as a wiki or a blog. A limitation of the approach is the availa-
bility of the data. Students organize themselves and share using social networks like
Facebook. If students use some environment that is completely decoupled from the
teaching institution, data might not be accessible and therefore cannot be analyzed.
Currently we conduct experiments with different stakeholders to match the tool better
their needs, especially in view of the development of the third level of LAMA.
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PLE as an Assessment for Learning Tool in Teacher Education
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of an action research study on the implementation of a Personal Learning Environment (PLE) as a tool for assessment for learning in teacher education at the Universitat de Barcelona. Preliminary findings show that the use of the PLE as an assessment tool not only improves students’ learning outcomes but also provides a research tool to assess, and a vehicle to promote, the role of reflection in initial teacher education.

Introduction

This study is derived from the project 2012PID-UB/099 “L’entorn personal d’aprenentatge: una eina per a la reflexió metacognitiva i per a l’avaluació formativa a la menció de llengües estrangeres dels graus d’educació infantil i d’educació primària” (“The Personal Learning Environment: a tool for metacognitive reflection and assessment for learning in the English Specialty for the undergraduate degrees for Infant and Primary Education”) (Universitat de Barcelona, 2012–2013). The aims of the project were backed by the authors’ familiarization with prior research in the three areas targeted: pre-service teacher training, assessment, and the use of new technologies, most specially Personal Learning Environments (PLE). This section briefly reviews the issues identified in the relevant literature which informed and helped put together the teaching programme and the project itself.

Issues related to pre-service teacher training

Trainee teachers are often described as seeing “the world of the classroom from a centre lying within themselves” [Dia 91], drawing on their own learning experience and the beliefs constructed during their years as students at school. The objective of pre-service teacher training is to help trainees deepen and widen their understanding of education and of educational ideas and principles, and to become students of their own teaching, going beyond skill training. In an era where it has become impossible to know everything, [Tra 09] “connectivism”, where each learner builds his/her own network of knowledge sources to be able to access them whenever he/she needs them, is an approach which
in the digital era can empower trainees to extend their knowledge. Tracey argues, however, that connectivism should be understood in relation to previous approaches such as the one prevalent in the 1980s, instructivism, and the one that is still present in our classrooms, constructivism; there is no one pedagogy superseding the other, rather a gradient or continuum that shows how different approaches can be integrated.

The present project aims at integrating the three pedagogies at different phases and with different purposes, as will be described in the following sections.

Issues related to assessment

The project’s approach to assessment drew on the work by researchers like Paul Black and Dylan Wiliam in the UK and David Boud in Australia who have attempted to define how assessment for learning can take place in the classroom. [Bla 09] highlighted the roles that different actors in the classroom can and should play (teachers, students as self and peers) in the various assessment stages along the three key processes in any teaching-learning event, by providing directions and feedback on (a) where students are (their present abilities), (b) where they need to go (the learning target), (c) how to get there (the processes and the content to develop to achieve the learning target).

The limitations of the present article do not allow for a full discussion of [Bla 09] proposed framework for assessment for learning, but due to the relevance of the framework’s five main strategies for the project, they are listed below.

1. Clarifying learning intentions and criteria for success.
2. Engineering effective classroom discussions and other learning tasks that elicit evidence of student understanding.
3. Activating students as instructional resources for one another.
4. Activating students as the owners of their own learning.
5. Providing feedback that moves learners forward.
In the following sections, instances of these strategies will be described whilst presenting the development of the project.

**Issues related to the uses of the Personal Learning Environments (PLE)**

The idea of Personal Learning Environments only emerged in 2006 [Att 07] and the literature on their development and use is mostly on line. The open nature of the PLE, its focus primarily on the learner [Sch 08] and the new approach to using technologies it presented would provide the ideal structure to integrate the different objectives we aimed at. [Pre 01] argues that many of the skills that have fostered new technologies, such as parallel processing, graphics awareness or random access, which have profound implications for student learning, are usually ignored by teachers. PLEs can emphasize these skills by facilitating simultaneously different ways of processing information as well as providing a space for reflection on metacognition and self-regulated learning.

Students’ reflections on the role of PLEs in initial teacher training as well as a long-life learning instrument [Ade 10] will be presented in following sections.

**Approach and methodology**

The project has been conducted during the fourth (and last) year of the Infant and Primary Teacher Education degrees at the Universitat de Barcelona and involves over 80 students intending to teach in primary and infant schools in Catalonia. The content of the modules that the students were enrolled in ranges over various subjects on teaching and learning English as a foreign language at primary and infant level such as Language Teaching Methodology, Storytelling and Teaching Practice.

One of the main aims of the course was to improve the quality of the trainees’ learning behaviour by facilitating reflection as a core element of their development and raising their awareness of the benefits of reflective and self-regulated learning. This comprised the adoption of the following elements: (a) a PLE, as the medium for implementing the formative assessment strategy. This also presented the opportunity for students to make links between different modules; (b) a self and peer assessment methodology, as the basis for formative assessment associated with each core task of the module; (c) a weekly logbook in which students consider how they perceived their own progress throughout the course.

According to [Tra 09], initial sessions were organized in which students were “instructed” on a selection of Web 2.0 tools to search and filter resources and information. They were followed by input and face-to-face sessions in which the concept of PLE and SymbalooEDU were introduced and intentions were shared and clarified in classroom
discussions. Students invited teachers to their PLE and teachers gave feedback. Reflection accompanied the knowledge “construction” process from the beginning by means of the individual weekly logbook entries and joint reflection after the tasks carried out in class which facilitated the development of tools and skills for self-assessment and peer assessment. At the same time, the social dimension of the PLE allowed students to share their thoughts, and provided a space for introspection and shared analysis or, in other words, for metacognition. This aspect was reinforced by the creation of a collaborative blog in which, in addition to sharing information, ideas, knowledge and resources, students published their tasks undertaken in groups and conducted an informal peer assessment.

Since it is the first time the module was implemented, it was agreed that action research was the most appropriate design, due to its ability to support a process of change in which the researchers would be active participants. [Ste 75] in his seminal text, “An Introduction to Curriculum Research and Development”, relates the usefulness of the action research method for educators and it remains one of the most effective ways of bringing about change in educational settings. The project would also be subjected to on-going development throughout its implementation. [Bas 98]’s approach was considered to be the most appropriate because of the detailed structure it provides: 1. Define the enquiry; 2. Describe the situation; 3. Collect evaluation data and analyse it; 4. Review the data and look for contradictions; 5. Tackle a contradiction by introducing change; 6. Monitor the change; 7. Analyse evaluative data about the change; 8. Review the change and decide what to do next.

Three data-gathering procedures were established to obtain information throughout the project: (1) Students’ reflections on their experience by means of a weekly logbook entry and a final essay; (2) Observation of the screenshots of the students’ PLE, who were asked to send a screenshot of their PLEs in SymbalooEDU which was linked to the module in Moodle; (3) Interviews with the course lecturers and with some students. This procedure was applied so as to triangulate data.

Results

The data collected is still being processed, and so far only the students’ personal accounts and the screenshots of their PLE have been analysed. The accounts show students’ personal and professional involvement in the project, also made explicit in the wealth of resources included in their PLEs.

PLEs contributed to the development of the students’ ICT and metacognitive skills. To be able to create their PLE, students had to have some basic skills in ICT in order to find, collect and file relevant information. At the same time, they needed to think about the elements that would constitute their PLE in accordance with their objectives. Therefore, students were able to evaluate the quality and reliability of information available to
them as well as decide the most suitable tool for the different tasks they were required to complete. This process is reflected in the following quote from one of the students’ personal account:

“The it is not difficult to create a Symbaloo webmix, but it is not easy to fill it with meaningful tiles. While building my PLE, I understood that it makes no sense to add tiles indiscriminately. At the beginning I added things just to increase my collection, but in less than a week I erased everything because I realised I was not creating my personal learning environment but a chaos. Thus my PLE has been built consciously, serenely, through a deep thinking”. (AP’s PLE Report, January 2013)

The social dimension of the PLE contributed to the students’ metacognitive skills development. They had to be able to analyze and discuss their peers’ performance, request feedback from colleagues about their work and integrate aspects of these opinions or criticism in order to improve their future actions [Wil 09]. Another dimension to consider was the ability of students to negotiate with classmates tools, roles and procedures to be followed during group work. This is seen in the following reflection:

“The idea of creating a PLE was difficult to understand at first. So, I would have needed some more instructions because I have felt a little bit lost sometimes. On the other hand, I’m really proud of myself and my colleagues because we have created a social network through different mediums to solve our problems, doubts or opinions, working together to improve our skills”. (MA’s PLE Report, January 2013)

The quality of the students’ reflections on the learning process, and on the self-assessment of their achievements is seen in the quotes included below.

“At the beginning of this subject, when I heard the term PLE I got a bit lost because I didn’t know what to do. Then, when I investigated a bit more about the topic I realized that to create a Personal Learning Environment I had to be responsible for my learning process and that scared me. Before doing this subject the teacher used to tell us what to do and how to do it, and it was difficult for me to change my way of working”. (NL’s PLE Report, January 2013)

“I have discovered my limitations, my mistakes, and I found different ways to solve these mistakes”. (AB’s PLE Report, January 2013)
“My PLE has been a great tool to realize how my knowledge has been changing and my Symbaloo changed with it”. (IB’s PLE Report, January 2013)

“This is my PLE and it is called Good Steps. I decided to call it like this because it really shows what I understand when I think about the education process and my PLE”. (EC’s PLE Report, January 2013)

Summary

The analysis of the data shows that the potential of the PLE as an assessment for learning tool has been confirmed. Teachers and students shared learning intentions and criteria for success from the start, and continued discussion and feedback amongst students and between students and teachers through the weekly logbook entries made the use of additional assessment instruments unnecessary. Learning and assessment were fully integrated in the learning process, as this final quote from a student explains:

“To conclude with my learning process I have to admit that it has been very complex. After creating my own PLE I have a satisfactory feeling because I think I have done it well”. (NL’s PLE Report, January 2013)

A key aspect of the students’ PLE was the establishment of their learning goals together with the decisions they made throughout the process in order to achieve them. Their PLE should include the set of tools, information, connections, storage, and the knowledge resulting from the interaction of these components. An example can be seen in the following excerpt taken from the final account of one of the students in the course:

“Chinese balloons do not fly at the first moment. There is a meticulous procedure to follow: They need the inflammable material, the fire, someone to set fire to them and someone to hold them. Then, with this mixture the balloons grow and grow and finally, when their structure is big and strong enough, they fly away [...] My PLE follows a similar path. I need different inputs, such as the practice hours, the theory, professional talks, the debates, my classmates’ presentations, their different points of view... and all this together builds a new me...” (MP’s PLE Report, January 2013).

Another remarkable aspect that can be observed in most of the students’ personal accounts is the transfer to their future classroom practice of their awareness of the benefits of reflective, self regulated learning:
“My conclusion: I would like to support now the use of PLE since it follows the methodology that I want to teach my future students: the idea that the process is more important than the mere transmission of knowledge, that the pupils are the real protagonists, the idea that every child is different from each other and every child learns at a different pace, the idea that we should start teaching by considering students’ interests and motivations. Also, I like the idea that it would help children to relate school context to their personal lives.” (JG’s PLE Report, January 2013)

From these conclusions, we see how the PLE provided four concrete opportunities for assessment for learning in teacher education:

1. Throughout the process, teachers and students shared in the development of learning objectives, intentions and criteria for success.
2. The PLE provided a framework to bring together and organise individual student learning goals as well as make visible the decisions that were taken throughout this process.
3. As a result of the two previous aspects, assessment and learning were fully integrated in the process.
4. Students developed confidence which will allow them to transfer their awareness of the benefits of reflective, self-regulated learning to their future classroom practice.

To conclude, the use of a PLE as an assessment for learning tool seems to have fostered students’ reflection on their learning and provides new insights into using it in Higher Education.
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Personal Learning Environments for Inquiry-Based Learning
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ABSTRACT

Personal Learning Environments (PLE) have recently emerged as a novel approach to learning, putting learners in the spotlight and providing them with the tools for building their own learning environments according to their specific learning needs and aspirations. This approach enables learners to take complete control over their learning, thus supporting self-regulated and independent learning. This paper introduces a new European initiative for supporting and enhancing inquiry-based learning through Personal Learning Environments consisting of personal and social inquiry tools. This approach aims at supporting students in developing self-regulated learning skills by conducting scientific inquiries in collaboration with peers.

Introduction

Personal Learning Environment (PLE) is a facility for an individual to access, aggregate, manipulate and share digital artefacts of their ongoing learning experiences. The PLE follows a learner-centric approach, allowing the use of lightweight services and tools that belong to and are controlled by individual learners. Rather than integrating different services into a centralised system, PLEs provide learners with a variety of services and hands over control to them to select and use these services the way they deem fit [Cha 07], [Fie 10], [Wil 08].

Self-regulated learning (SRL) comprises an essential aspect of the PLE, as it enables learners to become “metacognitively, motivationally, and behaviourally active participants in their own learning process” [Zim 89]. Although psycho-pedagogical theories around SRL predicate the advent of the PLE, SRL is a core characteristic of the PLE. SRL is enabled within the PLE through the assembly of independent resources in a way that fulfils a specific learning goal. In this way, the PLE allows learners to regulate their own learning and reach their learning outcomes more efficiently and effectively [Ste 06].

Inquiry-Based Learning (IBL) follows the SRL paradigm by enabling learners to take the role of an explorer and scientist as they try to solve issues they came across and that made them wonder, thus tapping into their personal curiosity. IBL supports a meaningful contextualization of scientific concepts by relating them to personal experiences. It leads to structured knowledge about a domain and to more skills and competences about how to carry out efficient and communicable research. Thus, learners learn to investigate, collaborate, be creative, use their personal characteristics and
identity to have influence in different environments and at different levels (e.g. me, neighbourhood, society, world).

Learners can go through IBL workflow processes at various levels of autonomy and complexity, consequently with various degrees of support [Taf 80]. At the highest level, called ‘Open Inquiry’ they are only guided by self-reflection, reason and they make sense of phenomena individually or collaboratively, organize and orchestrate their (shared) activities and construct and disseminate knowledge. At the lowest level, they are completely guided by the teacher when defining a problem, choosing a suitable procedure (method) and finding a solution.

weSPOT (Working Environment with Social, Personal and Open Technologies for Inquiry Based Learning; http://wespot-project.eu) is a new European project, aiming at propagating scientific inquiry as the approach for science learning and teaching in combination with today’s curricula and teaching practices. weSPOT aspires to lower the threshold for linking everyday life with science teaching in schools by technology. weSPOT supports the meaningful contextualization of scientific concepts by relating them to personal curiosity, experiences and reasoning. In short, weSPOT employs a learner-centric approach in secondary and higher education that enables students to:
(1) Personalize their IBL environment via a widget-based interface; (2) Build, share and enact inquiry workflows individually and/or collaboratively with their peers.

This paper presents the weSPOT approach for supporting and enhancing inquiry-based learning through PLEs consisting of personal and social inquiry tools. This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of existing IBL models, as well as the IBL model that the weSPOT project has developed. Section 3 introduces the PLE-driven approach of IBL in weSPOT, followed by an inquiry scenario in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5 and the next steps of this work are outlined.

Inquiry-Based Learning Models

Inquiry workflows can be described by graphical representations, whose aim is to help users visualize and orchestrate their inquiry projects. These representations are a key to personal as well as social IBL. Learners can link diverse steps of their investigation and represent their scientific reasoning by integrating graphically their questions, hypothesis, concepts, arguments and data. Inquiry workflows play an important role as visual strategy and mediating tools in scientific reasoning. As a knowledge mapping strategy, they enable users to connect and make their conceptual and procedural knowledge explicit. As a reflective aid, they provide visual guidance for users rethinking and reasoning through their graphical representations. As a visual language, they support users to make their argumentation clear for generating a coherent document outline.
The literature of Inquiry-based Science Education presents several approaches, which can be considered as templates or models for IBL. Based on John Dewey’s philosophy that IBL begins with the curiosity of learners [Dew 38], several authors [Bru 02; Whi 98] suggest a 5-step cycle of inquiry, as shown in Figure 1.

![Five-step models](image)

*Figure 1: Five-step models by (a) [Bru 02] and (b) [Whi 98]*

These steps comprise a continuous cycle for asking questions and making predictions; investigating solutions through experiments; creating new knowledge and models; applying and discussing discoveries and experiences; and reflecting on newfound knowledge and/or starting new question.

A slightly different approach proposed by [Lle 04] is a 6-step inquiry cycle (Figure 2): generating a question; brainstorming; stating a hypothesis; choosing a course of action and carrying out the investigation; gathering data for appropriate conclusions; and communicating the findings.

![Six-step model](image)

*Figure 2: Six-step model by [Lle 04]*

There is also a significant number of approaches originating from a variety of learning contexts, such as collaborative or individual inquiry; real or simulated environment;
curriculum guided or not. [Mur 07] proposes 7 steps of inquiry for implementation in groups and integration of investigation to the curriculum (Figure 3).

![Figure 3: Seven-step inquiry cycle by [Mur 07]](image)

[Mul 2012] highlight the inquiry cycle based on an 8-phase model, comprised by initial topic selection, communication of findings and reflection upon the method of inquiry (Figure 4).

![Figure 4: Eight-phase inquiry model by [Mul 12]](image)

The weSPOT IBL model (Figure 5) moves on from the simplistic cyclical models as it aims to model the complete scientific inquiry process. The weSPOT model is based on the steps required for good research, such as data collection, data analysis, hypothesis forming, communication and dissemination of findings etc. It also shares some of the phases that [Mul 12] describe in their model, such as create a question or hypothesis, collect data, analyse data etc., but it is more elaborate regarding the sub-phases,
providing a detailed description of tasks that teachers and students should consider when performing an inquiry [Pro 13].

Figure 5: The weSPOT IBL model [Pro 13]

Personal and Social Inquiry in weSPOT

As we have learned from the European project ROLE (Responsive Open Learning Environments; www.role-project.eu), what is often missing from the PLE is not the abundance of tools and services, but the means for binding them together in a meaningful way [Mik 12]. weSPOT will address this issue by providing ways for the integration of data originating from different inquiry tools and services. Most importantly though, weSPOT will enable the cognitive integration of inquiry tools by connecting them with the student’s profile, as well as her social and curricular context. Individual and collaborative student actions taking place within different inquiry tools will update the learning history and learning goals of the student, thus providing them and their tutors with a cohesive learning environment for monitoring their progress.
The Web 2.0 paradigm offers new opportunities for social learning by facilitating interactions with other learners and building a sense of connection that can foster trust and affirmation [Wel 09]. Social learning, according to [Hag 10], is dictated by recent shifts in education, which have altered the ways we catalyse learning and innovation. Key ingredients in this evolving landscape are the quality of interpersonal relationships, discourse, personal motivation, as well as tacit over explicit knowledge. Social media offer a variety of collaborative resources and facilities, which can complement and enrich the individual’s personal learning space.

weSPOT will provide students with the ability to build their own IBL environment, enriched with social and collaborative features. Smart support tools will be offered for orchestrating inquiry workflows, including mobile apps, learning analytics support, and social collaboration on scientific inquiry. These offerings will allow students to filter inquiry resources and tools according to their own needs and preferences. Students will be able interact to with their peers in order to reflect on their inquiry workflows, receive and provide feedback, mentor each other, thus forming meaningful social connections that will help and motivate them in their learning. From a learner’s perspective, this approach will offer them access to personalized bundles of inquiry resources augmented with social media, which they will be able to manage and control from within their personal learning space.

It should be noted though, that there is a significant distinction between the user-centric approach of the Web 2.0 paradigm and the learner-centric approach of weSPOT. This is because a social learning environment is not a just a fun place to hang out with friends, but predominantly a place where learning takes place and it does not take place by chance but because specific pedagogies and learning principles are integrated in the environment. Quite often, what students want is not necessarily what they need, since their grasp of the material and of themselves as learners, is incomplete [Shu 10].

In order to transform a Web 2.0 environment into a social learning environment, students need to be constantly challenged and taken out of their comfort zones. This raises the need of providing students with the affirmation and encouragement that will give them the confidence to proceed with their inquiries and investigations beyond their existing knowledge. weSPOT will address this issue through a gamification approach, by linking the inquiry activities and skills gained by learners with social media. In particular, this approach will define a badge system that will award virtual badges to students upon reaching certain milestones in their inquiry workflows. Students will then be able to display these badges in their preferred social networks. This approach will enhance the visibility and accrediting of personal inquiry efforts, as well as raise motivation, personal interest and curiosity on a mid-term effect.
PLEs for Inquiry-Based Learning: A Scenario

In this section, we present an IBL scenario in order to illustrate the personal and social approach of the weSPOT project. This scenario is concerned with the domain of microclimates, which is used within a secondary education context [Oka 08]. Microclimates are areas where the normal temperature and conditions are slightly different from the surrounding areas. The weSPOT inquiry environment is shown in Figure 6 and can be accessed at http://inquiry.wespot.net. It is has been built using the Elgg social networking framework (http://www.elgg.org). Elgg allows users to create accounts, connect with other users, work with widgets, collaboratively author content, create and join groups, as well as participate in discussion forums.

![Figure 6: The weSPOT inquiry environment populated with inquiry components for the Microclimates scenario](image-url)
In order to perform the Microclimates inquiry in this environment, the teacher first creates the inquiry space shown in Figure 6. By default, the inquiry space is structured according to the 6 phases of the weSPOT IBL model [Pro 13]. These phases are:

1. Question/Hypothesis
2. Operationalisation
3. Data Collection
4. Data Analysis
5. Interpretation
6. Communication

Each phase is pre-populated with a set of inquiry components, displayed as widgets. The teacher can customise each phase by adding or removing inquiry components. The available inquiry components are tailored for a particular inquiry-related task corresponding to a sub-phase of the weSPOT IBL model, e.g. data collection, data analysis, hypothesis forming, reflection, etc.

The students can then join the space that the teacher has created and start performing the inquiry by interacting with the inquiry components in collaboration with each other. The aim of the Microclimates inquiry is to find the best place to install a new bench inside the school premises. The initial hypothesis is that the best place is the garden site nearest the school entrance because it is sheltered from the wind but south facing, so it is warm and not windy there. Other places to be considered are the car park, the canteen, the games area and the reception.

As shown in Figure 6, the scientific questions proposed by the teacher are:

■ Where is the windiest part of the school grounds?
■ Where is the sunniest part of the school? This is likely to be the warmest.
■ Where will we find the warmest part of the school grounds?

Therefore, the inquiry is based on 4 measurements: speed of wind, sunny periods, temperature and humidity. For each possible location in the school premises, the students collect data (e.g. photos) by using mobile devices that feed the collected data back to the corresponding inquiry components. The students then use the inquiry components to analyse their data (e.g. by creating graphs) and discuss their findings in discussion forums in order to reach a conclusion. The conclusion reached in this inquiry is that the reception is the best place to have a bench at the school because it is very sunny, very warm and not windy.
Conclusion

The weSPOT project is investigating IBL in secondary and higher education, in order to support students in their scientific investigations through a personal and social inquiry approach. This approach enables students to build their widget-based PLE with support from their teacher and then use this PLE collaboratively in order to perform scientific investigations together with their peers. As the project is still in its early stages, the research and technological work presented in this paper will be continued towards lowering the threshold for linking everyday life with science teaching and learning. The specific added value in lowering this threshold will be investigated through a variety of pilots in real-life learning settings within secondary and higher education, starting with the scenario presented in this paper.
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New Potentials of Hypermedia Video for Gathering and Providing of Procedural ‘Knowledge’ in Industrial Environments

Robert Strzebkowski, Alexander Schulz-Hyen, Sven Spielvogel, Sebastian Riedel

ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe the idea and the current development of the running project VIWITRA – visually based knowledge transfer – short title. In the scope of this project, a collaborative media platform for documentation and instruction of procedural/implicit knowledge for technician staff in service and construction working areas in the industry field will be implemented. The aim is to provide for this target group a media tool and platform for most possible easy usage and self-production of interactive video-based and with multimedia content hyperlinked instructions. This paper outlines main reasons, approaches and current developments of the project.

Background and Requirements

We have been experiencing for years many changes in the industry and services sector caused by the increasing speed in the innovation process and still higher frequency by the appearance of new technical solutions, machines and engines models, in the introduction of new work concepts as well as due to the use of the modern communication technologies and infrastructures [Tid 09]. The national and world wide process of globalization of product manufacturing, sales and services are building the second important aspect of modern industry and services [Mar 12]. This development leads to a higher frequency of exchanges of industry goods by customers because of new or updated machine/engine models, parts and technical solutions.

Customers worldwide estimate the same goods from the same company and as possible fast service for changing, installing or repairing of technical systems. Through the common use of a wide range of Internet based services in the private as well as in the business sector, customers expect transparent and fast services. Consequently the manufacturers of industry goods require a global network of service staff with most fast possible reaction to the service demands of the customer.

This challenge requires in turn as fast as possible training and knowledge acquisition of the service staff in the global service network [Cog 99]. The service and construction tasks are mostly action-oriented activities, in which the processes of
assembling, disassembling and reassembling of engines and technical modules are mostly required. For the accomplishment of such action-oriented tasks the availability of so called ‘procedural’ knowledge is required[Der 90]. This kind of knowledge can be best acquired directly in the task situation, when performing task activities and most effectively with the help of an experienced colleague, who can coach and support the learning process with some hints if needed [McL 96]. This is so long the most ideal situation for the acquisition of procedural knowledge. In the time of increasing diversity of products and technologies as well as the speed of their changes there is (a) still less time and money for such ‘ideal’ training situations with the presence of a coaching ‘master/wizard colleague’ and (b) the difficulty to know exactly each engine part and each ‘move’ for assembling/disassembling due to the increasing range of products and their parts.

The industry-oriented services have been using for several years increasingly electronic and online documents and instructions or manuals to help the technicians on-site with the service tasks [Lan 13]. But there is a problem with the ‘traditional kind’ of documentation: it is not very appropriate for the instruction for action-oriented tasks, in particular for quite complex assembling and disassembling activities. The problem is in the two-dimensional and still-picture based presentation of the service activities.

For someone who has ever tried to master the quite easy assembling task with a piece of IKEA furniture, it is easy to understand the problem of recognition of the right parts and the right view angle of the furniture piece.

There is needed a very special kind of instructional pictures, which have to be produced by graphic designers, and tested at high cost. Additionally by the high frequency of technical changes, such traditional print-based instructions are probably no more up to date by the time of their availability. Good pictographic instruction, like IKEA is ‘profitable’ if the company is selling thousands of pieces with the same instruction or the instruction belongs to a complex engine or system which is again expensive and is changing rather slowly, e.g. airplanes or ships. There still remains the question if the still-picture based instruction is the appropriate instruction method for the industrial tasks with focus on construction, installation and repair of engines and machines.
It is quite obviously that motion pictures are well suited for the presentation of action-oriented tasks [Zha 05]. Motion pictures can show activities as coherent action scenes without interruption. Through the presentation of different points of view, perspectives and close-ups they can substitute the three-dimensional view as well as the eye and head movements [Sal 94] Imagine at this point a small future situation, in which the exemplary IKEA assembling instruction is placed not on paper or traditional PDF document but on a kind of flexible OLED screen and the assembling scenes are video filmed. Do you think it could help with the assembling procedure?

On the Internet, e.g. YouTube, but also in different hardware stores (e.g. BUAHAUS in Germany), there is increasing number of professional and private made instructional videos for installation and repair activities for a wide range of different objects, e.g. cars repairs, house or flat construction, exchange of bath/kitchen appliances and furniture etc.
On the other hand, there is a well known result from the multimedia research that only video based presentation is not sufficient for instruction of tasks like assembling and installation of complex machines or engines with many different mechanically parts. What is needed are exact descriptions and numbers of parts, interfaces and their parameters. Despite of the great possibilities of a video picture, focus points like arrows or oval shapes are needed to guide the look of the user to the right place and the right object on the screen. This presentation and information requirements leads more in the direction of a multimedia system, but with video as a major presentation format. A so called ‘complementary’ presentation forms cause most effective information perception and processing [Sch 94]

Nowadays we have been experiencing an enormous change in the possibilities to get a video online or take it mobile with us. But also to record a video sequence or take a photograph as well as to make some easy editing of media. Each smartphone today provides this functionality. But also the new video or photo cameras, which are available in a very handy size, can take both picture formats and do some editing. Especially with the new mobile media and computer equipment like smartphones, tablets or small laptops there are new possibilities for easy and fast production of media.

The number of people, which are active using the built in media functionalities of their mobile devices are exponentially growing [BIT 13].

Hence, there is also growing an important experience not only for use of the new media devices but often also to manage the media data in different offline or online media editing or database applications like iPhoto™, Picassa™, YouTube™.

The service staff have been increasingly using mobile devices for electronic documentation like PDF. Most of them are using additionally mobile devices in the private time to make private media – photographs or video. If we combine those device and media skills, there is a new possibility to produce video and photograph-based documentation and instruction by the construction and service staff themselves.
Very often such installing and repairing process knowledge will be taken from a company with the moment of the retirement of employees. And it is still difficult to ‘safe’ this knowledge. Furthermore there are also some constraining aspects of producing instructional media or to safe the procedural knowledge through an externally producer or video team: the production costs, the production time, the understanding of the knowledge domain and the fastest possible availability of such media documents. The majority of document and instruction systems or software do not allow to complement and to modify media directly at the appropriate place inside the document through the staff themselves. But through the availability of the mobile devices with their multimedia production tools there is a great opportunity for completion and updating of the existing documents with pictures, video sequences, text or audio.

The exponential growth and availability of broadband infrastructure allows more and more to provide access of such updated documents and media files online. Also the modifications made by the employees themselves on-site can be integrated immediately after the modification is made into the company’s media and documentation system or network. Thereby the service technicians could work with newest and updated state of the documentation and instruction. At this point, an enormous motivation effect can be expected if the employees can produce and modify the instructional content or documented work activities by themselves. One can speak in this case about a ‘collaborative documentation and instruction’ process.
The available broadband network whether per WiFi or per UMTS/LTE let the employees also stream live video and voice either to the help desk or to another service colleague which is not on-site to share and discuss the current problem and the possible solutions like per Skype™. The ‘video conferencing’ possibility is already saving time and money in the traditional business. Those advantages can be also expected.

Approach(es)

The project is titled: “Development of a web based software framework for the production of multimedia and didactically correct instructions for visually knowledge transfer in the industry – ViWiTra“. The platform will provide tools and functionalities for the production as well as for the online and offline presentation of video based step-by-step instructions for construction, installing and service tasks.

The most important requirement is the simplicity in the functionality of the platform and the integrated tools, so that the employees can use it in a very simple and intuitive manner. Therefore we are focusing on the presentation side on the usage of tablet devices, which can be controlled easily with the Single- & Multi-Touch technique with one or two fingers. The media platform VIWITRA will provide a wide range of functionalities, with aspects and approaches, which are related to the above mentioned requirements.

The Interactive Motion Picture Approach

As mentioned above, the main presentation form in the VIWITRA system is video. The video sequences show the assembling or disassembling activities and they are divided into short steps, so each particular action could be fast and easy realised, understood and reproduced.

The segmentation of the whole installation process in particular steps brings also the advantage of easy navigation and play functionality. The user does not need to care about the problem with pause, stop and seek for replay the needed part of the video, what is the common usage pattern by the traditional video players and portals like YouTube or also by the specialized portals like hardware stores.

The step-based interactivity is also necessary for the choice of the right branch in the video sequences because the engines can be configured with different parts or modules like a car with different engines and interiors.
The Safety Approach

Despite the choice of the right parts and the right related video sequence there is implicit associated the safety for preserving damage of the given engine, but above all to preserve the employees from health or body damages.

There are lot of dangerous work situations during installation, construction or repair activities in an industrial environment, which could be caused by electric power, heat, moving parts or aggressive chemical substances etc. For the whole service activity as well as in particular in each step there will be indicated the possible dangerous
reasons and there will be presented appropriate protective activities as well as cloths like gloves or glasses to avoid any human damage. At this point we have the possibility to provide the next video sequence in conditional manner first by confirmation through the employee e.g. for wearing the required protective cloths.

The Self-Production of Media and the Collaboration Approach

One of the main goals of the VIWITRA media system is the possibility for the employees in the installation and service work area to produce the interactive video-based instructional material on their own. This approach should lead to a much faster production time of instructional media and much more up-to-date content. Other aspects include the direct transfer of procedural knowledge and the production ‘from specialist to novice’ an important one. Probably this leads to more authenticity of the content and reduces the ‘knowledge transformation gap’ between the experienced technician, the media producer and hence the new specialist as user.

The production chain can be very different. Usually or ideally should the producer of a machine or engine produce the original installation and service instruction material. If such media do not exist, the selling or installing/service company could produce the video-based instruction.

The VIWITRA platform will allow the registered users (e.g. employees) from different companies, to complete, extend or to improve the existing instruction. The collaborative work especially trough the modification and updating of the content could foster the installation or service processes, because the missing information could be fast completed.
The important aspect is again to provide tools for comments and completions in most simple way like with a photo or video accomplished with an audio comment or short text.

The self-production approach brings an additionally important aspect of a more conscious reflection on the work process. There is a well-known phenomena: during the preparation of training or educational material a strong reflection processes about the learning material takes place. This reflection activity could reveal eventually existing problems of the installation or reparation processes. The detected difficulties in the work processes could flow back to the engineers of the product to improve the technology or just the placing of the parts within a system. The produced video sequences could help the engineers of the machines get access to a great ‘experience base’ with filmed installation or service activities how the technician colleagues in the service are dealing with the constructional guidelines and circumstances. In this way a collaborative ‘Knowledge Base’ about the work processes, problem issues and appropriate tools, machine parts could be established.
Fig. 9: The reflecting and feedback process during the media production phase and through the visualized work steps

The collaboration approach is referring also to the real-time video-based communication for the collaborative solution finding. Here a technician can communicate on-site via video streaming, show live the problem point at the machine and share this moving picture either with a central help desk or with a colleague. It is foreseen, that the collaboration participants can draw on the video picture to point the ‘problem’ areas, like a ‘video-based white board’.

Fig. 10: Draft of the live video streaming based collaboration in which two employees observe the same video picture and can draw on it
The Hypermedia Approach

The hypermedia approach is quite old. However, with the availability of the newest technologies implemented by the mobile devices and the very easy user interface based on finger gestures, this approach could experience a renaissance of interest and application. Like mentioned above there is need for additional media presentation form despite the video sequences like PDF documents, zoom-able high resolution pictures for small details, still pictures and text for example for the collaborative completions.

This additional information and content objects correspond to each video and activity step. Some few of them with crucial information or with conditional confirmations are overlaying the video picture but the most additional content is placed around the video screen to not disturb the user by viewing the video.

The hypermedia approach should simplify the access to all needed documents and presentations of a certain work step at one place at one screen without the constraints to use of more than one media device or additionally printed documents. Every required information should be in the distance of a ‘finger touch’.

The ‘Didactic Template’ Approach

Because the technical employees are not educated for the preparation of didactical materials like multimedia instructions, they need an effective help for this task. The VIWITRA system takes this aspect very seriously and will provide several techniques to support the technician staff.

On the one hand, the VIWITRA system provides special editing tools, which should work as intuitive as possible – see the part about the ‘Intuitive Tools Approach’ later in
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this text. Especially for the production process of the instructional material a ‘template approach’ will be used. It means that prepared ‘instructional frameworks’ will guide the production staff by the scripting and editing process of the interactive and hypermedia video. There will be two main templates: (a) for the installation and assembling process of new systems, and (b) for the service tasks which consist of disassembling, repair and reassembling activities.

For these both major processes different start points of work process will be provided, e.g. in a new installation, the environment for the machine and identification of the parts there should be first prepared; in the service/repair processes the first step should be the separation from the electric power connection etc.

The template engine will be work both: by the composition of the instruction script and by the assembling of the already made video sequences as well as directly by the filming the process activities.

Like shown in the figure above, there are not only didactic guiding steps but also the ‘filming app’ should support the technician employees by the choice of the right camera shot position and size. Furthermore with a VIWITRA Video-App tool, it should be easy to use – just like on the smartphone – to make the video sequences, without having to learn to handle a video camera with lot of new functionalities. Most of the employees are quite familiar with video filming with a smartphone. The VIWITRA System provides extra didactic and essential film techniques instructions for the technical employees to help them by the process of planning and compositing of the interactive and hypermedia video instructions.

**The Simple and Intuitive Tool Approach**

The most essential part of the VIWITRA production and presentation system for interactive hypermedia instructions is the set of editing tools to plan, edit and assemble the instruction. These tools should be as easy and as intuitive as possible, because the
technical employees don’t have time to learn complex tools. Therefore it is necessary in the scope of our project to build such media production application because the existing known video editing tools like Adobe Premiere or Apple Final Cut and also the quite easy tool iMovie are often still to complex in the usage and regarding the functionality and work process not prepared for the requirements of step-by-step hypermedia instructions in the industry field.

There are four editing modules in the VIWITRA System: (a) the clip & timeline editor, (b) the sequence editor, (c) the overlay and asset editor, and (d) the player module. These tools are integrated in one application. The main approach of the editing tools is to provide all the necessary information by the creation process most possible seamless at the same place, but also with the flexibility to focus on certain tools and information more than on others.

One of the most interesting tools is the ‘sequence editor’, which allows arranging video clips in a specific order and also with conditional branches with the very intuitive drag & drop technology (Figure 13).

Fig. 13: Example of the tool ‘Sequence (Grid) Editor’ with the asset manager and the video player

Results

The VIWITRA project is still work in progress. All main editing tools are realised in the basic functionality. Because of the development status the usability evaluation process is now starting.
There have been discussions with some industry and vocational education companies and all of them see a very promising solution to produce and use video based interactive instruction content as well as to preserve the implicit activity-based knowledge with such easy to use tools.

Conclusions

Because of the current development status of the project without evaluation of the usage of the system, we can only provide a hypothetic conclusions at this time. Based on the experience and the theory background in following areas: usage of modern mobile devices, video as an appropriate presentation format for procedural and implicit knowledge, the need for instruction support in the installation and service area, for providing easy to use and supportive, guiding editing tools, for providing instructional information in easy steps with hypermedia linked information and for supplying collaboration, the VIWITRA platform should lead to a very helpful authoring as well as instructional environment for multimedia instructions for action-based implicit knowledge.
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Personal Information Spaces are the students’ first and foremost PLE
Sharon Hardof-Jaffe, Rafi Nachmias

ABSTRACT
Personal Learning Environment (PLE) is a term that usually describes a tailor-made environment, software or concept, for students. In this paper we would suggest that while users manage personal information items in various personal information spaces, they are tailoring their own PLE using many tools, environments and spaces. We present findings on the role of personal information spaces in students’ learning tasks and the relationships between the different tasks and the personal information space characteristics.

Introduction

Today, information access has become a centric interaction in our everyday lives. Increasingly, mobile tools allow us to retrieve and use our information items anytime and anywhere. People find, save and organize various information items in their own personal information spaces during work, learning and leisure tasks [Jon 08]. Personal information management is a term which describes all the activities users perform in order to organize their personal information items, in order to retrieve them later in time [Ber 03]. PIM, as it was later defined, “is intended to support the activities that we, as individuals, perform in order to structure our daily lives through the acquisition, organization, maintenance, retrieval, and sharing of information” [Tee 06]. Personal information spaces are varied collections of information items which the user saves and organizes over the years [Bru 05]. These spaces are personal, not merely by virtue of them belonging to one specific person, but also because they are personal and the organizational principals of personal information spaces are highly subjective. The users’ subjective approach to personal information management suggests and shows evidence that users manage personal information items based on three subjective principles: the relevance of the items, the project to which they relate, and the context [Ber 03] [Ber 08]. In the learning context, personal information space is the place where students save and manage their learning material and tasks, and create continuously growing personal information archive of information items which are related to learning the subject matter. In a previous pilot study we suggested that PIM activities have the potential to become a continuous process of knowledge construction which requires sorting, naming, classifying and categorizing skills [Har 11]. In this paper we
show that personal information spaces are the centric environment of learners’ lives today and we present findings about the functional, cognitive and affective roles of the personal information space in learning tasks.

Background

Personal Information Management
PIM is a research field that emerged at the end of the 20th century and over the last ten years it has moved to the forefront of information science research interest, since the users’ challenges are continuously expanding and many difficulties have emerged as a result of the many PIM tools and PIM solutions that are available for organizing and storing personal information items on PCs, laptops, mobiles and on the web e.g. Dropbox, Google docs, box.com, Copy [Jon 07]. Personal Information Management (PIM) is the activity by means of which users save and organize information in order to retrieve it at another time [Ber 03]. PIM supports users in organizing everyday information activities – saving, collecting, categorizing, retrieving and sharing [Bar 95], [Lan 95], [Bel 02], [Tee 06], [Jon 07]. There are three main actions that take place in PIM: Saving – all activities performed by users in order to keep new information items, Retrieving – all activities users perform in order to find and re-find information items, and Meta-level actions – cultivating and organization activities e.g. filing, classifying and categorizing, naming and deleting.

At first PIM studies examined activities in various collections, E-Mails, files, images and favorites in order to reveal PIM users’ goals, PIM behavior, PIM strategies and the personal information spaces structures [Mal 83], [Whi 96], [Abr 98], [Fis 06]. Later on, PIM was examined in wider contexts using crosstools, and the first studies to apply crosstools exposed the difficulties of PIM users, PIM strategies, and PIM organization principals, as well as the main appreciation that PIM is totally different from information organization in libraries or other public archives [Boa 04], [Ber 03; 08]. The PIM organization principals are based on subjective parameters. The user-subjective approach puts forward three attributes of personal information management: the Project Attribute, which is a user-subjective classification based on the user’s projects; the Importance Attribute, which is the organization of items according to their importance and relevance to the user; and the Context Attribute where a user saves and retrieves his information items according to the context in which he uses them. The same item can be used by different users in several contexts [Ber 03], [Ber 08]. Today, PIM is becoming a more and more complex activity, since new tools and technologies appear keep appearing, thus enabling PIM to be used with cloud computing and mobile devices. Users manage much more than three collections and, in addition to their information items, they have to manage many tools and applications. These new tools, add more complexities to the personal information space structure, and
studies have shown that the challenges regarding the new tools continuously grow [Berg 12], [Kim, 12]. Kim suggests a new approach to PIM – the Behavioral approach – this approach places the emphasis on teaching and guiding users – instead of solving their problems – using new and better tools.

Users organize their personal information items for various purposes: work, studies or leisure [Boa 04]. Users also manage personal information items in order to create a legacy, to share resources, to confront fears and anxieties, as well as for identity construction [Kay 06]. Moreover, users utilize the folder structure in order to understand their project and its components [Jon 05] and to help make decisions and acquire a sense of ownership [Pra 06]. Another new term that has arisen over the past three years is the personal information curation, in the sense of art curation [Whi 11]. Users do not just save, organize and retrieve; they also keep the information for long periods of time, and make an effort to organize them in useful ways so that they will be able to exploit them in the future. The information exploitation is the result of the saving and organizing activities. The shift in the term from personal information consumption to personal information curation highlights two trends in the use of personal information: the first is saving and organizing information items with no specific use – users keep information items which are interesting or might be useful to a future project, or they have some importance to them. The second trend is sharing activities – more and more users permit others to access their personal information items, and expose and share information items; sharing has become an important consideration in PIM organization strategies and tools [Mar 06], [Whi 11]. Personal information curation includes the goal of presenting the information in the same way as presenting art works at exhibitions. Curation includes saving, maintaining and adding value information by metadata which describes the item [Dar 08], [Eip 10]. It also means that the users give an interpretation and value to the items he chooses to keep or share.

Studies indicate that PIM requires a great deal of time and effort [Klj 04], and involves cognitive aspects [Lan 88], [Whi 96], [Jon 05]. PIM activities also have an affective aspect: users’ feelings: guilt, frustration and dissatisfaction, alongside a sense of confidence, satisfaction and a sense of ownership [Bel 00], [Boa 04], [Mar 06], [Jon 08]. One’s PIM characteristics are influenced by many factors: the context, the tasks types, the tools, item contents etc. [Bar 95], [Boa 04], [Gwi 07].

**Personal information learning spaces**

Personal information spaces are collections of information items that users save and organize over the years [Bru 05]. Personal information space contains information items, tools, and applications. On the other hand [Jon 08] defines personal information as: information which is owned by the user, information about the user, information that is directed at the user, information that is sent by the user, information the user uses or any information that is relevant or useful to him. Personal information space includes not only information that is controlled by the user but also information
that is about the user and controlled by others. For example, health information or information about bank accounts. In the learning context, a good example would be the student’s grades. This information is related to the user and he can access it via a user name and password, but he cannot manage the space where the information is located. Personal information space is a collection of complex varied information items where each collection has common denominators, such as the item format, item subject, goals, environment, etc. For example, the collection of correspondence is in the E-Mail, the learning items are in the laptop folders, the items from the collaborative assignments are in Google drive, or in the drop box, the picture collection is in Picasa. These collections are islands of personal information where users have control over what they contain and how they are organized [Jon 08]. Today, thanks to cloud computing technologies and mobile devices, personal information spaces are available to users anytime and anywhere. We can distinguish three types of personal information spaces: 1. the personal information space on the user’s PC, 2. personal information spaces on the web, which the user can access and control from any device through a user name and password, and 3. the mobile space, the information items in the Cellphone (iPhone) and tablets (e.g. iPad). In personal mobile information spaces users not only keep information items from SMS and contacts but also links and application of personal web spaces (e.g. Dropbox). Personal information spaces are characterized by continuous growth, they keep growing over time, and the habit of deleting cannot keep up with the habit of adding information [Fis 06]. Many collections and the unlimited accessibility to them have led to changes in personal information management challenges: synchronize issues, loss of items, feelings of loss of control over the personal items, and the need to deal with constantly new arrivals of information, even when the user is not available to deal with this new information [Ber 04], [Jon 07], [Ber 12].

Hierarchical organization tools are the most common tools used in PIM applications, e.g. desktop systems. This allows users to create personal information archives in varied information structures, according to their subjective categorization. Folders and files are arranged in a hierarchical tree structure, i.e., each item (except for the root) has a link to one parent item – with branches (folders) and leaves (files); visualizing this structure reveals the relationship between elements and groups within the repository [Mul 95], [Shn 97], [Mar 03]. Although hierarchical information structures have been criticized, mainly because of their single-inheritance principle, they have two main advantages: a) the information items are categorized into meaningful groups; b) easy retrieval – the user is able to track his location in the archive during navigation [Dou 00], [Nie 00]. Today, the strengths of the hierarchical structure are once again appreciated and new methods of automatic organization of information items suggest the benefits of categorization and convenient navigation of search results of other information structures [Yee 03], [Kak 05], [Hea 06], [Xin 08]. Users create different hierarchical structures which differ according to the depth and width of the tree, folder size and pile size. In a study that was conducted on a personal information space that was
allocated to students at university, four methods of organizing information structures for personal servers were found: piling – keeping most of the files in the root directory; one folder filing – filing most of the items in one folder; small folder filing – organizing the personal information items in many small folders; and big folder filing – a combination of filing most of the documents in different folders, but still maintaining one sub-folder which contains many files, i.e., a hidden pile [Har 09]. In another previous study, it was found that users prefer wide and shallow structures and that this preference is reasonable since retrieval from these structures is quicker [Ber 11].

**Students’ Personal Information Spaces**

PIM is one of the new cornerstones of the reciprocal ever-changing processes between humans and information, a change which is characterized by the abundance of available information, information spread, hyper textual information, multiple information and multiple formats of information items [Sal 00]. [Mio 09] claimed that PIM is one of the new literacies the learner needs to acquire today [Mio 09]. They defined PIM as the process by which an individual stores his/her information items in order to retrieve them later on, and they specify the required PIM skills: giving meaningful names to information items and folders, avoiding creating folders with too few or too many information items, avoiding creating folders with too many depth hierarchal folders, putting shortcuts to information items of high relevancy to the user on the desktop, and avoiding clustering folders with irrelevant information items. [Cha 08] found that students had specific needs such as backup problems and version management. As part of their studies, the students preferred the use of “list” and “detail” over “icons” and “tiles”, and relied on item names which reflected the contents. They also found two strategies in relation to the time of creating a new folder: pre-builders – students who create new folders which are planned before they produce any new item, and post builders – students who create new folders after a certain number of items have been collected. [Rob 10] found that students find that PIM is getting more complicated over time due to the rapidly changing digital formats, and that they need to adopt broad strategies to cope with their electronic and traditional print-based resources, and to integrate other emerging information formats, of personal interactions with peers, via social networking websites (Tweets, RSS, Facebook, etc.).

Furthermore, PIM activities require a cognitive process in which students create, manage and construct information archives, and acquire knowledge through a process whereby learners actively integrate new information with existing information [Har 11]. In this process the students create a personal information archive or database or, as we named it – the personal information learning items space. In personal information spaces, as time passes, the information changes according to the context of the work – items are added, items change their position and other items are deleted [Kri 04]. The personal information learning items space functions as a mediation space between the vast amount of information in the web space and the limited capacity of the human
mind [Har 11]. In a previous article we drew three information spaces with which the students interact: 1) The Public Information Space – includes information spaces on the web; these information spaces are accessible to all, or at least to many people. 2) The Inner Information Space – the information items that the student already knows, and this space includes the information items that were added to the cognitive systems as a result of the learning process. 3. The Personal Information Space – in this space the user keeps the information items that he collects from the public space as well as the information he creates from the inner space. The personal information space is the mediation space between the vast amount of information in the web space and the limited capacity of the human mind (Figure 1).

![Diagram of information spaces in the learning process](image_url)

**Figure 1: The information spaces in the learning process.**

We would like to suggest that the personal information space is the student's PLE, and it functions as mediation and a reflection of his learning activities and progress.

PLE – as a description of concepts and a software application of personal learning environments – aims to present the wide nature of PLE and its role in the learning process. The software approach goals are to offer technological solutions in terms of architecture, functionalities and services to the learner. The concept approach goals are to develop a better understanding of the nature of PLE, and to offer systematic analyses of PLE and solutions to the type of learning for which they are intended [Hen 10]. Therefore we found personal information management and the behavioral approach thereof to be of the utmost importance to any concept or tools which are developed for PLE. This study suggests examining personal information spaces as a learning environment, PLE, and to find out what the relationships are between different learning tasks and the activities the students perform in their personal information space during these tasks.
In order to understand PIM activities in learning tasks we set two main research questions: What is the role of personal information spaces in the learning process? What is the relationship between the learning environment characteristics and the students’ PIM characteristics?

**Methodology and results**

A qualitative phenomenology method was used in this study to enable the examination of phenomena in their contexts. The study examined the phenomena as it takes place in the students' life and in their perceptions, in the way they value and experience it [Cre 98]. A phenomenology study is examining the way thing are themselves, with the aim of creating meaning out of the subjective descriptions [Wil 01]. 41 students participated in the study: 10 high school students, 15 undergraduate students and 16 postgraduate students. All the students participated in in-depth interviews in front of their personal computer. The interview included three stages: the first – focused on the history of the phenomena, the second, on details of the experience, and the third on the interviewer’s reflection on the meaning of the phenomena [Sie 91]. The students described their personal information space organization and management, explaining how they managed their personal information items and showed their PIM activities from previous learning tasks.

In addition, the students demonstrated their PIM activities from 80 learning tasks. These tasks were categorized according to their types – research work, analyses, comparative work on summaries, drills and creative pieces (art, music etc.). In order to examine the students’ actual activities in their personal information space data files, the list describing the files and folders (full paths) for 25 users were collected. This data was collected using a script that was written for the study. These data files included raw data describing 199,776 files and folders, of which 37,932 related to learning tasks. The data presented the personal information space sizes, structures, file numbers, folder numbers, items formats, hierarchy depth, average file per folder and the maximum and minimum number of files per folder.

**The students’ personal information spaces**

Most of the students in the study had folders which were dedicated to their learning items; those who did not have folders were all high school students. The graduate students and the post graduate students used folders with meaningful names (e.g. “methodology” and “contracts”), and most files were named and divided into subfolders. The students used three PIM strategies: Piling – no folders or subfolders and files were heaped on a growing pile; Filing by course – files were organized according to the course they belonged to; and Filing by subject – where files were organized according to the learning contents. 13 students (31.7 %) used the piling strategy, 18 students
(43.9\%) organized their learning items in folders by courses, 10 students (24.4\%) organized learning items by subjects (in addition to the filing by course strategy) and in this strategy the folder names were connected to the contents and purpose of the information items that were contained in them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>PILING</th>
<th>FILING BY COURSE</th>
<th>FILING BY SUBJECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High school students</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90% (9)</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate students</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13.3% (2)</td>
<td>80% (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate students</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12.5% (2)</td>
<td>37.5% (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>31.7% (13)</td>
<td>43.9% (18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most students organized their personal information learning items in one central place, others separated their items in a few spaces, knowing which different items and projects they had in each (e.g. discs, Dropbox) and only a few organized their spaces in a roundabout structure, where they separated the items in many spaces but kept a control centre – a place from where they could reach each item of information. These students had a high level of metacognitive activities in their personal information space organization, since they had classified not only the information items but they had classified their information spaces.

The role of personal information spaces in the learning task
We found that personal information spaces and the management activities play a central role in the learning process. The personal information space is the place where students are able to manage their learning material and tasks on a daily basis: “... I come home after studying...”. Students organized information items from previous tasks and previous courses and their personal information spaces form an inseparable part of their learning and become a learning archive which is constructed during their years of studies. The academic students in the study attributed great importance to their personal information spaces: “I bought a computer when I was 21, since then the hard-disk goes everywhere with me... it has become my first and foremost tool” (28 year old postgraduate student). The personal information space constitutes a mediation space between the public information and their knowledge. For the students it is the place of knowledge integration: “It is like a clean piece of paper that you write on...everything comes together”. It provides a place where they can interact peacefully with their information items, in a place where they know what information items they have, they own the content items and they can add and delete as they please – everything is under
their control. This is a safe place, away from the density and overload of information that many students feel in public information spaces (e.g. digital archives, sites, and digital libraries). We found that personal information spaces play an affective role in learning activities; we found that they provide a sense of control and ownership over the information and the studies, and over assignments: the final submitting of assignments: “I prepare myself before the semester starts (he collects files and creates folders for the courses)”, “I feel it (the files) belongs to me”, “here is everything I have”.

Finally, we found that personal information spaces have a cognitive role as the place which reflects the student learning contents; what he collects, what his fields of interest are: “here I do the brainstorming”, “here I sort” “categorized” “it shows me my research stages”. The personal information space is the place where new items are connected to previous ones, and it is the students’ map of the main concepts of his study contents and tasks. Therefore, we find that over and above the functional use, the personal information space constitutes a place where the students interact with new knowledge, sort it, evaluate it and integrate it into their existing personal information archives. This is the place where students work on their learning assignments, store their information resources and integrate them into new ideas.

To sum up, we have found three main roles of personal information spaces and management in learning: 1) a learning management role, 2) a cognitive role – an archive space which reflects the learning process and facilitates thinking about the learning contents and connections of contents through metadata attributes such as file names, folder names, tags and structures, and 3) an affective role – because personal information spaces are archives over which the students feel a sense of ownership and control as well as over the organization of learning information in them.

The relationship between learning activity characteristics and PIM

We found that there are differences between the various learning tasks and their PIM characteristics; this relationship reveals differences in the number of information items (Table 2), in the information organization strategy items (Table 3) and in the importance attributed to them, as well as in the cognitive and affective aspects of PIM activities (Table 4). The prominent variable which was found to relate to the students PIM activities was the nature of the assignments. When it came to research assignments (seminars, theses etc.), students collected more information items and made more of an effort to organize the task information space: “any course and its characteristics”. The students managed their personal information items differently in different learning environments according to the type of the learning tasks, the nature of interaction between the student peers and instructors, and the type of learning items. In inquiry assignments, many information items from the web, such as: articles, document links, correspondence, images, etc. were kept in particular folders, and, in some
cases, together with subfolders. In courses, which had a final test, only a few files (less than 10) appeared in the students' personal information space, since the students did not keep any digital information items relating to these courses in their computers: “courses with no assignments do not exist here”.

Table 2: Number of item by task types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQUENCY (%) from all learning tasks</th>
<th>1 ITEM</th>
<th>2–5 ITEMS</th>
<th>6–10 ITEMS</th>
<th>MORE THAN 10 ITEMS</th>
<th>MORE THAN 20 ITEMS</th>
<th>TASK TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry</td>
<td>51 (63.8 %)</td>
<td>9 (17.6 %)</td>
<td>13 (25.5 %)</td>
<td>7 (13.7 %)</td>
<td>13 (25.5 %)</td>
<td>9 (17.6 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis, comparison and summary</td>
<td>12 (15 %)</td>
<td>2 (16.7 %)</td>
<td>8 (66.7 %)</td>
<td>1 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>1 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test and practice/tutoring</td>
<td>11 (13.8 %)</td>
<td>1 (9.1 %)</td>
<td>5 (45.5 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 (45.5 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation</td>
<td>6 (7.5 %)</td>
<td>1 (16.7 %)</td>
<td>3 (50 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (16.7 %)</td>
<td>1 (16.7 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>80 (100 %)</td>
<td>13 (16.25 %)</td>
<td>29 (36.25 %)</td>
<td>8 (10 %)</td>
<td>20 (25 %)</td>
<td>10 (12.5 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: PIM goals by task types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQUENCY (%) from all learning tasks</th>
<th>SHORT TERM FUNCTIONAL GOALS</th>
<th>LONG TERM FUNCTIONAL GOALS</th>
<th>COGNITIVE GOALS</th>
<th>TASK TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry</td>
<td>51 (63.8 %)</td>
<td>10 (19.6 %)</td>
<td>31 (60.8 %)</td>
<td>10 (19.6 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis, comparison and summary</td>
<td>12 (15 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11 (91.7 %)</td>
<td>1 (8.3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test and practice/tutoring</td>
<td>11 (13.8 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11 (100 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation</td>
<td>6 (7.5 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6 (100 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>80 (100 %)</td>
<td>10 (12.5 %)</td>
<td>59 (73.8 %)</td>
<td>11 (13.8 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. PIM strategy by task types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQUENCY (%)</th>
<th>PILING</th>
<th>FILING BY COURSE</th>
<th>FILING BY SUBJECT</th>
<th>TASK TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51 (63.8%)</td>
<td>16 (31.4%)</td>
<td>26 (51%)</td>
<td>9 (17.6%)</td>
<td>Inquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 (15%)</td>
<td>5 (41.7%)</td>
<td>7 (58.3%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Analysis, comparison and summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 (13.8%)</td>
<td>2 (18.2%)</td>
<td>9 (81.8%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Test and practice/tutoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (7.5%)</td>
<td>2 (33.3%)</td>
<td>4 (66.7%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 (100%)</td>
<td>25 (31.3%)</td>
<td>46 (57.5%)</td>
<td>9 (11.25%)</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another environment characteristic which was found to be linked to PIM behavior was collaborative tasks. When the students had to submit an assignment together, in a cooperative or in a collaborative learning process, they adjusted their PIM activities to the collaborative process and to their peers, as they needed to find common organization principals in order to share and use the same items. The wide range and diversity of PIM activities used by one student across different learning assignments, indicates that the characteristics of the learning environment have a major influence on PIM activities. This factor should be taken into consideration when planning assignments and choosing tools in the environment to work on the shared files.

Conclusions and implications

Personal information spaces are very important places that students create in order to narrow the gap between their limited capabilities – to process information and to acquire knowledge (as talented as they are) – and the wide range of information items available to them on web spaces. The research findings show that personal information spaces on laptops, DiskOnKeys, cloud spaces such as Dropbox, or Google drives, are the main personal digital environment in learning processes. These spaces play a central role in the learning process as they support functional, cognitive and affective aspects which are of great importance in learning. These spaces are becoming inseparable parts of the users today, particularly in students’ everyday lives; they allow students to reflect on, evaluate, analyze and categorize the information items they have collected and to integrate them into new themes. Managing personal information spaces requires skills and these skills vary from student to student and from task to task. It is one of the most essential literacies users need nowadays, and its acquisition is vital for almost every aspect of life, e.g. work, academic life, and even leisure.
As a result of these research findings and discussions we would suggest that students choose or create a main space for their personal information management. This space will be the focal point and will function as a control center for all the personal and shared information spaces. From this center the student manage and reach all his personal spaces on the laptop, PC, discs, and on the web, and make efficient use of the varied spaces in which he collects, organizes and shares his personal information space. This main PLE center will serve all of the user’s assignments and projects in formal and informal learning, and in work and leisure projects. It will provide him with a simple and controlled way of creating varied links (and passwords), and leave the choice of the organization structure, folder tags or piles to the user himself. A central place will enable students to organize and access through any device, but, more importantly, it will give students as well as their teachers a sense of the structure of their information archives and therefore a sense of the structure of the learning contents in their subjective interaction, and they will be able to use their information spaces so these spaces are a reflection of the learning process they are going through – a learning process of continuous construction of their own knowledge base.
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Abstract

One part of teachers is very active participant in virtual social space forming Personal Learning Networks (PLNs) with the aim to receive and share knowledge, taking the role of a tutor or a learner. Their time and effort could be optimized if they utilize some functions for automation of important and often repeated activities. The paper explores several possibilities for performance support of teachers when they use their PLNs. The workflow technology of business informatics is applied to model activity structures that could be recommended for following by teachers. This could shorten the distance among learning, effectiveness and time.

Introduction

Nowadays, teachers receive a wide range of knowledge using social networking sites, looking for suitable contacts and appropriate content. They spend less or much time in the networked world performing different activities to search, interact, share, like/dislike, group, etc. Their time and effort can be optimized if they utilize some functions for automation like: group people, group messages, prioritize activities, or if they use tools for searching on a given criterion, filtering, recommending, etc. On the other side, the previous research shows that Personal Learning Network (PLN) has potential to facilitate the development of given personal and professional skills and abilities. PLN can be used for learning through active participation or through observation of others’ activities. The teachers’ behavior during the PLN utilization can also be optimized through different techniques for automation to shorten the distance among learning, effectiveness and time.

For the purposes of this exploration we use the gathered data from the previous study [Iva 12] and several scientific reports, e.g. Twitter in EFL education [Mor 09], Graasp for collaborative learning [Li 12], social media for engineering communication [Meh 10]. Current research papers are related to the typical activities performed by teachers and learners when they use social networking sites. These activities are not structured in any criterion. One interesting example for activities grouping in time (weekly) is presented in [Wan 12]. The authors perform an exploratory study about the Facebook utilization as a learning management system to facilitate teaching and learning in two elective courses (formal education). For this purpose a special Facebook
group is created. The activities from the teacher side include: information announcement with integrated hyperlinks, pictures and videos; course resources sharing in format of text, PowerPoint and PDF. The event function is used to organize course content in weeks; two type of discussions are managed: through received feedback after the event announcement and through usage of default discussion function; link to an external survey is created; journaling and monitoring of the students’ activities is done. Learners reflect on a topic and share opinion and resources, receive feedback from other participants, and manage contacts. The findings point that learners like Facebook wall used as a notice board and as a journal of activities and content, structuring the activities in weeks, possibilities for communication and interactions. They see the potential of Facebook as a tool for learning management in spite of the existing constrains and limitations. In this example the tutor goes further and groups learning activities in time (weekly) and students appreciate that.

The identified teachers’ activities in social networking sites are following: share, communicate, collaborate, comment, give opinion, announce event, announce results, moderate discussion, search, add contacts, upload files, read. We are going further not only to select the activities, but also to ascertain the logically arranged sequences of activities. Modeling of workflows is performed from two perspectives for automation: (1) functional – using the main functions of social media to support teachers (e.g. add comment, add people, upload file, like), (2) operational – considering the personal preferred operations in the process of automation.

The methodology of case-based adaptable workflows is applied to structure the activities of teachers in social networks and to adapt to their personal needs. Case-based reasoning [Aam 94] is related to a collection of cases that record performed activities. These gathered cases could be used to: (1) recommend the most suitable case to support teacher’s behavior or (2) to form a new case based on the existing cases and emerging new situation [Min 14].

The aim of the paper is to explore the possibilities for automation of several regularly repeated activities of teachers when they use their Personal Learning Networks and to develop structured case-based workflows. This will be a base and first step for software development. In this work several workflows are created, describing some typical activities for teachers.

Related work

When we refer to the effectiveness of teachers’ activities, we take into consideration previous research related to people and content searching, filtering and recommending. In this section several examples showing facilitation of social networks’ users through available automated functions are explored. These examples are used for better understanding user needs and existing technical solutions.
Automation techniques

- A method for selection of social media content (Twitter) is proposed in [DeC 11]. The selection criteria are based on the different weights for a wide variety of content attributes. The content diversity is quantified then through applying the information theoretic measure entropy. The result set includes minimum distortion on a given topic.

- A system that tracks conversations on social platforms (Facebook and Twitter) is developed to identify and prioritize posts and messages that are related to a given topic (enterprises). An agent is created with functions facilitating the processes of monitoring, tracking and responding to customers [Ajm 13]. Different messages are connected to different weights to be prioritized. For example, messages with complaints have high priority and stimulate discussion and active participation.

- The problem about influential users and passive users on Twitter is treated in [Rom 11]. The authors present an algorithm that identifies who is an active participant and influences others and who is a passive user (does not read messages or ignores them, follows many people, re-tweets rarely). User activity related to posts forwarding is tracked and is a base for algorithm calculation. The algorithm can filter content that is most rated and liked.

- Personalized item recommendation widget is presented in [Guy 10]. Recommendations are done after collecting the relationships among people, tags and items. The recommender system is evaluated and the results point that a hybrid people-tag-based recommender has several advantages than recommendations based on people work.

- Another recommender system based on user-model is developed in [Set 08]. The software learns user’s preferences about the received knowledge, predicts the usefulness of given messages for him and recommends suitable ones. The proposed solution is evaluated using social networking website Orkut and results are promising according to the authors.

- A framework with a possibility to summarize Twitter stream messages, retirement of messages and their reconstruction around a given topic is presented in [Yan 12]. An algorithm detects evolutionary events between two different intervals of time. The authors wish to understand how user interests change and evaluate and how topics are trending.

Types of Users in Social Networks

The types of Social Networking Sites (SNS) users according to their performed activities and level of participation are examined in [Bra 11]. The authors divide users in five groups: sporadic, lurkers, socialisers, debaters and actives. The data are gathered after a survey and users’ typology is verified after quantitative and qualitative analysis.

An empirical study and analysis about the activities and contributions of users in online social networks are analyzed in [Guo 09]. The findings point that user behavior
is related to daily and weekly contributions through posting, but their participation time cannot be described with exponential distributions. The authors propose models describing how users create links and how their networks progress in time.

The factors that are important for lifetime forming in online social networks are researched in [Lan 11]. They divide lifetime to active and passive according to users’ activities and behavior. The prerequisites for passive lifetime are two: received activity and undirected activity among friends of a user. Authors have five recommendations contributing to stimulation of active behavior: encouragement for friendships, making friendships not only with popular users in the network, encouragement for communication, friendly attitude to new users, and encouragement for frequent posting.

For the purposes of our research we divide users of social networking sites to passive and active in their time of usage. They can be characterized by different level of activeness in different time of their learning sessions according to their learning priorities and goals. The users learn by observation or through participation and possess favorite activities. The learning of these users could be optimized if recommendations with structured activities are supposed. Figure 1 presents a model showing the criterion and procedure for structured workflows generation. The software gathers data and understands the favorite activities of a SNS user; creates a user model with preferences; classifies this user in the category of passive or active for the current learning session; generates workflow with structured activities to satisfy or motivate for participation the passive user and to satisfy the active one.

![Figure 1: Criterion and procedure for generation of structured workflows](image)

We created two different sets with activities typical for passive and active users. Under passive user we understand a person who prefers to learn alone without getting advantages of participation and communication. Passive users learn through observation: read the shared knowledge, accept or not friendships, follow people, monitor activities, track activity stream, use applications with special purposes, search. The activity set of active users consists of activities that contribute to enrichment of the network knowledge: add comments, publish content/opinion, share link/file, like/dislike, join/create groups, use chat, communicate via direct messaging or other applications, extend contacts, make friendships.
Serendipity, Accidental and Intentional Learning

Usually, learning in social networks occurs accidentally and in a serendipitous way and it depends on the specificity of created Personal Learning Network. Every individual teacher sees different messages and unique information stream. This fact has an impact on learning curiosity and changing learning needs. [Kop 12] argues that emerging applications such as recommenders, RSS aggregators and microblog platforms are effective because they can facilitate serendipitous learning on open online networks. Teachers have control on their PLNs organization, but also they are in touch with unexpected information sources. At this moment serendipity is not automated, just serendipitous content and contacts could be recommended.

On the other hand, PLNs are created intentionally according to the teachers’ interests and future plans. This suggests that they strive to be connected to people who are sources of topic related content. In spite of the intentional disposition of PLNs, we find many serendipitous events and processes. In this aspect our supposition in the paper is that teachers respond to serendipitous events in intentionally topic-driven PLNs (Figure 2).

![Figure 2: Serendipitous events in intentionally topic-driven PLNs](image)

Research methods

The research design of this paper follows the design-oriented paradigm of business informatics [Hev 04]. It aims at conducting a feasibility study on whether workflow technology is applicable in order to partly automate the work of teachers in PLNs and to increase the reusability of this work. Following a build-and-evaluate cycle as proposed in [Hev 04], a workflow model for learning procedures within PLNs is created (during the build phase) and its technical feasibility is tested by deriving a couple of workflow instances from the activities observed in recent PLNs (during the evaluate phase). The results of this technical feasibility study are a prerequisite for our future work. The two main research questions are: Q1 Representation: How can activities of teachers in social networks be represented and structured in a workflow model? Q2 Applicability: Can the workflow model be populated by cases (workflow instances) for different learning scenarios and user types?
The representation is developed by creating a workflow model following recent technical standards for workflow design, and the applicability is tested by modeling a set of diverse workflow samples.

Modelling workflows

Traditionally, workflows are “the automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents, information or tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules” [WFM 99]. Recently, a broader notion is emerging, where a workflow describes any flow of activities. This notion includes the activities of a learner during the use of a PLN for a particular learning task. For instance, a learner might prepare a course on a novel topic and use the PLN for identifying the most important issues and for collecting teaching and examination material.

A workflow consists of a control flow and a data flow. A set of activities combined with control-flow-structures like sequences, parallel or alternative branches, and loops forms the control flow. In addition, activities consume resources and create certain products, which both can be physical matter (such as paper books) or information. The data flow describes the interaction of activities with resources and products.

Workflows can be executed automatically by a Workflow Management System (WfMS). The WfMS enacts the workflow and controls its execution. There are two types of activities: manual activities and automated activities [Wes 12]. Manual activities are performed by human beings who might use software systems during execution or who might perform the activity without any software, for instance, by reading a book. Automated activities do not involve a human user; they are executed by a software service, for instance, by a Twitter analysis tool. The WfMS triggers the activities in the order that is specified by the control flow. In case of an automated activity, it calls according to the software service. In case of a manual activity, it informs the user via a work list (a kind of interactive to-do-list) what is to do, which tools and data are available, and whether there is a deadline until when the activity has to be finished. When an activity has finished execution, the WfMS receives the results of the activity via the return values from a service or by a click on the completed button of a work list. Then, the WfMS triggers the next activity or activities.

In this work, several workflows are created, describing some activity structures for teachers in their active timeline and passive timeline. Here are shown the workflows in Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [Wes 12] related to: the process of getting to know a new item from the topic, getting feedback for slides and how to discover an expert for a topic.
Workflow 1: Getting to know a new subtopic from the topic

Workflow 1 for a passive user
W1 describes the process of getting to know a new subtopic from the topic (Figure 3). The first step in the workflow is to receive a serendipitous message. If this message contains intriguing information in the area of the teacher’s interests, then the user can go further clicking on the link. Then the software could suggest this teacher to subscribe to the information source (if a RSS feed exists) or/and to follow the person who share this information. Also, the software could recommend a search to be performed for finding the similar information sources or resources. The received knowledge should be summarized in different forms (note taking, passing quiz, game playing, etc.).

Figure 3: Workflow 1 for a passive user

Workflow 1 for a passive user with an intention to be activated
The aim of this workflow is not only to suppose future activities, but also to stimulate participation of a passive user (Figure 4). After receiving a message and reading its content, at the beginning the person acts as a passive user subscribing to the source or/and following the person who shares this information. Then, the software recommends to post opinion or/and communicate with the human information source. At the final step, the knowledge has to be summarized using different methods.

Figure 4: Workflow 1 for a passive user who could be activated
Workflow 1 for an active user
The suitable activities for an active user after reading the content of a message could be to comment/like/share content, search for other resources that could again be commented/liked/shared, etc (Figure 5). The last step is related to drawing of conclusion about the reached knowledge.

Figure 5: Workflow 1 for an active user

Workflow 2: Getting feedback for slides
Workflow 2 for an active user
W2 describes how to get feedback for slides (Figure 6). W2 is suitable for an active user who is sociable and should publish the content. In the first step the slides should be put on SlideShare. Then the slides could be announced in the social networks and the link could be shared. The user goes further with performing activities such as: to describe the presentation or a separate slide, to ask questions related to the presented topic and to organize a discussion through replaying the received answers. At the end the feedback is collected and summarized.

Figure 6: Workflow 2 for an active user
Workflow 3: Discover an expert for a topic

**Workflow 3 for a passive user**

W3 shows how to discover an expert for a topic (Figure 7). First, the user should be interested in the content of a message and should read it. Then the user could perform content/people search through the Twitter/Facebook stream. The received results should be selected that should lead to the finding of a person with an advanced knowledge about the given topic. In the subsequent step the user could subscribe to the information source or follow the found expert.

*Figure 7: Workflow 3 for a passive user*

**Workflow 3 for a passive user with an intention to be activated**

This workflow is modeled for a passive user who can be activated (Figure 8). In this case as a subsequent step is suggested an active action like communication with the found expert.

*Figure 8: Workflow 3 for a passive user who could be activated*
Workflow 3 for an active user

When a user is active and he is looking for an expert, then he could perform several activities: to join a specific group, to connect and communicate with people, to follow them and their messages (Figure 9). Then the user could select the best person fitting his interests.

Conclusions

The paper presents models of structured activities in time and according to the learning priority and learning needs utilizing case-based workflow technology. The workflows originate from serendipitous events and they are categorized according to the user type. These workflows describe important cases of activities performed during the PLNs organization and utilization. They will support teachers through recommendations and guidance giving, making their learning more effective. The created workflows are the first step in the process of software development. They figure the main functions for activities’ automation and semi-automation facilitating the teachers’ personal and social behavior. We think that the automation of typical activities is a crucial prerequisite leading to the achievement of improved learning quality.
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A theoretical analysis of the socio-material entanglement of Personal Learning Environments and its methodological and pedagogical implications
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ABSTRACT
This paper elaborates the role of the socio-material entanglement of PLEs by discussing two common conceptualizations of context: an individual-centered approach and an activity-oriented view. Furthermore the author outlines how learning is conceptualized according to each concept to identify possible impacts on PLE research, pedagogical consequences and implications for designing learning environments (e.g. e-learning, face-to-face) that aim to encourage students to reflect on existing PLEs as well as to adjust to current and future knowledge working and learning situations.

Introduction

In current knowledge working and learning situations people are often separated in different environments. This means that people are working on the same topics, but maybe not at the same time and place. The availability and use of resources may differ from colleagues of other institutions or disciplines, which in turn can influence modes of working and learning. Each working and learning process may demand specific artefacts to foster development and problem solving. These artefacts act as mediators that transform working and learning practices, because according to its affordances it can help to gain new insights into a phenomenon, problem, and the underlying mechanisms. An artefact can be changed, reworked and negotiated and is therefore constantly evolving. This implies that artefacts inherent an emergent nature and historicity and develop through highly diverse contextual practices. These practices and artefacts can differ according to each workplace. Knowledge workers like students or researchers often work in diverse teams and are confronted with varying and emerging resources and practices. Modern working situations demand new ways of thinking and learning to facilitate students not only to apply common knowledge and practices, but rather to co-create, generate, negotiate and adapt knowledge and the accompanying practices to upcoming needs and therefore to transform their personal learning environments. Especially in distance- and e-learning environments this could foster development and learning and an understanding how to connect with an evolving conglomerate of mediating artefacts.
A literature review on Personal Learning Environments (PLEs) of submissions for the PLE Conference in 2011 (Southampton, UK) and 2012 (Aveiro, Portugal) shows that there is an increasing awareness of those issues and an interest on creating tools that foster students to transform their PLEs and to help them to overcome those aforementioned issues of current working and learning situations. From the literature review current research questions can be deduced and categorized as follows:

- Research on usefulness and usage of tools to foster learning and building PLEs, e.g. [Sal 11], [Mar 12], [Arr 12].
- Research on requirements for designing tools and platforms that foster productivity, and participation as well as requirements that support personal goals and needs, e.g. [Wol 11], [Iva 12], [Gar 12].
- Research on user experiences and perceived control over tools and online platforms, e.g. [Buc 12].
- Research on how PLEs are managed by the individual, e.g. [Cas 12].
- Research on tools and platforms and their means for enabling social learning and informal interactions, e.g. [Att 12], [Höl 12], [Pai 12].

The categorization above shows two important research strands on PLEs: On the one hand a large number of case studies focus on existing tools and platforms. Those resources are being evaluated from a user-centered or in other words individual-centered perspective. On the other hand research questions regarding social and epistemic issues become more and more important in PLE research. A deeper analysis of the literature shows that the theoretical foundation of PLE studies are increasingly based on social perspectives on learning. Frameworks like the socio-historical activity theory by Vygotsky (1978), “Communities of practice” by [Lav 08] as well as knowledge building by [Sca 03] and the concept of shared spaces for emerging relationships (BA) by [Non 97] come into focus of researchers. It can also be observed that some authors ([Att 07], [Fie 10], [Rav 11], [Mir 12], [Rei 12b]) challenge the common notions of a PLE by pointing out cultural, social and epistemic dimensions and their possible impacts on developing teaching and learning environments.

Although the theoretical foundation of research is more often based on a social perspective on learning, there is no consistent definition of a PLE. [Buc 11] identified a dichotomy of a technology-oriented view and a pedagogical-oriented view on PLEs. This dichotomy is still visible in the implementation of current research studies. If we compare the underlying definition of a PLE with the theoretical foundation of research studies it becomes visible that a social and epistemic grounding does not lead per se to an exploration of the role of social relations and interactions.

In this sense the author starts from the assumption that not only a specific theoretical framework sets the scope on PLE research, but also the frame or conceptualization of a PLE. Furthermore it can be stated that selecting research methods, interpreting research results, deducing requirements for instructional design and pedagogical
concepts as well as developing platforms and technologies are influenced by the underly-
ing assumptions of a PLE and its relation or (depending on the perspective) embeddedness in contextual aspects. Luckin [Luc 10] also states that people's intention and meaning is embedded in the context of a learning activity, therefore context can be seen as an important factor for personal learning environments (PLEs). Because of this it is essential to gain an understanding of common underlying conceptualizations, their applicability in the scope of PLE research and the pedagogical consequences for developing approaches and educational practices. Such an understanding can help to identify the means and issues for research and to question the taken-for-granted. Considering the awakening interest by the PLE community in a dynamic and emergent perspective on PLE this understanding might also help to explore means for developing new approaches and to gain new insights for broadening the research frame, the interpretation and appraisal of research results.

**Approach**

Based on the aforementioned remarks, this paper examines the role of the socio-ma-
terial entanglement by analyzing the notion of context within two common conceptu-
alizations: At first an individual-centered perspective is discussed, which separates context from the individual. The second perspective – the socio-historical activity theo-
ry – shows that context is not described as an outer shell, but has a more complex view on context and its socio-material entanglement. The paper elaborates each concept successively by reviewing the perspectives on context. For each concept the author has a closer look at possible impacts on PLE research and its pedagogical consequences. The paper aims to provide insights that can be taken into consideration when framing PLEs as well as planning PLE research and developing new approaches for current and future knowledge working and learning situations.

**Conceptualizations of context & the social interwoveness of PLEs**

In the following the mechanistic view of context will be introduced and then distin-
guished from the activity theory as an alternative conceptualization of context. The differences between each theory and the means for PLEs are subsequently deduced.

**The mechanistic view**

The individual-oriented view has its origins in the mechanistic view – developed over centuries (e.g.) by René Descartes, John Locke and Isaac Newton. The mechanistic view proceeds on the assumption that context can be viewed as a container for a learning situation surrounding an individual. Therefore context is seen as independent and can be explained in “a unique and permanent way” [Fig 06], because it is defined as an objective machine that holds the (scientific) truth and determinate human reasoning
[Ham 96]. [Fig 06] describe it as follows: “[…] there is a reality out there that is independent from our thoughts and beliefs about it. This reality, tangible or immaterial, holds a degree of stability that makes it potentially knowable and explainable by immutable laws, whatever its complexity.” From Descartes’ point of view this means that only through the separation of mind and body exploring the scientific truth becomes possible [Des 79]. This dichotomy of internal and external or individual and social is a guiding premise and leads to the argument that it is necessary to subordinate outside influences to reason, because the body and its imperfect senses can deceive epistemic processes [Fig 06]. Learning is defined as a process where an individual learner creates knowledge through the interpretations of an outer situation by breaking down the problem into small solvable subquestions. At first a learner explores general aspects and simple questions, based on previous knowledge the learner is then able to solve more and more complex problems, which leads him to become an expert. Descartes follows that each and every problem is solvable by this process [Des 79]. John Locke stated that the human mind can be seen as a “tabula rasa” – a clean slate that can be inscribed by those outer forces of objective context conditions [Loc 79]. This also intends the notion that knowledge can be directly transferred from one person to another [Loc 79]. The surrounding environment (e.g. classroom) or scales (e.g. local vs. global) affect the individual but both exist independently. Therefore context is stated as a container for an individual at the center who is influenced by what is given by the surrounding scales and forms the environment as well as the content of what can be learned. Learning as discerning the truth and constructing meaning is therefore an individual process based on reasoning and not based on exploring activities and is only achievable through the outer environment that provides the content and objective basis of valuation [Des 79]. The learner identifies the truth by mistrusting the material environment and therefore also social relations and language, which might contain wrong or misleading aspects. In this sense the mechanistic view rejects the notion of a reciprocal relation between the individual and the environment or in other words social relations [Des 79].

[Ham 96] states that this perspective reached its peak in behaviorist paradigms, where a stimulus-response model describes the components of learning as input (context) and output (observable behavior) and do not focus on the learning process itself, but rather on outer objects that change human behavior. Even today models of instructional design – this includes not only behaviorist approaches, but also approaches that are theoretical based on the cognitivist paradigm as well – are based on the underlying mechanistic perspective in the sense of the dichotomy of mind and body [Ase 96]. For a broader discussion on convergent aspects in cognitivist and behaviorist paradigms [Per 11], [Cas 84]. [Fig 06] point out that the mechanistic perspective is still widely distributed in current educational systems “Unfortunately, however, the mechanistic vision of learning as the ‘delivery of content’ still dominates to a large extent the educational processes of the present day” [Fig 06].
In the scope of the derived perspective a PLE can be defined as something that surrounds the individual and consists of an aggregation of components or variables building the notion of context. These components are seen as objective objects (e.g. learning spaces, learning content, tools, requirements, social aspects, methods etc.) and if carefully selected by course developers or teachers and evaluated by researchers they will influence the individual by changing their behavior in an expected way. The goals and meanings are deduced through individual reasoning about the given environment.

In research this definition of a PLE becomes visible by evaluating the usage of existing tools or by developing adequate requirements to cause specific behaviors. Research questions from this point of view would be interested in efficiency and productivity (e.g. faster problem solving) of learners induced by context conditions as well as in exploring requirements for developing adequate environments that provide functionalities where learners are enabled to perceive a platform or a tool as the “objective” PLE. The idea of continuity or in other words the transmission of knowledge based on the cartesian view allows for a transmission of PLEs: Providing an adequate PLE – this also includes providing specific tools, the “right” software, delivering the “right” content and introducing the “right” methods as well as providing adequate social forms of learning (e.g. small learning group) and feedback – leads to individual reasoning and therefore learning, because it is assumed that those context conditions shape and strengthen behavior [Per 11]. This also includes the aspect of generalization that means that those PLEs, which inherit the notion of “scientific truth” can also be adapted by other people. If we consider pedagogical approaches within the scope of a mechanistic view this would mean to provide an incremental instructional design, where the individual can deduce the PLE by analyzing the components of context through learning task that become increasingly more difficult.

This argumentation has a critical consequence for PLE research as well as developing pedagogical concepts within the scope of the mechanistic view: the research frame as well as research methods need to be challenged continuously, because they could be too narrowly defined or based on traditional assumptions, which may lead to wrong interpretations of research results. Another important aspect should be mentioned: Approaches based on the mechanistic view only allow for inquiring a static image of attributes and do not explore processes of learning in time. If we consider PLEs as something dynamic it would be necessary to rethink the underlying paradigm. Furthermore inquiring only partial aspects of a problem (e.g. specific functionalities of a platform) should be checked if they are sufficient and if a joint consideration of those partial aspects would lead to holistic results on PLEs.

In the following an alternative perspective – activity-oriented view – is discussed that contributes to educational research in a different way by offering also social and cultural perspectives on learning.
The activity-oriented perspective and additional notions

In contrast to the mechanistic view activity-oriented approaches do not differentiate between those aforementioned ecologies which separate the individual from context, but rather see the subject and its environment as well as the resources as mutually entangled [Luc 10], [Orl 07]. This paper complements the activity-oriented view with Orlikowski’s practice-oriented notion of an “constitutive entanglement” [Orl 07] of activity, materiality and social relations. For an elaborated discussion on practice-oriented approaches [Fen 11], [Ghe 09], [Orl 07]. The grounding concept of socio-materiality assumes that the activity is initiated by the individual itself, but rather forced by the socio-material entanglement between an individual or a group and the technology or resource, which makes an activity possible [Fen 11]. The idea that practices are negotiated and reshaped by human beings through the usage of tools binds PLEs – which are understood as activity systems – to practices [Rei 12b]. Furthermore the author argues that tools offer the possibility to gain “experiences with practices in contexts” and “PLEs as activity systems serve as a vehicle to articulate these practices.” [Rei 12b].

The process of a socio-material “becoming” in emerging and dynamic connections and relations is also an important factor for the activity-oriented perspective. Knowledge is generated through ongoing interactions with artefacts in activities: “To know is to be able to participate with the requisite competence in the complex web of relationships among people, material artefacts and activities [Ghe 01]. Acting as a competent practitioner is synonymous with knowing how to connect successfully with the field of practices thus activated“ [Ghe 09]. Each activity is therefore constituted through social and cultural aspects that are embedded in context and in turn shaping the notion of a dynamic context.

Activity Theory

The socio-historical activity theory (AT) model developed by Vygotsky, Leont’ev as well as Luria in the 1920s and 1930s focuses not on an individual, but rather on an activity where a subject constitutes an object through the mediation of artefacts. The terms artefacts and tools are used synonymously in this paper and are defined not only as materials or technologies, but also conceptual frameworks, mental models, heuristics, speech etc. For a more elaborated description [Tes 99]. This paper wants to point out that a techno-deterministic view of artefacts is rejected from an activity-theory lense. The framework was further developed by [Eng 07], who extended the model by adding three more components that are formed by an activity: Rules, community and division of labour. To understand the notion of context and the ensuing role of social factors. [Tes 99] point to some first guiding principles that are important to consider: The authors argue that if analyzing an activity it is important to consider not only the components, but also the relations between them, which rules and norms emerge between the people who are participating in that activity as well as getting an understanding about goals and intentions, which objects are central to the activity and what kind of
outcomes can be identified [Tes 99]. To fully understand the meaning of context and its implication for inquiring and developing PLEs the paper outlines at first the mechanisms that constitute an activity and how goals and motives are generated within the scope of AT. In the following paragraphs the paper elaborates the aforementioned questions about how learning takes place, which role social and individual factors as well as artefacts (tools) play. Gradually, it follows a discussion what constitutes context and what does this mean for PLEs.

To understand the motives of an activity, analyzing an activity system starts with the central component – the (learning) object – that allows to distinguish between different activities and is constituted by a subject through the mediation of tools [Nar 97]. The object inhabits the motives for conducting an activity, which consists of diverse actions and operations that are influencing an outcome. It has to be noted now that the origin of an object and therefore its motives are defined as social. [Tes 99] state that actions or chains of actions are performed consciously, with time and practice, those actions can transform to (unconscious) operations. Actions are always goal-oriented, where operations depend on those conditions [Tes 99]. Furthermore the authors point out that activities can become actions and also operations through the process of internalization. When those conditions change operations can “return to the level of conscious action” [Kuu 97]. The reverse process also reveals that an activity is a dynamic system where it is possible that operations can become conscious again (e.g. through analyzing or reflecting operations and actions). The aspect of consciousness allows to argue that people and things are not seen as equivalent in the scope of AT. Motives and consciousness are only inherent in humans, because consciousness is defined by Vygotsky as “a phenomenon that unifies attention, intention, memory, reasoning, and speech.” [Nar 97]. The explained dynamic process is also an important premise for identifying routines and questioning the taken-for-granted that might become essential for developing concepts that create opportunities for analyzing existing PLEs.

As a consequence of this argumentation context considers not only objects and people as constituting, but also underlying motives and goals as well as artefacts. The following paragraph discusses how learning and development take place and extend this notion of context with the concept of internalization and contradictions:

**How learning takes place**

In the sense of Vygotsky (1978) learning is a dialectical process of internalization and externalization, where internalization is defined as the “internal reconstruction of external operations”. Those processes of internalization and externalization are realized through the concept of mediation, where a mediator (e.g. tool, rules and division of labor) enables a subject to reconstruct those higher mental processes [Luc 10]. These higher functions are at first interpersonal – thereof rooted in culture – and are transformed through internalization to intrapersonal functions. Learning takes place where diverse activities proceed simultaneously and often hindering or fostering each other,
because those contradictions allow for analyzing activities that are mostly unconscious [Rei 12b].

Considering contradictions and the social origin of the subject a learning activity is always social in the way that it is a shared activity and as a consequence it is bounded by conditions of interactions, communications and cooperation [Gie 06]. Furthermore knowledge is generated and motivation and goals can change through social interactions and negotiation [Gie 06] during a learning activity. Contradictions in the sense of an enabler of change and learning also challenge people to question their existing PLEs within the process of negotiating learning and working practices. Therefore social factors are important to consider in PLE research, if we keep in mind that personal experiences and practices are always at play. Furthermore the concept of contradictions raises new questions for developing teaching and learning environments in the scope of PLEs as well as how to act in concrete teaching and learning situations (for example): How are contradictions regarding PLEs perceived by students? What kind of interventions induce contradictions that foster students to reflect and adapt their PLEs? How are contradictions influencing negotiation and creation of new practices? How and why do PLEs change?

In the frame of the aforesaid conditions of how learning takes place, context can be extended by the notion of being an emerging system through contradictions, which enable processes of learning and development. The following paragraph discusses the role of the subject and its consequences for an individual. It extends the notion of context with the concept of social and cultural entanglement.

The role of the individual and its socio-material entanglement

It should be noted that from Vygotsky’s point of view the subject is not an individual per se, but rather individual learners that are entangled in the social and cultural environment. Hence, [Gie 06] refers to an “overall pedagogical subject” that interlocks those social relations. Especially from a pedagogical point of view (e.g. for e-learning, course or curricula development) as well as from a research perspective when analyzing PLEs and their underlying activities this aspect should be considered very carefully, because this demands not only reflective researchers, but also reflective practitioners and students that are engaged in those educational interactions. Within these processes of educational interactions, which are challenged by contradictions, the subject is seen as the initializing force of an activity, who facilitates development in the sense of changing itself to shared goals and actions to meet cultural and social requirements [Gie 06]. Giest states, that a shared goal of a learning activity lies in the development of personality and not in executing specific learning tasks [Gie 06]. Therefore an overall pedagogical subject and its learning activity as well as development (in general) are always interwoven with the cultural and social environment. As a consequence pedagogical concepts from the activity-oriented view should not only focus on the individual mind, but rather on creating spaces and opportunities that induce dissonance
(contradictions) as well as facilitating cooperation and collaboration between people who are involved, so that learning and development can take place. Following this, it also raises the issue about the idea of control over those learning processes and outcomes, especially from the point of view that those processes are socially shared and negotiated and where personal “interests are constantly at play” [Fen 11]: From the activity-oriented view people are not only simply participating in a working and learning situation, they are actively renewing and co-producing their practices and therefore their PLEs and in the same time influencing the practices and environments of others through interaction and cooperation. Furthermore it becomes visible that if people are in control of those processes they also should be aware of their responsibility regarding others. Even if PLEs seem to be personal, this shows that through the social and cultural entanglement those practices and decisions made by people are never autonomously, they are always influencing others. If we want to design learning opportunities and technology from an activity-oriented view, people should be aware that they play an important role within the social entanglement of an “overall pedagogical subject”. This means for lifelong learning that a PLE is also a dialectical process of learning and developing one’s own PLE as well as influencing others.

It can be said that the Activity Theory framework provokes new questions: For example it raises questions about the relations of an activity as well as between diverse activity systems. It asks about the context and its historicity, about how mediation takes place and which role artefacts play in this process and how they develop over time and space. The framework is interested in pedagogical interactions, personal experiences, meanings and tools.

It was stated before, that context is an emerging system, which holds the aspect of a process. From the arguments above it can be deduced that this dialectical process of learning and development is also socially and culturally entangled. The following paragraph discusses the role of mediators, especially artefacts, which facilitate internalization and externalization. It also elaborates the interdependency of activity and context.

**Role of mediators**

The interdependency of activity and context emerges through the concept of mediation. From the perspective of AT artefacts facilitate processes of internalization through shared activities, because on the one hand artefacts are dynamic enablers of communication and on the other hand results of those shared activities [Gie 06]. In the scope of pedagogical interactions the “overall pedagogical subject” is never detached from artefacts, because artefacts are shaped by cognition and culture and in turn this shapes the artefacts and therefore those tools are never neutral [Rei, 12b]. Considering PLEs this means that artefacts are shaped in practices as well as they are changing PLEs through their role as mediators and the means they provide. Analyzing the historicity of artefacts can be seen as a valuable insight in human development for identifying contradictions within and beyond multiple activity systems. This implies
also studying the way how artefacts are used and if the intended function or ways of using them differ from the ways people actually use and integrate them in practices (abuse/misuse). Tools as mediators and their affordances create means for concretisation in a process of negotiating with people during an activity and implies the possibility to gain experiences with practices in contexts [Rei 12b]. Consequently, reflecting existing PLEs seems to be an important activity for students, teacher and researcher, because it allows them to actively explore existing artefacts and their social and cultural historicity to take advantage of their qualities they inhabit as well as the means they provide. This could enable people to actively create and develop their practices and artefacts more responsibly and to get a better understanding of a shared object or in other words, those ill-structured problems they are engaged in. Because of that developing PLEs can be seen as a highly social and epistemic process, which helps to gain new insights through exploring artefacts in activity to activate contradictions that foster learning and a “becoming” within the socio-material entanglement. Considering that developing a PLE can be defined as an emergent and dynamic learning practice. As a consequence, a simple transmission of PLEs is not possible in the sense of AT. Re-thinking and co-producing PLEs need opportunities that foster active engagement, so that developing PLEs can become an inherent part of everyday working and learning activities. Moreover the individual is then enabled to detect its role within this social and cultural epistemic process of “collaborative transformative practices” and to take over responsibility in creating PLEs not only in institutional situations but also understanding it as a lifelong learning process. This also shows that the construction of meaning is not only an individual process, but rather embedded in artefacts and their histories as well as culturally and socially dependent. Considering PLEs it can be said that materials (as artefacts) are playing a dynamic role as well as the social dimensions and its underlying components like motives of activities and goals of objects. It follows that for selecting adequate methods for inquiring PLEs the following aspects should be considered: meanings negotiated in those social epistemic processes as well as perspectives, experiences and social and cultural embeddedness of people. For example ethnography can play an important role if we want to investigate the boundaries of activities and overlapping systems where contradictions as opportunities arise, which can foster developing PLEs. Another aspect for inquiring PLEs are those shared objects and the mediating artefacts that are used. Examining those overlapping activity systems might gain new insights about how people change their PLEs in practices as time goes by.

As a consequence, from the activity-oriented perspective it can be said that context is not an environment, but rather constituted through the activity itself and is seen as a dynamic process, where an overall social and cultural entangled subject is re-producing and constructing context through overlapping activity systems by negotiating contradictions that emerge between the constituting and interwoven components of those activity systems.
Conclusions

The paper compared an individual-centered and an activity-oriented view of context to identify the role of social factors and the means for PLEs. From the individual-centered perspective context was identified as an aggregation of components that surround an individual. This dichotomy of mind and body leads to a separation of the individual from social relations. Learning is only possible through a mono-directional relationship between the environment and the mind, where mistrust towards the surroundings helps to interpret and identify the truth. From this perspective the paper argued that PLEs are seen as something outside the individual. They can be designed in a specific way, which would enable a learner to shape its behaviors. For developing PLEs this would mean that a transmission of PLEs are possible in the sense that providing an adequate environment would lead students to adopt it as their own. An incremental instructional design were identified as a pedagogical approach, which could foster learning in the sense of the mechanistic view. The paper also mentioned that individual-centered research do not focus on the learning process, but rather explores static images such as efficiency or productivity of those outer learning environments for improving existing tools and platforms.

From the activity-oriented perspective the focus of inquiry lies on the relations between those components of an activity as well as to identify those contradictions to gain an understanding not only about how people cooperate, but also to understand why they are doing it and how new practices emerge through the mediation of artefacts. AT also refers to consider the historical and cultural embeddedness of tools to explain learning and development [Fen 11]. Moreover it can be argued that practices are produced and refined by human beings through the usage of materials that ties PLEs intrinsically to practices [Rei, 12b]. Developing PLEs from an activity-oriented perspective was defined as a highly social epistemic process. This socio-material entanglement rejects the separation of a technological-oriented and the pedagogical-oriented view of PLEs, which has an important impact of selecting adequate research methods.

Summarizing it can be said that the mechanistic view on learning and development focus on static images of context conditions as existing or given components (e.g. social factors) that influences individual learning, while an activity-oriented perspective addresses learning processes that are seen as constitutively entangled with socio-materiality. For inquiring PLEs and developing learning opportunities (e-learning and face-to-face scenarios) to address the demands of a knowledge society rethinking the underlying paradigms can help to ask new questions and to gain a better understanding of the dynamic aspects of PLEs. PLE research should rethink traditional research methods, results and interpretations continuously to broaden the research frame. Adequate research methods that accept teaching and learning situations as complex “networks of connections-in-actions” [Ghe 09] could be considered as well as long-term studies to get new insights about PLEs as a lifelong learning process.
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Do you want to connect? : Recommendation strategies for building Personal Learning Networks
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ABSTRACT

Recommender systems on social networking sites make users of these sites aware of various resources and people that otherwise they may have missed. In Personal Learning Networks, recommendation is used to create new connections by creating opportunities for interaction and conversation between learners. This article describes the outcomes of a workshop held at the PLE Conference 2013 on the design of recommender systems and on the concepts that determine how they work.

Introduction

Recommender systems on social networking sites (SNS) make users of these sites aware of various resources and people that otherwise they may have missed. These systems are increasingly used for educational purposes, to connect learners with suitable learning resources, peers and tutors [Man 12]. In Personal Learning Networks (PLNs), recommendation can be used to create new connections between learners in order to support their continuous non-formal learning. The challenge in PLNs is to create opportunities for interaction and conversation between learners [Raj 12], [Tin 09].

As recommender systems shape our interactions on SNS, users of these systems need to understand the concepts that determine how they work. In this article, we describe the outcomes of a workshop held at the PLE Conference 2013 that focussed on the concepts behind recommender systems, in particular tag-based user profiles and two matching methodologies for extending PLNs through an interactive exercise.

We will first give some background on the use of recommender systems for learning, looking at both the recommendation of learning objects and of people. Then we will flesh out the aspects of matching people for learning and make a case for looking for dissimilarity (rather than similarity). Next, we will look at the workshop and the outcomes of the workshop. We will end with some considerations stemming from the workshop and clues for further research.
Recommender Systems for Learning

The use of recommendations is widespread on the Internet, especially on social networking sites. Ranging from the next item to buy on Amazon, or the next book to read on Goodreads to the next person to connect to on LinkedIn, recommender systems determine much of how each of us experiences the web. A high level of personalisation has become the norm on the web, where we expect to see links to the things or people that matter to us. This only seems to increase with the advent of Big Data, that allow technologists to create more complete profiles of users on the Internet. However, many users are oblivious to just how far-reaching this profiling goes and how it affects the objects they get to see (or not to see) and the people they get to meet online (or not to meet). For lifelong learners, who use the Internet as a source of information and for knowledge building, this aspect of recommender systems is problematic. To understand why, we need to look closer at the way recommendation works online.

All recommender systems conceptually consist of three components (i) a user profile to characterise an individual user, (ii) a matching algorithm to determine which users should be recommended to each other, and (iii) a user interface, to introduce users to their recommended match.

The quality of the recommendations will depend on how well the learner can be profiled and how a good match is defined. Current recommender systems for learning broadly follow the same strategies as recommenders in other environments. Strategies such as collaborative filtering and content-based recommendation follow a principle of similarity: when the user has indicated an interest in some way, the recommending system looks for items that match that interest or people who share that interest.

For learning purposes, this principle of similarity is flawed. Individuals learn in diverse groups, where people from different backgrounds come together [Mor 13], [Pes 14]. And people seek out differences when making contacts with strangers [Raj 12b]. So, there is a need for dissimilarity: looking for people who share certain things, but also critically differ in some meaningful way. The difference opens up the scope for interest and for potential learning [Pes 14], [Raj XX].

Workshop Setup

In our workshop, we aimed to get the participants to work out the nitty-gritty details of the calculations according to two recommendation algorithms: one based on similarity and one based on dissimilarity. The participants were asked to create user data, gather and categorise this user data and finally match one’s own data individually with the others in the group. By working manually and following all the steps involved, participants could experience how their data is transformed and used to make decisions regarding their interests and expertise.
The workshop setup guided this through a series of group and individual exercises. This workshop is an adapted version of the workshop conducted at the eTwinning conference, based on the Connect the Dots! Reflection Exercise [Raj 12a]. The aim of the workshop was to replicate the recommendation methods employed in [Raj XX]. The workshop was interactive with individual activities, in-pair activities and small-group work.

1. First, the participants seated at a same table were asked to introduce themselves to the others at the table. They were also asked to make a mental note on who they would want to meet up with later in the conference.
2. Next, they were asked to write down 10 tags on cards – one tag per card – that describe their work and the topics they found important in the PLE conference.
3. Per table, the participants then pooled all the tags in the centre of the table and compared them. Similar tags were stapled together in a pile, and one marker tag was chosen to mark each pile. For example, tags such as create, creativity and creation belong to the same pile, with as marker tag create.
4. Using all the marker tags on the table, the participants then individually needed to make tagsets, by writing down marker tags that belong together according to them.
5. In the next step, one-to-one matches were made with everyone at the table:
   (A) first on similarity, looking at the number of common tags as a fraction of the total number of tags created
   (B) then on dissimilarity, looking at the product of i) the number of overlapping tagsets as a fraction of the total number of tagset matches and ii) the 10-log of the total number of tagset matches.
6. Finally, the participants were asked to reflect on who came out as the best match on both similarity and dissimilarity from the calculations. Also, they considered if these outcomes were in line with their prior ‘gut’ feeling?

Results

Five people attended the workshop: three with a technical background (P1, P2, P5) and two with an educational practitioners background (P3, P4). Two of the three technical participants were colleagues of each other (P1 and P2). This select group allowed the discussions to go deeper and further than otherwise would have been possible. The matching exercise resulted in two matching tables, one for similarity and one for dissimilarity (Table 1 and Table 2).

---

The 10-log was used to reduce the magnitude of the resulting number to a matching score between 0 and 1, in order to make it comparable with others.
Table 1: Similarity matrix of matching scores (with marker tags): this matrix is symmetrical due to how similarity is calculated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Dissimilarity matrix of matching scores (with tag sets): this matrix is symmetrical due to how dissimilarity is calculated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 groups the results of the matches, in terms of who is the best match for whom. From the table, it is clear that the similarity matrix is symmetric. P is as similar to P’ as P’ is to P; this is a consequence of the way similarity is calculated and the number of shared tags in this small group. In the group of five participants, one participant (P5) remains without a match, whereas the other two matches were to be expected: the technical people are grouped together as are the educational practitioners. In contrast, matching on dissimilarity results in directional matches, where every person has a best match in the group. In this instance, the difference between the two methods is largely due to the number of shared marker tags that skews the similarity matching method. In larger groups with more marker tags, similarity might also result in directional matches.
Table 3: Results of matching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIMILARITY</th>
<th>DISSIMILARITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1-P2</td>
<td>P1≠P5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3-P4</td>
<td>P2≠P4; P2≠P5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5!</td>
<td>P3 ≥P5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P4≠P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P5≠P2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Although the participation at this workshop was quite low, from a design point of view the participants’ reactions to how they were matched was interesting. It also gave the authors the opportunity to observe discussions in one group closely. Regarding the differences between the matching methods, it was interesting to see that even in the select group of participants, we could see very different types of matches emerging by using the different methods. In particular, matching on similarity indicated a huge difference between one participant (P5) and the rest of the group. As a result, this person did not have a recommended match. However, the same participant emerged as the best match for three participants in the group when matching on dissimilarity. The group agreed that the method of dissimilarity needs to be further researched. Of particular interest is how the two methods perform in groups of different sizes.

Regarding the process of calculating matches, it was remarkable how the participants quickly brought in other, more intelligent steps to improve the marker tags in the third step of the exercise. Examples of these improvements included intelligent interpretation of tags (such as through synonyms, part-whole categorisation etc.), reformulation and clarification, etc. For the exercise, the participants were therefore repeatedly instructed to keep to the simple method of gathering based on common stems of the words used. From a design point of view, implementing this type of intelligence would involve more complex natural language processing techniques and a memory-heavy lexicon and/ontology. However, it is not clear if these more complex techniques to create the marker tags would necessarily improve recommendations. More research is needed to investigate the benefits of more complex techniques in recommendation.

Finally, when asked to reveal if the matches followed their own initial impressions on which contact to pursue, the participants revealed it was difficult to make such a decision after initial contacts (although some did indicate initial preferences). However, through increased interaction throughout the exercise, they did see which contacts might be more valuable than others. In these, it was clear that such choices were dependent on a whole range of things, from professional to personal to other.
Summary

In summary, the workshop brought to light the seeming shortcomings of recommendation on the basis of similarity in online applications. The method of dissimilarity offered a first step for further research. The discussions also indicated how the technical aspects of recommendation online are quite restrictive in the data they have access to, whereas learners in face-to-face environments have many more opportunities and considerations to connect.
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PLEs and epistemological practice – The meaning of Self organization competency for PLE based learning

David Kergel

ABSTRACT
An effective use of PLEs for learning processes requires the capability of self-organization. The integrative use of different Web 2.0 applications needs to be accompanied by a reflexive approach which stresses epistemological and media-theoretical aspects of PLEs: The article discusses two issues: (a) to what extend such a reflexive approach towards the use of PLEs can be considered as an epistemological practice, and (b) how is it possible to optimize the individual epistemological process of knowledge construction via the combination of different Web 2.0 applications?

Introduction
Within the discussion of the possibilities and limitations of e-learning 2.0 the question of organising Web 2.0 based applications becomes relevant. How and by which strategies can these applications be used in formal learning contexts? This paper’s basic thesis is that according to conceptions of the PLE, the use of Web 2.0 applications requires a high degree of self-determination and critical self-reflection from the learning individual. This thesis makes it necessary to consider the following issues: (a) implications of Web 2.0 based discussions for media theory, (b) the historical/ societal context of e-learning 2.0, (c) the meaning of critical self-reflection for PLEs. This strategy makes it possible to outline keystones for a didactic development of PLEs.

Implications for media theory
The link between communication structures and learning paradigms actualises more or less explicit media-theoretical issues such as learning paradigms determine relations of media (e.g. Montessori materials) and individuals (e.g. a child) within learning contexts. With reference to McLuhan’s maxim that ‘the media is the message’, the communicated content is inextricably linked with the media and its structure. One could propose the thesis that not only the content is bound to the media, but also the individual who uses the media. Subsequently media have a ‘subjection impact’ on the individual. Subjections ‘shape’ the individual and the individual’s self-reflexivity, self-conception and self-consciousness [But 97]. This point unfolds within the
use of media: Uni-directional media like Web 2.0 applications address the receiver in a passive way. The receiver possesses a receptive function within uni-directional media based communication processes. Poly-directional media structure the sender-receiver dichotomy dynamically. The receiver of a piece of information can react almost instantly by creating a piece of content and thus promptly transforms himself into a sender: When a blog entry is posted the reader can instantly react to this entry via a commentary and creates a new text. This new text includes blog entry and commentary: “Social software offers the opportunity to narrow the divide between producers and consumers. Consumers themselves become producers, through creating and sharing” [Atw 07: 1]. The consequences which emerge out of this process for the media are far-reaching. The text loses its linear, enclosed structure and receives hypertextual structures. The function of an ‘author’ is not linked to one specific individual. The author as producer of a text is constituted during a text production which is – at least theoretically – infinite: each comment can be followed by another comment or a new blog entry which in turn initiate new reactions. The meaning of a text changes constantly. From the point of view of media theory, one could analyse the process as follows: the structure of a medium prefigures the communication process between individuals and subsequently the way they interact with each other. A media-theoretical interpretation of Deleuze’s position that “(...) Modes of life inspire ways of thinking; modes of thinking create ways of living“ [Del 04: 66), shows that newly emerging communicative processes enable new social practices. As a political example, the Facebook Revolution in the course of the Arab Spring reveals how a resistance movement can de-centralize itself through the use of Web 2.0 based social software. These new Web 2.0 based communication possibilities need to be reflected upon and conceptualised. The technical innovations which constitute Web 2.0 mean also a challenge for e-learning. Due to their medial structure the communicative innovations and the scope of their possibilities present a significant challenge to the individual and his or her self-organisation within learning processes. With reference to Deleuze one could say that ‘Modes of Web 2.0 based learning inspire ways of thinking and create ways of learning.’ In the course of the discussion and conception of an appropriate approach, the possibility of a paradigm change in learning is discussed [Gai 08: 5]. Mason and Rennie stress that Web 2.0 based e-learning is connected with constructivist theories [Mas 10: 98].

Web 2.0 based learning in a historical context

The theoretical conception of conventionalised pedagogical practice is historically bound. The way in which these practices are discursively framed depends on the specific historic situation out of which pedagogical practice and theory develop. A medieval pedagogy bases itself on another paradigm such as the pedagogy of ancient
city-states [Ter 09]. Pedagogic conceptions are based – more or less explicitly – on anthropological conceptions. Although educational science is still discussing the relevance, meaning of constructivist learning theories [Ber 04]. The epistemological basis of these theories can be traced back discursively to the constitution processes of civil society. In contrast to feudal society, which legitimated itself through God as the point of origin for meaning and structures of meaning, the upcoming bourgeois favoured a secularistic, rationally based world-view. For an example for this rationalism one could refer to Kant’s epistemological concept. According to Kant, the subject with its transcendental competence is the only valid authority for knowledge. Working from this premise, Kant developed an epistemological model which Jäger calls the basic thesis of constructivism [Jäg 98: 147]. Adorno and Horkheimer [Ado 97: 106] stress that this epistemology corresponds to the self-conception of civil society due to its emphasis on the active individual.

The relationship between constructivist learning paradigms and Kant’s epistemology is addressed by various educational researchers [Sie 99]. Because Kant’s epistemological concept set an insurmountable difference between the experience of the world and the objective world, the subject constructs meaning in the course of epistemological processes [Sie 99: 52]. With this epistemological scepticism towards a normative realism, an alternative perspective on the learning individual emerged. Instead of a deficit-orientated approach which analyses what the learning individual does not yet know, constructivist theories focus on the individual attempting to give meaning to the world and thus creating knowledge.

The concept of knowledge acquisition is based on an epistemological scepticism which is based on a societal self-understanding. This understanding is in turn embedded in specific historical contexts. From this point of view it may be interesting to ask whether the shift of the latest constructivist approaches away from the single individual towards more interactionistic-constructivistic perspectives is based on societal dynamics. Does the interactionistic-constructivistic approach mirror social processes?

With reference to Foucault, Ariès [Ari 75] developed the thesis that education is a practice of bourgeois self-assurance: The bourgeois individual needs rationally based guidance in order to be accepted into civil society. This socialising process has to be ensured by education which focuses on the single individual. The educational focus on the single individual corresponds to the epistemological model which considers the autoreferentiality of a single individual to be a valid point of origin for knowledge creation. Interactionistic-constructivistic approaches, however, focus on collective, inter-individual processes of knowledge creation. With reference to post-modern sociological theories one could identify some societal reasons for this change. These reasons include (a) an increasing decentralisation of work processes, decentralisation of (urban) private life [Stä 11], and a decentralisation of life-planning. From this perspective it can be said that changes in the labour market and prevailing crises make life planning increasingly difficult [Hep 09].
The increasing relevance of such positions and their societal acceptance also manifests itself in the learning paradigm of interactionistic-constructivism. This learning paradigm reacts to such a cultural change:

“But cultural change, with an increase of pluralism, diversity, cultural and migration differences, entails the necessity to educate and nurture this sensitivity for all observers.” [Rei 07: 13]

The increase of pluralism has an effect on interactionistic processes in which the individual is involved, in which the individual unfolds him/herself via interactionistic processes. One can locate Reich’s approach of interactionistic-constructivism within the context of these socio-cultural tendencies:

“Since the contents of learning are always embedded in and communicated through lived relationships with others, relationships themselves have become a primary concern of education. At the same time the space and liberty of interpretation has grown in our culture. The different versions of reality constructions that are present in any communicative situation demand social open-mindedness. We cannot rely on traditions or rituals the way other generations did. In responding to unambiguity and ambivalence we must balance out our more complex communication and an open attitude by changing in our observations between the inner and outer views.” [Rei 07: 14]

Valid meaning is created within collective negation processes (e.g. Wikipedia could be considered as an example of such a collective process of knowledge construction). With regard to a focus on practical learning via Web 2.0 based applications, it is possible to extend the model of interactionistic-constructivism and integrate aspects related to media theory. The construction of meaning takes place within communication processes. With reference to Web 2.0 applications, the individual is embedded in a specific context, which a social software application provides. The individual is confronted with specific expectations within this context: applications like Twitter or Facebook provide normative spaces with specific horizons of expectation, specific language codes etc. Within this normative space the individual performs/ constructs themselves through communication strategies. Just as truth is, according to pragmatic conceptions, situationally bound, identity construction via (self-) narratives through communication strategies depends on the communication code of a social software application. These narratives, the way an individual participates in communication processes, depend on the normative presets of Web 2.0 based social software applications. The interactionistic dynamic within which the individual articulates themselves is prefigured by these applications. For a learning paradigm which adequately theorises the possibilities of Web 2.0 applications for e-learning, this communication processes has to be analysed appropriately.
From the perspective of learning paradigms one could set the following condition: An interactionistic-constructivist approach which theorises the interactive dimensions of Web 2.0 for learning processes appropriate, has to take into account phenomena like Web 2.0 based knowledge creation (e.g. the potential infinity of a weblog or Wikipedia). The typical and constitutive aspects for this knowledge creation via Web 2.0 based technology (the UGC which requires the production of content and a communicative, poly-directional orientation) have to be discussed from a perspective of learning theory. Web 2.0 applications are mostly used in informal learning processes which are embedded in an interactionistic, supra-individual dynamic: on the one hand Web 2.0 applications are popular and can provide a high degree of motivation for the learner. On the other hand the individual can easily vanish within the context of this collaborative communication process.

PLEs enable an integration of constructivist approaches which stress the importance of the single individual as a point of origin for valid knowledge creation and learning processes in interactionistic dynamics. PLEs are located within this tensioned relationship – collaborative learning processes and knowledge creation versus the single individual as point of origin in construction processes.

Critical self-reflection as a constitutive part of PLEs

Zingle and Türker point to the aspect that PLEs need pedagogical added value to ensure that PLEs are not reduced to a purely functional “management system“ [Zin 08: 1]. Schaffert et al. locate this added value within the pedagogical re-definition of the learner [Sch 08: 16]. A similar position is formulated by Attwell when he states:

“The development and support for Personal Learning Environments would entail a radical shift, not only in how we use educational technology, but in the organisation and ethos of education.“ [Atw 07: 5]

This ‘new ethos’ requires a high degree of self-reflection from the learner in course of using Web 2.0 applications for formal learning processes. This high degree of self-reflection can be described with the epistemological terms of the ‘subject’ and the ‘self’. From an epistemological point of view the self can be considered the ‘effect’ when the individual reflects about himself. Due to ‘self’-reflection the individual as subject becomes his own object, conceptualises his own needs and develops a self-image. The subject, represented in the ‘I’, reflects about himself through the construction of the ‘self’. Self-organization can in turn be understood as an auto-referential organization of the ‘I’. In course of interaction with the environment the ‘I’ develops a cognitive and emotive representation which can be conceptualised with the notion self-organization. Mead used the notions ‘I’ and ‘Me’: ‘The “I” is the response of the organism to the
attitudes of the others; the “me” is the organized set of attitudes of others which one himself assumes. The attitudes of the others constitute the organized “me”, and then one reacts toward that as an “I”’ [Mea 55: 175]. This interaction with the environment, in which the ‘self’ as an effect is constructed, is bound to the media. A – more or less explicit – basic premise of PLEs consists in the thesis that the ‘I’ developed a self-concept which manifests itself in the self-confident use of Web 2.0 applications for learning processes. According to these reflections one could formulated: Why does which media are used, and the way they are used for learning, depend on the self-assessment of the ‘I’ in the course of learning processes. The training of such reflection-strategies can be understood as the pedagogical added value of PLEs.

The establishment of such self-reflectively based PLEs requires media pedagogical considerations. From a didactic point of view it is relevant to develop learning scenarios which mediate reflection strategies. These strategies should enable the learner to reflect about themselves in the course of interaction with the Web 2.0 environment.

Keystones for a didactic development of PLEs

The relationship of the ‘I’ to himself and to his environment can be reflected in the process of producing a text [Fre 00]. Experiences can be reflected and categorised through a written text.

The “‘I’-‘self’-‘environment’” relationship can be reflected in the course of text production. The text is thus a metonymical manifestation of this reflection process.

With regard to the use of social media in learning contexts one could use the following guiding question for a text: In which way do I use which social media software? Such a question requires one to position oneself within the ‘I’/‘media use’ relationship. With reference to learning processes via Web 2.0 based applications one can specify this guiding question: In which way do I use media for learning processes? How do I understand my own position (role) during the use of the media? The use of Web 2.0 based applications is (mostly) connected with communication processes, so that one must clarify whether the application is used ‘more productively or more receptively’? And further: Why do I prefer to use more productive or more receptive applications?’ Such a narrative-orientated reflection of media use ensures according to [Dan 02] the appropriate reflection of media use in the course of learning processes.

E-Portfolios as spaces for reflections on media pedagogy

In addition to this position it is important to provide action strategies for the learner so that s/he is able to make appropriate use of Web based 2.0 media and thus construct a PLE (from this perspective PLEs are in turn metonymical manifestations of self-reflection). Such
action strategies have to provide spaces for reflection so that the learner can think about his or her learning-related media use critically. The construction of such spaces requires a meta-level which enables written reflection on media use and the position of the subject in the course of this specific media use. For instance: How do I understand myself/ my role in course of web-blogging? Or in more epistemological terms: Which kind of (implicit) self-conception accompanies my web-blogging? Such initial questions might lead from a reflection of concrete media use to media use on a more abstract level: Which media do I use for which purposes? Where can I optimise my media use for learning? E-portfolios can be used as a forum and e-learning tool to practice such thinking strategies. An e-portfolio allows the learner to collect artifacts produced in the course of learning processes. It is also possible to collect notes which reflect learning processes. [Arn 11: 255] point out that e-portfolios could be used as a forum for reflection on individual competency development. The learner can address open questions or his/her artifacts and insights or review the learning strategies used and their outcomes in relation to the learning targets etc. Conceived thus, an e-portfolio reveals the relevant connection between the theory and practice of media use: a sovereign media use, which is central for PLEs, requires critical reflection on the relationship of the ‘I’ to the use of media. This relationship will be addressed in the following discussion of a possible conception which leads from reflections of media use within e-portfolios to the construction of PLEs. E-portfolios provide a frame which can be used to reflect the implementation of Web 2.0 applications in the course of an individual learning process. Such use of e-portfolios makes it possible to gradually open up the reflection of the learning process to the construction of PLEs.

The central question is how to implement such a use of e-portfolios in pedagogical practice?

With reference to Mason and Rennie one could cite the didactic, action-orientated strategy to establish a mix of normative impulses (the learning individual has to reflect on the use of Web 2.0 applications) and observational learning (in the broader sense of this concept). Mason and Rennie recommend, for instance, that the teacher should introduce a weblog to aid his teaching [Mas 10: 104]. In a second step, the learner should develop their own weblog which addresses a “(…) subject that interests them and is relevant to theories of the course.“ [Mas 10: 104]. According to Mason and Rennie, this action-orientated learning has to be accompanied by normative impulses: “Setting formative or graded assessments that require students to read (and comment upon) each other’s blog sites (...)“ [Mas 10: 104]. This approach can be supported by implementation of e-portfolios, enabling the individual learner to practice reflecting about the learning process and the action-orientated use of Web 2.0 based applications. The use of Web 2.0 applications in formal learning contexts and the self-understanding in the course of this use can be reflected within e-portfolios: What knowledge was I able to gain through the use of the Web 2.0 application x? Which difficulties had to be mastered during this process? How did I master these difficulties? How did I experience myself in the course of this learning process?”
From E-Portfolios to PLEs

Initially, a certain degree of practice has to be attained in reflection regarding media use in learning processes. Later, the teacher could require a concept of an integrative collocation of different Web 2.0 applications from the learner. Such a strategy makes it possible to realize an essential feature for PLEs – “The idea of a Personal Learning Environment is also based on being able to aggregate different services” [Atw 07: 5] – successively by the learner themselves. The teacher could formulate a content-orientated learning task and connect this task with aspects of media pedagogy. If, for instance, a group of students are asked to give a presentation on the history of education, the Web 2.0 as an action-orientated learning area could be implemented as follows: The presentation could be produced in the form of a podcast. Alongside the preparation of the content (which could involve the reception of Web 2.0 applications like podcasts, blogs etc.) the students would need to make themselves familiar with podcasting software such as Audacity. Communication processes between the group members could be organised (and documented) via weblogs (the use of a weblog in turn requires the writer to familiarise with themselves with weblog providers such as Wordpress). Google Docs could be used for collaborative text production. As an accompanying task, the students could reflect on the experience of the Web 2.0 based preparation of a presentation within their e-portfolios (aspects of group dynamic and self-experience could be addressed explicitly). The e-portfolios have the advantage of providing a space for reflection detached from the group for the individual learner. The self-reflection makes it possible to locate the individual’s own personality within the context of the group dynamic in the course of the collaborative learning process: Which kind of media usage is preferred and why? Do asynchronous media offer security within the group’s work or does this kind of medium destroy collaborative dynamics? As soon as the use of Web 2.0 based applications are practised and organised (e.g. with different presentations in different groups), the individualised use of integratively organized Web 2.0 applications for learning processes can be fostered. The individual learner could formulate a learning target and develop strategies for a Web 2.0 based learning process in which the learner gained the required knowledge: What do I want to achieve with which use of media?

PLEs in formal learning contexts can be understood as the integrative and systematic use of Web 2.0 based applications within learning processes. This kind of integrative, and systematic use of media can be ensured by reflective strategies. The reflection process addresses the possibilities of knowledge creation through the use of a specific medium: Which kind of knowledge can I gain through which medium? Beyond this, the reflection process addresses the individual’s own self-understanding in the course of the media usage.
Conclusion

The emphasis on self-reflexivity is a reaction to discourse formations and a media-environment which are becoming increasingly complex. Every individual is embedded within these discourse formations and media-environment. Critical examination and evaluation of the use of the media-environment enable the individual to establish a self-determined usage of media. The PLE is a manifestation of this kind of a self-determined media usage. In an ideal scenario, PLEs and self-reflection are deeply linked and interrelated with each other, so that the ‘I’ expresses itself through a sovereign use of media. This type of sovereign media usage is becoming relevant with regard to an increasingly complex and increasingly media-defined living environment. A didactic operationalisation seeking to guide the learner towards a PLE therefore has to consider aspects of media pedagogy as well as the acquisition of specialist technical knowledge.
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ThirdSpace: orchestrating collaborative activities in PLEs for formal learning

Yvan Peter, Eloy D. Villasclaras-Fernández, Yannis Dimitriadis

ABSTRACT
ThirdSpace integrates the learner centric Personal Learning Environments (PLE) with the more structured organisation of institutional learning. Collaborative learning best practices are proposed to teachers through the WebCollage authoring tool. The resulting collaborative scripts are modelled using workflow technology and orchestrated automatically. ThirdSpace then publishes and monitors the learning activities in learners’ PLEs. This, enables learners to engage in both individual and collaborative activities through their own tools.

Introduction
In this article we propose a platform aiming at the integration of the learner centric and personalised Personal Learning Environments (PLE) with the more structured organisation of formal (institutional) learning. PLEs are built on Web 2.0 services and social software and are inherently user-centred. PLE services are selected, aggregated and managed by the learner, so that the most convenient tools for each person can be used to manage information and relationships on a learning topic. The concept has emerged from the pervasiveness of personal technologies and as a criticism of institutional control represented by closed Learning Management Systems [WIL 07]. PLEs thus represent a shift in terms of control of both the learning environment and the learning objectives [FIE 10]. However, while the learners tend to use their everyday tools as learning support, effectively shaping their learning goals, activities and environment remains difficult and needs support [DAB 12]. For this reason, [HEN 10] advocate that technical support for tool selection and aggregation should be complemented by pedagogical support to achieve the conceptual design and evolution of the PLE. Web 2.0 technologies which form the basis for PLEs are deemed for their support for constructivist pedagogy by facilitating information production and management at an individual or collective level [MCL 10]. The social aspect of Web 2.0 also favours collaborative approaches [DOW 10].

On the other hand, in a formal learning context, the teacher and overall organisation are responsible for the definition of the learning path, resources and environment. Collaborative Learning is one way to organise the learning activities so as to enable interactions that support knowledge construction. Computer Supported Collaborative
Learning proposes collaborative scripts as a way to create the conditions for learning interactions to happen or to structure these interactions into specific activities [KOB 07]. Collaboration design patterns are one approach for script creation specially suited for teachers that may not have extensive expertise in the field of CSCL. Design patterns facilitate the design of these scripts by providing and documenting best practices to support designers [HER 06].

Our belief is that we must preserve the structured approach of formal learning to have the desired learning outcomes while giving more freedom to learners [MCL 10], [DAB 12]. Among the emergent research themes identified during PLE Conference 2012 unkeynotes [CON 12] we are most concerned by the following:

- “The need for structured, guided learning pathways”
- “The balance between loose institutionally controlled systems vs. portable, learner-controlled tools”

We address these issues from the perspective of the learning activities rather than the learning services or resources. Our platform provides support for (a) the design of pedagogically sound collaborative activities by teachers at an institutional level, and (b) the orchestration (i.e. automatic flow control) of the learning activities while learners may still use their own PLE. We believe that, in addition to facilitating the teacher’s tasks of orchestration and monitoring of the learners, this will improve learning and motivation of these learners by (i) relying on their chosen tools and personalised environment which they already use for everyday activities (ii) engaging them in collaborative activities which are well supported by web 2.0 and social software.

In the following section, we will present existing approaches toward the integration of institutional/formal learning and personal learning environments. Next, we will show the overall approach we follow, explain the technical architecture and present an illustrating example before conclusion.

Institutional learning and PLEs

Some works already seek to combine the benefits from Web 2.0 and social services with a formal setting. Several LMS now integrate Web 2.0 services such as blogs or wikis. Still, this approach does not respond to the critics about LMS being closed and institutionally oriented systems that do not allow learners to personalise and adapt their learning environment and usually restrict the access to the resources to the duration of the course [DAL 06], [MOT 09].

Other works rather provide the ground for the integration of LMS and PLE services in a common environment. This environment can be as simple as a Web start page like iGoogle or Netvibes. These start pages support the integration of Widgets that are embeddable applications providing a user interface to a remote service. This has been
done for instance by [CAS 08] using iGoogle and Widgets based integration of institutional services. Others seek to provide a specific integration environment based on JavaFX to provide a more uniform user interaction [TAR 10]. Marín et al. also rely on a specific Widget aggregator, SymbalooEDU for the integration of institutional and personal services [MAR 12]. SAPO Campus is also an institutional platform that provides services commonly found in PLEs but it seeks to enhance sharing capabilities so as to enable the emergence of learning communities in a safe/institutional context. Enhanced “collaboration, participation, openness and sharing” are a mean to improve the engagement and motivation of the learners [PED 12]. This platform supports openness and sharing including towards people external to the institution. In most of these work the content of the PLE is defined by the institution but the technologies enable the integration of other widgets thus enabling personalisation and appropriation by the learners.

If we consider the management of learning activities in a PLE, we can mention González-Tato et al. which also provide a set of widgets to build an open e-learning platform based on iGoogle [GON 12]. These widgets are dedicated to the management of learning activities from the author, tutor and learner perspectives. [MOD 09] propose an activity oriented mashup based on the Learner Interaction Scripting Language (LISL). LISL relies on \{activity – outcome – tool\} triplets to define a mashup of widgets to provide a specific and adapted learning environment. Like our use of design patterns, the authors envision that good designs of mashups can be shared based on their language. Again, the definition of the learning environment is driven by the institution or teacher. The activities are supported through a kind of dashboard rather than a plain orchestration.

From design to orchestration within learners’ PLEs

Pedagogical scenarios place the focus of attention on the learning activities rather than the resources. They consider the flow of activities, the actors involved as well as the environment in/with which these activities will be done (resources and tools). IMS Learning Design is the prominent standard to describe pedagogical scenarios. It provides a formal representation of the scenarios based on XML that fosters interoperability, enables the sharing of scenario designs and provides the basis for an automatic orchestration of the activities.
Collaborative learning scripts are a kind of pedagogical scenarios where the focus is to foster collaborative learning by a careful design of the activities and/or distribution of roles [KOB 07]. We propose to use Collaborative Learning Flow Patterns (CLFP) to help teachers design collaborative activities. CLFPs capture best practices in terms of collaborative learning activities [HER 06]. Teachers can assemble and adapt known patterns such as Jigsaw or Think Pair Share using the WebCollage authoring tool (Figure 2) which has been evaluated in real-life settings [HER 10]. However, these scripts have been deployed in institutional settings (LMS) leaving no choice of environment to the learners.

Since the pedagogical scenario defines the flow of activity as well as the actors, it is possible to provide a computer supported orchestration that will propose the next available activities to the learners or tutors. Few learning environments embed an IMS LD engine to orchestrate the activities: GRAIL is tightly integrated in the .LRN LMS [DEL 07]; LAMS [DAZ 03] which is an alternative to IMS LD can run standalone but as also been integrated into Moodle. Finally, CopperCore/SLED [MCA 05] is a standalone engine which provides integration APIs but also a standalone support environment that cannot be considered as a full fledge LMS. We have already used workflow technology for the modelling and to provide an orchestration engine for pedagogical scenarios [PET 08]. In general these environments provide the available activities through
a dashboard that also enables to mark the activities as completed. They are integrated in a LMS or provide a limited support environment.

PLEs are appealing because they leverage learners’ own tools and social networks providing an open learning environment. We would like to rely on this feature in a formal setting by providing collaborative activities based on CLFPs’ best practices in learners’ PLEs. The orchestration of these activities (i.e. automatic advancement from one activity to another) in such open environment will lower tutoring needs and provide the following pedagogical advantages:

- Collaborative activities can benefit from the affordance of Web 2.0 and social networks enhancing collective knowledge construction [MCL 07].
- Providing learning activities to the learners directly in their personal services, is a way to scaffold their learning in an open environment and to sustain their motivation [DEL 13].

ThirdSpace combines orchestration of collaboration scripts with self-configured PLEs which implies a distribution of responsibilities. On the one hand, teachers and educational institutions are responsible for creating suitable pedagogical scripts and for managing their deployment on the platform. On the other hand, students are responsible for selecting suitable tools of their choice to accomplish the activities of each course.

Based on our previous experience, we use workflow technology for the modelling and orchestration of pedagogical scenarios [PET 08]. We have modeled the CLFPs good practices as workflow processes using Business Process Model and Notation. These processes can then be orchestrated by a workflow engine to manage learners’ activities.

The ThirdSpace platform relies on the REST architecture of the Web 2.0 for the integration of personal services with the workflow engine (Figure 2) so as to publish and monitor activities in PLEs.

*Figure 2: ThirdSpace architecture.*
Use Case

We will use the Think Pair Share (TPS) pattern as a use case. This pattern organises the activity into three phases to have learners produce a shared view/artefact on a topic or problem. The three phases are:

- **Think** is an individual phase where each learner has to reflect and elaborate on a topic or problem.
- The **Pair** phase lets learners confront their productions. This confrontation should help learners build a more thorough understanding of the topic/problem and provide a better solution.
- Finally, the **Share** phase gathers all learners to build a consensus based on previous discussions and productions.

This pattern defines the activities as well as the grouping of the learners during each phase. It could be used in classroom, within the LMS or as proposed in this paper within the learners’ PLEs. In the latter case, instead of providing a collaboration tool, the learners are allowed to select their own one. A typical example is the usage of blogs: a learner may select to use her blog as the tool to complete the activities. Using this tool means that the platform must publish the activities on the learners’ blogs and let them perform those activities as blog posts or comments.

Considering the teacher’s point of view, she will have to select the TPS pattern in Web Collage and customize it to the intended topic and to select the learners and pairing. The deployment of the learning script in ThirdSpace involves exporting the design from Web Collage (activity flow, learners), thus triggering the instantiation of a new process in the workflow engine. From the learners’ point of view, they will have to provide information about their personal services and grant access to ThirdSpace so that it can publish information. Then, they will see activities published on their PLE services.

Figures 3 to 5 illustrate the operation of ThirdSpace on the first activity (Think) of the TPS pattern deployed by a teacher in ThirdSpace. The instantiation of the process will make the first activity available for the learners associated to that instance. ThirdSpace polls the workflow engine regularly on behalf of the learners. When an activity is available, its description is retrieved and published on the learner’s blog (Figure 3).

![Figure 3: Publication of the activity on the learner’s blog.](image-url)
The user can then perform the activity by providing a response to the initial question through a comment (Figure 4). At this stage and with this particular activity, we consider that the activity is done by writing a single comment to the post. We rely on the fact that the blog provides atom feed for posts but also for comments.

By polling the learner’s blog comment feed, ThirdSpace is then able to monitor the completion of the activity. In more complex situations where the monitoring of the learners’ tools is not enough to detect the completion of the activity we must provide user based declaration either from a tutor or learner to generate the activity completion event.

Upon completion of the activity, ThirdSpace will complete the activity in the workflow engine and post a message on Twitter to support awareness (Figure 5). When the Think activity has been done by all learners, the first phase of the pattern will be done and the workflow engine will make the Pair activity available.

Conclusion

Our work seeks to enable the structured approach of formal learning in the scope of learners’ PLEs. Towards this end, collaborative learning best practices are proposed to teachers through the WebCollage authoring tool. The resulting scripts are modelled and orchestrated automatically by a workflow engine. The ThirdSpace platform then allows the publication and monitoring of the learning activities in learners’ PLEs.
Our work does not address the elaboration of the PLE itself. On the institutional side, we provide sound pedagogical design while helping to cope with the tutoring work with the automatic orchestration of activities and awareness features. On the learner side, one can use personal learning services and social networks. Learning activities become available in the chosen services and learners may be aware of other learners progress through social network notification like in the Twitter notification presented in the use case. This provides an awareness of activities. Taking part in collaborative activities proposed in the PLE and being aware of others actions can help learners being conscious of the learning path thus providing a kind of scaffolding for the learning activities. Also proposing activities provides learning objectives that may help sustain learners’ motivation [DEL 13].

Integrating formal learning and Personal Learning Environments requires to find the right balance between the necessary structuring of the learning environment (either in terms of resources, services or activities) and a user-centred environment which also encompasses personal activities, relationships and informal learning goals. This balance falls into the middle part of Figure 6 where lies our work and most of the works presented in section 2. They seek to provide an integration environment that lays the ground for extension and personalisation with more personal services and networks.

However, as mentioned among others by [CHA 12] or [DAB 12], learners may not have the digital skills necessary to effectively customize their learning environment to provide a useful learning support and experience. Hence, we will have to take that into account in our work. One direction may be to recommend tools, or provide default tools, that have good affordance for the tasks at hand to help learners organise their environment.

*Figure 6: Teacher vs. learner centred.*
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Technology Enhanced Textbook Provoking active ways of Learning
Wolfgang Neuhaus, Jürgen Kirstein, Volkhard Nordmeier

ABSTRACT
With this contribution we want to present and explain the demonstrators of the »Technology Enhanced Textbook« (TET) that we developed during the last two years and discuss with the active PLE-community whether TET could be a useful component of a personal learning environment. Instead of using the term PLE to refer to the tool itself we prefer to use it to refer to the whole physical and virtual environment which can be influenced and designed by the learner.

Active learning and technological change
As we begin to let visions come true, we start creating new reality. During the process of implementation the new reality reveals to us as a whole of communicating and interacting individuals and the new product arising. In the process of realisation we use knowledge and tools which where handed over to us in varied ways by current or previous generations. These kinds of transmissions happen in personal and informal connections as well as in structured and institutionalized contexts like schools, universities, enterprises, theatres, concert halls, sports, museums, libraries and the Internet. Experiences, newly developed reality and the successively emerging externalised knowledge are passed on to the next generation in many different ways. In his 1916 published book »Democracy and Education« John Dewey referred to this process as “renewal of life by transmission” [Dew 16]. Humans as members of society develop and renew themselves in this manner as well as they influence the social infrastructure connected with them. In the digital age this recurring activity of handing over and renewal leads to a state of permanent innovation, because today production- and development cycles are becoming progressively shorter and more complex. This is what we experience in the food industry, furniture industry, in architecture, medical industry, in the development of our transport networks from aircraft, train to automobile, in the energy sector, in the supply and sewage networks, in media communication networks (television, computer, smartphone, tablets, mp3-player) as well as in the development of software and the Internet. Hereby, the combination of software development and Internet represents a catalyst function across all sectors of society. The handing over of externalised digital knowledge reaches large groups of people in a short time, because today methods of digital copying, networking and distribution are becoming more and
more efficient. From the beginning of mankind to the invention of book culture, as well as from our digital age into the future ahead of us, our capabilities to renew the world are continuously expanding. Over the centuries our inventory of externalised knowledge has been stacked up, cross-linked and continuously developed in sediment-like layers of books, magazines, libraries, cultural assets and digital memories. “Bildung” as scientific term refers to this circular process of transmission and renewal [Neu 12a]. By developing solutions for learning we keep this definition of “Bildung” in mind. The psychological dimensions of learning are characterised by the change of behaviour through experience. Cognitivist, constructivist and behavioural models of learning acknowledge this fundamental view on learning [Lef 86], [Mie 07]. In the teaching-learning research, therefore, action-oriented concepts of learning play an important role [Neu 10].

The basis for the development of specific demonstrators during the TET project is a didactical design (the German term “Didaktisches Design” is different from the traditional term “instructional design” !) that overcomes the confines of traditional instruction-psychologically justified e-learning approaches [Neu 11]. With the design of a textbook of the future we focus on action-oriented educational contexts like “Learning in Context,” “project learning”, “self-organized learning”, “communities of practice”, “Problem Based Learning”, “Inquiry Based Learning” or “Location-Based Learning”.

Currently available mobile media devices, such as smartphones, tablets based on iOS or Android base already allow various forms of proactive interaction with the physical and digital environment beyond the usual communication oriented functions of these devices. You can manipulate experiments, tools, texts, images and other media elements by intuitive touch gestures. Built-in or add-on sensors facilitate measurements, audio and video recordings. You can carry out discussions with other learners and experts or make content available via the Internet. By using GPS, image recognition or augmented reality solutions, location-based phenomena and objects can be identified and individually experienced through interactive experiments and additional multimedia information [Bry 07].

Learning versus e-learning

Before discussing the technological enhancements of the textbook and its potential to provoke active ways of learning, we need to outline the problems that were carried into the educational sciences by the research field of e-learning. In an age of continuous innovation, e-learning seems to be too rigid and inflexible to keep up with the complex dynamics of the globalized development in our society. Numerous studies show that the expectations that many have placed in e-learning were rarely met. Three main characteristics can be found in the literature which could be the reason for the failure of e-learning:
The instruction paradigm of the instructional design: E-learning transferred – since its inception – instruction functions of the teacher to the software (e.g. computer-based training, web-based training). This approach goes back to Robert Gagné who defined principles of instructional design based on his view on the psychology of learning, which stood in opposite to constructivist positions of learning psychology as described in the first section of this article [Gag 73]. Since the constructivist paradigm gained popularity in the psychology of learning, many authors from the field of instructional design made an effort to integrate this constructivist perspective. However, consistent approaches which considered construction as part of instruction were never formulated because: “If learning is primarily determined by the individual and not by the environment and knowledge is understood as individual construction, instruction as a »transfer of knowledge« is strictly impossible” [Blu 98].

The idea of controlling learning processes through software: Until the early 1990s, core of the “Instructional Design” was the management and control of learning processes, e.g. [Mer 88], [Rei 91], even though there were also approaches to integrate context references and constructivist perspectives as seen in Reigeluth. The deficits that resulted from such a perspective in terms of human learning, were explained by Rolf Schulmeister in his book “Grundlagen hypermedialer Lernsysteme”. In particular, he criticized the restricted view of Gagné regarding the human memory as a storage system which is a core part of the theory of “Instructional Design”: “The validity of the assumption that defined knowledge is stored directly, the so-called “correspondence hypothesis” is rejected by constructivism and […] been subjected to a detailed critique” [Sch 07: 137]. This dispute between authors of the field of “Instructional Design” and authors relating to the upcoming constructivism was comprehensively documented in [Sch 07].

The overvaluation of technology: Summing up the results of their studies, Gerhard Tulodziecki and Bardo Herzig state that “Overall, the many studies on general media effects (as a comparison between media-based and labour-mediated teaching and learning processes) show that there can not be spoken of a fundamental superiority of learning with electronic media” [Tul 04: 81]. In further articles, Rolf Schulmeister, Gabi Reinman and Michael Kerres came to similar conclusions concerning the meaning of technologies in the context of teaching and learning [Sch 07: 362], [Rei 06: 32], [Ker 07: 3].

Many concepts of e-learning are designed to make learning “easier” for students. However, learning is only effective when the learner actively solves problems and such constructs knowledge. Therefore the “easy” way might not be the most promising one. To address this paradox of traditional e-learning, Joachim Hasebrook asked in a keynote speech in 2009 “Do computers still need humans to learn?” [Has 09]. In educational research it has long been known that there are challenging problems that, once they
are overcome, lead to persistent learning and help to adapt existing mental models to new experiences. Encountering an inexplicable phenomenon, considering competing explanations, implementing goals and actively trying out possible solutions are all important activities related to the learning process but are not adequately considered by many traditional e-learning concepts. Therefore, we recommend to disengage from traditional e-learning. Instead of defining learning from the perspective of the electronic aspects of a learning environment, we believe that it is essential to find ways to encourage communication as well as active involvement with phenomena and learning objects to solve relevant problems. We then have to figure out which role media can play in these kinds of settings. In order to enable individual knowledge construction we need a “mediating” device – a medium – for communication and learning. To make these learning and communication processes transparent we use the German term “mediengestütztes Lernen” (media-supported learning). This term emphasizes that the media devices serve for specific functions especially as tools to communicate and facilitate reflection processes during learning [Neu 11].

Developing the Technology Enhanced Textbook (TET)

Our vision is an interactive textbook – as part of the personal learning environment – which provokes active ways of learning and grows with the learner’s experience. The designated user is an active learner who is the author and designer of his/her own personal textbook while going through the learning process. Today’s worldwide coverage of interconnected multimedia devices opens new educational perspectives to technologically enhance the traditional textbook. During last two years we had the opportunity to realise and validate our vision in a project fostered by the “Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung” (BMBF). The aim of the project is to validate the potential of innovation of our research and to fit our visions to the conditions of the market. Empirical data gained from focus group sessions with our partners of the educational field (schools, universities, educational publishers, museums, radio and television, vocational training) and data from surveys that were answered by experts in the field of learning (teachers, students, lecturers) helped to outline the demonstrators of TET. Instead of trying to promote learning through simply clicking through items on the screen, our focus lies on activities that use both, the physical and virtual environment. To offer students a wide overview, TET uses collaborative, interactive and sensitive media elements to provide opportunities for students to explore their physical environment through experiments, analyses, and measurements. TET also offers experiences for students to control photo-realistic virtual laboratories and “Interactive Screen Experiments” [Kir 07], which will be available on all current mobile devices with Internet access. Between the physical and the virtual world of experiences, learners construct their personal knowledge and become authors of their own personalized textbooks.
The focus groups

We chose to validate our projects using the focus group method. Compared to individual interviews, this method offers the advantage that the targeted solutions emerge out of the concrete experiences of the participants [Göl 05]. The results of the common communication and interaction of the focus group merge directly into the development of the desired product [Boh 03], [Man 60]. The focus group method emerged from research in the United States when it appeared economically reasonable to interview several experts at the same time instead of asking each of them individually [Boh 03], [Gre 98]. In order to generate a group opinion (as a product of collective interactions) discussion groups are compiled and provided with information [Man 60], [Gre 98]. Common applications of the focus group method include the development of new products, generating ideas, capturing user behaviour or the determination of attitudes [Gre 98: 9].

To start producing demonstrators of TET we discussed our ideas with experts of a television company who planned to enhance their educational program (Bayerischer Rundfunk alpha), with experts of museums in Berlin who wanted to give their visitors new ways of exploring their collections (Museum für Naturkunde, Technik-Museum, Spectrum), with experts of textbook publishing houses (DeGruyter, Cornelsen) and with experts in the field of learning (students and teachers of different schools and universities). Three main didactic functions emerged during the focus group discussions with our project partners. These will be the basis for further developments of the demonstrators of TET: (1) to experiment, (2) to communicate and exchange, (3) portfolio functions [Neu 12]:

- **Toolbox function**: Various sensors and technical interfaces are offered to measure, detect, experiment, photograph and record.
- **Communication function**: Learners communicate via chat or video call about their experiences and experiment together online.
- **Portfolio function**: Information can be researched and compiled from browsers, search engines and the cloud based IMPAL-market, the virtual backbone of TET.
Learning scenarios

From a constructivist perspective the opportunity to actively carry out scientific experiments with mobile devices holds a special value because here direct action of learners and their initiatives come into focus. Appropriate ways of active learning were discussed with learners and teachers during the focus group talks of the TET project.

- **Measurement and Experimentation:** Current generations of mobile devices provide up to five different internal sensors: microphone, motion sensor, magnetic sensor, camera and GPS receiver. In addition, we developed a wireless interface which is able to process, analyse and visualize the data of external sensors that are usually used in schools and scientific laboratories. In an experiment for determining the speed of sound our students tested a scenario using the sensors of mobile devices in the hallways of our institute building the speed of sound was determined by the microphones of two iPads which were placed at 10 meters distance.
With a pair of claves a synchronization sound was generated exactly in the middle of the 5-meter mark. Shortly afterwards, the actual measurement click was generated (spatially behind the iPads). Both clicks were recorded by the two iPads. The high resolution of the used sound editor allowed us to display the exact time interval between the two clicks. From the time difference between the two measuring points, the learner was able to determine the speed of sound \( \text{speed} = \frac{\text{distance}}{\text{time}} \) rather precisely. Several scenarios to promote active learning are documented on Blog Mediendidaktik (URL below).

- **Virtual Experiments:** Another exciting way to stimulate the learners curiosity is the use of interactive screen experiments (ISE) and interactive laboratories (ISL) as photo-realistic, interactive representations of real experiments and laboratories. They give learners the opportunity to make phenomena immediately tangible by using appropriate virtual experiments. Museum exhibitions, technical equipment and scientific phenomena that users experience in everyday life or appear on television can be discovered, investigated immediately and reflected through ISE and ISL. ISE and ISL can be stored in an individual manner using the portfolio function of TET and can be reused at any time. For TET-users ISE will be made available by the web-based media platform IMPAL [Kir 11].

- **Communication:** In the future, virtual experiments can be operated together, online. TET can provide information on who else is currently working with a specific experiment, or who has already worked with it previously. Users can contact these students via chat to discuss the
implementation, assessment and evaluation of the experiment. To determine who is available online at a given moment, interfaces to common social Networks like Twitter, Facebook or Google+ will be integrated. Likewise, collaborations between classes from different countries or regions can be realized in the form of joint research projects in which measurements that were made in local environments can be collected and evaluated.
Portfolio use: We designed TET as a personalized application on mobile devices which can also be accessed via any Internet-Browser on the web. The portfolio feature of TET allows to store personal externalized knowledge fragments, ISE, ISL, as well as individually collected web content. For this purpose TET offers the possibility to store content in an individually designed structure. Here the focus is put on a clean and intuitive handling, not comparable to the complicated functions of out-dated VLEs. Besides providing each user with the opportunity to individually design content, teachers or publishers are as well able to offer prepared contents that can be included in the individual portfolios of students. The portfolio function of TET allows to track individual knowledge construction with regard to design, as well as research processes by reflecting the personal development steps. All information available online such as “Open Educational Resources” content under Creative Commons License or paid media modules offered by publishers and knowledge brokers can be integrated into the portfolio.

To get some impressions of the learning scenarios that we are experimenting with, visit the Blog Mediendidaktik and choose category Lehrszene: http://www.mediendidaktik.org/category/lehrszene/
Existing Demonstrators of the TET

TET as a mobile, interactive textbook supports its future users with didactic-technological extensions of reality, through a high degree of modularity of the content and by a variety of tools for the individual and joint construction of knowledge. TET links proven elements of the textbook with new references to the real life: interactive media modules enable experimentation and exploration in space and in situations that are not available in reality. The following demonstrators of the TET are available for demonstrations:

- tet.folio: With the tet.folio learners have access to tools, study materials and the whole Internet. They can bring all of these elements into their own intuitive order, carry out evaluations and make those individually prepared items available to other students and teachers. Active, self-determined forms of learning can be optimally stimulated and supported with the tet.folio. In the tool-area instruments are made available, which are able to record data from external or internal sensors of the mobile device. These records can be evaluated, visualized and processed directly within the tet.folio.

- IMPAL-Server: The tet.folio offers access to elements and learning objects of different learning media providers via a cloud-based Internet server (IMPAL). The user gets access to Open Educational Resources, Creative Commons Licensed media as well as fee-based, high-quality media products of renowned educational media publishers.
**Interactive Screen Experiments:** Interactive screen experiments (ISE) as photo-realistic, interactive representations of real experiments are no movies and no mathematical simulations. The production of an ISE is based on photo-shootings, during the execution of the experiment, recorded in stop-motion, similar to the production of cartoon animations. Audio and video elements as well as measurement data are inserted to the ISE to enable a realistic perception.

**ISE-maker:** The ISE-maker allows you to produce Click & Slide animations in an intuitive way. There are no programming skills required. An HTML-based interface allows the user to take photos, to define interactive areas and to animate the resulting ISE. This works on a computer via mouse click, as well as on mobile devices using touch gestures.

**Tessy:** The “Tessy” sensor interface of the TET enables the user to record values of external sensors wirelessly. It allows you to stream data directly to the digital teaching materials of the tet.folio. The measured values can be streamed in real-time to any place in the classroom. Real experiments can be demonstrated. The measured data of an experiment will simultaneously play the resulting graphics on a Smartboard. Other mobile devices are able to track the live data also, so students using the tet.folio will be able to edit these data streams directly.

These demonstrators help to enrich the personal learning environments of any learner. Aside to these “educationally” demonstrators we developed some more technically driven demonstrators, such as Interactive Screen Laboratories, which offer interactive panorama-views of a real laboratory, the tet.table which offer visitors of a museum ways to interact with real and virtual objects at the same time as well as automation and production systems to realise new media formats for educational television and museums. To get some impressions of the status of the TET-demonstrators and its context visit the tetfolio.de Homepage: [http://tetfolio.de/home/index_engl.shtml](http://tetfolio.de/home/index_engl.shtml).

**Conclusions**

The TET project reached a status now where we want to spread the results of our validation process and find partners to go live with the project. Aside to the fact that the developed demonstrators seem to fulfill the needs of the different target groups which were explored, the core results of the validation are: there are three relevant business segments to earn money with our solution: production (service, customization), sale (IMPAL products, multimedia elements and tools) and resale (marketplace, publishing houses). The central idea around the business model at the moment is, to offer the tet.folio free of charge for all systems and to earn money with high quality products around it. In a next step we look for the financing to produce the prototypes of the tet.folio and the IMPAL-server. A beta test phase and activities to build a lively learning community...
around it will follow. People and institutions who want to collaborate are always welcome. Up-to-date information about the TET project you can find on our homepage: http://didaktik.physik.fu-berlin.de/projekte/tet/index_en.html
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Design as Inquiry: Socially shared PLEs by the example of collaborative note taking. A speed design process.

Heidrun Allert, Sabine Reisas

ABSTRACT

The workshop introduces the pedagogical framework “design as inquiry” which was developed in the context of the multilateral project “Creating Knowledge through Design & Conceptual Innovation” co-funded by the European Union (project website: http://www.knowledge-through-design.uni-kiel.de). The project aims to foster design ability and creative thinking among students and professionals of various disciplines, enabling them to generate innovation and knowledge. Design thereby is understood as an epistemic process that does not only result in new products or services but also provides insights into the situation to be changed. By design we do not refer to a particular profession or discipline, but to a general mode of inquiry that aims to gain insight by means of reflective intervention. This perspective is used as an underlying foundation for the exploration of spaces that encourage active engagement. From this perspective we can assume, that the design of a Personal Learning Environment (PLE) is an ongoing epistemic activity, that is mutually entangled with materiality/technology and the accompanying social interactions. With the design challenge of this workshop we aim to explore the potentialities of “design as inquiry” for developing spaces that provide collaborative opportunities to co-produce and re-work students’ PLEs and encourage them to appropriate spaces for their own needs.

Program

- First, we will introduce you to the pedagogical framework of “design as inquiry” and provide an overview of the design phases. (1/2 hour)
- During a speed design session the participants will experience the whole design circle. To engage a lively discussion the participants will work in small groups. Within this highly interactive phase, we will explore the role of socially shared PLEs by the example of collaborative note taking. (1 1/2 hour)
- After that, we will reflect not only about the process itself, but also about the appropriateness for your own situation, discipline or project and how concepts for developing or facilitating PLEs can benefit from this pedagogical framework. This will also allow us to talk about the role of artifacts, spaces, social factors and the epistemic role of the process. (1/2 hour)
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Social badges dynamics in institutional supported platforms

Carlos Santos, Luís Pedro, Sara Almeida, Mónica Aresta

ABSTRACT
In a scenario where the social web promotes the dilution of roles and hierarchies, the attribution of badges as a way to promote integration in educational social platforms is still mostly in the hands of administrators. Aiming to break up this conservative view, this workshop will discuss and work on user-generated badges and peer-support for badges attribution. Throughout a set of activities, participants will be able to create and assign badges to others, following the same set of rules.

Social badges dynamics in institutional supported platforms

SAPO Campus is an educational platform that aims to promote communication and sharing in educational contexts. Despite the institutional approach, where users connect themselves to a well defined and identified institutional space, the dynamics of the platform are almost identical to the ones available in global social networks. Apart from administrative tasks, all users share the same privileges and responsibilities and are able to use the platform as a key part of their Personal Learning Environment.

SAPO Campus Mozilla Open badges support was introduced as a first experience during the PLE Conference 2012 in Aveiro. Since then the team has been working in a deeper integration of Open Badges technology. During the various phases of specification and development the team has been questioning the approach that almost all the social platforms is using for badge integration.

Social web promotes the dilution of roles and hierarchies. But strangely, badges integration in these platforms do not follow this principle. Badges are seen as an exclusive topic in these social dynamics because reputation and recognition of badges could only be achieved if “the gods” are the only ones to create and assign badges to “the common people”.

SAPO Campus approach to badges tries to break up with this conservative view related to gamification and badge integration in educational social platforms. Two main concepts are promoted: (A) user-generated badges – any user is able to create a group and inside groups the owner is able to create an unlimited number of badges and assign them to group members; (B) peer-support for badge attribution – any user is able to express their support for the attribution of a specific badge for a specific user.

During the PLE Conference this approach to badges will already be used by a few thousand users. During this workshop we pretend to explain the rules that are applied
in SAPO Campus. Throughout a set of activities the workshop participants will be able to create and assign badges to other participants following the same set of rules. This experimentation will allow us to question and reflect over the potential impact of this social approach to badges inside educational institutions, namely: motivation, learning and peer-assessment.
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